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for the English catalogue visit

www.decowoerner.com



More banners can be found
from page 134 onwards.

Flower bundle

from 17,95

Our fl ower bouquet can 
be found on p. 205.

Dear customers,

 

the aim of our spring/summer catalogue is to highlight 

the trends we will encounter at the beginning of 2022 

and how you can best use them to present your 

products.

Unfortunately our printed catalogue is only available in 

German this year. The English catalogue is available 

online as a PDF file for you to leaf through and 

download: www.decowoerner.com

 

This year’s catalogue is full of visual merchandising ideas, 

application examples and decoration tips, for plenty of 

practical inspiration. Get inspired! Your next VM idea 

might already be waiting for you. Whether it’s a one-off 

or series production, no wish is too small or too big for us.

 

Let us help you turn your ideas into reality.

 

Have fun browsing and best regards

Herwig Ahlemeyer

Managing Director

Order hotline:  +49 (0) 7131/4064-333
Fax:   +49 (0) 7131/4064-760
Mo – Fr 8.00 – 17.00 Uhr

Do you have questions about our products?
Product advice in English
Monday to Friday 8.00 – 15.30 h
Ms. Aboud +49 (0) 7131/4064-724
Consultoría de productos en español
Lunes, miércoles y viernes 8.00 – 12.30 h
Sra. Martinez +49 (0) 7131/4064-749
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only 24,95

from 17,95

A Philodendron tendril, green, lifelike vine 
made of plastic and textile, price per piece
6803.800.020.33 l. 110 cm / Monstera 19,95
6803.800.020.34 l. 125 cm / Split 19,95
% from 3 pieces    17,95

B Banner „Tropical Fruits, green/orange,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.020.94 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

C Philodendron branch, green, made of 
plastic, price per piece
6803.800.020.26 70 cm long / Monstera 8,95
6803.800.020.27 75 cm long / Split 8,95

D Philodendron in pot, deceptively real looking 
artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, price per piece
6800.800.020.47 h. 75 cm / Split 59,95
6800.800.020.41 h. 82 cm / Monstera 59,95

E Philodendron in pot, deceptively real looking 
artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, price per piece
6803.800.020.40 h. 47 cm / Monstera 24,95
6803.800.020.46 h. 45 cm / Split 24,95

F Table set, height 60/75/90 cm, seat: 20 x 20, 
25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm, High-gloss chrome plating, 
stable 10 mm square-cut pipe construction made 
of metal, the high-quality coating prevents rust 
and corrosion and offers durability for the
construction, with 6 replaceable boards,
price per 3-piece set
6802.663.601.42 gold  169,—

Philodendron article

from 8,95

Split philodendron

Monstera philodendron

Order now at decowoerner.com

PRICE
SPECIAL
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only 10,95

only 4,98

from 10,95

A Pussy willow tendril, green/white, with fluffy
pussy willow made of fabric, bendable tendril with
wooden design made of plastic, price per piece
6802.707.626.00 length 150 cm 25,90

B Hydrangea, green, Ø 16 cm, made of
high-quality fabric material, price per piece
6803.719.117.09 52 cm long 6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,20

C Wild carrot, artificial flower made of plastic 
and textile, price per piece
6803.800.018.83 white/length 60 cm 4,95
6803.800.018.82 yellow/length 85 cm 5,95

D Bouvardia branch, length 85 cm, natural 
plastic flowering twig, price per piece
6803.719.483.01 pink  6,95
6803.719.483.11 yellow  6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,30

E Allium, 62 cm high, Ø 19 cm, high quality 
plastic flower with bendable stem, price per piece
6800.800.022.10 white  10,95
6800.800.022.11 pink  10,95

A Pussy willow 
tendril

only 19,95

N Flower 
bundle

only 17,95

C Wild carrot

from 5,95

E Allium

only 10,95

length 150 cm

height 45 cm

62 cm high

52 cm long

B Hydrangea

from 6,20

D Bouvardia 
branch

from 6,30
length 85 cm

19,95

length 60 cmlength 85 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 19,95

only 5,95
only 29,95

Flower cluster, green/white, self-standing
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile flowers, 
price per piece

M 6800.800.022.75 height 70 cm 35,95

N 6801.800.020.03 height 45 cm 17,95

O Decorative ring, black, metal ring for
hanging and decoration, price per piece
4 mm round pipe
6804.700.160.00 Ø  60 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    6,20
9 mm round pipe
6804.700.160.02 Ø 100 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

P Decorative ring, black, 20 mm round pipe,
impressive metal ring to set up and decorate 
individually, base plate 40 x 40 cm has holes to 
fix the ring to the floor, delivery in several parts for 
plugging together, price per piece 
6801.718.745.00 Ø 200 cm 199,—

Q Lantern set, 15 x 26/25 x 42/34 x 59 cm
(W x H), Lanterns for indoor and outdoor use, 
made of white lacquered wood and glass, roof 
made of bark with rope cord handle for hanging 
and carrying, side window for easy removal of 
the LED candles, price per set of 3 PCs.
6803.724.104.00 white/brown 129,95

F Wall bucket set, 18/20/25 cm high,
25/30/35 cm long, 18/23/27 cm Ø, made of 
metal, for wall mounting, price per 3pcs. set
6800.800.020.63 silver  59,95

G Wicker basket, 30 x 31 x 43 cm (W x H x L),
natural willow, price per piece
6802.718.684.00    15,95

H Flower shelf bicycle, green, self-standing 
plant stand in romantic country house design, for 
indoor and outdoor use, with display area, plant 
box and basket, made of lacquered iron 
6801.800.018.59 99 x 180 cm (H x W) 299,—

Crown cork tray, 4 cm high, silver, cersatile in use,
for example as a tasting tray. This opulent decorative
accessory is perfect for wedding and party decorations
in Sabby, vintage or country house style. This
beautiful tray is an ideal base for candles and flower
arrangements. Here you can decorate as you like
and let your creativity run free. With candles, flowers,
leaves, fir greenery, grit etc., you can create an 
eye-catcher for your living space in no time at all. 
There are no limits to your imagination.

J 6800.800.021.75 Ø 30 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    12,95

K 6800.800.020.56 Ø 40 cm 17,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

L Squirrel, 10 cm high, for indoor decorations, 
made of sisal, price per set of 2 pieces
6800.800.021.64 brown (=4,98/pc.) 9,95

Prairie garden

R Birdcage Shabby, 31 x 48 x 19 cm (W x H x D),
iron cage in nostalgic design and wiped vintage 
look, standing cage with closed bottom plate and 
hinged lid, price per piece
6802.723.794.00 sage green 29,95

S Autumn branch fern, green/purple, natural 
and very realistic-looking replica made of plastic, 
price per piece
6802.723.350.00 length 97 cm 11,95
% from 6 pieces    10,95

Original watering can, 1,8 litre, height 21 cm, 
made of plastic, price per piece

T 6800.800.018.95 black 9,95

U 6801.800.018.94 green 9,95

V Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm, lifelike 
design made of plastic, in plastic pot,
price per piece
6801.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

W Rattan planting basket set, 25 x 12,
35 x 17 and 56 x 23 cm (w x h), three baskets 
made of woven cuburattan, vintage look, covered 
with foil, can be used in protected outdoor areas, 
price per set of 3
6801.718.660.00 brown  79,90

X Metal stand „Vintage“, sage green,
decorative metal stand with basket (29 x 11 cm) 
for individual decoration, in wiped vintage look, 
price per piece
6802.723.770.00 41 x 71 cm (W x H) 44,95

72,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Pansy, 27 cm long, made of high-quality 
textile with practical insertion rod, price per piece
6803.720.090.11 yellow  5,95
6803.720.090.14 white  5,95
6803.720.090.23 purple  5,95

B Wooden trunk planting bowl, rustic planting
bowl made of natural Paulownia bark wood, with 
handles made of sisal rope, price per piece
6802.718.677.00 60 x 18 x 20 cm 19,95

C Butterfl y „Flamingo pink“, pink, digital print 
on both sides, vibrant colours, high-quality coated 
paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam
wingspan 15 cm, price per pack of 9
6804.667.821.00   (=1,99/pc.) 19,90
wingspan 28 cm, price per pack of 3
6804.667.821.01   (=5,97/pc.) 19,90

D Birdcage set, 37 x 18 x 18/48 x 23 x 23 cm
(L x W x D), varnished iron cages in nostalgic 
shabby chic style, open mesh base, with hinged 
lid, price per 2-piece set
6800.671.781.33 pink  49,90

E Banner „Watering can“, green, one-sided 
printed textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant 
quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1, 2 cm 
wide square wooden rods on top and bottom for 
crease-free hanging, price per piece
6801.709.040.00 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 34,90

F Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9 cm,
12 x 12 x 12 cm, 15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D), 
decorative drawer-boxes in shabby chic-look, 
lined with foil, price per set of 3
6801.718.646.01 red  14,95
6801.718.646.25 white  19,90
6801.718.646.08 green  19,90

17,90

17,90

C Butterfly
„Flamingo pink“

from 1,99 /piece

29,95

25,90

9 x 9 x 9 cm,
12 x 12 x 12 cm, 
15 x 15 x 15 cm 
(L x W x D)

F Plant pot set 
„Drawer“

from 14,95

B Wooden trunk 
planting bowl

only 19,95

A Pansy

only 5,95

A Pansy

only 5,95
A Pansy

only 5,95
A Pansy

only 5,95

60 x 18 x 20 cm 
(W x H x D)

27 cm long

27 cm long

wingspan 
15 cm

wingspan 
28 cm

27 cm long 27 cm long

D Birdcage set

only 29,95

37 x 18 x 18/
48 x 23 x 23 cm
(L x W x D)

E Banner
„Watering can“

only 25,90

100 x 140 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 5,95

from 14,95

from 6,30

from 7,95

A Banner „Farm Garden“ , pink/green,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6800.800.021.08 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Real wood panel Vintage, grey wiped,
Real wood panel in rustic vintage look, as wall 
facing or wall decoration, ready-to-use wooden 
element for vertical installation, price per piece
6801.676.298.00 100 x 40 cm (L x W) 34,90

C Mimosa, yellow, high-quality decorative 
plastic fl ower, price per piece
6801.718.806.00 length 84 cm 9,95
% from 6 pieces    7,95

D Metal fence, white, 2-piece fence for
decorative purposes, with plug connections,
self-standing, price per 2-piece set
90 x 60 cm (H x W), 3 kg
6804.707.220.00   (39,50/pc.) 99,—
180 x 120 cm (H x W), 6 kg 
6802.707.220.01   (74,50/pc.) 169,—

E Bouvardia branch, length 85 cm, natural 
plastic fl owering twig, price per piece
6813.719.483.01 pink  6,95
6813.719.483.11 yellow  6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,30

F Pansy, yellow, made of high-quality textile 
with practical insertion rod, price per piece
6813.720.090.11 27 cm long 5,95

G Artifi cial fl ower Cosmea, length 65 cm, branched
artifi cial fl ower with fi ve textile fl owers (5 cm Ø), 33 cm
long plastic stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6803.719.360.11 yellow  5,50
6803.719.360.22 light pink 5,50
% from 2 pieces    4,95

H Watering can, made of zinc, assorted, there 
could be signs of wear and tear because these 
are genuine, old cans, price per piece
6803.549.745.00 10 l  39,90

J Artifi cial fl ower Larkspur, length 107 cm, 
50 cm long infl orescence with many textile fl owers,
plastic stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6803.719.421.05 blue  16,50
6803.719.421.14 white  16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,95

K Flower bowl „Birch“, 57 x 13 x 23 cm
(W x H x D), Planter in rustic look made of natural 
birch bark on wooden frame, lined with foil and 
suitable for planting outdoors, price per piece
6802.724.326.00    29,95

L Wild carrot, Artifi cial fl ower made of plastic 
and textile, price per piece
6813.800.018.83 white/length 60 cm 4,95
6813.800.018.82 yellow/length 85 cm 5,95

M Colourful Flower Mix Branch, colourful, 
beautiful decorative branch made of plastic in 
wood optic, with fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, price per piece
6803.800.021.79 length 85 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    13,95

N Cock, green, made of hard foam, sisal and 
real feathers, price per piece
6803.800.020.51 height 30 cm 19,95

Flowers

from 4,95

19,95

79,–

149,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 13,50

only 1,29

from 4,95

A Crates, light decorative boxes made of
7 mm thick wood, vintage look, 28 x 10 x 22,
34 x 11 x 27,5, 40 x 12 x 32,5 cm (W x H x D), 
price per 3-piece set
6801.684.637.00 natural fi nish 36,90
6801.684.637.04 orange  36,90
6801.684.637.11 yellow  36,90
6801.684.637.22 dark pink 36,90
6801.684.637.23 lilac  36,90

B Decorative fl eece roll, width 73 cm,
100% polypropylene, 25g/sqm, this fabric-like 
artifi cial fi bre material is a light, slightly transparent 
material and is tear-proof, durable and robust, 
price per 10 m roll
6802.524.520.23 purple (=1,29/m) 12,90

C Wisteria blossoms tree, pink, with long
hanging blossom branches made of fabric, branches
made of plastic and trunk with a wooden look, 
comes with a metal base plate 18 x 18 cm,
price per piece
6800.683.012.84 height 135 cm 79,90

D Golden rain branch, pink, The fl owers of
the artifi cial fl owering branch are grape-shaped
panicles with beautiful, lively-looking petals and
are made of textile, just like the foliage. The plastic
stem is 95 cm long, but this magnifi cent piece 
of jewellery, including the fl owers, reaches a total 
length of 150 cm. Price per piece.
6800.800.022.08 length 150 cm 13,50

E Decorative swing, support 20 x 50 x 2 cm 
(L x W x H), white, yellow suspension, varnished 
wooden board with 2 cm thick sisal rope, for 
decoration purposes, price per piece
6800.718.950.11 length 150 cm 29,90

F Pompom blossom, yellow, stable fl ower ball 
made of fabric material, for hanging, bending is 
not necessary
Ø 16 cm, price per pack of 2
6804.667.333.11   (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
Ø 25 cm, price per piece
6804.667.340.11    21,90
% from 3 pieces    19,90

G Display hanger „Foxglove“, red, 2.6 kg, 
single-sided decorative hanger made of metal 
with two drilled holes in watercolour look,
price per piece
6800.686.877.01 156 x 62 cm (H x W) 89,90

even more boxes in chic spring colours 
online

www.decowoerner.com

29,90

19,90

39,90

A Crates

only 36,90

28 x 10 x 22, 34 x 11 x 27,5,
40 x 12 x 32,5 cm (W x H x D)

G Display hanger 
„Foxglove“

only 39,90

156 x 62 cm 
(H x W)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 4,98

only 59,95

only 8,95

from 9,50
from 8,90

A Bouquet of dried fl owers, beige, grasses
combined with artifi cial fl owers in light cream tones,
long-lasting, absolutely maintenance-free
6803.723.367.00 length 42 cm 10,50
% from 6 pieces    9,50

B Banner „Lavender fi eld“, beige/lilac,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.13 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

C Butterfl y, lilac, digital print on both sides, 
vibrant colours, high-quality coated paper, 
tear-proof, body made of hard foam with wire 
suspension, price per piece
6804.637.121.00 wingspan 30 cm 8,90
6804.637.121.01 wingspan 50 cm 19,90
6804.637.121.02 wingspan 80 cm 34,90

D Butterfl y „Neotropis“, yellow/orange/black, 
double-sided digital print, high-quality coated 
paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam,
price per piece
6804.498.821.04 wingspan 80 cm 34,90
% from 3 pieces    30,90
6804.498.814.04 wingspan 50 cm 24,90

E Dried fl ower arrangement, beige, complete 
arrangement of dried fl owers in white plastic 
bowl, grasses, combined with different artifi cial 
fl owers in light cream shades, long-lasting and 
absolutely maintenance-free, price per piece
6803.724.685.00 length 42 cm 59,95

F Crates, light decorative boxes made of 7 mm
thick wood, vintage look, 28 x 10 x 22,
34 x 11 x 27,5, 40 x 12 x 32,5 cm (W x H x D), 
price per 3-piece set
6811.684.637.04 orange  36,90
6811.684.637.11 yellow  36,90
6811.684.637.23 lilac  36,90

Rose „Dry Look“, length 60 cm, Ø 10 cm, large 
blossom in trendy dried fl ower look, made of 
high-quality textile fi bre material, price per piece

G 6802.719.469.22 peach pink 8,95

H 6802.719.469.11 yellow 8,95

J Reed grass in pot, green/beige, 40 cm Ø,
Deceptively real dry grass look with fl uffy panicles 
and fi ligree blades for a natural look, artifi cial plant 
in white plastic pot (13 x 14 cm), price per piece
6803.723.381.00 height 110 cm 59,95

K Lichens Moss, 4 x 9 cm (W x H), green/grey,
Plastic tufts can be used as decorative moss,
craft moss, or fi lling material in fl ower arrangements,
price per pack of 3 pieces
6802.724.302.00   (=4,98/pc.) 14,95

Dried look

31,90

19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Butterfl ies, wingspan 40 cm, fl exible wings 
made of high-quality, tear-resistant PVC foil, 
double-sided digital print with bright colours, 
plastic frame, suitable for outdoor use, with drilled 
holes for hanging, price per pack of 3
6804.708.395.90 orange (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
% from 3 packs   (=4,32/pc.) 12,95

B Banner „Birch leaves“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor
use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow 
seams on the top and bottom side, suitable 
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6804.708.920.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

C XXL Birch trunks, length 200 cm, Ø 6-10 cm,
with drilled hole for piercing, price per pack of 3 
6803.555.586.00 natural (19,97/pc.) 59,90
% from 3 packs   (18,30/pc.) 54,90

D Birch tendril, spring green, delicate plastic 
tendril with beautiful fabric leaves in a fresh green 
colour, price per piece
6800.710.282.00 length 180 cm 11,50

E Birch leaf set, 36 x 65 cm (W x L), green/
transparent, semi-transparent foil with birch leaf 
print, price per 3-piece set
6803.711.098.00   (=7,65/pc.) 24,90

F Clothes stand, 60 x 153 x 45 cm (W x H x D),
made of varnished wood, price per piece
6801.687.591.25 natural fi nish 59,90

Flower bundle orange, self-standing bundle
of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers,
price per piece

G orange
6800.800.022.76 height 67 cm 35,95

H pink
6800.800.022.73 height 65 cm 35,95

J white
6810.800.022.75 height 70 cm 35,95

K Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, 2 cm 
pile height, white carpet with natural moss replica 
on the surface, price per 5 m roll
6804.637.619.00 green (=19,80/m) 99,—

L XXL Birch trunks, Ø 3-6 cm, natural
length 170 cm, price per pack of 5
6803.444.286.10   (=9,99/pc.) 49,95
% from 3 packs   (=8,99/pc.) 44,95
length 220 cm, price per set of 6 
6803.508.759.00   (=11,65/pc.) 69,90
% from 5 sets   (= 9,98/pc.) 62,50

M Birch twig, light green, delicate plastic 
branch with beautiful fabric leaves in a fresh green 
colour, price per piece
6801.710.299.00 length 60 cm 3,90

length 60 cm

M Birch twig

only 3,90

✓ 6 pieces,
length 220 cm

✓ 5 pieces,
length 170 cm

fr. 8,99 /pc.

SUPER
PRICE

59,90

22,95

29,95

14,95

34,90

only 35,95

only 11,50

only 34,90
from 4,32

only 7,65

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 16,95

from 12,95

from 5,95

from 19,95

A Ficus „Alii, green, imposing tree made of 
high quality plastic, overhanging crown and textile 
leaves, trunk in wood look, natural fi nish, stable 
stand due to existing base with holes for screwing 
onto the ground, price per piece
6804.800.022.17 height 170 cm 419,—

B Wall Decoration „Birds, black, decorative
hanger made of metal, one-sided, provided with 
hanging eyes on the back, price per piece
6803.800.018.81 120 x 18 cm (W x H) 16,95

C Garden plug „Birds, black, made of metal, 
can be used as a decorative element or as a 
climbing aid, price per piece
6803.800.020.52 39 x 140 cm (W x H) 79,95

Songbird, length 19 cm, painted hard foam body
with real feathers and perlon hanger, price per piece

D 6804.708.258.00 green/black/orange 9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

E 6804.708.265.00 green/blue/yellow 9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

F 6804.708.272.00 grey/orange/white 9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

G Bird cage set, gold, Ø 24/32 cm, two iron 
cages with foldable grill base and elements chain 
for hanging, price per 2-piece set
6804.671.774.00 height 40/50 cm 79,90

H Tulip bouquet, 48 cm high, nine, deceptively 
real-looking, bundled artifi cial tulips, grouped 
together on a hard foam block covered with jute 
fabric, price per piece
6803.800.021.85 pink  21,95
6803.800.021.86 yellow  21,95
6803.800.021.87 orange  21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

J Grass union, green, self-standing decorative 
grass made of plastic, price per piece
6803.800.022.12 42 cm high 12,95
6803.800.022.13 60 cm high 19,95

K Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 10 kg,
grass blade height 2.2 cm, natural look for indoor 
and outdoor use, price per roll à 3 m
6803.800.018.84 green (32,67/m) 98,—

L Birch tree, green, with fabric leaves, fl exible 
branches made of plastic and wiped white trunk 
with a wooden look, comes with a metal base 
plate 25 x 25 cm, price per piece 
6804.707.008.00 height 200 cm 249,—

height 200 cm

length 19 cm

L Birch tree

only 249,–

7,95

7,95

7,95

Songbird

from 5,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 19,90

only 5,95

only 10,90

A Plant stand, silver, 55 cm Ø in unfolded 
condition, container 23 cm Ø, 11 cm deep,
three-part metal stand with zinc container,
for fi lling and planting, price per piece
6801.719.728.00 height 95 cm 84,95

B Pansy, 27 cm long, made of high-quality 
textile with practical insertion rod, price per piece
6823.720.090.11 yellow  5,95
6813.720.090.14 white  5,95
6813.720.090.23 purple  5,95

Herbs in clay pot, height 20 cm, green, made of 
plastic, price per piece

C 6803.639.651.04 Thyme 10,90

D 6803.639.651.01 Mint  10,90

E 6803.712.231.00 Rosemary 10,90

F Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9 cm,
12 x 12 x 12 cm, 15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D), 
decorative drawer-boxes in shabby chic-look, 
lined with foil, price per set of 3
6811.718.646.08 green  19,90
6811.718.646.25 white  19,90

G Mini herb set in pot, height 15 cm, 6 cm Ø, 
Plastic herbs in dimensionally stable cardboard 
tray, price per set of 6
6803.719.155.00 green (=3,33/pc.) 19,95

H Crates, light decorative boxes made 7 mm
wood, vintage look, 10 x 22 x 28, 11 x 27.5 x 34
and 12 x 32.5 x 40 cm (W x H x D),
price per 3-piece set
6801.556.767.00 white  36,90

J Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 10 kg,
grass blade height 2.2 cm, natural look for indoor 
and outdoor use, price per roll à 3 m
6813.800.018.84 green (32,67/m) 98,—

Display hanger, single-sided decorative hanger
made of metal with two drilled holes in watercolour
look, price per piece

K „Hummingbird“, lilac, 270 g
6800.686.914.00  36 x 40 cm (H x W) 44,90

L „Iris“, green/blue, 2.3 kg
6800.686.877.00 110 x 60 cm (H x W) 59,90

M „Peacock“, green, 2,0 kg
6800.686.860.00  62 x 83 cm (H x W) 44,90

N XXL Blossoms-garlands set, 
length 260 cm, extra-long decorative tendrils 
made of fabric leaves, price per 3-piece set
6804.686.129.01 red (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6804.686.129.33 pink (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6804.686.129.22 rosé (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6804.686.129.14 cream (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6804.686.129.09 lime (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6804.686.129.47 champ. (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 sets   (=4,83/pc.) 14,50
6800.686.129.05 blue (=2,97/pc.) 15,90
6800.686.129.23 lilac (=3,32/pc.) 15,90

O Display hanger „Pansy“, green/purple, 0.8 kg,
single-sided decorative hanger made of metal 
with two drilled holes in watercolour look,
price per piece
6800.686.877.02 75 x 40 cm (H x W) 24,90 12,90

36 x 40 cm (H x W)

O Display hanger 
„Pansy“

only 12,90
75 x 40 cm (H x W)

110 x 60 cm (H x W)
62 x 83 cm (H x W)

Display hanger

from 12,90

12,90

35,90

24,90

9,95
8,90

length 260 cm

.09 lime

.01 red

.14 cream

.33 pink

.47 champagne

.22 rosé

.23 lilac.05 blue

N XXL Blossoms-garlands set

from 2,97 /piece

✓ 8 colours

Order now at decowoerner.com
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N
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O

D

E

F

G

G

H

H

H

J

K
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only 19,90

only 1,58

from 12,50

from 4,63

A Tendril of mixed spring blossoms, yellow/green,
high-quality, made of PU and fabric material
6804.708.326.00 length 150 cm 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

B Banner „Watering can“, green, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging,
price per piece
6801.719.810.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

C Ladder, white, made of wood, in vintage 
look, traces of use are intentional and do not 
represent defects, with sisal suspension for
horizontal hanging, price per piece 
6801.718.790.00 25 x 190 cm (W x D) 44,95

D Tree, height 180 cm, natural trunk entwined
with lianas, plastic/fabric, delivered in heavy pot 
for more stability, price per piece 
6801.548.960.00 Golden shower/yellow 119,—
6801.684.972.00 Wisteria/lilac 119,—

E Branch, length 140 cm, three hanging fl ower
panicles with petals of textile and green leaves,
bendable plastic style, 50 cm long, price per piece
6803.719.124.06 Wisteria/blue 14,95
6803.719.124.11 Golden shower/yellow 14,95
% from  6 pieces    13,50
% from 12 pieces    12,20

F Pansy, 27 cm long, made of high-quality 
textile with practical insertion rod, price per piece
6833.720.090.11 yellow  5,95
6823.720.090.14 white  5,95
6823.720.090.23 purple  5,95

G Dandelion seeds, length 30 cm, plastic, 
price per pack of 12
6804.499.422.00   (=1,58/pc.) 18,90

H Giant bees set, wingspan 26 cm, hard foam 
body covered with crepe paper, wings can be 
formed, price per 3-piece set
6804.638.241.00 yellow (=4,97/pc.) 14,90
% from 6 sets   (=4,63/pc.) 13,90

J Bees set, wing span 10/14 cm, two large 
and three small decorative bees with a hard foam 
body, covered with crepes paper, fl exible wings, 
price per 5-piece set
6804.708.210.00 yellow (=3,39/pc.) 16,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,10/pc.) 15,50

K Zinc pot set Shabby Chic, 14 x 11, 13 x 16
and 16 x 18 cm (W x H), zinc cachepots with
corrugated walls, price per set of 3
6802.718.875.00 grey/white 12,90

L Watering can, made of zinc, assorted
6813.549.745.00 10 l  39,90

M Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9 cm,
12 x 12 x 12 cm, 15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D),
lined with foil, price per set of 3
6821.718.646.08 green  19,90
6821.718.646.25 white  19,90

N Fruit box Original, 40 x 28 x 50 cm (W x H x L),
genuine multi-purpose box made of wood
6801.559.799.00    13,90
% from  6 pieces    12,50
% from 12 pieces    10,50

O Decorative fabric „Cobblestone“,
grey/green, fl ame retardant, 120 g/sqm, 100% 
polyester, printed on one side, price per m
6801.519.335.00 width 150 cm 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

A Tendril of mixed 
spring blossoms

from 25,90

length 150 cm

wing span 
10/14 cm

J Bees set

from 3,10 /piece

9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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F

G

H

K

K

J

M
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TREND
OPTIMISTIC PINK
 SPRING 2022

A Magnolia branch, length 87 cm, decoration
branch with textile fl owers (ca. 9 cm Ø) and soft buds,
40 cm long, fl exible plastic stem, price per piece
6803.719.148.33 rose  10,95
% from 6 pieces    9,95

B Glass vase set, height 18 cm, dark pink,
Ø 6 cm, opening Ø 2,2 cm, four different bottles: 
2x frosted, 1x matt and 1x transparent,
price per set of 4
6802.720.601.33   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95

C Butterfl ies, 19 x 15 cm, pink/yellow/lilac, 
double-sided digital print, high-quality coated 
paper with adhesive strips at the lower side,
bendable, wire-reinforced wings, price per 3-pce set
6804.657.785.00   (=4,63/pc.) 13,90

D Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high quality
design with many fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6800.800.020.11 length 42 cm 6,95

E Giant chafer, brown/black, made of hard 
foam, varnished, price per piece
6804.482.639.00 length 20 cm 12,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

F Ants, length 10 cm, black, made of hard 
foam and steel, price per pack of 12 
6804.335.119.00   (=1,33/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,21/pc.) 14,50

G Apple blossoms, Ø 3 cm, blossoms and 
leaves made of fabric, price per pack of 80
6801.499.750.00 white (=0,07/pc.) 7,90

H Cherry blossom branch, white, fl ame
retardant (EN 1021-2) decorative branch with 
beautiful blossoms, made of fabric and plastic, 
price per piece
6800.674.713.14 length 118 cm 29,90

J Feather butterflies, wingspan 10 cm, 
made of hard foam and real feathers, with wire 
pick, price per pack of 12
6800.500.647.00 rose (=0,41/pc.) 9,90

K XXL Blossoms-garlands set, 
length 260 cm, extra-long decorative tendrils 
made of fabric leaves, price per 3-piece set
6814.686.129.33 pink (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6814.686.129.22 rosé (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 sets   (=4,83/pc.) 14,50

L Decorative swing, white, support 50 x 2 x 20 cm
(W x H x L), vintage swing for decoration purposes,
can be used as a side board or hanging counter,
wooden board with 2 cm thick rope, price per piece
6804.502.139.00 length 155 cm 39,90

M Glass vase, height 15 cm, 9 cm, opening
Ø 4 cm, smooth bottle vases in a rustic country 
house look, made of environmentally friendly 
100% recycled glass, the bottles can therefore 
vary slightly in colour, price 6 pcs. set
6803.720.625.33 pink (=4,66/pc.) 27,95
% from 3 sets   (=4,16/pc.) 24,95

B Glass vase set

only 3,24 /piece

height 18 cm

14,90
length 118 cm

H Cherry blossom 
branch

only 14,90

A Magnolia 
branch

from 9,95
length 87 cm

4,95

wingspan 
10 cm

J Feather butterfl ies

only 0,41 /piece

✓ 19 x 15 cm

C Butterflies

only 4,63 /piece

29,90

length 10 cm

F Ants

from 1,21 /piece

5,90

length 20 cm

E Giant chafer

from 11,90

length 42 cm

D Cherry blossom 
branch

only 6,95

K XXL Blossoms-
garlands set

from 4,83 /piece

length 260 cm

L Decorative swing

only 29,90
length 155 cm

height 15 cm

M Glass vase

from 4,16 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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P

C

C

C

C

D

E

F

F

F

G
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H
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L

L

M

N

N
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only 9,95

only 29,95

from 12,95

A Banner „Scattered Cherry Blossoms“, 
pink/white, one-sided printed and UV-resistant 
textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1
quality for indoor and outdoor use, according to 
DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top 
and bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be 
found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.11 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Japanese cherry blossoms tree,
white rose, many fabric blossoms and green 
leaves and its stable trunk in a wooden design; 
to ensure stability the tree must be fi xated to the 
fl oor using the provided metal stand (25 x 25 cm), 
price per piece.
6804.682.985.00 height 150 cm 399,—

C Feather butterfl ies, wingspan 17 cm,
blue/lilac/pink, made of hard foam and real
feathers, with wire pick, price per pack of 18
6802.551.434.00   (=1,66/pc.) 35,90

D Lantern, grey, decorative metal lantern with 
four candle holders (candles are not included) in 
vintage look, with suspension, price per piece
6801.800.020.53 20 x 47 cm (W x H) 85,—

E Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high 
quality design with many fl owers and leaves made 
of textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic
6810.800.020.11 length 42 cm 6,95

F Glass vase, height 15 cm, 9 cm, pink,
opening Ø 4 cm, made of environmentally friendly 
100% recycled glass, the bottles can therefore 
vary slightly in colour, price 6 pcs. set
6813.720.625.33   (=4,66/pc.) 27,95
% from 3 sets   (=4,16/pc.) 24,95

Crown cork tray, 4 cm high, silver, versatile in 
use, for example as a tasting tray. In Sabby,
vintage or country house style. This beautiful tray
is an ideal base for candles and fl ower arrangements.
Here you can decorate as you like and let your 
creativity run free. With candles, fl owers, leaves, 
fi r greenery, grit etc., you can create an eye-
catcher for your living space in no time at all. 
There are no limits to your imagination.

G 6810.800.021.75 Ø 30 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    12,95

H 6810.800.020.56 Ø 40 cm 17,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

J Velvet armchair, 60 x 80 x 50 cm (W x H x D),
comfortable armchair in a trendy velvet look, 
covered with stepped soft velvet fabric (100% 
polyester), seating height 43 cm, chair legs made 
of solid beech wood, price per piece
6800.688.130.00 rose  159,—

K Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, price per pack of 50 g
6804.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

L Glass vase set, dark pink, height 18 cm,
Ø 6 cm, opening Ø 2,2 cm, four different bottles: 
2x frosted, 1x matt and 1x transparent,
price per set of 4
6812.720.601.33   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95

M Decorative columns, gray, base area 20 x 20/
28 x 28 cm, 7.5/ 13.1 kg, made of high-quality 
fi berglass, can be nested to save space,
price per 2-piece set
6801.714.877.00 height 80/100 cm 139,—

N Decorative columns set „Concrete“, gray,
base area 30 x 30 cm, light polystyrene, 2-pce set
6800.680.424.00 height 30/55 cm 59,90

O Blossom branch, rose, beautiful decorative 
branch made of plastic in a wooden design, with 
blossoms and leaves made of fabric material
6803.712.118.22 length 130 cm 14,90
% from 6 pieces    13,50

P Cherry blossoms panel, dark pink, grill net 
made of plastic, fabric blossoms, price per piece
6804.667.159.00 40 x 60 cm 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

P Cherry blossoms 
panel

from 25,90

40 x 60 cm

29,95

D Lantern

only 85,–

E Cherry blossom 
branch

only 6,95

N Decorative 
columns set 
„Concrete“

only 59,90

20 x 47 cm 
(W x H)

length 42 cm

height 30/55 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B

B

E

F
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A Eucalyptus bundle, green, consisting of 
three plastic branches, price per piece
6803.800.019.41 60 cm long 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

B Butterfl y, lilac, digital print on both sides, 
vibrant colours, high-quality coated paper, 
tear-proof, body made of hard foam with wire 
suspension, price per piece
6814.637.121.00 wingspan 30 cm 8,90
6814.637.121.01 wingspan 50 cm 19,90
6814.637.121.02 wingspan 80 cm 34,90

C Past blossoms panel, pastel colours,
20 mm thick light foam board with lush decor, 
fabric fl owers and leaves, price per piece
6802.684.477.22 40 x 40 cm 49,90
% from 6 pieces    47,90

D Vase set with tray, Tablet 13 x 38 x 4 cm
(W x L x H), vases height 12 - 14 cm, price per 8 pcs.
6802.718.998.00 silver  54,—

E Rose, length 68 cm, 11 cm Ø, made of fabric 
and plastic, price per piece
6803.724.265.01 burgundy 6,50
6803.724.265.14 cream white 6,50
6803.724.265.25 mauve  6,50

F Rose branch, length 73 cm, 3-7 cm Ø,
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6803.724.272.01 burgundy 10,95
6803.724.272.14 cream white 10,95
6803.724.272.25 mauve  10,95

G Tea roses tendril, cream/rose, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.623.780.00 length 180 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

H Candlestick set, height 18 cm, three
different farmer silver glass candlesticks in
antique look, handmade applied farmer silver 
layer, price per 3 pcs. set
6802.719.070.00 silver (13,32/pc.) 39,95

F Rose branch

only 10,95

D Vase set 
with tray

only 49,95

length 73 cm

Vases height 12 - 14 cm

E Rose

only 6,50
length 68 cm

A Eucalyptus 
bundle

from 9,90
60 cm long

31,90

49,95

wingspan 
30 cm

B Butterfly

only 8,90

wingspan 50 cm

B “Butterfly”

only 19,90

length 180 cm

height 18 cm

G Tea roses 
tendril

from 19,90

wingspan 80 cm

40 x 40 cm

B Butterfly

only 31,90

C Past blossoms 
panel

from 47,90

H Candlestick set

only 13,32 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D

D

E

E

E

E
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J
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L
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only 18,90

only 3,95

only 2,48

only 17,95

from 7,95

A Banner „Peonies, pink, one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.10 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Lantern, grey, decorative metal lantern with 
four candle holders (candles are not included) in 
vintage look, with suspension, price per piece
6811.800.020.53 20 x 47 cm (W x H) 85,—

C Amphora, gray, Ø 37 cm, 7.7 kg, made of 
shock-proof solid fi berglass, in modern concrete 
look, price per piece
6800.702.003.00 height 61 cm 95,—

D Peony, with two blossoms and leaves made 
of textile material, price per piece
Ø 10 cm, dark pink
6803.800.019.33 height 60 cm 8,95
% from 6 pieces    7,95
Ø 20 cm, burgundy
6803.800.019.35 height 58 cm 17,95

E Birds, length 20 cm, made of hard foam,
with long feather tails, with clip for attachment, 
price per 4-piece set
6804.562.362.23 dark pink (=2,48/pc.) 10,90

F Birdcage set Antique, grey wiped, Ø 26/32 cm,
iron cages in nostalgic design and antique patina
closed base plate, with hinged lid, feet for placement,
price per 2-piece set 
6800.656.207.01 height 60/77 cm 79,90

G Vintage Vase, white, metal amphora,
opening 10 cm Ø, price per piece
6802.724.319.00 26 x 26 cm (W x H) 24,95

H Eucalyptus bundle, green, consisting of 
three plastic branches, price per piece
6813.800.019.41 60 cm long 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

J Metal table, black, powder coating, stable 
10 mm square frame construction made of metal, 
completely welded (no assembly required), the 
high-quality coating prevents rust and corrosion 
and offers durability as well as reliability for the 
construction, price per piece
6802.708.784.18 45 x 45 x 45 cm 95,—

Pompom blossom, stable fl ower ball made 
of fabric material, for hanging, bending is not 
necessary

K Ø 16 cm, price per pack of 2
6800.667.333.04 orange (=3,95/pc.) 9,90
6800.667.333.33 fuchsia (=3,95/pc.) 9,90

L Ø 25 cm, price per piece
6800.667.340.22 dark pink 21,90

M Ø 30 cm, price per piece
6800.667.340.33 fuchsia  21,90

59,90

9,90

59,95

18,90

18,90

7,90
7,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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H

J

J
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only 4,98

from 65,–

from 9,95

A Noble Magnolian branch, length 100 cm, 
incredibly realistic designed decoration branch 
with textile fl owers with real touch surface and 
soft buds, 45 cm long stem in wooden look,
price per piece
6804.709.897.00 soft rose 14,90
6804.709.897.01 white green 14,90
% from 6 pieces    13,50

B Magnolia blossoms tree, height 180 cm, 
beautiful, large fabric blossoms (Ø 7 cm), green 
fabric leaves, branches made of plastic and trunk 
with a wooden look, comes with a metal base 
plate 18 x 18 cm, price per piece
6804.706.995.00 dark pink 149,—

C Banner „Magnolias, pink, one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.28 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

D Butterfl y to hang, white/pink/pink/orange/
yellow, wingspan 26 cm, colourful decorative
hanger with wire-reinforced, bendable wings of 
crepe paper, body of hard foam, incl. hanger, 
price per pack of 5
6804.485.111.00   (=4,98/pc.) 39,90

E Decorative ring, black, 4 mm round pipe, 
metal ring for hanging and decoration,
price per piece
6814.700.160.00 Ø 60 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    6,20
6804.700.160.01 Ø 80 cm 9,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90

F Magnolia branch, length 87 cm, decoration 
branch with textile fl owers (ca. 9 cm Ø) and soft buds,
40 cm long, fl exible plastic stem, price per piece
6803.719.148.14 white  10,95
6813.719.148.33 rose  10,95
% from 6 pieces    9,95

G Étagère, silver, Ø 45/30/25 cm, 3 levels,
3,8 kg, large and heavy aluminium etagere,
price per piece
6802.723.497.00 height 80 cm 149,—

H Grid cube, silver, industrial look made of
Ø 6 mm concrete steel, high-quality chrome-
plated, price per piece
40 x 40 x 40 cm (W x H x D)
6801.679.046.41 5 kg  69,90
40 x 60 x 40 cm (W x H x D)
6801.686.426.41 5,7 kg  99,—

J Silk ribbon, 7 cm wide, fabric ribbon made of 
100% recycled silk, suitable for decorations of all 
kinds, fl oristry or original gift packaging,
price per piece of 25 m
6802.720.663.11 mustard yellow (=0,52/m) 12,95
6802.720.663.22 pink (=0,52/m) 12,95

A Noble 
Magnolian 
branch

from 13,50
length 100 cm

B Magnolia
blossoms tree

only 149,–
height 180 cm

24,90

65,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 24,90

only 12,90

only 79,90

only 9,90

A String curtain with sequins, green, trendy 
curtain made of polyester, the threads with shiny 
sequins create a nice shine, satin pull system for 
all common curtain rails, price per piece
6800.519.175.08 250 x 100 cm (L x W) 19,90

B Bird cage set, gold, Ø 24/32 cm, two iron 
cages with foldable grill base and elements chain 
for hanging, price per 2-piece set
6814.671.774.00 height 40/50 cm 79,90

C Birdcage shelf, gold, Ø 30/35/40 cm,
open iron cage with shelf function, three stackable
individual parts with metal base, price per piece
6804.662.628.00 height 140 cm 139,—

D Decorative ring, gold, 20 mm round pipe, 
impressive metal ring to set up and decorate 
individually, base plate 40 x 40 cm has holes to 
fi x the ring to the fl oor, delivery in several parts for 
plugging together, price per piece
6801.725.019.00 Ø 200 cm 249,—

E Clothes stand foldable, brass polished,
140 - 220 cm height adjustable, 8.5 kg, max. load
up to 100 kg, additional bars extractable on the
sides length 40 cm, height-adjustable in 10 steps, 
oval pipe support bar, high-quality galvanised 
four-square metal frame, large diagonally braking 
8 cm rubber wheels for outdoor use, can be 
folded to save space, price per piece
6803.673.969.03 100 x 50 cm (W x D) 198,—

F Metal table, gold, High-gloss chrome plating,
stable 10 mm square frame construction made of
metal, completely welded (no assembly required),
the high-quality coating prevents rust and corrosion
and offers durability as well as reliability for the 
construction, price per piece
6802.708.784.42 45 x 45 x 45 cm 109,—

G Fan fl ower, Ø 45 cm, single-sided foldable
fl ower with a pistil in a different colour, made of tear-
proof paper, with practical magnet lock and hanger
6800.666.732.00 white  16,90
6800.666.749.00 yellow  16,90
6800.666.756.00 pink  16,90

H Peacock, white, made of hard foam, with
feathers, glitter, clip for attachment, price per piece
6804.562.485.00 length 85 cm 29,90

J Slabs of wood, approx. width 15 - 30 cm,
approx. 22 kg, untreated spruce wood with bark, 
price per pack of 3 
6803.529.419.00 length 170 cm 49,95

K Eco-friendly shop window mannequin 
Female, natural colour, with head, arms straight, 
measurements 83/61/86 cm, clothes size 36, 
shoe size 38, 7.4 kg, three-dimensional
6801.688.543.01 height 178 cm 109,—

L Flowerpot set, Ø 22/27/32 cm, bronze, 
metallic lacquered metal pots on metal frame, 
aspecto usado, price per 3pcs. set
6801.800.020.62 59/68/77 cm high 169,—

M Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm, lifelike 
design made of plastic, in plastic pot,
price per piece
6811.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

more sequin curtains online

www.decowoerner.com

12,90

9,90
9,90
9,90

24,90

59/68/77 cm high

L Flowerpot 
set

only 169,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A LED-Cherry 
blossoms tree

only 989,–

C Glass vase

only 19,95

height 210 cm

height 34 cm

B Hanging chair

only 59,95
82 x 123 cm 
(B x W)

You will find more vases
on page 209.

LED candles can be found online

www.decowoerner.com

A LED-Cherry blossoms tree, 130 cm wide,
white, 54 LED, Artifi cial tree with a trunk height 
of approx. 60 cm, 2-part plastic trunk in wood 
optics, 18 separate branches to put on, each 
80 cm long, fi rmly mounted on a metal standing 
plate (35 x 35 cm), power supply via an IP44 
transformer (GS), 3 m PVC supply cable, 4.5 V, 
price per piece
6804.718.387.00 height 210 cm 989,—

B Hanging chair, cream, made of 100% cotton 
and handmade, UV-resistant, maximum load 
100 kg, can be used in protected outdoor areas, 
including suspension, price per piece
6802.720.151.00 82 x 123 cm (B x W) 59,95

C Glass vase, green, Ø 22 cm, opening Ø 15 cm,
glass vase in discreet country house design, 
made of environmentally friendly 100% recycled 
glass, the vase can therefore vary slightly in 
colour, price per piece
6802.720.588.00 height 34 cm 19,95

D Zinc pot set Bloom, 10 x 10, 12 x 12 and 
14 x 14 cm (W x H), Zinc cachepots with white 
embossed fl owers, price per set of 3
6802.718.882.00 grey/white 6,90

E Cherry blossoms panel, 40 x 60 cm, grill net
made of plastic, fabric blossoms, price per piece
6804.684.439.14 white  28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

F Cherry blossom bundle, height 33 cm,
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6804.497.749.14 white  15,90
% from 6 pieces    14,90

G Zinc pot set Shabby Chic, 14 x 11, 13 x 16
and 16 x 18 cm (W x H), zinc cachepots with 
corrugated walls, price per set of 3
6812.718.875.00 grey/white 12,90

H Cherry blossom branch, white, made of 
plastic in a wooden design, with lush blossoms 
made of fabric material, price per piece
6804.684.453.14 length 105 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    6,50

J LED wax table candles, Ø 10 cm,
17 cm high, made of real wax, 2 AA batteries
not incl., price per 2-piece set
6802.714.921.00 cream (=4,95/pc.) 9,90

K Candlestick, 13 x 10 x 75 cm (W x H x L),
Table candle holder made of lacquered metal for 
four candles (22 cm Ø), price per piece
6802.724.470.00 black  24,95

L Apple blossoms, Ø 3 cm, blossoms and 
leaves made of fabric, price per pack of 80
6811.499.750.00 white (=0,07/pc.) 7,90

M Cherry blossom tendril, length 180 cm,
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.684.422.14 white  8,95

40 x 60 cm

E Cherry blossoms 
panel

from 25,90

height 33 cm

length 105 cm

F Cherry blossom 
bundle

from 14,90

H Cherry blossom 
branch

from 6,50

10 x 10, 12 x 12 and 
14 x 14 cm (W x H)

14 x 11, 13 x 16 and 
16 x 18 cm (W x H)

17 cm high

D Zinc pot
set Bloom

only 4,90

G Zinc pot set 
Shabby Chic

only 9,95

5,90

J LED wax table 
candles

only 4,95 /piece

4,90

9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 34,95

from 59,95

A Butterfl y, light green, approx. length 63 cm,
with punched-out hole pattern and colour gradient,
made of PU foam, water-repellent, all 4 wings are 
wire-reinforced and can be bend, with large metal 
clip (length 7 cm) for easy attachment
6804.709.941.02 wingspan 50 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

B Product presenter, black, presentation area
30 x 20 cm (W x D), modern presenter made of
varnished metal with eyelets for hanging, delivered
in a disassembled state with wing screw for
installation, price per piece
6804.714.228.00 50 x 50 cm (W x L) 34,95

C Banner „Apple blossom“, white/pink,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6804.682.862.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

D Cherry blossoms tree, 140 cm wide, white,
big, impressive artifi cial tree with dense branches, 
richly decorated with textile fl owers and green 
leaves; the branches are delivered separately and 
simply attached, so that they keep their shape 
during transport, moss-covered base 30 cm Ø
6801.719.063.14 height 220 cm 1.199,—

E Cherry blossoms garland, white, high quality
design with many fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6804.708.760.00 length 110 cm 24,95

F Cherry blossoms branch , white, high quality
design with many fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6804.708.753.00 length 65 cm 10,90
% from  6 pieces    9,90
% from 12 pieces    8,90

G Papyrus reed bundle, green, decorative 
plastic grass in plastic pot, price per piece
6802.800.021.82  90 cm high 59,95
6803.800.021.83 120 cm high 99,—

H Metal table, black, powder coating, stable
10 mm square frame construction made of metal,
completely welded (no assembly required), the 
high-quality coating prevents rust and corrosion 
and offers durability as well as reliability for the 
construction, price per piece
6812.708.784.18 45 x 45 x 45 cm 95,—

A Butterfly

from 17,90

F Cherry blossoms 
branch 

from 8,90

wingspan 50 cm

length 65 cm

length 
110 cm

E Cherry blossoms 
garland

only 24,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Cherry blossom tendril, rose, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.667.159.02 length 180 cm 9,90

B Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, made
of plastic in a wooden design, with lush blossoms
made of fabric material, price per piece
6804.684.453.84 length 105 cm 7,50

C Willow basket, natural willow, price per piece
6802.428.224.01 h. 24 cm/Ø 26 cm 12,90
6802.428.224.00 h. 28 cm/Ø 37 cm 19,90

D Banner „Cherry Blossom Branch“, green/
pink, one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile 
fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality 
for indoor and outdoor use, according to DIN 
EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top and 
bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be found 
in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.020.96 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

E Cherry blossom tree, dark pink, made of 
plastic and fabric, comes in black plastic pot, 
price per piece
6804.671.842.22 height 120 cm 75,—

F Banner „Cherry blossoms“, dark pink,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6800.709.064.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

G Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high 
quality design with many fl owers and leaves made 
of textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6820.800.020.11 length 42 cm 6,95

H Cupcakes, Ø 8 cm, very realistic tartlet replica,
high-quality and with attention to detail, made of 
plastic and foam material, price per pack of 3
6802.602.280.33 pink (=8,65/pc.) 25,95

J Cappuccino, Ø 16 cm, white, cup with saucer
made of porcelain, with very realistic looking
beverage replica made of gel wax, price per piece
6801.643.474.00 height 7.5 cm 20,50

8,95

length 180 cm

A Cherry blossom 
tendril

only 8,95

B Cherry blossom 
branch

only 7,50

E Cherry blossom 
tree

only 75,–

G Cherry blossom 
branch

only 6,95

J Cappuccino

only 20,50

H Cupcakes

only 8,65 /piece

C Wicker basket

from 12,90

length 105 cm

height 120 cm
length 42 cm

height 7.5 cm

Ø 8 cm

height 28 cm

height 24 cm

D Banner „Cherry 
Blossom Branch“

only 29,95

F Banner „Cherry
blossoms“

only 29,95

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

17,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 17,50 only 9,95

only 24,90
only 10,90

A Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high quality,
textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic
6804.708.746.00 length 65 cm 10,90

B Banner „Cherry blossom tree“, dark pink, 
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6804.709.071.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

C Cherry blossoms garland, dark pink, high quality,
made of textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic
6804.708.777.00 length 110 cm 24,90

D Bridge, 186 x 79 x 85 cm (L x W x H),
37 kg, made of rust-look metal for outdoor use, 
load capacity up to 150 kg, easy self-assembly, 
price per piece 
6800.705.943.00 antique brown 599,—

E Eucalyptus in a pot, purple, 40 cm Ø, with 
textile leaves, in plastic pot (12 x 12 cm)
6803.724.234.00 height 60 cm 29,95
6802.724.234.01 height 92 cm 69,95

F Chalkboard, black, thickness 1.8 cm,
made of MDF boards, with eyelets for hanging
6800.553.841.00 60 x 40 cm 17,90

G Cherry blossom bundle, rose, made of 
fabric and plastic, price per piece
6804.497.749.00 height 33 cm 17,50

H Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully 
shaped fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering, 
price per pack of 50 g
6814.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,80) 9,95

14,90

299,–
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only 29,95

from 18,95

from 19,95

A Banner „Peonies“, pink/white, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging,
price per piece
6803.719.933.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

Table set, white, powder coating, stable 10 mm 
square frame construction made of metal, the 
high-quality coating prevents rust and corrosion

B height 60/75/90 cm, seat: 20 x 20,
25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm, price per 3-piece set
6802.663.601.14    149,—

C height 30/35/40/45 cm, seat: 15 x 15,
20 x 20, 25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm, price per 4-pce set
6802.663.588.14    119,—

D Velvet armchair, 60 x 80 x 50 cm (W x H x D),
comfortable armchair in a trendy velvet look,
covered with stepped soft velvet fabric (100%
polyester), seating height 43 cm, chair legs
made of solid beech wood, price per piece
6810.688.130.00 rose  199,—

E Peony blossom XL, Ø 65 cm,
wire-reinforced, bendable leaves made of
high-quality fabric fi bre material, price per piece
6800.653.978.14 white  20,95
6800.653.978.22 dark pink 20,95
% from 6 pieces    18,95

F XXL Peony, height 128 cm, Ø 48 cm, glowing
giant blossom made of velvet-like, high-quality 
fabric material, bendable blossoms and leaves, 
rubberised plastic stem Ø 2 cm, price per piece
6800.640.596.22 dark pink 24,95
6800.640.596.33 pink  24,95
% from 6 pieces    19,95

G Rose chafer, metallic green, made of plastic, 
metallic varnish, with eyelet for wall attachment, 
price per piece
6800.684.354.00 length 18 cm 24,90

H Metal stand , silver, 8 mm thick base plate
15 x 10 cm, 5 mm metal rod with two rings Ø 4 cm,
high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6801.645.874.00 height 55 cm 29,95

159,–
19,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 4,90

only 29,95

only 22,90

only 9,95

from 4,83

A Peonies string, dark pink, Ø 11 cm, large, 
fi lled fabric blossoms attached to a nylon string
6800.686.167.00 length 180 cm 19,90

B Garland of spring fl owers, lilac/rose/green,
high-quality product with blossoms and mixed leaves
made of PU and fabric material, price per piece
6804.707.541.00 length 150 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

C Fern pick, 15 leaves, light-dark green,
approx. 20 cm long, delicately branched,
bendable leaves made of plastic, with
15 cm long plug stick, price per piece
6800.656.450.00 Ø 30 cm 8,90

D Plant Pot Sneaker, height 14 cm, Ø 13 cm, 
Plant pot in trainer design, made of polyresin, 
is a real eye-catcher in your garden, terrace or 
balcony. Price per piece.
6803.800.022.15 27 cm long 24,95

E XXL Blossoms-garlands set, length 260 cm,
extra-long decorative tendrils made of fabric 
leaves, price per 3-piece set
6814.686.129.14 cream (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
6814.686.129.47 champ. (=5,30/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 sets   (=4,83/pc.) 14,50

F Banner „Sunny sky“, pale blue, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.652.858.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

G Ranunculus, height 105 cm, Ø 25 cm,
vibrant decorative fl ower with fabric blossoms 
and leaves, stable stem made of rubber
(Ø 10 cm), price per piece
6804.710.008.00 dark pink 22,90
6804.710.008.01 white  22,90

H Dahlia, height 55cm, Ø 20 cm, high-quality 
fabric fl ower with full blossom and fl exible stem 
made of plastic, price per piece
6803.710.605.13 cream  4,90
6803.710.605.14 white  4,90

J Chrysanthemum, cream, Ø 17 cm, high-
quality fabric fl ower with full blossom and leafl ess 
stem, made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6803.685.405.13 length 54 cm 4,50
% from 6 pieces    3,90

K Decorative pillar set, 20 x 60 x 20/
25 x 70 x 25/ 30 x 80 x 30 cm (W x H x D), sturdy 
wooden decorative columns, can also be used 
as fl oor-level decorative vases, can be nested to 
save space, price per set of 3.
6803.800.019.08 brown  109,—

L Original watering can, height 21 cm,
1,8 litre, made of plastic, price per piece
6811.800.018.94 green  9,95
6810.800.018.95 black  9,95

9,95

6,90 29,95

D Plant Pot 
Sneaker

only 24,95

A Peonies string

only 9,95

27 cm long

length 180 cm

length 150 cm

B Garland of 
spring flowers

from 19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 21,95

only 9,95

only 16,95

only 9,95

from 9,95

from 6,95

A Giant heart stand, width 118 cm, white, 
base stand 25 x 25 cm, matt lacquered metal 
silhouette of 10 mm round tube, fi rmly fi xed on
a base plate 25 x 25 cm, price per piece 
6801.718.738.00 height 200 cm 99,—

B Baby‘s-breath, white, with textile fl owers
6803.719.414.00 length 50 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

C Pendant „Heart, 7 x 10 x 4.5 cm (W x L x D),
hanger made of glass to open and fi ll, price per pce
6803.724.913.22 pink/gold 11,95

D Vase, green, Ø 9 cm, ceramic pot in matt 
lacquer and trendy face design, price per piece
6803.720.076.00 height 22 cm 16,95

E LED wax candle, cream, Ø 7,5 cm,
candle made of real wax with a warm fl ickering 
light, 6 h timer function, 2 AA batteries not incl.
6803.714.945.02 15 cm high 7,90

F Tendril of baby‘s breath, white, with textile fl owers
6800.800.021.95 length 170 cm 32,95
% from 3 pieces    29,95

G Tree ornament „Rose with clip, pink,
hanger made of glass, price per piece
6803.724.623.22 9.6 x 2 cm (W x L) 9,95

H Gypsophila wreath, white, artifi cial fl ower 
wreath with textile fl owers, price per piece
6800.800.021.94 19 cm Ø 9,95

J Rose tree, white/rosé, is attached to the ground
via the fi xed metal stand plate (25 x 25 cm)
6804.718.356.00 height 210 cm 599,—

K Decorative bust „Nostalgia“, 160 x 33 x 28 cm
(H x W x D), made of varnished metal wire, with 
hook for hanging, price per piece
6801.685.054.01 white  55,—

L Ladder shelf, 100 x 150 x 38 x 38 cm
(W x Hx D), folding, made of wood, 3 shelf boards 
50 x 30/80 x 30/110 x 30 cm (L x W) 
6804.617.857.14 white wiped 129,—

M Rose bouquet, dark pink, with approx. 15 textile fl owers
6800.800.019.47 height 57 cm 35,95

N Rose in goblet vase, pink, high-quality
textile and plastic in amphora of matt ceramic
6801.719.056.33 height 41 cm 24,95

O Wicker basket, black, vintage-look wire basket,
with wooden side handles, price per piece
6803.724.425.00 18 x  8 x 29 cm 9,95
6802.724.425.01 32 x 11 x 43 cm 15,95

P Rose petals, Ø 6 cm, fabric, pack of 90 
6804.425.377.00 rose (=0,06/pc.) 5,50
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A Giant heart 
stand

only 99,–

length 50 cm

B Baby‘s-breath

from 6,95

C Pendant 
„Heart

only 11,95

7 x 10 x 4.5 cm 
(W x L x D)

21,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 24,95

only 44,95

from 15,90

A Singing birds, length 11,5 cm, painted hard 
foam body with real feathers, with perlon hanger, 
price per 2-piece set
6804.708.289.00 green (=3,45/pc.) 6,90

B Rattan heart stand, vintage white,
width 70 cm, Metal silhouette made of round tube 
with white limed rattan weave, fi xed on a base 
plate 30 x 30 cm, price per piece 
6801.718.721.00 height 180 cm 89,—

C Hearts & Pink Tulips Banner, pink,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.020.97 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

D Tulip bouquet, length 60 cm, approx. Ø 15 cm,
deceptively real design with 12 bundled textile fl owers,
combined into a large, self-standing bundle
6801.719.384.01 pink  79,90
6801.719.384.14 white  79,90

E White peacock, white, hard foam body with 
long, thick plumage, price per piece
6802.594.547.00 length 150 cm 198,—

F Ladder, white, made of wood, in vintage 
look, traces of use are intentional and do not 
represent defects, with sisal suspension for
horizontal hanging, price per piece 
6811.718.790.00 25 x 190 cm (W x D) 44,95

G Allium, 62 cm high, Ø 19 cm, High quality
plastic fl ower with bendable stem. Price per piece.
6810.800.022.10 white  10,95
6810.800.022.11 pink  10,95

H Crate Vintage, 50 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H),
original box with signs of wear and tear, made
of natural wood, price per piece
6802.653.329.00 limed white 22,90

J Grass branch tuft, with stick, price per piece
6800.800.022.44 90 x 40 cm (H x W) 11,95
% from 3 pieces    10,95
% from 6 pieces    9,95

K Premium fern eucalyptus panel, green,
height 13 cm, very realistic looking, thick fern and
eucalyptus leaves made of plastic, stable shape and
colour-fast, grid net made of plastic, fl ame retardant
according to B1 DIN 4102-1, price per piece
6802.707.572.00 25 x 25 cm 19,90
% from  6 pieces    17,90
% from 12 pieces    15,90

L Decorative reed Pampas grass, length 94 cm,
with 40 cm long blossom, made of plastic
6802.715.133.14 beige  16,95
6802.715.133.22 dark pink 16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

M Pampas wreath, Ø 33 cm, basic wreath 
made of natural material wrapped with artifi cial 
pampas fronds, with suspension, price per piece
6801.800.020.20 white  24,95
6801.800.020.21 rosé  24,95

N Basket stand, 41 x 37 x 116 cm (W x D x H),
lacquered iron stand with 3 separately removable
rattan baskets, each 35 x 26 cm (w x h), price per piece
6801.723.619.14 grey/white 99,95

O Reed grass in pot, green/pink, 40 cm Ø, 
faithfully reproduced artifi cial plant with fl uffy 
panicles and fi ligree stems for a natural look,
in metal pot (14 x 10 cm), price per piece
6802.719.162.00 height 60 cm 29,95

M Pampas 
wreath

only 24,95
Ø 33 cm

A Singing birds

from 3,45 /piece

length 11,5 cm

41 x 37 x 116 cm
(W x D x H)

N Basket stand

only 99,95

O Reed grass
in pot

only 29,95

L Decorative reed 
Pampas grass

from 15,95

height 60 cm

length 94 cm

69,95
69,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Hanging wreath

only 24,95

Ø 57 cm

A Hanging wreath, brown, made of wood and 
natural material, white varnished grid, with jute 
suspension, price per piece
6803.718.691.00 Ø 57 cm 24,95

B Branch, a hanging fl ower panicle with textile 
petals and green foliage, fl exible plastic style, 
price per piece
Wisteria, length 105 cm
6804.623.759.37 lilac  13,50
Golden rain, length 150 cm
6810.800.022.08 pink  13,50

C Garland of spring fl owers, lilac/rose/green, 
high-quality product with blossoms and mixed 
leaves made of PU and fabric material,
price per piece
6814.707.541.00 length 150 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

D Hemp rope, Ø 2.0 cm, length 3 m, twisted 
rope made of inherently stable, straight natural 
fi bres, welded ends, price per piece
6803.550.130.00 beige  16,95

E Grass ball, green, made of plastic,
price per piece
6801.548.892.01 Ø 33 cm 37,90
6804.548.892.02 Ø 43 cm 64,90

F Butterfl y, lilac, digital print on both sides, 
vibrant colours, high-quality coated paper, 
tear-proof, body made of hard foam with wire 
suspension, price per piece
6824.637.121.00 wingspan 30 cm 8,90
6824.637.121.01 wingspan 50 cm 19,90
6824.637.121.02 wingspan 80 cm 34,90

Flower bundle, self-standing bundle of plastic 
grass stalks and textile fl owers, price per piece

G green/pink
6801.800.020.04 height 47 cm 17,95

H green/white
6811.800.020.03 height 45 cm 17,95

J green/pink
6801.800.020.08 height 65 cm 29,95

K Fern pick, 15 leaves, light-dark green,
approx. 20 cm long, delicately branched,
bendable leaves made of plastic, with
15 cm long plug stick, price per piece
6810.656.450.00 Ø 30 cm 8,90

Female mannequin „Metropolitan“, white, with 
head, size 177 cm, dress size 36, shoe size 39, 
measurements 84/61/86 cm, 15 kg, made of PE 
plastic, recyclable, stable and very robust. The 
mannequin comes with a calf pin and base plate 
made of glass. Price per piece.

L hands at the hip
6800.710.855.01    199,—

M standing straight
6800.710.855.00    199,—

N left leg exposed
6800.710.855.03    199,—

31,90

6,90

only 16,95

from 19,90

from 37,90

from 8,90

height 45 cm

height 47 cm

height 65 cm
129,–

129,–

129,–

B Branch

only 13,50

length 105 cm
length 150 cm

G Flower bundle

only 17,95

H Flower bundle

only 17,95
J Flower bundle

only 29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 39,90

only 3,32

only 29,95

only 39,95

from 7,95

A Banner „Spring grass“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6804.682.640.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm, lifelike 
design made of plastic, in plastic pot,
price per piece
6821.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

C XXL Blossoms-garlands set, length 260 cm,
extra-long decorative tendrils made of fabric 
leaves, price per 3-piece set
6810.686.129.23 lilac (=3,32/pc.) 15,90

D Crates, white, varnished multi-purpose boxes 
with jute cords for hanging, price per 2-piece set
43 x 30 x 23 and 48 x 36 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
6800.670.449.14    39,90
35 x 35 x 23 and 40 x 40 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
6804.670.456.14    45,90

E Maple tree, green, made of plastic and fabric,
comes in heavy pot for more stability, price per piece
6800.686.143.00 height 120 cm 39,90

F Artifi cial turf mat, green, grass blade height 
2.2 cm, in amazing real grass look for indoor and 
outdoor use, price per piece
6803.800.018.85 100 x 100 cm 39,95

G Wooden trunk, untreated wood with bark, 
price per piece
Ø 23 cm, 12.2 kg
6803.599.658.25 length 50 cm  29,90
Ø 25 cm, 18.6 kg
6803.599.665.25 length 70 cm 39,90

H Grass panel XXL, green, height 5 cm, thick, 
leaves and mesh net made of plastic, price per piece
6804.592.789.00 60 x 40 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

J Lilac Bouquet, 25 cm Ø, fabric, purple, lilac 
bouquet consisting of 12 fl owers, price per piece
6800.800.022.07 height 48 cm 9,95
% from 3 pieces    7,95

K Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9, 12 x 12 x 12,
15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D), lined with foil,
price per set of 3
6831.718.646.08 green  19,90
6831.718.646.25 white  19,90

L Wisteria tree, lilac, natural trunk entwined 
with lianas, leaves made of plastic and blossoms 
made of fabric, delivered in heavy pot for more 
stability, price per piece 
6811.684.972.00 height 180 cm 119,—

M Bird house, 40 x 30 x 14 cm (H x W x D),
varnished wooden house for positioning, thick. 8 mm
6804.710.510.00 white  39,95

N Branch, a hanging fl ower panicle with textile 
petals and green foliage, fl exible plastic style, 
price per piece
Wisteria, length 105 cm
6814.623.759.37 lilac  13,50
Golden rain, length 150 cm
6820.800.022.08 pink  13,50

O Scatter ware pinewood discs, Ø 2 - 4 cm,
made of natural material, price per pack of 250 g
6800.658.355.00 brown (100 g: 1,40) 5,90

29,95

9,95

3,50

9 x 9 x 9, 12 x 12 x 12,
15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D)

K Plant pot set 
„Drawer“

only 19,90

L Wisteria 
tree

only 119,–
height 180 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 14,95 only 10,95

Tendril, made of plastic and fabric, price per piece

A Tendril of mixed spring blossoms, yellow/green
6814.708.326.00 length 150 cm 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

B Spring blossoms tendril, colourful
6804.653.022.00 length 150 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90

C Garland of spring fl owers, colourful/green
6804.668.293.01 length 135 cm 15,90
% from 6 pieces    14,50

Balloon hanger, length 80 cm, plastic, three-
dimensional, with satin ribbon and eyelet for hanging

D yellow
6804.639.385.11 Ø 20 cm 17,90
6802.647.618.11 Ø 28 cm 34,90

E white
6804.639.385.14 Ø 20 cm 17,90
6802.647.618.14 Ø 28 cm 34,90

F Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 30 kg,
grass blade height 3 cm, artifi cial turf looks
amazingly realistic and can be used indoors
and outdoors, price per 10 m roll
6802.523.950.00 green (19,90/m) 199,—

Butterfl ies, fl exible wings made of high-quality, 
tear-resistant PVC foil, double-sided digital print, 
plastic frame

G wingspan 40 cm, suitable for outdoor use, 
with drilled holes for hanging, price per pack of 3
6804.708.395.37 lilac (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
% from 3 packs   (=4,32/pc.) 12,95

H wing span 4.5 - 12 cm, with practical
magnet, optional adhesive pad included,
price per pack of 12
6804.708.425.33 pink (=0,41/pc.) 5,90

J Grass bundle with lavender, height 50 cm, 
bundle consisting of plastic grass blades and 
lavender made of fabric, price per piece
6802.707.435.00 green/purple 12,90

K Grass bundle with blossoms, height 50 cm,
high-quality grass blades made of plastic with 
long, bushy blossoms, base stand Ø 10 cm,
price per piece
6804.707.411.00 green/rose 14,95

L Grass bundle with blossoms, height 50 cm,
bundle made of plastic grass blades and pink 
blossoms made of fabric, price per piece
6804.707.473.00 green/pink 14,95

from 9,90

from 9,90

from 4,32

M Female mannequin „Apart“, white,
measurements 73/63/88 cm, dress size 34/36,
shoe size 39, 17 kg, female, faceless, high-glossy
shop window mannequin with slim shape in an 
elegant position. The mannequin has a three-
dimensional body made of pure-white fi breglass. 
Incl. calf pin and chrome-plated metal board. 
Price per piece.
6802.612.029.04 height 182 cm 450,—

N Colourful Flower Mix Branch, colourful, 
beautiful decorative branch made of plastic in 
wood optic, with fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, price per piece
6813.800.021.79 length 85 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    13,95

9,90

9,90

19,95

19,95

14,95

10,95

Garland

from 14,50

length 85 cm

N Colourful Flower 
Mix Branch

from 13,95
4,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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from 26,90

from 9,90

from 22,90

A Golden rain branch, pink, the fl owers are 
grape-shaped panicles with beautiful, lively-
looking petals and are made of textile, just like
the foliage. The plastic stem is 95 cm long.
6830.800.022.08 length 150 cm 13,50

Branch, length 140 cm, three hanging fl ower
panicles with petals of textile and green leaves,
bendable plastic style, 50 cm long, price per piece

B 6813.719.124.06 blue/Wisteria 14,95
% from  6 pieces    13,50
% from 12 pieces    12,20

C 6813.719.124.11 yellow/Golden shower 14,95
% from  6 pieces    13,50
% from 12 pieces    12,20

D XXL Banner print „Forest trail“, 220 g/m²,
green, fabric printed on one side, fl ame retardant 
(fi re protection class DIN 4102-1) suitable for 
protected outdoor areas, delivery with hemstitch
6804.548.137.02 330 x 250 cm (W x L) 159,—

E Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, 2 cm 
pile height, white carpet with natural moss 
replica on the surface, price per 5 m roll
6814.637.619.00 green (=19,80/m) 99,—

F Lotus fl owers set, white, rose and lilac,
Ø 15 cm, fabric and plastic, price per pack of 3
6802.480.895.10   (=4,97/pc.) 14,90

G Giant Gerbera, Ø 50 cm, length 120 cm,
vibrant fabric fl ower with leafl ess, fl exible stem
6804.480.970.22 rose  24,90
6804.535.397.33 pink  24,90
% from 3 pieces    22,90

H Giant tulip, height 150 cm, made of plastic 
and fabric, blossom length 40 cm, price per piece
6804.468.244.00 white  29,90
6804.468.244.11 yellow  29,90
6804.468.244.22 pink  29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

J Reed grass blade, faux grass bundle made 
of blades in various lengths that come together in 
a practical plug stick, ideal for vase decorations
6801.536.653.00 length 130 cm 12,90
% from  6 pieces    10,90
% from 12 pieces    9,90

K Giant panel fern mix, 4.6 kg, deceptively
realistic artifi cial plants made of high-quality plastic,
attached on a plastic mesh, metal grid for stabilization
6804.700.757.00 100 x 100 cm 159,—
% from 6 pieces    139,—

L Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 10 kg,
grass blade height 2.2 cm, for indoor and outdoor 
use, price per roll à 3 m
6823.800.018.84 green (=32,67/m) 98,—

length 150 cm

A Golden rain 
branch

only 13,50

Blue / Gold Rain 
Branch

from 12,20

Fairy lights online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 3,90

only 16,95

from 19,90

only 4,95

A Banner „Birch Forest“, green/white,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Birch tendril, spring green, made of plastic 
and fabric, price per piece
6804.671.828.01 length 180 cm 16,95

C Birch branch, fresh green, beautiful
decorative branch made of plastic in a wooden 
design and fabric material, price per piece
6804.671.828.00 length 64 cm 6,90

D Hemp rope, beige, length 3 m, straight 
natural fi bres, welded ends, price per piece
6813.550.130.00 Ø 2.0 cm 16,95

E Birch trunk, natural, approx. 6-10 cm Ø, 
natural with drilled hole for for skewers
6803.644.044.00 length 100 cm 12,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

F Butterfl y „Neotropis“, yellow/orange/black,
digital print on both sides, vibrant colours, high-quality
coated paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam
wingspan 50 cm, price per piece
6814.498.814.04    24,50
wingspan 80 cm, price per piece
6814.498.821.04    34,90
% from 3 pieces    30,90

G Butterfl y, orange, digital print on both sides,
vibrant colours, high-quality coated paper, tear-
proof, body made of hard foam with wire suspension
6804.637.114.02 wingspan 80 cm 34,95

Pompom blossom, stable fl ower ball made of
fabric material, for hanging, bending is not necessary

H Ø 16 cm, price per pack of 2
6804.667.333.08 green (=4,95/pc.) 9,90

J Ø 25 cm, price per piece
6804.667.340.08 green  21,90
6804.667.340.14 white  21,90
% from 3 pieces    19,90

K XXL Blossoms-garlands set, length 260 cm,
extra-long decorative tendrils made of fabric 
leaves, price per 3-piece set
6820.686.129.23 lilac (=3,32/pc.) 15,90

L Juego de fl ores de amapola, height 20 cm, 
Set consisting of 24 different coloured poppies 
from textile 5 cm Ø which are fi xed in test tubes, 
with wire suspension, price per 24 pcs. set
6802.719.476.00 colourful (=3,33/pc.) 89,95

M Giant Hydrangea, 111 cm long, Ø 30 cm,
large decorative fl ower with blossom head and 
green leaves made of high-quality processed 
textile material, price per piece
6802.720.472.05 blue  18,95

N Gerbera, length 50 cm, realistic looking silk 
fl ower, made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6803.685.368.01 red  2,75
6803.685.368.04 orange  2,75
6803.685.368.11 yellow  2,75
6803.685.368.33 pink  2,75

O Artifi cial fl ower Gloriosa, orange, branched 
artifi cial fl ower with three textile fl owers and buds, 
40 cm long plastic stem with fl exible wire core, 
price per piece
6803.720.083.00 length 80 cm 6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,30

3,90

9,95

79,95

19,90

more flowers online

www.decowoerner.com

M Giant
Hydrangea

only 18,95
111 cm long

O Gloriosa

from 6,30
length 80 cm

N Gerbera

only 2,75
length 50 cm

height 20 cm

length 260 cm

L Juego de flores 
de amapola

only 3,33 /piece

K XXL Blossoms-
garlands set

only 3,32 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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from 2,99

9 x 9 x 9, 12 x 12 x 12,
15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D)

B Plant pot set 
„Drawer“

only 14,95length 150 cm

A Wisteria 
tendril

only 19,90

A Wisteria tendril, lilac, made of plastic and 
fabric, price per piece
6801.623.742.00 length 150 cm 32,90

B Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9,
12 x 12 x 12, 15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D),
lined with foil, price per set of 3
6811.718.646.01 red  14,95

C Artifi cial fl ower lily, orange, branched artifi cial
fl ower with three textile fl owers (15 cm Ø) and
1 bud, 35 cm long plastic stem with fl exible wire 
core, price per piece
6803.720.106.00 length 80 cm 5,95
% from 6 pieces    5,50

D XXL Pavilion, gold, 150 cm Ø, made of 
powder-coated iron, suitable for outdoor use, 
delivery disassembled, price per piece 
6802.719.674.00 280 cm high 999,—

E PVC, width 130 cm, length 10 m,
180 my, ca. 240 g/m², 100 % PVC. The PVC 
features a glossy fi lm and is opaque, fl exible, easy 
to clean and washable. The PVC is kiss laminated 
due to the production process 2 x 5 m or 15 m, 
the shiny sides are facing each other for 
protective purposes. Price per roll.
6802.106.399.05 must. yellow (=3,99/m) 39,90
6802.106.399.12 orange (=3,99/m) 39,90
6801.106.399.28 pink (=3,99/m) 39,90
% from 3 rolls   (=3,50/m) 35,—
% from 6 rolls   (=2,99/m) 29,90

F Decorative swing, white, length 150 cm, 
support 20 x 50 x 2 cm (L x W x H), varnished 
wooden board with 2 cm thick sisal rope, for 
decoration purposes, price per piece
6810.718.950.11 yellow suspension 29,90
6804.718.950.33 dark pink suspension 29,90

G Female mannequin „Diva“, white, with 
head, standing straight, right hand exposed, 
dress size 36, shoe size 39, measurements 
85/64/87 cm, 13 kg, fi breglass with high quality 
matt fi nish lacquer. The mannequin comes with 
heel and calf spike and square stand plate made 
of glass. Heel height approx. 14 cm.
Price per piece.
6800.710.879.02 size 190 cm 249,—

H Banner „Flower watercolour“, colourful, 
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(110 g/m²), incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising 
rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging 
indoors and outdoors, price per unit
6804.682.879.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

C Lily

from 5,50
length 80 cm

19,90

19,90

99,–

H Banner „Flower 
watercolour“

only 39,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

799,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Tulip tendril

from 17,90

B Giant tulip

from 26,90

C Tulip
bouquet

from 14,95

A Tulip tendril, colourful, made of fabric and 
plastic, fl exible, price per piece
6804.522.878.00 length 180 cm 18,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

B Giant tulip, height 150 cm, made of plastic 
and fabric, blossom length 40 cm, price per piece
6814.468.244.00 white  29,90
6804.468.244.01 red  29,90
6814.468.244.11 yellow  29,90
6814.468.244.22 pink  29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

C Tulip bouquet, made of fabric and plastic, 
colourful, bordered with bamboo sticks,
price per piece
6804.522.793.00 height 24 cm 16,95
% from 6 pieces    14,95

D Tulip bouquet, length 30 cm, approx. Ø 13 cm,
7 bundled decorative tulips and branches 
wrapped in transparent fl ower foil, fabric blossom 
length 4 cm, stem length 10 cm, price per piece
6802.711.852.11 yellow  10,90
6802.711.852.14 white  10,90
6802.711.852.22 rose  10,90
6802.711.852.89 orange  10,90

E Crate Vintage, 50 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made of 
natural wood, price per piece
6812.653.329.00 limed white 22,90

D Tulip
bouquet

only 10,90
length 30 cm

height 24 cm

length 180 cm

height 150 cm

50 x 40 x 30 cm 
(L x W x H)

E Crate 
Vintage

only 22,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 17,95only 2,16

from 39,90

from 19,95

A Banner „Tulips“, 100 x 200 cm (W x L),
colourful, one-sided printed, price per piece

UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant
quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging
strip as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem 
for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors
6804.601.757.00 Polyester 39,90

made of 100% natural cotton (170 g/m²),
high-quality workmanship with neatly sewn hem,
especially tear-resistant and light-fast, incl. wooden
hanging and stabilising rod and cotton cord
6803.601.757.02 Cotton  49,90

B Tulip bouquet, 48 cm high, nine, deceptively 
real-looking, bundled artifi cial tulips, grouped 
together on a hard foam block covered with jute 
fabric, price per piece
6813.800.021.85 pink  21,95
6813.800.021.86 yellow  21,95
6813.800.021.87 orange  21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

C Tulip bouquet assortment, length 33 cm,
yellow/white/orange/red, tulip bouquet set
consisting of 12 bouquets of 3 tulips of the same 
colour made of high-quality textile material,
price per pack of 12
6801.710.541.00   (=2,16/pc.) 29,90

D Cock, green, made of hard foam, sisal and 
real feathers, price per piece
6813.800.020.51 height 30 cm 19,95

E Crate Vintage, 40 x 30 x 50 cm (W x H x L), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made 
of natural wood, price per piece
6803.678.797.00 natural fi nish 14,95

F Chicken in the nest, 23 cm Ø, green,
chicken made of hard foam, sisal and real
feathers in a rice nest, price per piece
6803.800.020.50 height 16 cm 17,95

G Grass Branch, 78 cm high, perfect for fl oral 
arrangements and indoor/outdoor decoration, 
price per pack of 3
6800.800.022.45   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

H Grass branch tuft, grass branch bush with 
stick, price per piece
6810.800.022.44 90 x 40 cm (H x W) 11,95
% from 3 pieces    10,95
% from 6 pieces    9,95

J Grass union, green, self-standing decorative 
grass made of plastic, price per piece
6813.800.022.12 42 cm high 12,95
6813.800.022.13 60 cm high 19,95

K Tulip waistband, 11 x 19 x 7 cm (W x H x D),
lifelike, self-standing artifi cial tulips made of 
plastic, combined in an artifi cial soil ball and in a 
paper bag, price per piece
6800.800.019.29 yellow  17,95
% from 2 pieces    15,50

42 cm high
60 cm high

J Grass union

from 12,95

25,95

K Tulip waistband

from 15,50

H Grass 
branch tuft

from 9,95

11 x 19 x 7 cm

90 x 40 cm 
(H x W)

G Grass Branch

only 3,32 /piece

78 cm high

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Decorative curtain, made of coloured wooden
beads, with hanging eyes, price per piece
6801.800.018.89 90 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

B Butterfl ies, wing span 4.5 - 12 cm, fl exible 
wings made of high-quality tear-resistant PVC foil,
double-sided digital print with bright colours, body
made of plastic, with practical magnet, optional 
adhesive pad included, price per pack of 12
6814.708.425.33 pink (=0,41/pc.) 5,90

C Deco wreath „Boho“, natural fi nish,
Ø 27 cm, knotted hanger with metal ring
and natural material, price per piece
6800.708.067.00 length 120 cm 44,90

D Artifi cial fl ower Cosmea, length 65 cm,
branched artifi cial fl ower with fi ve textile fl owers
(5 cm Ø), 33 cm long plastic stem with fl exible 
wire core, price per piece
6813.719.360.11 yellow  5,50
6813.719.360.22 light pink 5,50
% from 2 pieces    4,95

E Baby‘s-breath, white, artifi cial fl ower branch 
with textile fl owers, price per piece
6813.719.414.00 length 50 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

F Colourful Flower Mix Branch, colourful, 
beautiful decorative branch made of plastic in 
wood optic, with fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, price per piece
6823.800.021.79 length 85 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    13,95

Primrose, height 16 cm, Ø 19 cm, beautiful
decorative fl ower made of textile material in
plastic pot, price per piece

G 6803.719.216.04 orange 6,95

H 6803.719.216.11 yellow 6,95

J Plant Pot Sneaker, 27 cm long, Ø 13 cm, 
Plant pot in trainer design, made of polyresin, 
is a real eye-catcher in your garden, terrace or 
balcony. Price per piece.
6813.800.022.15 height 14 cm 24,95

K Grass union, green, self-standing decorative 
grass made of plastic, price per piece
6823.800.022.12 42 cm high 12,95
6823.800.022.13 60 cm high 19,95

4,95

A Decorative curtain

only 39,95

G Primrose

only 6,95
H Primrose

only 6,95

J Plant Pot 
Sneaker

only 24,95

90 x 200 cm (W x L)

length 85 cm

height 16 cm height 16 cm

27 cm long 42 cm high

60 cm high

wing span 
4.5 - 12 cm

B Butterflies

only 0,41 /piece

F Colourful Flower 
Mix Branch

from 13,95

K Grass union

from 12,95

C Deco 
wreath 
„Boho“

only 38,90
length 120 cm

38,90
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only 0,41

only 4,90

only 32,67 from 19,95

A Flowering fern tree, orange/green, very
decorative arrangement with intensively shining
rose blossoms and hanging fern branches in strong
green, plastic trunk in wood optic approx. 80 cm 
high, on which a raffi a basket and the crown are 
mounted, incl. metal stand plate (30 x 30 cm) for 
fi xing to the ground, price per piece 
6804.723.626.00 height 190 cm 949,—

B Decorative fan, orange, foldable fans made 
of silk paper, fl ame retardant, with spiral spring for 
hanging, price per piece
6802.620.024.04 Ø 44 cm 5,90

C Screen Rattan, natural fi nish, screen made of
woven natural rattan, the 3 elements of the triple 
folding screen are connected by solid hinges, so 
it is ready to use and can be stored easily and 
effi ciently after use, price per piece
6800.708.098.00 120 x 100 cm (W x D) 49,90
6800.708.098.01 120 x 170 cm (W x H)  89,90

D Flower bundle, colourful, self-standing
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6800.800.022.03 height 45 cm 21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

E Shelf set, 29 x 56 x 26/37 x 63 x 27/
45 x 70 x 30 cm (W x H x D), different height 
standing shelves in very rustic style, each with 
two shelves, price per set of 3 pcs.
6801.800.021.77    199,—

F Rose bouquet, height 57 cm, lush artifi cial 
rose bouquet with approx. 15 textile fl owers,
price per piece 
6810.800.019.47 dark pink 35,95
6800.800.019.48 yellow  35,95

G Butterfl ies, wing span 4.5 - 12 cm, fl exible 
wings made of high-quality tear-resistant PVC 
foil, double-sided digital print with bright colours, 
body made of plastic, with practical magnet, 
optional adhesive pad included,
price per pack of 12
6804.708.425.11 yellow (=0,41/pc.) 5,90
6824.708.425.33 pink (=0,41/pc.) 5,90

H Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 
10 kg, grass blade height 2.2 cm, artifi cial lawn 
in amazingly natural look for indoor and outdoor 
use, for decoration in commercial areas such as 
trade fairs, sales stands, exhibitions as well as for 
living areas on balconies or terraces,
price per roll à 3 m
6833.800.018.84 green (32,67/m) 98,—

wing span 
4.5 - 12 cm

G Butterflies

only 0,41 /piece

4,90

39,90
69,90

4,95
4,95
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only 16,95

only 12,95

only 6,65

A Shelf set, 29 x 56 x 26/37 x 63 x 27/
45 x 70 x 30 cm (W x H x D), different height 
standing shelves in very rustic style, each with 
two shelves, price per set of 3 pcs.
6811.800.021.77    199,—

B Metal Flower Pictures, 26 x 25.5 x 0.1 cm 
(W x L x H), Ø 25 cm, consisting of zinc,
price per 3pcs. set
6800.800.022.80 silver (=6,65/pc.) 19,95

C Metal gnome Michael, black, suitable for 
the garden or to embellish houseplants,
price per piece
6800.800.021.56 size 42 cm 16,95
6800.800.021.55 size 45 cm 16,95
6800.800.021.54 size 50 cm 16,95

D Decorative grass in a plastic pot, 24 x 38 x 6.5 cm
(B x H x T), Artifi cial grass with artifi cial meadow 
fl owers in box, price per piece
6803.800.020.17 green/white 29,95

Grass union, green, self-standing decorative 
grass made of plastic, price per piece

E 6833.800.022.12 42 cm high 12,95

F 6833.800.022.13 60 cm high 19,95

G Small metal fl ower, brown, made of metal,
can be used as a decorative element, price per piece
6800.800.021.52 50 cm high 9,95
6800.800.020.65 78 cm high 11,95

H Antique metal basket, 32 x 33 x 14 cm
(W x H x D), nostalgic handle basket in beautiful 
grate design, price per piece
6803.719.247.00 rust-brown 24,95

J Butterfl ies, wingspan 11-13 cm, white/black,
made of feathers, with wire pick, beautiful drawing,
fl exible, price per pack of 6
6800.641.586.00   (=1,65/pc.) 10,90

K Grass panel, green, grass blades approx.
length 5 cm, deceptively realistic looking bi-coloured
grass blades made of soft plastic, plastic mesh 
net, the panels can be arranged and fi xated freely 
via eyelets in the mesh net, price per piece
6804.700.733.00 50 x 50 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    13,90
% from 12 pieces    12,50

29 x 56 x 26/37 x 63 x 27/
45 x 70 x 30 cm (W x H x D)

A Shelf set

only 199,–

K Grass panel

from 12,50

G Metal flower

from 9,95

50 x 50 cm

78 cm high

50 cm high

size 42 cm

size 45 cm

size 50 cm

C Metal gnome

only 16,95

9,90
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only 17,95

only 29,90

from 14,95

from 17,90

A Banner “Ornaments”, cream, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging
6803.725.514.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

B Rope mats set, natural fi nish, hemp rope table
set made of Ø 1 cm natural rope, price per 2-pce set
6804.666.855.00 Ø 30/40 cm 19,90

C Fan blossom, decorative paper fan with 
beautiful wood look, natural colour, slight colour 
variations possible, delivered fl at, easy to fan out, 
with suspension, price per piece
6803.800.020.92 Ø 20 cm 14,95

D Decorative rings, gold, 3 mm round pipe, 
metal rings incl. suspension string and hook, for 
hanging and decoration, price per 3-piece set
6802.714.501.00 Ø 50/63/75 cm 29,90

E Chiffon fabric, yellow, 100% nylon, 42 g/sqm,
very delicate, veil-like and very transparent fabric 
with soft-fl owing fall, minimum order length 5 m,
price per m
6803.556.484.11 width 145 cm
from 5 m    3,90
% from 10 meters    3,10
% from 30 meters    2,80

F Butterfl y, white, approx. length 63 cm, made 
of PU foam, water-repellent, with metal clip
6804.709.941.00 wingspan 50 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

G Fan blossom, decorative paper fan with 
beautiful wood look, natural colour, slight colour 
variations possible, delivered fl at, easy to fan out, 
with suspension, price per piece
6803.800.020.95 Ø 30 cm 16,95

H Baby‘s-breath, white, artifi cial fl ower branch 
with textile fl owers, price per piece
6823.719.414.00 length 50 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

J Artifi cial fl ower Larkspur, white, 50 cm long
infl orescence with many textile fl owers, plastic 
stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6813.719.421.14 length 107 cm 16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,95

K Poppy fl ower, height 73 cm, high quality
worked and lifelike artifi cial fl owers made of textile
and plastic with mouldable stem, price per 3 pcs. set
6802.719.131.14 white (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

L Glass vase, height 25 cm, Ø 11 cm, opening 
Ø 3 cm, decorative vase made of tinted glass, 
price per piece
6803.715.034.00 orange  6,90
6803.715.034.01 brown  6,90

M Floor vase set, 29 x 50 x 29/ 35 x 65 x 35/ 
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D), versatile large vases 
made of shock-resistant fi breglass in beautiful 
wood look, can be fi lled to the bottom, for indoor 
decoration, price per set of 3 pcs.
6803.800.020.49 brown  269,—

N Flower bundle, green/white, self-standing 
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6821.800.020.03 height 45 cm 17,95

O Ladder shelf, 100 x 150 x 38 cm (W x H x D),
fold-out standing shelf made of wood, 3 shelf boards
50 x 30/80 x 30/ 110 x 30 cm (L x W) 
6802.617.857.21 brown  129,—

29 x 50 x 29/35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D)

2,90
2,50
1,99

P Allium, white, Ø 19 cm, high quality plastic 
fl ower with bendable stem. Ideal as a single
decoration or to tie into bouquets or arrangements.
Price per piece.
6820.800.022.10 62 cm high 10,95

Q Glass vase, orange, Ø 25 cm, opening Ø 5,5 cm,
impressive XXL vase made of tinted glass, price per piece
6802.714.518.01 height 45 cm 59,90

M Floor vase set

only 269,–14,95
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only 21,90

from 12,90

from 4,95

from 7,95

only 7,25

A Bees on string, plastic, price per piece
6804.482.684.00 length 250 cm 22,95

B Bees, length 12 cm, plastic,
price per pack of 6 
6804.484.206.00   (=4,16/pc.) 24,95

C Bees, length 15 cm, hard foam, painted, 
price per pack of 2
6804.501.149.00   (=7,25/pc.) 14,50

D Giant bee, wingspan 40 cm, made of hard 
foam, varnished, price per piece
6804.550.949.00 length 30 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

E Bee stinging, made of hard foam, painted, 
price per piece
6804.652.797.00 length 15 cm 9,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90

F Giant daisy, white/yellow, Ø 30 cm, fabric 
and plastic, price per piece
6804.342.100.20 length 110 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    14,90
% from 12 pieces    12,90

G Metal stand , silver, 8 mm thick base plate
15 x 10 cm, 5 mm metal rod with two rings
Ø 4 cm, high-quality powder coating,
price per piece
6811.645.874.00 height 55 cm 29,95

H Rep fabric, corn yellow, 100% viscose,
165 g/sqm, price per m
6802.194.334.01 width 120 cm 6,90
% from 10 meters    5,95
% from 30 meters    5,50
% from 60 meters    4,95

J Daisies fern tendril, green/white, length 
150 cm, high-quality product with blossoms and 
mixed leaves made of PU and fabric material, 
price per piece
6804.707.558.00 length 150 cm 22,90

K Wooden boxes set hexagonal, 13 x 35 x 35,
14 x 37 x 37, 40 x 15 x 40 cm (H x W x D),
universal box system made of light, untreated
5 mm plywood, price per 3-piece set
6800.676.038.00 natural fi nish 39,90

L Beehive, Ø 30 cm, metal frame covered with 
woven bast, open base, with eyelet for hanging, 
price per piece
6802.708.227.00 height 50 cm 59,95

Glass vase, made of tinted glass, price per piece

M height 25 cm, Ø 11 cm, opening Ø 3 cm
6813.715.034.00 orange  6,90

N height 25 cm, Ø 11 cm, opening Ø 3 cm
6813.715.034.01 brown  6,90

O height 45 cm, Ø 25 cm, opening Ø 5,5 cm
6812.714.518.01 orange  59,90

P Mimosa, yellow, high-quality decorative 
plastic fl ower, price per piece
6811.718.806.00 length 84 cm 9,95
% from 2 pieces    8,95
% from 6 pieces    7,95

Q Banner “Board wall”, brown, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²), 
incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising rod at the 
bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and 
outdoors, price per unit
6804.668.095.00 100 x 250 cm (W x L) 39,90

length 250 cm

A Bees on string

only 22,95

length 12 cm

B Bees

only 4,16 /piece

length 15 cm

C Bees

only 7,25 /piece

length 15 cm

E Bee stinging

from 8,90

wingspan 40 cm

D Giant bee

from 26,90

21,90

19,90
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only 19,95

only 3,90

from 8,95

only 29,95

A Marguerite blossoms, Ø 5 cm, fabric, 72 pces
6804.107.013.00 white (=0,08/pc.) 8,90

B XXL Birch trunks, length 220 cm, Ø 3-6 cm, 
with drilled hole for spike, price per set of 6 
6813.508.759.00 natural (11,65/pc.) 69,90
% from 5 sets   ( 9,98/pc.) 62,50

C Birch twig, light green, delicate plastic branch
with beautiful fabric leaves in a fresh green colour
6811.710.299.00 length 60 cm 3,90

D Banner „Birch Forest“, green/white,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6813.800.021.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

E Birch tree, green, with fabric leaves, fl exible 
branches made of plastic and wiped white trunk 
with a wooden look, comes with a metal base 
plate 25 x 25 cm, price per piece 
6814.707.008.00 height 200 cm 249,—

F Metal stand, silver, height 15 cm, 8 kg,
base plate with 5 slots, each Ø 5.5 cm,
high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6801.494.977.43 70 x 20 cm (L x W) 89,—

G Birch trunks, length 170 cm, Ø 3-6 cm, 
natural, price per pack of 5
6813.444.286.10 natural (=9,99/pc.) 49,95
% from 3 packs   (=8,99/pc.) 44,95

H Zinc pot set, 15 x 14, 19 x 17 cm (W x H),
with embossed honeycomb pattern, set of 2 pcs.
6800.800.020.54 silver (=7,48/pc.) 14,95

J Artifi cial daisies, green/white, self-standing bundle
wrapped in jute, made of plastic with textile fl owers
6801.800.022.02 33 cm high 9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,95

K Rose chafer, metallic green, made of plastic, 
metallic varnish, with eyelet for wall attachment
6810.684.354.00 length 18 cm 24,90

L Daisy tendril, white/green, made of plastic 
and fabric, price per piece
6800.434.713.00 length 180 cm 9,90

M Banner „Marguerites“, white/green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging
6801.636.933.02 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 34,90

N Cotton banner „Bee“, green/yellow,
one-sided motif banner made of 100% natural 
cotton (170 g/m²), high-quality workmanship with 
neatly sewn hem, especially tear-resistant and 
light-fast, incl. wooden hanging and stabilising
rod and cotton cord, price per piece
6803.719.780.02 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 49,90

59,90

5,95

19,95

29,90

6,90

A Marguerite 
blossoms

only 0,08 /piece

length 180 cm

L Daisy tendril

only 6,90

N Cotton banner „Bee“

only 49,90

M Banner 
„Marguerites“

only 29,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

100 x 140 cm (W x L)
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B Songbird, 
length 19 cm

from 5,95

C Songbird, 
length 19 cm

from 5,95

D Songbird, 
length 19 cm

from 5,95

A Singing birds,
length 11,5 cm

only 3,45 /piece

length 10 cm
6 pieces

E Birds

only 1,32 /piece

F Sparrows

only 2,65 /piece

length 17 cm
6 pieces

✓ with clip

✓ with clip

✓ with clip
J Forest birds

only 1,24 /piece

length 10 cm
8 pcs.

DECORATIVE BIRDS
Decorative birds are ideal for spring decorations 
as well as for handcrafting and decorations.

Singing birds, painted hard foam body with 
perlon hanger

A green, length 11,5 cm, price per 2-piece set
6814.708.289.00   (=3,45/pc.) 6,90

B green/black/orange, length 19 cm
6814.708.258.00    9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

C green/blue/yellow, length 19 cm, price per piece
6814.708.265.00    9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

D grey/orange/white, length 19 cm
6814.708.272.00    9,90
% from 3 pieces    6,95
% from 6 pieces    5,95

E Birds, length 10 cm, painted hard foam
body with real feathers, with fi xation clip,
price per 6-piece set
orange
6804.562.546.04   (=1,32/pc.) 7,90
blue/apricot
6804.562.546.06   (=1,32/pc.) 7,90
rose/apricot
6804.562.546.22   (=1,32/pc.) 7,90

F Sparrows, brown, length 17 cm, made of hard
foam, with attachment clip, price per pack of 6
6804.562.522.00   (=2,65/pc.) 15,90

G Bird of paradise sitting, white, made of 
hard foam, glittering, with feathers and pearls, 
price per piece
6804.530.866.00 length 38 cm 11,90

H Raven, size 30 cm, very realistic-looking
crow made of real feathers, removable base plate
11 x 9 cm, price per piece
6804.489.485.00 fl uttering 17,90

J Forest birds, grey/orange/black,
length 10 cm, sitting and fl ying, painted hard 
foam body with real feathers, with clip,
price per pack of 8
6800.502.894.04   (=1,24/pc.) 15,90

K Peacock, white, made of hard foam,
with feathers, glitter, clip for attachment,
price per piece
6814.562.485.00 length 85 cm 29,90

L White peacock, white, hard foam body
with long, thick plumage, price per piece
6812.594.547.00 length 150 cm 198,—

9,90

size
30 cm

7,95

7,95

7,95

length 38 cm

24,90

length 150 cm

L White peacock

only 198,–
G Bird of paradise

only 11,90
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H Birdcage 
shelf

only 179,–

A Bamboo birdcage set, 35 x 60 and
40 x 80 cm (w x h), round round decorative cages 
with doors to open and removable bottom, metal 
eyelet to hang, bamboo is a natural product - 
slight variations in shape and colour possible, 
price per 2 pcs. set
6803.685.153.00 natural fi nish 129,—

B Birdcage set, height 58/67 cm, Ø 22/26 cm,
varnished iron cages, with eyelet for hanging, 
price per 2-piece set
6804.685.030.00 white  79,90

C Bird cage set, height 40/50 cm, Ø 24/32 cm,
two iron cages with foldable grill base and elements
chain for hanging, price per 2-piece set
6824.671.774.00 gold  79,90

D Birdcage set, 37 x 18 x 18/ 48 x 23 x 23 
cm (L x W x D), varnished iron cages in nostalgic 
shabby chic style, open mesh base, with hinged 
lid, price per 2-piece set
6810.671.781.33 pink  49,90

E Birdcage set Antique, height 60/77 cm, 
Ø 26/32 cm, iron cages in nostalgic design and 
antique patina, closed base plate, with hinged lid, 
feet for placement, price per 2-piece set 
6810.656.207.01 grey wiped 79,90

F Birdcage shelf, white, Ø 40 cm, open iron 
cage with shelf function, 4 mm iron wire, varnished
matt, completely welded, price per piece
6804.709.231.00 height 90 cm 99,—

G Standing cage Cottage, height 116 cm,
Ø 35 cm, varnished iron cage in a classic design, 
open mesh base and lid for opening, table and 
cage each 58 cm, price per piece
6800.656.191.14 white  98,90

H Birdcage shelf, Ø 23/30/40/50 cm, white, 
giant, open iron cage with shelf function, four 
stackable individual parts with metal shelves, 
price per piece
6802.701.884.00 height 185 cm 179,—

J Birdcage shelf, height 140 cm,
Ø 30/35/40 cm, open iron cage with shelf
function, three stackable individual parts with 
metal base, price per piece
6814.662.628.00 gold  139,—
6802.662.628.01 black  139,—

height 58/67 cm

height 90 cm

height 185 cm

C Bird cage set

only 79,90A Bamboo
birdcage set

only 129,–

height 140 cm

Ø 30/35/40 cm

Ø 23/30/40/50 cm

height 40/50 cm

35 x 60 and
40 x 80 cm (w x h)

J Birdcage shelf

only 139,–

F Birdcage shelf

only 99,–

✓ Bamboo

✓ stackable

✓ matt gold

✓ stackable

B Birdcage set

only 79,90

BEST
SELLER

59,95

E Birdcage 
set Antique

only 59,95

height 77 cm

39,95

height 116 cm

G Standing 
cage Cottage

only 39,95

29,95

D Birdcage set

only 29,95
37 x 18 x 18/
48 x 23 x 23 cm 
(L x W x D)

height 60 cm
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SCATTER FLOWERS

Ø 6 cm

Ø 3 cmØ 3 cm

Ø 4 cm

Ø 6 cmØ 6 cm

Ø 11 cm

Ø 3 cm

Ø 7 cm

Ø 7 cm Ø 5 cm Ø 5 cm

Ø 7 cm

Scatter Flowers, blossoms and leaves made of fabric

A Gerbera blossoms, Ø 5 cm, colourful,
price per pack of 14
6801.465.007.00   (=0,35/pc.) 5,90

B Gerbera blossoms, Ø 11 cm, pink, yellow, 
blue, green, orange, price per pack of 24
6800.623.889.00   (=0,66/pc.) 15,90
% from 3 bags   (=0,54/pc.) 12,90

C Sunflower blossoms, Ø 7 cm, yellow,
price per pack of 24
6800.686.587.00   (=0,25/pc.) 7,90

D Marguerite blossoms, Ø 5 cm, white,
price per pack of 72 pieces
6814.107.013.00   (=0,08/pc.) 8,90

Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully shaped 
fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering,
price per pack of 50 g

E 6804.708.890.00 white (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

F 6824.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

G Apple blossoms, Ø 3 cm, price per pack of 80
6821.499.750.00 white (=0,07/pc.) 7,90

H Rose petals, Ø 7 cm, beautifully shaped 
rose heads for scattering made of PU foam,
price per pack of 12
6800.709.972.00 white (=0,66/pc.) 7,90
6800.709.972.01 dark pink (=0,66/pc.) 7,90

J Rose petals, Ø 4 cm, white/rose/pink,
price per pack of 50
6804.434.935.00   (=0,22/pc.) 10,90
% from  5 bags   (=0,20/pc.) 9,90
% from 10 bags   (=0,17/pc.) 8,90

K Rose leaves, Ø 6 cm, price per pack of 100
6804.425.384.00 red (=0,06/pc.) 6,90
6814.425.377.00 rose (=0,06/pc.) 6,90
6804.425.360.00 white (=0,06/pc.) 6,90
% from 10 packs   (=0,05/pc.) 5,50
% from 30 packs   (=0,05/pc.) 4,50

5,90

5,50
5,50
5,50

4,90

5,90

B Gerbera
blossoms, 24 pcs

from 12,90

D Marguerite
blossoms, 72 pcs

only 5,95

C Sunflower
blossoms, 24 pcs

only 5,90

H Rose petals, 
12 pcs.

only 7,90

K Rose petals, 100 pces

from 4,50

5,95

4,90

A Gerbera
blossoms, 14 pcs

only 4,90

Styrofoam balls can be found online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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1SPRING

from 2,99

only Ø 45 cm

only Ø 45 cm only Ø 45 cm

only 59,90

from 22,90

from 15,90

from 2,15

A Gerbera blossoms, Ø 5 cm,
fabric, price per pack of 14
6811.465.007.00 colourful (=0,35/pc.) 5,90

B Butterfl ies, wingspan 10 cm, with 15 cm 
long wire and clip, high-quality coated paper,
3 different motifs, price per pack of 6
6804.523.783.11 yellow (=2,32/pc.) 13,90
% from 6 sets   (=2,15/pc.) 12,90

Giant Gerbera blossom, vibrant fabric fl ower 
with beautiful fl ower stamp, price per piece

C Ø 35 cm
6804.538.190.04 orange  19,90
6804.538.190.14 white  19,90
6804.538.190.24 purple  19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90
Ø 45 cm
6804.538.183.04 orange  17,90
6804.538.183.11 yellow  17,90
6804.538.183.14 white  17,90
6804.538.183.22 dark pink 17,90
6804.538.183.24 purple  17,90
6804.538.183.33 pink  17,90
% from 3 pieces    15,90

D Giant Gerbera, length 120 cm, Ø 50 cm,
vibrant fabric fl ower with leafl ess, fl exible stem
6814.480.970.22 rose  24,90
6814.535.397.33 pink  24,90
6804.535.397.60 white  24,90
% from 3 pieces    22,90

E Metal stand, 16 x 73 cm (W x L), height 15 cm,
7 kg, base plate with 3 slots, each Ø 2.5 cm, 
high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6802.508.643.00 white  59,90
6802.508.643.43 silver  59,90

F PVC, width 130 cm, 180 my, ca. 240 g/m², 
PVC, price per m
6803.722.971.11 yellow  4,99
6803.722.971.04 orange  4,99
6803.722.971.33 pink  4,99
% from 10 meters    3,99
% from 30 meters    2,99

G Female mannequin „Metropolitan“, white, 
with head, left leg exposed, dress size 36, shoe 
size 39, measurements 84/61/86 cm, 15 kg, 
made of PE plastic, recyclable, stable and very 
robust. The mannequin comes with a calf pin and 
base plate made of glass. Price per piece.
6810.710.855.03 size 177 cm 129,—

✓ Ø 35 cm ✓ Ø 45 cm

✓ Ø 50 cm

4,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ Fixing magnet

✓ adhesive pad

C       

D

D

E

E

1 SPRING

wingspan 
11-13 cm

wingspan 
10 cm

A Feather butterflies, wingspan 10 cm, 
made of hard foam and real feathers, with wire 
pick, price per pack of 12
6810.500.647.00 rose (=0,41/pc.) 9,90

B Butterflies, wingspan 10 cm, with 15 cm 
long wire and clip, high-quality coated paper,
3 different motifs, price per pack of 6
6804.523.783.05 blue (=2,25/pc.) 13,50
6804.523.783.23 purple (=2,25/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 sets   (=1,98/pc.) 11,90
6814.523.783.11 yellow (=2,32/pc.) 13,90
% from 6 sets   (=2,15/pc.) 12,90

C Feather butterfl ies, wingspan 11-13 cm,
made of feathers, with wire pick, beautiful drawing, 
flexible, price per pack of 6
6810.641.586.00 white/black (=1,65/pc.) 10,90

Butterfl ies in vibrant colours conjure up beautiful
effects and are ideally suited for almost any spring
decoration. The fl exible wings are made of a
high-quality, tear-resistant PVC foil. The decorative
butterfl ies shine in particularly beautiful colours 
thanks to the double-sided digital printing.

D wing span 4.5 - 12 cm, the fl exible wings 
are made of a high-quality, tear-resistant PVC foil 
and the magnet on the body opens up plenty of 
possibilities for custom attachment. The included 
adhesive pad also allows the butterfl y to adhere 
to other surfaces. Price per pack of 12
6804.708.425.08 green (=0,41/pc.) 5,90
6814.708.425.11 yellow (=0,41/pc.) 5,90
6834.708.425.33 pink (=0,41/pc.) 5,90

E wingspan 40 cm, the fl exible wings with 
can be hung in different ways thanks to their 
punched-out holes. Also suitable for outdoor use. 
Price per pack of 3.
6804.708.395.08 green (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
6804.708.395.11 yellow (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
6814.708.395.37 lilac (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
6814.708.395.90 orange (=4,98/pc.) 17,90
% from 3 packs   (=4,32/pc.) 12,95

Butterfl y „Flamingo pink“, pink, digital print on 
both sides, vibrant colours, high-quality coated 
paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam,
price per pack of 9

F wingspan 15 cm, price per pack of 9
6814.667.821.00   (=1,99/pc.) 19,90

G wingspan 28 cm, price per pack of 3
6814.667.821.01   (=5,97/pc.) 19,90

H Butterfl y string „Flamingo-Pink“,
length 120 cm, pink, 5 - 10 cm, digital print on 
both sides, vibrant colours, high-quality coated 
paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam,
price per pack of 2
6800.669.351.33   (=3,95/pc.) 16,90

FEATHER AND PAPER 
BUTTERFLIES

4,95

4,95
4,95
4,95

17,90

7,90

17,90

length 120 cm

H Butterfly string

only 3,95 /piece

wingspan 
15 cm

wingspan 
28 cm

A Feather butterfl ies

only 0,41 /piece

G Butterfly
„Flamingo pink“

only 5,97 /piece

F Butterfly
„Flamingo pink“

only 1,99 /piece

C Butterflies

only 1,65 /piece

B Butterfl ies with clip

from 1,98 /piece

✓ with clip

wingspan 10 cm

wing span 
4.5 - 12 cm

wing span 
4.5 - 12 cm

wing span 
4.5 - 12 cm

D Butterflies,
12 pieces

only 0,41 /piece

E Butterflies,
3 pieces

from 4,32 /piece

wingspan 40 cm

9,90

14,95
14,95
14,95
14,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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C

C

D
D

D

E

F
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1SPRING

WITH WIRE SUSPENSION
D lilac
wingspan 30 cm
6834.637.121.00    8,90
wingspan 50 cm
6834.637.121.01    19,90
wingspan 80 cm
6834.637.121.02    34,90

E orange
wingspan 80 cm
6814.637.114.02    34,95

F pink
wingspan 50 cm
6800.637.107.01    16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,90
wingspan 80 cm
6800.637.107.02    33,90
% from 3 pieces    29,90

Butterfl ies, double-sided digital print, high-quality
coated paper with adhesive strips at the lower 
side, bendable, wire-reinforced wings

A „Neotropis“, yellow/orange/black
wingspan 50 cm, price per piece
6824.498.814.04    24,90
wingspan 80 cm, price per piece
6824.498.821.04    34,90
% from 3 pieces    30,90

B „Dovetail“, green/yellow/black
wingspan 30 cm, price per pack of 2
6802.498.807.09   (=5,48/pc.) 15,90
wingspan 50 cm, price per piece
6800.498.814.09    21,50
wingspan 80 cm, price per piece
6804.498.821.09    34,90

C „Peacock“, red 
wingspan 17 cm, price per pack of 4
6800.551.885.03   (=3,23/pc.) 14,90
wingspan 50 cm, price per piece
6800.551.885.01    24,90
wingspan 70 cm, price per piece
6800.551.885.02    34,90

15,95

29,95

10,95

12,90

19,90

29,90

19,90

XL BUTTERFLIES

✓ wingspans 
50, 80 cm

✓ wingspans 
30, 50, 80 cm

✓ wingspans 17, 50, 70 cm

from 3,23 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

✓ wingspans 30, 50, 80 cm

✓ wingspans 50, 80 cm
✓ wingspan

80 cm

31,90

more butterflies online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B

C

C

D

E

E

E

F

F

G

H

H

J

J

K

K

L

1 SPRING

only 4,90

from 4,90

from 1,21

only 15,90
from 29,90

A Banner „Spring forest“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor
use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow 
seams on the top and bottom side, suitable 
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6800.709.026.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Leaves berries tendril, high-quality artifi cial 
tendril with leaves growing in the style of robinia 
and green artifi cial berries in different shades of 
green, easily alignable, price per piece
6804.707.534.00 length 150 cm 34,90

C Decorative string „Birch leaves“, Ø 20 cm,
green, large birch leaves with beautiful leaf structure,
made of fabric and nylon threads, price per piece
6804.710.022.00 length 160 cm 5,90
% from 6 pieces    4,90

D Slabs of wood, length 170 cm, approx. 22 kg,
untreated spruce wood with bark,
price per pack of 3 
6813.529.419.00 appr. width 15-30 cm 49,95

E Tree trunk set, Ø 25 – 27 cm, 12 kg,
untreated wood with bark, price per 3-piece set
6803.227.117.00 height 13 - 33 cm 46,95

F Wooden trunk, untreated wood with bark
Ø 23 cm, 12.2 kg
6813.599.658.25 length 50 cm  29,90
Ø 25 cm, 18.6 kg
6813.599.665.25 length 70 cm 39,90

G Fern bush, light-dark green, 25 leaves,
approx. 30 cm long leaves made of fabric fi bre 
material, with 10 cm long plug stick made of 
plastic, price per piece
6802.656.498.00 Ø 40 cm 15,90

H Giant chafer, brown/black, made of hard 
foam, varnished, price per piece
6814.482.639.00 length 20 cm 12,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

J Ants, length 10 cm, made of hard foam and 
steel, price per pack of 12 
6814.335.119.00 black (=1,33/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,21/pc.) 14,50

K Moss stones, green, realistic looking stone 
replicas made of polystyrene with complete moss 
trimming, price per pack of 6
6804.654.067.01 size 8 - 10 cm 4,90

L Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, green/
black, 2 cm pile height, white carpet with natural 
moss replica on the surface, price per 5 m roll
6804.637.602.00   (25,80/m) 129,—

29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A

B

B

C

C

D

E

E

1SPRING

length 12 cm

length 20/25 cm

length 10 cm

wing span 
10/14 cm

length 20 cm

wingspan 26 cm

F Giant chafer

from 11,90

C Lady Bird

only 22,95

B Ladybird

from 5,50

J Mosquito

from 7,45 /piece

H Giant bees set

from 4,63 /piece

G Bees set

from 3,10 /piece

BEST
SELLER

length 10 cm

K Ants

from 1,21 /piece

only 22,95

from 5,50

A Marguerites bundle, made of fabric/plastic
6804.686.174.00 height 23 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,50

Giant ladybird, made of hard foam, varnished

B length 12 cm, varnished, price per piece
6804.238.618.00 red/black 5,90
% from 6 pieces    5,50

C length 20/25 cm, price per pack of 2
6804.539.869.01 red/black 22,95

D Grass panel, dark green, approx. 3 cm long
blades, blades of grass and grid net made of plastic
6804.355.971.00 25 x 25 cm 7,50
% from  6 pieces    6,90
% from 12 pieces    5,90

E Crates, 14 x 21 x 32, 16 x 26 x 37 and
18 x 31 x 42 cm (H x W x D), natural multi-
purpose boxes, price per 3-piece set
6800.676.267.01    38,90

5,90

19,90

F Giant chafer, brown/black, made of hard 
foam, varnished, price per piece
6824.482.639.00 length 20 cm 12,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

G Bees set, wing span 10/14 cm, two large 
and three small decorative bees with a hard foam 
body, covered with crepes paper, fl exible wings, 
price per 5-piece set
6814.708.210.00 yellow (=3,39/pc.) 16,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,10/pc.) 15,50

H Giant bees set, wingspan 26 cm, hard foam 
body covered with crepe paper, wings can be 
formed, price per 3-piece set
6814.638.241.00 yellow (=4,97/pc.) 14,90
% from 6 sets   (=4,63/pc.) 13,90

J Mosquito, length 10 cm, hard foam, black/
glossy, varnished, Ø 20 cm, price per pack of 2
6804.501.132.00   (=7,95/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 sets   (=7,45/pc.) 14,90

K Ants, length 10 cm, black, made of hard 
foam and steel, price per pack of 12 
6824.335.119.00   (=1,33/pc.) 15,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,21/pc.) 14,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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G

H
H

2 EASTER

only 35,95

only 19,95

only 6,95

from 12,50

only 6,90

A Bunnies set

only 39,90

height 30/35 cm

length 160 cm

9 cm big

Ø 10 cm

length 6 cm

B Chick

from 1,98 /piece

T Easter eggs
for hanging

only 0,98 /piece

C Egg chain

only 13,50

S Nest

only 9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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P

Q
Q

R

R

U

J

K

L

L

M

N

2EASTER

only 29,95

only 5,48

from 4,90
only 2,63

Happy Easter

A Bunnies set, brown, made of hard foam and 
sisal, with intricate fabric clothing,
price per 2-piece set
6804.708.371.00 height 30/35 cm 39,90

B Chick, 9 cm big, fl uffy Easter chicks made of 
polystyrene and feather fl uff, price per pack of 6
6804.425.513.00   (=2,32/pc.) 13,90
% from 3 packs   (=1,98/pc.) 11,90

C Egg chain, white/coloured, decorative string 
with plastic eggs, for indoor and outdoor use, 
price per piece
6804.708.678.00 length 160 cm 13,50

D Decorative fabric „Boards“, light brown, 
fl ame retardant, 120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, 
printed on one side, price per m
6801.450.713.00 width 150 cm 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

Rabbit, brown, made of hard foam and sisal, 
ears mouldable, price per piece

E 6803.800.021.67 height 40 cm 23,95

F 6803.800.021.69 h. 24 cm/sitting 19,95

G Primrose, height 16 cm, Ø 19 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of textile material in
plastic pot, price per piece
6813.719.216.11 yellow  6,95
6803.719.216.33 pink  6,95

H Chicks in the nest , yellow, three chicks made
of artifi cial fur in a travel nest, price per piece
6804.800.021.57 10 cm Ø 6,90

Butterfl y „Dovetail“, green/yellow/black, digital
print on both sides, vibrant colours, high-quality
coated paper, tear-proof, body made of hard foam

J wingspan 30 cm, price per pack of 2
6812.498.807.09   (=5,48/pc.) 12,50

K wingspan 80 cm, price per piece
6814.498.821.09    34,90

L Flower bundle, colourful, self-standing
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6800.800.022.74 height 65 cm 35,95

M Chicken in the nest, green, height 16 cm, 
Chicken made of hard foam, sisal and real
feathers in a rice nest, price per piece
6813.800.020.50 23 cm Ø 17,95

Easter eggs, made of plastic, suitable for outdoor use

N length 15 cm, pink/yellow/green,
price per pack of 3
6804.657.327.00   (=4,30/pc.) 15,90
% from 3 packs   (=3,83/pc.) 11,50
% from 6 packs   (=3,30/pc.) 9,90

O length 10 cm, green/yellow/orange/pink/
turquoise/lilac, price per pack of 6
6804.657.334.00   (=1,82/pc.) 10,90
% from 3 packs   (=1,65/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,48/pc.) 8,90

P Cock, green, made of hard foam, sisal and 
real feathers, price per piece
6823.800.020.51 height 30 cm 19,95

Chick, yellow, made of hard foam and sisal

Q height 11 cm, price per piece
6804.708.234.00    5,50
% from 6 pieces    4,90

R height 7 cm, price per 3-piece set
6804.708.241.00   (=2,63/pc.) 8,90

S Nest, brown, made of brushwood, with eggs 
made of hard foam, price per piece
6804.800.022.79 Ø 10 cm 9,95

T Easter eggs for hanging, white/coloured, 
length 6 cm, decorative eggs made of plastic
with hanger, price per pack of 6
6804.708.661.00   (=0,98/pc.) 5,90

U Female mannequin „Solid Grey“, grey 
matt, With head, sitting, dress size 36, shoe size 
39, measurements 82/63/87 cm, 10.5 kg, very 
robust, light and versatile - this mannequin can do 
it all. The fi gure is made of recyclable ABS plastic 
and thanks to its low net weight it is very easy to 
handle and thus perfect for frequent change of 
clothing. The modern matt look and the abstract 
Egghead design can be adapted to any kind of
fashion style. Plastic fi gures are almost unbreakable
and very resistant to scratches and falls.
Price per piece.
6801.710.886.03 size 180 cm 339,—

10,95

29,95

12,90

7,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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2 EASTER

from 9,90

from 6,95

from 24,90

only 0,82

A Banner „Watering can“, green, one-sided 
printed textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant 
quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1, 2 cm 
wide square wooden rods on top and bottom for 
crease-free hanging, price per piece
6811.709.040.00 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 34,90

B Egg chain, pastel colours, dotted, decorative 
string with plastic eggs, for indoor and outdoor 
use, price per piece
6802.708.630.00 length 160 cm 13,50

C Eggs string „Pastel“, pastel, garland with 
4 cm plastic eggs in fi ve different pastel colours, 
price per piece
6804.683.968.00 length 165 cm 12,90
% from 3 pieces    10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

D Bunnies presenter, white, made of plush, 
self-standing, price per piece
6803.800.019.02 13 x 21 cm (H x W) 6,95
6803.800.019.01 34 x 56 cm (H x W) 19,95

E Forsythia birch garland, yellow, branched 
garland with many textile fl owers and leaves, 
bendable tendril of plastic, price per piece
6804.707.527.00 length 150 cm 27,90
% from 6 pieces    24,90

F Forsythia bundle, yellow, made of fabric
and plastic, price per piece
6804.497.725.00 height 40 cm 15,90
% from 3 pieces    14,90
% from 6 pieces    12,90

G Forsythia Branch, yellow/green, in a 
wooden look with fabric blossoms and leaves
6804.707.510.00 length 75 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,50

H Forsythia branches set, length 90 cm, 
artifi cial branches in a wooden look with fabric 
blossoms, price per pack of 3
6804.485.807.03 yellow (=4,63/pc.) 13,90

J Forsythia branch, yellow, textile/plastic
6803.800.021.80 59 cm long 6,95

K Crates, made of wood with vintage look,
11 x 28 x 34, 12 x 33 x 40 and 14 x 38 x 45 cm 
(H x W x D), price per 3-piece set
6801.556.798.33 pink  35,90

L Easter eggs for hanging, length 6 cm,
dotted, decorative eggs made of plastic with 
hanger, price per pack of 6
6804.708.623.00 pastel (=0,82/pc.) 4,90

M Easter egg „Polka Dots“, length 18 cm,
made of hard foam, with glossy varnish, dotted, 
price per piece
6804.536.608.05 white/turquoise 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95

N Easter grass, paper shreds,
price per bag of 50 g
6803.468.114.00 green (100 g: 3,80) 2,80
% from 6 bags   (100 g: 3,–) 1,50

O Artifi cial turf mat, green, grass blade
height 2.2 cm, artifi cial lawn in amazing real grass 
look for indoor and outdoor use, for decoration 
in commercial areas such as trade fairs, sales 
stands, exhibitions as well as for living areas on 
balconies or terraces, price per piece
6813.800.018.85 100 x 100 cm 39,95

Easter bunny, height 39 cm, width 20 cm,
made of hard foam, varnished, price per piece

P 6800.674.942.05 blue/grey/brown 34,90

Q 6800.674.942.08 green/brown 34,90

height 39 cm

59 cm long

height 40 cm

length 18 cm

length 75 cm length 90 cm

H Forsythia branch

only 4,63 /piece

G Forsythia 
Branch

from 7,50

F Forsythia 
bundle

from 9,90

M Easter egg

from 11,95

25,90

12,90
11,90
9,90

29,95

19,90

19,90

1,90

Easter bunny

only 19,90

J Forsythia 
branch

only 6,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 14,95

only 9,90

from 21,50

height 40 cm

A Egg tree, brown, decorative tree with plastic 
eggs, base made of hard foam, wrapped with 
moss and raffi a, price per piece
6804.800.022.78 40 cm high 24,95

B Giant Easter egg, length 30 cm, large Easter 
egg for the individual design of Easter decoration, 
hard foam with matt fi nish, price per piece
6804.484.053.06 light blue 24,95
6804.484.053.09 light green 24,95
6804.484.053.14 white  24,95
6804.484.053.22 rose  24,95
% from 3 pieces    22,95
% from 6 pieces    21,50

C Rabbit, height 30 cm, made of hard foam and
sisal, with lovingly designed dress of hydrangea 
blossoms made of textile, price per piece
6804.800.021.70 beige/pink 14,95
6804.800.021.71 beige/blue 14,95

D Hydrangea, apricot, leafl ess stem fl ower with 
large fl ower head ca. 15 cm Ø, textile fl owers 
with colour gradient, slightly mottled for a nice 
icy effect, brown plastic stem with bendable wire 
core in white limed vintage look, price per piece
6801.715.270.33 height 49 cm 9,90

E Rabbit, grey, made of hard foam and soft 
plush, with lovingly designed knitted clothing, 
price per piece
6804.800.021.65 height 40 cm 19,95

F Hydrangea, 52 cm long, Ø 16 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of high-quality fabric 
material, price per piece
6803.719.117.04 pink/green 6,95
6813.719.117.09 green  6,95
6803.719.117.33 pink  6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,20

PASTELS

E Rabbit

only 19,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

40 cm high

length 30 cm

52 cm long

A Egg tree

only 24,95

B Giant 
Easter egg

from 21,50

F Hydrangea

from 6,20

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 29,95

only 17,50

from 11,95

from 15,50

A Cherry blossoms tree, pink, 140 cm wide, 
big, impressive artifi cial tree with dense branches, 
richly decorated with textile fl owers and green 
leaves; the branches are delivered separately and 
simply attached, so that they keep their shape 
during transport, moss-covered base 30 cm Ø
6803.719.063.33 height 220 cm 999,—

B Crate Vintage, 50 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made 
of natural wood, price per piece
6822.653.329.00 limed white 22,90

C Cherry blossom bundle, rose, made of 
fabric and plastic, price per piece
6814.497.749.00 height 33 cm 17,50

D Wooden fence „Vintage“, white,
vintage varnish, with stand, price per piece
6803.593.960.00 60 x 65 cm (W x H) 29,95

E Easter egg, white, decorative egg for the 
customisation of Easter decoration, hard foam 
varnished, price per piece
6804.525.015.14 length 18 cm 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95
6804.501.545.14 length 50 cm 69,95
% from 3 pieces    65,—

F Giant Easter egg, length 26 cm, made of 
hard foam, shiny varnish, price per piece
6804.501.507.00 white  18,90
6804.501.507.22 rose  18,90
% from 3 pieces    16,90
% from 6 pieces    15,50

G Rabbit, grey, made of high-quality ceramic,
in concrete look, price per piece
6803.800.021.88 height 36 cm 39,95
6803.800.021.89 height 51 cm 64,95

H Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully 
shaped fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering, 
price per pack of 50 g
6834.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

J Easter Eggs, length 5 cm, yellow/green, 
Plastic eggs in transparent box with bunny
pattern, each with velvet bow and hanger,
price per set of 8 pcs.
6803.800.018.80   (=1,49/pc.) 11,95
% from 6 pieces   (=1,24/pc.) 9,95

K Cherry blossom tendril, rose, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.487.177.00 length 180 cm 17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

L Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high 
quality design with many fl owers and leaves made 
of textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6814.708.746.00 length 65 cm 10,90
% from  6 pieces    9,90
% from 12 pieces    8,90

M Glass vase, brown, Ø 11 cm, opening Ø 3 cm,
decorative vase made of tinted glass, price per piece
6823.715.034.01 height 25 cm 6,90

J Easter Eggs

from 1,24 /piece

length 5 cm

height 25 cm

M Glass vase

only 6,90

K Cherry blossom 
tendril

from 15,90

L Cherry blossom 
branch

from 8,90

length 180 cm

length 65 cm8pcs. set

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 1,90

only 10,95

only 3,90

from 11,95

A Rabbit, silver metallic, made of high-quality 
poly resin, price per piece
6800.683.562.43 height 40 cm 49,90

B Easter egg box, 20 x 25 x 7 cm (W x L x H), 
Egg box with 20 removable plastic Easter eggs, 
to hang, price per piece
6802.719.025.00 pink/gold 19,90

C Glass vase set, dark pink, height 18 cm,
Ø 6 cm, opening Ø 2,2 cm, four different bottles: 
2x frosted, 1x matt and 1x transparent,
price per set of 4
6822.720.601.33   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95

D Easter egg, pink, decorative egg for the
customisation of Easter decoration, price per piece
hard foam varnished
6804.525.015.33 length 18 cm 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95
6804.501.545.33 length 50 cm 69,95
% from 3 pieces    65,—
made of plastic
6804.657.266.33 length 20 cm 8,50
% from 6 packs    7,50

E Decorative hanger Feather egg, ice blue,
elegant Easter hanger with feathers, glitter and 
matching chiffon hanger, made of light poly foam, 
price per piece
6800.672.153.43 length 10 cm 7,90

F Flower, length 60 cm, Ø 15 cm, blossom 
made of crepe paper, plug made of bendable
wire covered with crepe paper, price per piece
6803.684.118.14 white  3,90
6803.684.118.22 rose  3,90
6803.684.118.33 pink  3,90

Rabbit, hard foam core covered with reversible 
sequin fabric, price per piece

G matt silver/ shiny silver
6804.800.021.62 height 35 cm 24,95

H iridescent/white
6804.800.021.63 height 42 cm 29,95

J copper/silver
6800.800.021.61 height 21 cm 10,95

K Easter egg „Polka Dots“, white/pink,
made of hard foam, with glossy varnish, dotted, 
price per piece
6804.536.608.33 length 18 cm 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95

C Glass vase set

only 3,24 /piece

height 18 cm

height 40 cm

length 18 cmlength 20 cmlength 50 cm

A Rabbit

only 39,90

20 x 25 x 7 cm 
(W x L x H)

B Easter
egg box

only 19,90

39,90

D Easter egg

from 11,95

1,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Plant in pot, 20 cm high, white/green, pretty 
frosted winter bloomer, artifi cial plant in small 
plastic pot (6 x 7 cm) price per piece

A Snowdrops
6802.723.541.00    8,95
% from 6 pieces    8,50

B Lily of the Valley
6802.723.190.00    8,95
% from 6 pieces    8,50

C Flowerpot set, Ø 22/27/32 cm, bronze, 
metallic lacquered metal pots on metal frame, 
aspecto usado, price per 3pcs. set
6811.800.020.62 59/68/77 cm high 169,—

D Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm, lifelike
design made of plastic, in plastic pot, price per piece
6831.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

E Chick, yellow, fl uffy Easter chicks made of 
polystyrene and feather fl uff, price per piece
6804.683.777.00 height 13 cm 7,90
6804.683.777.01 height 21 cm 18,90

F Rabbit, sitting, brown, made of hard foam 
and sisal, ears mouldable, price per piece
6813.800.021.69 height 24 cm 19,95

G Moss Bunny, green, made of hard foam, 
fl ocked with artifi cial moss, price per piece
6804.800.022.77 height 28 cm 14,95

Fan blossom, decorative paper fan with beautiful 
wood look, natural colour, slight colour variations 
possible, delivered fl at, easy to fan out, with 
suspension, price per piece

H 6813.800.020.92 Ø 20 cm 14,95

J 6813.800.020.95 Ø 30 cm 16,95

K Branches bundle , brown, natural branch 
bundle with artifi cial fern leaves, price per piece
6800.708.739.00 length 115 cm 10,90

L Moss bark, Ø 10 cm, dark green, very realistic
looking wooden bark bowl with artifi cial moss, 
price per piece 
6800.709.934.00 length 45 cm 12,90

M Natural moss, dried, price per pack of 1 kg
6803.207.966.10    19,90
% from 6 packs    17,90

20 cm high

length 115 cm

height 24 cm

height 28 cm

height 13 cm
height 21 cm

Ø 20 cm, Ø 30 cm

length 45 cm

59/68/77 cm high

Plant in pot

from 8,50

6,80

8,70

TREND
COLOURS FROM NATURE
 EASTER 2022 OLIVE OIL

15,905,50

C Flowerpot set

only 169,–K Branches 
bundle 

only 8,70

F Rabbit, 
sitting

only 19,95

G Moss 
Bunny

only 14,95

E Chick

from 5,50

L Moss bark

only 6,80

Fan blossom

from 14,95

M Natural 
moss

from 17,90
1 kg

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 12,95

only 29,95

only 19,95

from 5,90

A Banner „Easter eggs“, white/beige,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile
fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re 
protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip 
as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem for 
wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors,
price per piece
6800.708.982.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Decorative Hanger „Rabbits on a Wooden 
Ladder“, Bunnies on wooden ladder, perfect for 
Easter decoration, price per piece
6800.800.021.59 0,19 x 1,2 m (W x L) 39,95

C Pussy willow tendril, green/white, charming 
decorative tendril with fl uffy pussy willow made of 
fabric, bendable tendril with wooden design made 
of plastic, price per piece
6812.707.626.00 length 150 cm 25,90

D Wooden Crate, 40 x 40 x 20 cm (L x W x H), 
glued box made of natural wood, with varnished 
black edges, thickness 7 mm, price per piece
6800.685.986.00 natural fi nish 49,90

E Decorative bunny, brown, Deco Easter 
bunny, suitable for decorating, price per piece
6800.800.021.68 height 44 cm 19,95

F Nest, brown, decorative bird‘s nest from 
willow with brushwood, price per set of 2
6802.719.667.00 Ø 15/22 cm 12,95

G Natural moss, dried, price per pack of 1 kg
6813.207.966.10    19,90
% from 6 packs    17,90

H Easter eggs for hanging, natural/beige/brown,
length 6 cm, sprinkled decorative eggs made of 
hard foam with hanger, price per pack of 6
6803.710.565.00   (=0,65/pc.) 3,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,58/pc.) 3,50

J Quail eggs, length 6 cm, naturalistic
decorative eggs made of plastic, in practical box, 
price per set of 60 pcs.
6803.718.837.00   (=0,13/pc.) 7,95

K Pussy willow branch , yellow/green, art 
branch in wooden look with fl uffy textile fl owers, 
stem length 50 cm, price per piece
6802.719.391.00 length 75 cm 6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,20
% from 6 pieces    5,90

L Jute sack, 50 x 80 cm (W x L), 230 g/m²,
robust and durable sack made of 100 % jute, 
with seam at the opening (no fraying), recyclable 
and eco-friendly, price per pack of 5
6803.536.363.00 beige (=2,78/pc.) 16,90
% from 6 packs   (=2,50/pc.) 12,50

M Easter egg „Moss“, green, made of hard 
foam, fl ocked with artifi cial moss, price per piece
6802.670.579.00 length 35 cm 44,90

N Rabbit, brown, made of hard foam and sisal, 
ears mouldable, price per piece
6813.800.021.67 height 40 cm 23,95

length 6 cm
length 35 cm

height 40 cm

length 6 cm

29,95

13,90

19,95

29,95

M Easter egg 
„Moss“

only 29,95

N Rabbit

only 23,95

H Easter eggs for 
hanging

from 0,58 /piece

J Quail eggs

only 0,13 /piece

L Jute sack

from 2,50 /piece

50 x 80 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 49,90

only 35,90

from 4,16

EARTH

Flowers, apricot, leafl ess stem fl ower with large
fl ower head ca. 15 cm Ø, textile fl owers with colour
gradient, slightly mottled for a nice icy effect, 
brown plastic stem with bendable wire core in 
white limed vintage look, price per piece

E Magnolia
6803.715.287.22 height 45 cm 6,50
% from 6 pieces    5,90

F Hydrangea
6811.715.270.33 height 49 cm 9,90

G Nest, brown, with straw and brushwood,
with eggs made of hard foam, price per piece
6800.683.982.00 Ø 28 cm 13,90

H Banner „Flowers, beige, one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.018.71 140 x 122 cm (W x L) 39,95

J Hanging pot, brown, Ø 60 cm, decorative 
hanging net made of natural brushwood, wire-
reinforced for stability, jute cord can be used as 
suspension, price per piece
6800.685.719.00 length 110 cm 99,—

K Ladder shelf, 100 x 150 x 38 cm (W x H x D),
fold-out standing shelf made of wood, 3 shelf 
boards 50 x 30/80 x 30/110 x 30 cm (L x W) 
6812.617.857.21 brown  129,—

L Presenter „Easter bunny“, brown, bunny
fi gure presenter printed on one side made of 3 mm
light foam board, self-standing with foldable base 
stand, price per piece
6800.688.529.00 90 x 57 cm (H x W) 69,90

M Straw bale, 18 x 22 x 22 cm (W x H x L), 
natural material, price per piece
6804.337.199.00    11,90
% from 6 pieces    10,50

N Glass vase, height 26 cm, Ø 9 cm, opening
Ø 2,5 cm, bottle vase with glass pattern in trendy
shabby look, made of transparent glass, 6pcs. set
6803.720.632.15 grey (=4,99/pc.) 29,95
% from 3 sets   (=4,16/pc.) 24,95

O Willow basket, natural willow, price per piece
6812.428.224.01 h. 24 cm/Ø 26 cm 12,90
6812.428.224.00 h. 28 cm/Ø 37 cm 19,90
6802.428.224.02 h. 26 cm /Ø 43 cm 19,90

height 45 cm

E Magnolia

from 5,90

35,90

49,90

9,90

17,90

D Sparrows

only 2,65 /piece

✓ with clip

Easter Eggs, plastic eggs in transparent box 
with fl oral pattern, each with velvet bow and 
hanger

A length 12 cm, beige/white,
price per set of 6 pcs.
6803.800.019.14   (=0,83/pc.) 4,95

B length 5 cm, creams/almonds,
price per set of 8 pcs.
6803.800.019.22   (=0,99/pc.) 7,95

C length 5 cm, beige/white,
price per set of 8 pcs.
6803.800.018.79   (=0,99/pc.) 7,95

D Sparrows, brown, length 17 cm, made of hard
foam, with attachment clip, price per pack of 6
6814.562.522.00   (=2,65/pc.) 15,90

height 49 cm

F Hydrangea

only 9,90

Ø 28 cm

G Nest

only 9,90

A Easter Eggs

only 0,83 /piece

length 12 cm

B Easter Eggs

only 0,99 /piece

length 5 cm

C Easter Eggs

only 0,99 /piece

length 5 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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BUTTER&HONEY

A Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully 
shaped fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering, 
price per pack of 50 g
6814.708.890.00 white (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

B Easter Bunny, upright ears, gold, beautifully 
shimmering metallic varnish, made of hard foam, 
price per piece
6804.644.457.42 h. 27 cm/w. 20 cm 22,95
6804.718.363.42 h. 50 cm/w. 40 cm 84,95

C Decorative hanger Feather egg, caramel gold,
length 10 cm, elegant Easter hanger with feathers,
glitter and matching chiffon hanger, made of light 
poly foam, price per pack of 2
6800.672.122.42   (=1,45/pc.) 9,90

D Wall picture set Pyrography, 2x 39 x 39 cm,
1x 39 x 59 cm, thickness 1 cm, spruce wood 
images with three different Easter motifs for
hanging, mottled edges, price per 3-piece set
6800.686.013.00 natural fi nish 99,—

E Easter egg Metallic, gold, beautifully shimmering
metallic varnish, made of hard foam, price per piece
6804.525.015.42 length 18 cm 10,90
6804.644.464.42 length 26 cm 21,90

F Crates, 40 x 30 x 17, 35 x 24 x 17 and
29 x 18 x 16 cm (H x W x D), multi-purpose in
a wiped white vintage look, price per 3-piece set
6800.666.916.00 white  49,90

G Bunnies presenter, beige, Easter fi gure 
made of felt, with spring hanger and wooden 
base plate, price per piece
6802.720.571.00 23 x 33 x 5 cm 5,95
6802.720.571.01 29 x 44 x 5 cm 9,95

H Cherry blossom tendril, white, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.487.177.01 length 180 cm 17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

height 27 cm
height 50 cm

length 18 cm

length 26 cm

2x 39 x 39 cm
1x 39 x 59 cm

B Easter Bunny

from 22,95
E Easter egg 

Metallic

from 9,90

C Decorative hanger 
Feather egg

only 1,45 /piece

2,90

9,90
19,95

19,90

40 x 30 x 17 cm
35 x 24 x 17 cm
29 x 18 x 16 cm

F Crates

only 19,9044,90

23 x 33 x 5 cm (W x H x D)
29 x 44 x 5 cm (W x H x D)

Ø 3 cm

length 180 cm

length 10 cm

G Bunnies 
presenter

from 5,95

D Wall picture set 
Pyrography

only 44,90

H Apple blossoms 
tendril

from 15,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 69,–

A Banner „Happy Easter“, beige/colourful, 
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in flame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.01 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

B Giant Easter egg, white, Ø 45 cm, 8.0 kg,
the robust quality is based on the impact-resistant,
flame-retardant fibreglass and high quality varnish,
which also make it suitable for outdoor use,
price per piece 
6801.484.602.00 length 75 cm 259,—

C Tulip bouquet assortment, length 33 cm,
yellow/white/orange/red, Tulip bouquet set
consisting of 12 bouquets of 3 tulips of the
same colour made of high-quality textile material,
price per pack of 12
6811.710.541.00   (=2,16/pc.) 29,90

D Crates, light decorative boxes made 7 mm
wood, vintage look, 10 x 22 x 28, 11 x 27.5 x 34
and 12 x 32.5 x 40 cm (W x H x D),
price per 3-piece set
6811.556.767.00 white  36,90

E Spring Flowers, white, self-standing artifi cial 
moss hemisphere with snowdrops, daffodils, 
grape hyacinths and green grasses, about 25 cm 
wide, price per piece
6802.720.465.14 30 cm high 16,95

F Tulip bouquet, length 30 cm, approx. Ø 13 cm,
7 bundled decorative tulips and branches 
wrapped in transparent fl ower foil, fabric blossom 
length 4 cm, stem length 10 cm, price per piece
6812.711.852.11 yellow  10,90
6812.711.852.14 white  10,90
6812.711.852.22 rose  10,90
6812.711.852.89 orange  10,90

G Easter Bunny, white, width 40 cm, giant Easter
bunny from lacquered hard foam, price per piece
6804.718.363.14 height 50 cm 89,95

H Giant egg „Cracked“, white, 9.0 kg, the 
giant egg with a separate fragment is suitable 
for fi lling, the robust quality is based on the 3 cm 
thick impact-resistant, fl ame-retardant fi breglass 
and the high-quality varnish make it also suitable 
for outdoor use, price per piece 
6801.534.444.00 length 70 cm 279,—

J Tulip bouquet, length 60 cm, approx. Ø 15 cm,
deceptively real design with 12 bundled textile
fl owers, combined into a large, self-standing 
bundle, price per piece
6811.719.384.01 pink  79,90
6811.719.384.14 white  79,90

K Easter eggs for hanging, length 6 cm, 
made of plastic, with hanger, price per pack of 24
6804.449.175.00 white (=0,20/pc.) 7,90 4,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

length 30 cm

length 60 cm

height 50 cm

length 6 cm

F Tulip 
bouquet

only 10,90

25,95

69,–

69,95
69,95

E Spring Flowers

only 16,95
30 cm high

length 75 cm

length 33 cm

C Tulip bouquet 
assortment

only 2,16 /piece

A Banner
„Happy Easter“

only 24,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

B Giant
Easter egg

only 259,–

J Tulip bouquet

only 69,95

K Easter eggs
for hanging

only 0,20 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A

B

B

C

C

D

D

D

EF

G

only 10,90

only 0,59

only 11,95

only 14,90

A Easter bunny with pipe, width 70 cm, blue/
white/brown, 15 kg, made of poly resin, three-
dimensional, varnished, price per piece 
6801.551.366.00 height 140 cm 379,—

B XXL Egg, white, Ø 53 cm, 3-piece set for 
fi lling, made of 5 cm thick hard foam with 40 cm Ø 
holding ring and removable, jagged egg half 
6804.526.647.00 height 110 cm 450,—

C Egg chain, uni colourful, decorative string 
with plastic eggs, for indoor and outdoor use
6804.708.609.00 length 160 cm 11,95

D Tulip bouquet, length 30 cm, approx. Ø 13 cm,
7 bundled decorative tulips and branches 
wrapped in transparent fl ower foil, fabric blossom 
length 4 cm, stem length 10 cm, price per piece
6822.711.852.11 yellow  10,90
6822.711.852.14 white  10,90
6822.711.852.22 rose  10,90
6822.711.852.89 orange  10,90

E Easter eggs for hanging, length 6 cm,
5 matt/5 shiny, decorative eggs made of plastic 
with hanger, for indoor/outdoor use, pack of 10
6804.708.593.00 uni colourf. (=0,59/pc.) 5,90

F Easter eggs for hanging, length 6 cm,
environmentally friendly decorative eggs 
made of compostable plastic, with hanging
eyelet, price per pack of 6
6803.800.020.99 colourf. (=1,49/pc.) 8,95
% from 3 pieces   (=1,25/pc.) 7,50

G Chalkboard, black, thickness 1.8 cm, made 
of MDF boards, writable on both sides with chalk, 
with eyelets for hanging, price per piece
6810.553.841.00 60 x 40 cm 17,90 14,90
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only 9,95

only 15,90

only 39,95

from 15,90

from 19,95

from 15,50

M Bunnies set

only 15,90

N Tulip waistband

from 15,50
11 x 19 x 7 cm

length 10/12 cm

A XXL Daffodil, yellow, Ø 63 cm, high-quality 
giant fl ower with bendable and wire-reinforced 
petals made of velvety textile and stable plastic 
stem, green leaves made of PU foam,
price per piece
6804.499.224.00 length 100 cm 20,90

B Vintage shelf with board, 145 x 55 x 45 cm
(H x W x D), writing surface 41 x 18 cm, triple
shelf made of wooden rails in a vintage look,
with writeable chalkboard, price per piece
6802.669.948.00 limed white 179,—

C Eggs string, colourful pattern, made of hard 
foam, painted, price per piece
6804.480.826.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

D Giant Easter egg „Colour“, length 50 cm, 
large Easter egg for the individual design of Easter 
decoration, hard foam with glossy fi nish,
price per piece
6804.501.545.08 green  69,95
6804.501.545.11 yellow  69,95
6814.501.545.14 white  69,95
% from 3 pieces    65,—

E Tulip bouquet, yellow, nine, deceptively real-
looking, bundled artifi cial tulips, grouped together 
on a hard foam block covered with jute fabric, 
price per piece
6823.800.021.86 48 cm high 21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

F Giant Easter egg, white, made of hard foam, 
shiny varnish, price per piece
6814.501.507.00 length 26 cm 22,90
% from 3 pieces    16,90
% from 6 pieces    15,50

G Easter egg, yellow, price per piece
6800.800.024.87 30 cm high 9,95

H Willow basket, Ø 43 cm, natural willow
6812.428.224.02 height 26 cm  19,90

J Decorative can, silver, Ø 22 cm, nostalgic
decorative milk can made of metal, price per piece
6801.676.281.00 height 36 cm 29,90

K Straw bale, 18 x 22 x 22 cm (W x H x L), 
natural material, price per piece
6814.337.199.00    11,90
% from 6 pieces    10,50

L Rabbit, white, made of hard foam and felt, 
with lovingly designed textile clothing and Easter 
basket, price per piece
6804.800.021.66 height 57 cm 39,95

M Bunnies set, brown, made of hard foam and 
natural material, price per 2-piece set
6804.708.388.00 length 10/12 cm 15,90

N Tulip waistband, 11 x 19 x 7 cm (W x H x D),
lifelike, self-standing artifi cial tulips made of 
plastic, combined in an artifi cial soil ball and in a 
paper bag, price per piece
6810.800.019.29 yellow  17,95
% from 2 pieces    15,50

15,90

18,90

19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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L Carrot bunch,
length 29 cm

only 9,95

new

new

M

K

C

C

L
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Sheep, 24 x 31 cm (H x W), decoration fi gure for 
outdoor use, made of painted ceramic material, 
weatherproof, price per piece

A 6800.683.678.08 green 29,90

B 6800.683.678.11 yellow 29,90

C Crocus, 30 x 10 cm (H x W),
price per 5-piece set
6800.800.022.47 white (=2,79/pc.) 13,95
6800.800.022.48 yellow (=2,79/pc.) 13,95

D Vintage Vase, white, metal amphora,
opening 10 cm Ø, price per piece
6812.724.319.00 26 x 26 cm (W x H) 24,95

E Rabbit, white, made of hard foam and felt, 
with lovingly designed textile clothing and Easter 
basket, price per piece
6814.800.021.66 height 57 cm 39,95

F Easter eggs for hanging, dotted colourful, 
decorative eggs made of plastic with hanger, 
price per pack of 6
6804.708.418.00 l. 6 cm (=0,82/pc.) 4,90

G Egg chain, length 160 cm, decorative string 
with plastic eggs, for indoor and outdoor use, 
price per piece
6804.708.586.00 dotted colourful 13,50

H Daffodil bunch, yellow, high quality bunch 
made of plastic, consisting of three daffodils, 
price per piece
6803.800.019.31 52 cm long 9,95

J Banner „Daffodils“, yellow, one-sided printed
and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1,
incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising rod at the 
bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and 
outdoors, price per piece
6804.719.858.00 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 25,90

K Paint bucket, height 23 cm, Ø 18 cm, made 
of metal, with handle, colour bands inside and 
outside, price per piece
6803.622.981.08 green  16,95
6803.622.981.11 yellow  16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,50

L Carrot bunch, orange, consisting of three 
carrots, made of hard foam covered with raffi a 
and jute, price per piece
6804.800.021.58 length 29 cm 9,95

M Straw bale, 56 x 50 x 30 cm (L x W x H),
natural bales, price per piece
6803.146.418.00 7.5 kg (1 kg: 2,92) 21,90
% from 3 pieces   (1 kg: 2,65) 19,90

N Daffodil Bouquet, yellow, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6801.687.508.00 height 39 cm 5,90
% from 3 pieces    4,90

26 x 26 cm

100 x 140 cm (W x L)

52 cm long

height 57 cm length 6 cm

length 
160 cm

height 23 cm

K Paint bucket

from 15,50

D Vintage Vase

only 24,95

H Daffodil bunch

only 9,95

E Rabbit

only 39,95

F Easter eggs

only 0,82 /piece

G Egg chain

only 13,50

J Banner
„Daffodils“

only 25,90

height 39 cm

N Daffodil
Bouquet

from 4,90

30 x 10 cm 
(H x W)

C Crocus

only 2,79 /piece

only 17,90

SUPER
PRICE

17,90

17,90

24 x 31 cm (H x W)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Banner „Spring grass“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as 
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free 
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece
6814.682.640.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Crates, decorative, colourful wooden boxes
with a deliberately irregular lacquer fi nish in shabby
chic style. The decorative boxes are ideal for
decorating and presenting your goods. As a wall
shelf, fl ower holder or stacked, the wooden boxes
can be used in many ways. Dim.: 28 x 10 x 22,
34 x 11 x 27.5, 40 x 12 x 32.5 cm (W x H x D),
7 mm thick wood. Price per 3-piece set.
6821.684.637.04 orange  36,90
6821.684.637.11 yellow  36,90

C Primrose, height 16 cm, Ø 19 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of textile material in
plastic pot, price per piece
6813.719.216.04 orange  6,95
6823.719.216.11 yellow  6,95

D Butterfl y to hang, wingspan 26 cm, white/
pink/pink/orange/yellow, colourful decorative
hanger with wire-reinforced, bendable wings of 
crepe paper, body of hard foam, incl. hanger, 
price per pack of 5
6814.485.111.00   (=4,98/pc.) 24,90

E Easter egg „Crazy chic“, length 27 cm, 
made of hard foam, white/matt decorative egg 
painted with funny chick motif and wool
pom-poms, price per piece
6800.667.791.11 white/yellow 27,90

F Sheep, 24 x 31 cm (H x W), decoration fi gure 
for outdoor use, made of painted ceramic material,
weatherproof, price per piece
6810.683.678.08 green  29,90
6810.683.678.11 yellow  29,90

G Decorative column „Paint dab“, made of 
hard foam, varnished, price per piece
height 40 cm, Ø 20 cm
6803.687.836.00 yellow  21,95
height 60 cm, Ø 30 cm
6803.687.836.01 orange  31,95

H Eggs-chicks box, yellow/brown/white,
eggs box with nine removable eggs and chicks, 
with straw and feathers, price per piece
6802.666.817.00 15 x 15 cm (L x W) 7,90
% from 3 pieces    4,90

J Giant Easter egg, length 30 cm, large Easter 
egg for the individual design of Easter decoration, 
hard foam with matt fi nish, price per piece
6804.484.053.04 orange  24,95
6804.484.053.11 yellow  24,95
% from 3 pieces    22,95
% from 6 pieces    21,50

K Bunnies presenter, 52 x 41 cm (H x W), 
made of felt, base plate 30 x 7 cm, stands upright 
thanks to integrated poles, price per piece
6802.683.609.04 orange  14,90
6802.683.609.08 green  14,90

L Chicks in the nest, yellow, three chicks 
made of artifi cial fur in a travel nest,
price per piece
6814.800.021.57 10 cm Ø 6,90

✓ 5-pce set

wingspan 26 cm

height 16 cm

length 27 cm

only 4,98 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

14,95

height 60 cm

height 40 cm
length 30 cm

length 30 cm

10 cm Ø

15 x 15 cm

52 x 41 cm

17,90
11,9017,90
11,90

24 x 31 cm 
(H x W)

G Decorative 
column 
„Paint dab“

from 21,95

H Eggs-
chicks box

from 4,90

J Giant Easter egg

from 21,50
J Giant Easter egg

from 21,50

A Banner 
„Spring grass“

only 29,95

F Sheep

only 17,90

C Primrose

only 6,95

K Bunnies 
presenter

only 11,90

L Chicks in 
the nest 

only 6,90

E Easter egg 
„Crazy chic“

only 14,95

B Crates

only 36,90

5,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Butterflies, Wings made of crepe paper with 
beautiful colour gradient in batik look, wire
reinforced and bendable, hard foam body

A with clip, wingspan 14/18 cm, practical with 
clip for fixing, price per pack of 2
6804.708.180.11 yellow (=2,45/pc.) 6,90
6804.708.180.33 pink (=2,45/pc.) 6,90
% from 3 packs   (=1,95/pc.) 5,90

B to hang, wingspan 40 cm, incl. hanger,
price per piece
6801.708.203.11 yellow  9,90
6801.708.203.33 pink  9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90
% from 6 pieces    5,80

Honeycomb egg, easter egg made of fl ame
retardant honeycomb paper, foldable, with suitable
fabric ribbon for hanging, price per piece

C length 50 cm
6803.557.801.04 orange  19,90
6803.557.801.08 green  19,90
6803.557.801.11 yellow  19,90
6803.557.801.33 pink  19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

D length 80 cm
6803.557.818.04 orange  34,90
6803.557.818.08 green  34,90
6803.557.818.11 yellow  34,90
6803.557.818.33 pink  34,90
% from 3 pieces    31,90
% from 6 pieces    28,50

E XXL Paper egg, length 100 cm, Ø 80 cm, 
made of silk paper, foldable, price per piece
6802.683.630.04 orange  19,90
6802.683.630.14 white  19,90
6802.683.630.33 pink  19,90

F Butterfl y string „Flamingo-Pink“,
length 120 cm, 5 - 10 cm, on both sides, paper, 
tear-proof, body made of hard foam, pack of 2
6810.669.351.33 pink (=3,95/pc.) 16,90

G Birch trunks, length 170 cm, Ø 3-6 cm,
natural, price per pack of 5
6823.444.286.10 natural (=9,99/pc.) 49,95
% from 3 packs   (=8,99/pc.) 44,95

H Primrose, height 16 cm, Ø 19 cm, made
of textile material in plastic pot, price per piece
6823.719.216.04 orange  6,95
6833.719.216.11 yellow  6,95
6813.719.216.33 pink  6,95

J Easter eggs for hanging, uni colourful,
length 6 cm, 5 matt and 5 shiny, decorative
eggs made of plastic with hanger, for indoor and
outdoor use, price per pack of 10
6814.708.593.00   (=0,59/pc.) 5,90

7,90

Honeycomb egg

from 15,90

E XXL Paper egg

only 15,90

H Primrose

only 6,95

F Butterfly string

only 3,95 /piece

J Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,59 /piece

4,90
4,90
3,90

6,90
6,90
6,50

wingspan 40 cm

✓ per 2-pce set
wingspan 14/18 cm

Butterfl y

from 1,95 /pce

length 50 cm
length 80 cm

15,90
15,90
15,90

You can find lampions online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,20 /piece

B Quail eggs

only 0,13 /piece

F Easter eggs

only 2,08 /piece

G Easter egg

only 9,95

length 6 cm

EASTER EGGS
MADE OF PLASTIC
ALSO FOR OUTSIDE
Easter eggs for hanging, decorative eggs in 
different sizes and colours, made of plastic with 
hanger

A length 6 cm, white, price per pack of 24
6814.449.175.00   (=0,20/pc.) 7,90

B Quail eggs, length 6 cm, naturalistic decorative
eggs made of plastic, in practical box,
price per set of 60 pcs.
6813.718.837.00   (=0,13/pc.) 7,95

C Easter egg box, 20 x 25 x 7 cm (W x L x H), 
Egg box with 20 removable plastic Easter eggs, 
to hang, price per piece
6812.719.025.00 pink/gold 19,90

D Pussy willow tendril, green/white, charming 
decorative tendril with fl uffy pussy willow made of 
fabric, bendable tendril with wooden design made 
of plastic, price per piece
6822.707.626.00 length 150 cm 25,90

E Eggs string, colourful pattern, made of hard 
foam, painted, price per piece
6814.480.826.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

F Easter eggs, 17 cm high, price per 12 pce set
6800.800.024.98 blue (=2,08/pc.) 24,95
6800.800.024.99 yellow (=2,08/pc.) 24,95
6800.800.025.00 pink (=2,08/pc.) 24,95
6800.800.025.01 green (=2,08/pc.) 24,95

G Easter egg, 30 cm high, price per piece
6800.800.024.86 blue  9,95
6810.800.024.87 yellow  9,95
6800.800.024.88 pink  9,95
6800.800.024.89 green  9,95

4,90

20 x 25 x 7 cm
(W x L x H)

C Easter
egg box

only 19,90

length 180 cm

E Eggs string

from 15,90

19,95

length 6 cm

17 cm high

30 cm high

.86 blue

.99 yellow

.89 green

.98 blue

.88 pink

.01 green

.00 pink

.87 yellow

12 pce set

Order now at decowoerner.com
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EASTER EGGS AND MATCHING STRINGS
FOR OUTDOOR USE
Easter eggs for hanging, length 6 cm,
decorative eggs made of plastic with hanger,
for indoor and outdoor use
Egg chain, length 160 cm, decorative string 
with plastic eggs, for indoor and outdoor use

A Easter eggs for hanging, uni colourful,
5 matt and 5 shiny, price per pack of 10
6824.708.593.00   (=0,59/pc.) 5,90
Egg chain, uni colourful, price per piece
6814.708.609.00    11,95

B Easter eggs for hanging, striped colourful, 
price per pack of 6
6804.708.562.00   (=0,82/pc.) 4,90
Egg chain, striped colourful, price per piece
6804.708.579.00    11,95

C Easter eggs for hanging, dotted colourful, 
price per pack of 6
6814.708.418.00 l. 6 cm (=0,82/pc.) 4,90
Egg chain, price per piece
6814.708.586.00    13,50

D Easter eggs for hanging, pastel colours,
dotted, price per pack of 6
6814.708.623.00   (=0,82/pc.) 4,90
Egg chain, pastel colours, dotted, price per piece
6812.708.630.00    13,50

E Easter eggs for hanging, white/coloured, 
price per pack of 6
6814.708.661.00   (=0,98/pc.) 5,90
Egg chain, white/coloured, price per piece
6814.708.678.00    13,50

F Easter eggs for hanging, colourful,
length 4 - 6 cm, decorative eggs in different sizes 
and colours, made of plastic with hanger,
price per pack of 12
6804.710.572.00   (=0,41/pc.) 4,90

A Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,59 /piece

D Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,82 /piece

B Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,82 /piece

E Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,98 /piece

C Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,82 /piece

A Egg chain

only 11,95

D Egg chain

only 13,50

B Egg chain

only 11,95

E Egg chain

only 13,50

C Egg chain

only 13,50

F Easter eggs for 
hanging

only 0,41 /piece

length 4 - 6 cm

find more easter eggs online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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made of hard foam, price per piece
Easter egg, length 18 cm, with glossy varnish

A uni colour
6804.525.015.04 orange  12,95
6804.525.015.08 green  12,95
6804.525.015.11 yellow  12,95
6814.525.015.14 white  12,95
6814.525.015.33 pink  12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95
6814.525.015.42 gold  10,90

B white dots
6804.536.615.08 green/white 12,95
6804.536.615.11 yellow/white 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95

C dotted
6814.536.608.05 white/turquoise 12,95
6814.536.608.33 white/pink 12,95
% from 3 pieces    11,95

D Giant Easter egg, shiny varnish
length 26 cm
6824.501.507.00 white  22,90
6814.501.507.22 rose  22,90
% from 3 pieces    16,90
% from 6 pieces    15,50
6814.644.464.42 gold  21,90

18,90
18,90

19,95

.06 light blue

.42 gold

.33 pink

F Giant Easter 
egg „Colour“

from 65,–

E Giant Easter egg

from 21,50
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6 
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0 
cm

.14 white

.00 white

.09 light green

.14 white

.22 rose

D Giant Easter egg

from 15,50

Easter egg

from 9,90

A

.04 orange.11 yellow

A

.08 green .33 pink .42 gold

.04 white/turqu.

C

0.11 yellow/white

B

.08 green/white .33 white/pink

shiny

shiny

shiny

matt

.04 orange.11 yellow.08 green

.0606.22 rose.14 white1414.04 orange04.11 yellow

XL EASTER EGGS

Dyed, painted or pasted - colourful Easter eggs are simply 
part of the classic Easter decoration! With our colourful 
decorative eggs you save time and ensure a quick and 
colourful decoration in spring. You can give free rein to 
creative design ideas. In a plant pot, in a large basket or as a 
table decoration - large, colourful Easter eggs will definitely 
put you in a good mood everywhere.

9,90

E Giant Easter egg, with matt finish
length 30 cm
6814.484.053.04 orange  24,95
6814.484.053.06 light blue 24,95
6814.484.053.09 light green 24,95
6814.484.053.11 yellow  24,95
6814.484.053.14 white  24,95
6814.484.053.22 rose  24,95
% from 3 pieces    22,95
% from 6 pieces    21,50

F Giant Easter egg „Colour“, with glossy fi nish
length 50 cm
6804.501.545.04 orange  69,95
6814.501.545.08 green  69,95
6814.501.545.11 yellow  69,95
6824.501.545.14 white  69,95
6814.501.545.33 pink  69,95
% from 3 pieces    65,—

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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GIANT EGG „CRACKED“
FIBERGLASS
A Giant egg „Cracked“, length 70 cm, 9.0 kg,
the giant egg with a separate fragment is suitable 
for fi lling, the robust quality is based on the 3 cm 
thick impact-resistant, fl ame-retardant fi breglass 
and the high-quality varnish make it also suitable 
for outdoor use, price per piece 
6811.534.444.00 white  279,—
6801.534.444.08 green  279,—
6801.534.444.33 pink  279,—
6801.534.444.99 desired colour* 339,—

B Giant Easter egg, length 75 cm, Ø 45 cm,
8.0 kg, the robust quality is based on the 
impact-resistant, flame-retardant fibreglass and 
high quality varnish, which also make it suitable 
for outdoor use, price per piece 
6811.484.602.00 white  259,—
6801.484.602.99 desired colour* 319,—

 *Your desired colour on demand.
Please note a delivery time of 4-5 weeks.

MADE OF HARD FOAM
Large Easter egg for the individual design of 
Easter decoration, hard foam with glossy fi nish, 
price per piece

C Giant egg half, white, 35 cm high,
giant egg shell
6804.484.619.00 Ø 44 cm 69,95

D XXL Egg, white, Ø 53 cm, 3-piece set for 
fi lling: large decorative egg made of 5 cm thick 
hard foam with 40 cm Ø holding ring and
removable, jagged egg half, price complete 
6814.526.647.00 height 110 cm 450,—

✓ shockproof

✓ for filling

✓ for outdoor use

.00 white

le
ng

th
 7

0 
cm

.08 green

fr. 279,–

SUPER
PRICE

Ø 44 cm

Ø 53 cm

D XXL Egg

only 450,–

2-piece set

C Giant egg 
half

only 69,95

le
ng

th
 7

5 
cm

B Giant
Easter egg

from 259,–

.33 pink

he
ig

ht
 11

0 
cm

BEST
SELLER
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3 SUMMER

from 15,95

A Lantern set

only 99,–

C Palm tree

only 79,–

E Copper vase

only 29,95

F Copper vase

only 29,95

26, 30 & 36 cm high

height 140 cm

height 47,5 cm

height 22,8 cm

59/68/77 cm high

B Flowerpot 
set

only 169,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 59,95

only 4,98

from 79,90

A Lantern set, 26, 30 & 36 cm high, 15, 18 & 
20 cm Ø, lanterns for indoor use made of metal 
with oriental paisley pattern and carrying handle, 
gold leaf look on the inside, price per 3pcs. set
6802.724.456.00 blue   99,—

B Flowerpot set, Ø 22/27/32 cm, 59/68/77 cm
high, metallic lacquered metal pots on metal 
frame, aspecto usado, price per 3pcs. set
6821.800.020.62 bronze   169,—

C Palm tree, gold, decorative, artificial gold 
palm, price per piece
6800.800.022.16 height 140 cm 79,—

D Phoenix palm tree in a pot, with pot Ø 14 cm,
beautiful and detailed artificial palm tree with a 
high trunk in a realistic wooden design and palm 
fronds made of high-quality PE material, comes 
in a black pot made of plastic, price per piece
6804.709.613.00 height 135 cm 99,—
6804.684.750.00 height 180 cm 209,—

Copper vase, copper, versatile decorative vase 
made of copper, stable stand, price per piece

E Ø 16,2 cm
6800.800.021.90 height 47,5 cm 29,95

F Ø 23,5 cm
6800.800.021.91 height 22,8 cm 29,95

G Decorative reed Pampas grass, length 94 cm,
with 40 cm long blossom, made of plastic
6812.715.133.14 beige   16,95
6812.715.133.22 dark pink  16,95
% from 3 pieces     15,95

H XXL Banner print „Beach“, blue, banner 
tarp printed on one side for indoor and outdoor 
use, B1 certified (flame retardant in accordance 
with DIN 4102) PVC-coated polyester fabric
(320 g/m²), UV-stable, price per piece 
6801.637.251.01 250 x 330 cm (L x W) 299,—
6801.637.251.00 300 x 400 cm (L x W) 359,—

J Reed grass in pot, green/beige, 40 cm Ø,
Deceptively real dry grass look with fluffy panicles
and filigree blades for a natural look, artificial plant
in white plastic pot (13 x 14 cm), price per piece
6813.723.381.00 height 110 cm 59,95

K Original hammock, beige, made of resilient 
polyester/cotton fabric (FSC-certified), suitable for 
outdoor use, price per piece
6800.800.019.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 32,95

L Lichens Moss, 4 x 9 cm (W x H), green/
grey, Plastic tufts can be used as decorative 
moss, craft moss, or filling material in flower 
arrangements, price per pack of 3 pieces
6812.724.302.00   (=4,98/pc.) 14,95

Caribbean vibes

79,90

length 94 cm

G Decorative reed 
Pampas grass

from 15,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 17,90
only 49,95

only 8,74

only 29,95

only 19,90

A Light bulb rope light with rope, lamps 
with 10 cm in length, LED warm, 30 LED, 
IP20, lead cable 3 m, Light chain made of rustic 
5 mm Ø sisal rope and 10 unbreakable plastic 
bulbs with 3 LEDs each, 30 cm bulb spacing, 
permanent light for indoor use, transformer power 
supply, price per unit
6803.714.068.00 length 270 cm 19,90

B Bamboo canes set, length 180 cm, Ø 5 cm,
real, natural bamboo rod for an Asian fl air, bamboo
is a natural product, variations in diameter and 
colour are normal, price per pack of 3 
6804.538.800.00 natural (13,30/pc.) 39,90

C Hemp rope, beige, Ø 2.0 cm, twisted rope 
made of inherently stable, straight natural fi bres, 
welded ends, price per piece
6823.550.130.00 length 3 m 16,95

D Banner „Stand up paddle“, blue, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two
hollow seams on the top and bottom side, suitable
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6803.800.021.14 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

E Phoenix palm tree, palm crown with lush 
fronds made of high-quality fabric fi bres, very 
realistic look, comes in pot, price per piece
6814.684.750.00 height 180 cm 209,—

F Vintage wagon, 130 x 95 x 50 cm (H x W x D),
wooden cart in a vintage design with 3 shelves,
only for decorative purposes, DIY assembly
6800.676.274.00 limed white 169,—

G Wall Decoration „Surfboard“, 60 x 20 x 0,90 cm
(L x W x H), decorative hangers made of lacquered
wood, price per set of 4 pcs.
6803.800.019.12 colourf. (=8,74/pc.) 34,95

H Rattan planting basket set, 25 x 12, 35 x 17,
56 x 23 cm (w x h), three baskets made of woven 
cuburattan, vintage look, covered with foil, can be 
used in protected outdoor areas, set of 3
6811.718.660.00 brown  79,90

J Oar, brown/blue, made of varnished wood 
with stripes in contrasting colours, price per piece
6802.708.005.05 length 105 cm 24,90

K Artifi cial grass in a white pot, green, with 
fi ligree blades of grass in strong colours, potted
in a white pot, price per piece
6800.800.019.40 height 96 cm 49,95

L Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm, price per 2 kg pack
6803.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

M Wicker basket, natural willow, price per piece
6812.718.684.00 30 x 31 x 43 cm 15,95

N Fern in a pot, green, crown diameter approx. 
Ø 40 cm, pot Ø 12 cm, beautiful deer tongue 
fern with straight leaves in different lengths and 
colours, made of high-quality PE material, potted 
in a grey pot with stone design, price per piece
6801.707.725.00 height 26 cm  15,90

O Cockatoo, white/yellow, with real feathers, 
price per piece
6804.641.104.00 height 55 cm 24,90

height 26 cm 

30 x 31 x 43 cm 
(W x H x L)

height 55 cm

N Fern in a pot

only 9,90

O Cockatoo

only 24,90

149,–

17,90

72,95

9,90

M Wicker basket

only 15,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Sequins parrot, hard foam body decorated with 
glittering sequins and real feathers, with fi xation 
wire on the claws

A length 60 cm, height 16 cm, green/blue,
price per piece
6800.708.340.00    39,90

B length 30 cm, height 11 cm, lilac/silver and 
pink/gold, price per 2-piece set
6804.708.357.00   (=9,95/pc.) 24,90

C Royal palm branch, approx. width 60 cm, green,
made of wire and fabric material, price per piece
6802.447.690.00 length 240 cm 44,90

D Banner „Beach, beige, one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.020.93 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

E Paper curtain, beige, braided paper 
strands, with suspension eyes, price per piece
6803.800.018.76 90 x 200 cm (W x H) 39,95

F Decoration string „Waffl e ice“, 6 colourfully
painted ice cream waffl es made of hard foam, length
22 cm each, three-dimensional, price per piece
6804.527.187.00 length 220 cm 34,90
% from 3 pieces    29,90

G Phoenix palm tree in a pot, approx. Ø 70 cm,
with pot Ø 14 cm, beautiful and detailed artifi cial 
palm tree with a high trunk in a realistic wooden 
design and palm fronds made of high-quality PE 
material, comes in a black pot made of plastic
6814.709.613.00 height 135 cm 99,—

H Sand castle, made of hard foam, very realistic
replica of fi rmly sticking quartz sand, three-dimensional
6803.550.284.00 40 x 40 x 45 cm 99,90

J Seagrass Cord, untreated braiding cord, 
which is particularly suitable for decorations of all kinds
width 3 mm, price per roll à 50 m
6802.720.670.00   (=0,16/m) 7,95
width 6 mm, price per roll à 25 m
6802.720.670.01   (=0,32/m) 7,95

79,90

height 135 cm

G Phoenix palm 
tree in a pot

only 79,90

length 60 cm

A Sequins 
parrot

only 24,90

40 x 40 x 45 cm 
(L x W x H)

H Sand castle

only 99,90

length 30 cm

B Sequins parrot

only 9,95 /piece

24,90

19,90

41,90

length 240 cm

C Royal palm 
branch

only 41,90

D Banner „Beach“

only 24,95

E Paper curtain

only 39,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

90 x 200 cm (W x H)

F Decoration string 
„Waffle ice“

from 29,90
length 220 cm

J Seagrass Cord

from 0,16 /m

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Bouvardia branch, length 85 cm, natural 
plastic fl owering twig, price per piece
6823.719.483.01 pink  6,95
6823.719.483.11 yellow  6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,30

B Mimosa, yellow, high-quality decorative 
plastic fl ower, price per piece
6821.718.806.00 length 84 cm 9,95
% from 2 pieces    8,95
% from 6 pieces    7,95

C Budgerigar pair, height 20 cm, sitting and 
fl ying, with real feathers, price per pack of 2
6800.655.071.08 green (=5,98/pc.) 13,90
6801.655.071.05 blue (=5,98/pc.) 14,90

D Cockatoo, white, with real feathers,
price per piece
6804.557.917.00 height 70 cm 22,90

E Agave parryi, green, insertion pipe length 
6 cm, Ø 12 mm, stable leaves made of plastic, 
tube for easy mounting on metal stand or in
plug-in compound, price per piece
6800.653.572.00 Ø 38 cm 25,90

Banner, 100 x 200 cm (W x L), one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece

F „Lavender fi eld“
6813.800.021.13 beige/lilac 29,95

G „Sea wave“
6804.709.217.00 blue  29,95

H Banner „Boat“, 100 x 200 cm (W x L),
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods 
at the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging, 
price per piece
6800.719.865.00 pink/blue 39,90

Ø 38 cm

E Agave parryi

only 14,95

14,95

14 90 11,9513 90 11,95

A Bouvardia 
branch

from 6,30
length 85 cm

B Mimosa

from 7,95
length 84 cm

FRENCH RIVIERA

C Budgerigar pair

only 5,98 /piece

F Banner
„Lavender field“

only 29,95

G Banner
„Sea wave“

only 29,95

H Banner „Boat“

only 35,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

height 70 cm

D Cockatoo

only 22,90

35,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 39,95

only 39,90

only 12,90

only 4,32

from 15,95

A Banner „Palms, blue, one-sided printed and 
UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor use, 
according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams 
on the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Decorative curtain, made of coloured wooden
beads, with hanging eyes, price per piece
6811.800.018.89 90 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

C Papyrus reed bundle, green, decorative 
plastic grass in plastic pot, price per piece
6812.800.021.82  90 cm high 59,95
6813.800.021.83 120 cm high 99,—

D Display „Surfboard“, brown/green/white, 
wooden board varnished on one side, with
2 eyelets for hanging, price per piece
6804.669.436.00 130 x 40 cm (L x W) 39,90

Flamingo, pink, hard foam body with real
feathers, price per piece

E head down
6801.424.790.00 height  70 cm 121,—

F head up
6801.424.806.00 height 105 cm 121,—

G Metallic foil, silver, 200 my, fl ame retardant 
quality, front side made of metallised polyester 
foil, back side soft PVC, price per m
6802.250.375.00 width 130 cm 19,95
% from 10 meters    17,95
% from 30 meters    15,95

H Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6813.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

J Mussels, 1400 g, various natural mussels 
and snails, price per pack
6803.707.299.01 natural (1 kg: 12,11) 16,95

K Areca palm tree in a pot, approx. Ø 50 cm,
beautiful and detailed artifi cial palm tree with
palm fronds made of high-quality PE material, 
comes in a black pot made of plastic,
price per piece
6804.709.620.00 height  80 cm 29,90
6804.709.590.00 height 120 cm 69,90

L Storage box, pink, Ø 10 cm, biscuit tin
made of powder-coated metal, with sealing ring, 
price per piece
6800.719.018.00 15 cm high 15,95

M Macarons set, chocolate, rose, green,
3.5 x 5 cm (H x W), made of soft, foamed plastic, 
price per 3-piece set
6804.701.235.00   (=4,32/pc.) 12,95

N Orange cocktail, Ø 5 cm, orange, real glass 
with realistic looking beverage replica made of 
gel wax, crushed ice and integrated orange slice
6801.643.498.00 height 18 cm 34,95

O Bouvardia branch, pink, natural plastic 
fl owering twig, price per piece
6833.719.483.01 length 85 cm 6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,30

P Flipfl ops, 15 x 40 cm (W x L), pink/orange/
blue, Displays made of 5 mm thick light foam
panels, printed on both sides, with holes for 
hanging up, price per 3 pcs. set
6801.720.847.00   (=6,63/pc.) 19,90

99,–

99,–

12,90

P Flipflops

only 6,63 /piece

15 x 40 cm (W x L)

height 80 cm
height 120 cm

K Areca palm 
tree in a pot

from 29,90

1400 g

J Mussels

only 16,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 39,95

from 15,50

from 15,95

only 59,90

A Mediterranean Door“ banner, brown,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for 
indoor and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 
13501-1, two hollow seams on the top and 
bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be found 
in our assortment, price per piece
6803.800.020.91 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95
B Lantern, grey, with four candle holders
(candles are not included), with suspension
6821.800.020.53 20 x 47 cm (W x H) 85,—
C Lemon tree, yellow/green, with leaves made
of high-quality fabric fi bre material and fruit replica,
trunk with wooden look with base plate 
6802.712.057.00 height 230 cm 398,—
Citrus trees, height 50 cm, citrus tree with
plastic fruits and textile leaves, three forked
artifi cial branches potted in artifi cial soil, plastic 
pot 12 x 13 cm (w x h), price per piece
D 6802.719.490.00 Lemon 39,95
E 6802.719.506.00 Orange 39,95
F Decorative reed Pampas grass, length 94 cm,
realistic-looking with 40 cm long blossom, made of plastic
6822.715.133.14 beige  16,95
6822.715.133.22 dark pink 16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95
G Amphora, gray, Ø 37 cm, 7.7 kg, made of
shock-proof solid fi berglass, in concrete look
6810.702.003.00 height 61 cm 95,—
H Decorative cushions „Outdoor“, 47 x 47 cm,
100% polyester, cover is water-repellent, allowing 
the use in protected outdoor areas, including fi lling 
cushion made of 100% PES, price per piece
6802.720.991.15 grey  16,90
6802.720.991.34 turquoise 16,90
% from 6 pieces    15,50

J Pouf „Outdoor“, grey, Ø 55 cm, uni-coloured 
seat cushion made of water-repellent fabric, 
making it possible to use it in protected outdoor 
areas, delivery is fl at, inner cover is infl ated (a 
pump is recommended) and covered with the 
fabric cover, price per piece
6803.721.004.15 height 25 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

Food replica, very realistic looking replica made 
of food-safe plastic

K Orange halves, Ø 7 cm, height 5 cm,
price per pack of 3
6803.101.721.03   (=2,50/pc.) 7,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,17/pc.) 6,50

L Pineapple Half, height 20 cm, price per piece
6803.101.653.00    9,95
% from 6 pieces    8,95

M Cherries, Ø 2.5 cm, made of varnished hard 
foam, price per pack of 30
6804.712.163.00 red (=0,40/pc.) 11,95
% from 6 packs   (=0,37/pc.) 10,95

N Strawberries, 5.5 cm large, pack of 12
6803.197.298.01 red (=1,–/pc.) 11,95

O Watermelon slice, approx. length 24 cm
6803.101.639.00    11,90
% from 6 pieces    10,90

P Pampas wreath, Ø 33 cm, basic wreath 
made of natural material wrapped with artifi cial 
pampas fronds, with suspension, price per piece
6811.800.020.20 white  24,95
6811.800.020.21 rosé  24,95

P Pampas 
wreath

only 24,95
Ø 33 cm

59,90

You can find more food 
dummies from page 144

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Hortensia branch, length 170 cm, a hanging
fl ower panicle with textile petals and green foliage,
fl exible plastic style, price per piece
6804.667.142.01 white  13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,50
6800.684.460.69 blue  13,90

B Bougainvillea hanging plant, dark green,
with luminous fl owers and leaves made of textile 
fi bre material end in a 10 cm long stick,
price per piece
6801.718.813.00 length 114 cm 19,95

C Display hanger „Hummingbird“, lilac,
270 g, single-sided decorative hanger made of 
metal with two drilled holes in watercolour look, 
price per piece
6810.686.914.00 36 x 40 cm (H x W) 44,90

D Parasol „Flower“, Ø 180 cm, blue, plain-
coloured, height-adjustable parasol made of 
polyester, delivery is disassembled, individual 
petals are put on top of each other, fanned apart 
and fastened with velcro, price per piece
6802.800.020.58 height 210 cm 49,95

E Banner „Greece“, blue/pink, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging,
price per piece
6803.719.827.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

F Vase set, 4.5 x 11 cm (W x H), green, small 
glass vases for fi lling, made of transparent glass, 
price per 7pcs. set
6801.719.636.00   (=1,42/pc.) 14,95

G Eucalyptus bundle, green, consisting of 
three plastic branches, price per piece
6823.800.019.41 60 cm long 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

H Sail boat, silver/blue, made of iron, partly 
coloured, price per piece
6801.800.018.98 31 x 39 cm (W x H) 29,95

J Plant pot set „Drawer“, 9 x 9 x 9 cm,
12 x 12 x 12 cm, 15 x 15 x 15 cm (L x W x D), 
decorative drawer-boxes in shabby chic-look, 
lined with foil, price per set of 3
6841.718.646.25 white  19,90

K Sea waves presenter, 28 x 39 x 11 cm
(H x W x D), double-sided, stable papier-mâché 
presenter, price per piece
6803.710.800.00 blue  29,90

length 170 cm

length 114 cm

36 x 40 cm (H x W)

height 210 cm

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Ø 180 cm

12,90

7,90

9,95

A Hortensia branch

from 7,90

B Bougainvillea 
hanging plant

only 19,95

C Display hanger 
„Hummingbird“

only 12,90

D Parasol „Flower“

only 49,95

E Banner „Greece“

only 39,90

G Eucalyptus 
bundle

from 9,90

H Sail boat

only 29,95

K Sea waves 
presenter

only 29,90

J Plant pot set 
„Drawer“

only 19,90

60 cm long

31 x 39 cm 
(W x H)

28 x 39 x 11 cm 
(H x W x D)

4.5 x 11 cm (W x H)

F Vase set

only 1,42 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 119,–
only 19,90

from 119,–

A Table set, height 30/35/40/45 cm, seat:
15 x 15, 20 x 20, 25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm, powder
coating, stable 10 mm square-cut pipe
construction made of metal, the high-quality 
coating prevents rust and corrosion and offers 
durability as well as reliability for the construction, 
price per 4-piece set
6812.663.588.14 white  119,—
6801.663.588.18 black  119,—

B LED string light „Fireworks“,
LED Ø 2 mm, LED warm, 240 LEDs, silver, lead 
cable 300 cm, IP 44 transformer, 6 V, for outdoor 
use, PVC cable, clear cable, 6 watts, silver wire 
with bright, integrated micro LED, transformer 
power supply GS, price per piece
6804.699.334.00 length 6 m 24,90

C Giant panel grass mix, 4.6 kg, various 
artifi cial plants made of high quality plastic, fi xed 
on a grid made of plastic, price per piece
6802.720.120.00 100 x 100 cm 129,—
% from 6 pieces    119,—

D Banner „Seagull“, blue/white, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as 
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free 
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece
6804.607.858.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

E Olive tree, beautiful branching, thick leaves 
and olives give this olive tree a very realistic look, 
delivered in pot, price per piece
6802.684.712.00 height  90 cm 69,—
6804.684.712.01 height 120 cm 129,—

F Aloe Vera in pot, very realistic looking artifi cial
plant in a pot, it is almost distinguishable from 
the real plant thanks to modern plastics and its 
natural colour and surface, price per piece
6802.684.804.00 height 48 cm  54,90

G Glass vase set, blue/beige, height 18 cm,
Ø 6 cm, opening Ø 2,2 cm, four different bottles: 
2x frosted, 1x matt and 1x transparent,
price per set of 4
6802.720.601.05   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95

height 18 cm

G Glass vase set

only 3,24 /piece

height 48 cm 

F Aloe Vera 
in pot

only 49,90

49,90

19,90

E Olive tree

from 69,–

height 90 cm
height 120 cm

D Banner 
„Seagull“

only 39,90

height 30/35/40/45 cm

A Table set

only 119,–

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 10,–

only 32,95

only 29,95
from 2,40

A Banner „Beach balustrade“, blue/beige,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile 
fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re 
protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip 
as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem 
for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors, 
price per piece
6804.709.194.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Bag linen, natural, 110 g/sqm, made of
100% jute, loosely weaved with selvedges at
the side, price per m
6803.220.071.00 width 150 cm 3,20
% from 10 meters    2,80
% from 30 meters    2,40

C Manager Shelf, 75 x 120 x 25 cm (W x H x D),
high stability and modern design, iron frame made 
of 25 mm square tube, with stand plate, 6x rungs 
made of 10 mm round tube, each with 18 cm 
spacing, high quality matt lacquer fi nish, delivery 
is completely assembled, price per unit 
6801.724.982.00 black  119,—

D Original hammock, beige, made of resilient 
polyester/cotton fabric (FSC-certifi ed), suitable for 
outdoor use, price per piece
6810.800.019.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 32,95

E Decorative cushions „Face“, beige, removable
and washable cover made of 100% cotton, fi lling 
100% polyester, one side with hip, abstract face 
motif, price per piece
6801.720.137.00 45 x 45 cm 19,95

F Eucalyptus bundle, green, consisting of 
three plastic branches, price per piece
6833.800.019.41 60 cm long 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

G Calla waistband, white, bundle made of 
high-quality plastic, consisting of three callas, 
price per piece
6800.800.019.34 50 cm long 7,95

H Panel de jardín de pared artifi cial, dark 
green, particularly tight design, fi xed on a grid 
made of plastic, price per piece
6800.800.019.36 75 x 50 cm (L x W) 139,—

J Fig tree in pot, very well imitated artifi cial
plant with big and coloured fruits and leaves with
real-touch-surface, up to 17 cm big leaves of textile
fi bre material are fi ne structured and naturally 
veined, potted in a stable cement pot with artifi cial 
soil surface, pot made of plastic 16 x 16 cm
(W x H), price per piece
6802.719.582.00 height 150 cm  249,—

K Olive bush with fruit, made of plastic,
pot in clay optics, price per piece
6803.449.403.00 height 30 cm 15,95

L Bow string hemp in pot, green, bendable 
leaves made of  PU foam, price per piece
6804.684.309.00 height 70 cm 119,—

M Carpet „Circle“, black/white, woven carpet 
made of cotton, double-sided, price per piece
6800.667.074.00 Ø 110 cm 34,90

N Table set „Mandala“, 48 x 45 x 25/55 x 52 x 31 cm
(W x H x D), two side tables in modern, straight-
lined design, black metal frame with top made of 
fi r wood, price per set of 2 pcs.
6802.723.558.00 black/brown 99,—

Ø 60 cm

P Eucalyptus 
wreath

only 39,95

O Eucalyptus garland, green, fl exible bendable,
with berries and large leaves in lush green
6804.725.262.00 length 130 cm 29,95

P Eucalyptus wreath, green/white, semi-
plastic, base wreath is made of natural material
6804.725.255.00 Ø 60 cm 39,95

10,–

199,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Philodendron in pot, Split, deceptively real 
looking artifi cial plant in black plastic pot,
price per piece
6813.800.020.46 height 45 cm  24,95

B Philodendron Branch, Split, green, made of 
plastic, price per piece
6813.800.020.27 75 cm long 8,95

C Philodendron tendril, Split, green, lifelike 
vine made of plastic and textile, price per piece
6813.800.020.34 length 125 cm 19,95
% from 3 pieces    17,95

D Philodendron branch, Monstera, green, 
made of plastic, price per piece
6813.800.020.26 70 cm long 8,95

Philo leaves, green, made of plastic,
price per 5-piece set

E Ø 21 cm, total length 60 cm
6804.684.484.00   (=1,18/pc.) 5,90

F Ø 22 cm, total length 61 cm
6804.684.491.00   (=1,18/pc.) 5,90

G Philodendron in pot, Monstera, deceptively 
real looking artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, 
price per piece
6813.800.020.40 height 47 cm  24,95

H Banner „Jungle“, green, one-sided printed
and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1,
incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising rod at the 
bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and 
outdoors, price per piece
6804.708.951.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

J Philodendron tendril, Monstera, green, 
lifelike vine made of plastic and textile,
price per piece
6813.800.020.33 length 110 cm 19,95
% from 3 pieces    17,95

K Rose head parrot pair, green/colourful, 
height 20 cm, sitting, miniature decorative bird 
with real feathers, price per pack of 2
6804.655.088.00   (=5,95/pc.) 15,90

L Decorative bowl „Leaf, 22 x 36 x 47 cm
(W x H x L), detailed, curved decorative bowl 
made of polyresin in modern metallic lacquer, 
price per piece
6803.723.787.00 gold  79,95

height 20 cm

height 45 cm 

70 cm long

75 cm long

height 47 cm 

length 110 cm

22 x 36 x 47 cm 
(W x H x L)

length 125 cm

K Rose head 
parrot pair

only 5,95 /piece

A Philodendron 
in pot

only 24,95

D Philodendron 
branch

only 8,95

B Philodendron 
Branch

only 8,95

G Philodendron 
in pot

only 24,95

J Philodendron 
tendril

from 17,95

L Decorative 
bowl „Leaf

only 79,95

C Philodendron 
tendril

from 17,95

Philo leaves

only 1,18 /piece

H Banner 
„Jungle“

only 39,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

11,90

Split philodendron Monstera philodendron

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 8,95

only 5,95

only 15,95

only 19,95

A Banner „Pineapple Leaves, green,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality
6803.800.021.02 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

B Birdcage shelf, 38 x 157 x 38 cm (W x H x D),
iron cage with two fi xed shelves, door to open
6801.800.018.96 gold  249,—

C Pothos vine, green, made of plastic
6800.800.018.58 length 220 cm 15,95

D Philodendron tendril, green, plastic/textile
6823.800.020.33 length 110 cm 19,95

E Philodendron tendril, green, lifelike vine 
made of plastic and textile, price per piece
6823.800.020.34 length 125 cm 19,95
Philodendron in pot, deceptively real looking 
artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, price per piece
F 6823.800.020.46 height 45 cm  24,95
G 6810.800.020.41 height 82 cm  59,95
Philodendron branch, green, made of plastic
H 6823.800.020.26 70 cm long 8,95
J 6823.800.020.27 75 cm long 8,95

K Giant Panel Mix, green, 3,1 kg, made of 
plastic with grid, price per piece
6800.800.000.52 100 x 100 cm 109,—
L Rose head parrot pair, green/colourful,
height 20 cm, with real feathers, price per pack of 2
6814.655.088.00 sitting (=5,95/pc.) 15,90
M Table set, height 30/35/40/45 cm, high-gloss
chrome plating, stable 10 mm square frame
construction made of metal, price per 4-piece set
6802.663.588.42 gold  145,—
N Hibiscus Bouquet, red, plastic and textile
6800.800.022.06 length 46 cm 8,95

11,90
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A Orchids garland, cream, price per piece
6803.723.657.00 length 175 cm 34,95

B Jungle leaf presenter, green, varnished 
wooden presenter for plugging, consisting of four 
different sized leaves and a base plate, made of
6 mm thick wood, price per 5-piece set
6804.710.770.00 39 x 57 x 15 cm 49,90

C Hanging orchid, white, orchid fl owers made 
of textile decorated on a plastic ball with moss 
and leaf green, eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6800.800.019.42 40 cm long 15,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

D Hanging shelf, silver, round shelf made of 
metal, with 14 cm wide wooden shelf and chain 
suspension, price per piece
6802.718.776.00 Ø 35 cm 29,95
6801.718.776.01 Ø 45 cm 36,95

E Hanging orchid, purple, orchid fl owers made 
of textile decorated on a plastic ball with moss 
and leaf green, eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6802.719.537.00 40 cm long 24,95

F Hanging orchid, rose, orchid fl owers made 
of textile, decorated on an artifi cial branch with 
moss, ferns and aerial roots made of plastic, 
natural cord to hang up, price per piece
6802.719.544.00 60 x 70 cm (w x l) 149,—

G Plant hanger „Duffy fern“, green, plastic 
branches in various lengths, with plug stick,
price per piece
6804.684.187.00 length 89 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,90

H Hanging orchid, orange, orchid fl owers 
made of textile decorated on a plastic ball with 
moss and leaf green, eyelet for hanging,
price per piece
6802.719.520.00 40 cm long 29,95

Animal, hard foam body with covered with soft 
faux fur, price per piece

J Giraffe, 65 x 34 cm (H x W)
6801.707.930.00 beige/brown 59,90

K Tiger, 28 x 46 cm (H x W)
6802.707.954.00 brown  49,90

B Jungle leaf 
presenter

only 29,95
39 x 57 x 15 cm 
(H x W x D)

E Hanging 
orchid

only 24,95
40 cm long

F Hanging 
orchid

only 149,–
60 x 70 cm (w x l)

J Giraffe

only 39,90
65 x 34 cm (H x W)

K Tiger

only 19,95
28 x 46 cm (H x W)

A Orchids 
garland

only 34,95
length 175 cm

39,90

19,95

40 cm long

C Hanging 
orchid

from 14,95

length 89 cm

G Plant hanger 
„Duffy fern“

from 7,90

D Hanging shelf

from 29,95

Ø 35 cm

Ø 45 cm

29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Banner „Jungle animals“, green/colourful,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile 
fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re 
protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip 
as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem 
for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors, 
price per piece
6804.709.316.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Wall picture, Ø 60 cm, round jungle motif 
painted across the edges, metal frame (thickness 
2 cm) covered with canvas, with suspension, 
price per piece
„Toucan“, petrol/pink
6801.710.459.00    24,90
„Leopard“, petrol/brown
6801.710.459.01    24,90
„Zebra“, petrol/black/white
6801.710.459.02    24,90

C Orchids branch, white, beautifully formed 
textile fl owers (10 cm Ø) and buds, fl exible plastic 
stem (50 cm long), price per piece
6802.719.513.00 length 80 cm 5,95

D Monstera leaves, Ø 24 cm, total length
71 cm, made of plastic, price per 3-piece set
6804.684.514.00 green (=2,30/pc.) 6,90

E Areca palm leaf, green, width 38 cm, made 
of wire and fabric material, price per piece
6804.684.767.00 length 98 cm 8,90
% from 6 pieces    7,90

F Monstera in pot, very realistic looking artifi cial
plant in a pot, it is almost distinguishable from 
the real plant thanks to modern plastics and its 
natural colour and surface, price per piece
6804.684.835.00 height 45 cm  19,90

G Ape, 58 x 53 cm (H x W), hanging decorative 
animal made of hard foam and soft faux fur, rope 
suspension with artifi cial leaves, price per piece
6800.707.923.00 brown  49,90

H Areca palm leaf, length 58 cm, width 25 cm,
beautifully fanned faux palm branch made of wire 
and fabric material, price per pack of 3
6804.684.798.00 green (=1,97/pc.) 5,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,63/pc.) 4,90

34,90

17,90

Ø 60 cm

length 80 cm

height 45 cm length 58 cm

58 x 53 cm 
(H x W)

15,90

29,95

15,90

15,90

A Banner
„Jungle animals“

only 29,95

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

B Wall picture

only 15,90

C Orchids 
branch

only 5,95

F Monstera 
in pot

only 17,90

G Ape

only 34,90

H Areca palm leaf

from 1,63 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 19,90

only 8,90

only 9,95

from 9,90

from 2,79

A Banner „Colourful fi sh“, colourful,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile
fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re 
protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip 
as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem for 
wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors,
price per piece
6804.709.002.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Decorative string „Coral“, length 150 cm, 
decorative plastic string in a coral style,
price per piece
6802.711.203.01 red  29,90
6802.711.203.04 orange  29,90

C Coral, 50 x 36 cm (w x h), made of plastic 
with practical insertion rod, price per 2-piece set
6804.711.111.01 red (=9,95/pc.) 19,90
6804.711.111.04 orange (=9,95/pc.) 19,90

D Fish, blue/green, made of 0.6 cm thick light 
foam board, double-sided with glitter, with hanger, 
price per piece
6804.680.783.00 25 x 34 cm (L x W) 11,90
6804.680.783.01 50 x 40 cm (L x W) 19,90
6804.680.783.02 74 x 58 cm (L x W) 39,90

E Ball, dividable decorative balls made of 
crystal-clear plastic with eyelets for hanging, for 
decoration, handcrafting, gluing, fi lling or as tree 
decor, price per pack of 10
6803.102.322.01 Ø 12 cm (=2,79/pc.) 27,90
6803.102.322.02 Ø 16 cm (=4,19/pc.) 41,90

Decorative rock, gray, weatherproof decorative
rock for scenery construction and interior design,
hollow on the inside and opened on the underside
and therefore well suited as cover stone for outdoor
use, naturally designed form made of glass fi bre 
reinforced plastic, particularly high stability and 
durability, slight deviations in dimensions,
structure or colour possible, price per piece

F 30 x 60 x 44 cm (H x W x D), 2.5 kg
6802.672.214.00    109,—

G 44 x 50 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 3.5 kg
6802.672.214.01    99,—

H 65 x 76 x 66 cm (H x W x D), 6.5 kg 
6801.672.214.02    153,—

J Lobster, red, large decorative animal made
of varnished hard foam, price per piece.
6802.707.992.00 45 x 45 cm (L x W) 34,90

K Crab, red, large decorative animal made of 
varnished hard foam, price per piece.
6802.707.985.00 15 x 24 cm (L x W) 12,90

L Starfi sh, Ø 25 cm, very realistic looking replica
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 2
6803.355.322.00 red (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs   (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

M Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6823.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

24,90

8,90

19,90
19,90

33,90
9,90

C Coral

only 9,95 /piece

50 x 36 cm (w x h)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 4,98

only 29,95

from 11,95

from 10,95

only 6,75

A Autumn branch fern, green/purple, natural 
and very realistic-looking replica made of plastic, 
price per piece
6812.723.350.00 length 97 cm 11,95
% from 6 pieces    10,95

B Decorative hangers, silver, strongly
mica-coated plastic bundle with suspension 
eyelet, price per piece
6802.723.220.00 length 48 cm 11,95
6802.723.220.01 length 65 cm 15,95

C Stone wall decorative board, brown/grey,
20 mm thick panel with stone design for
decorative purposes for indoors, polystyrene 
board with single-sided wall relief, fl at back side, 
price per piece
6802.539.586.00 150 x 50 cm (L x W) 39,90
% from 10 pieces    34,90

D Decorative branch, brown, plastic branch
in lifelike design, price per piece
6803.800.019.38 length 90 cm 29,95

E Autumn branch Dill, white/grey, very realistic 
decorative branch with blossoms in an icy dried 
fl ower design, made of plastic, price per piece
6802.715.119.00 length 67 cm 7,90

F Crate Vintage, 40 x 30 x 50 cm (W x H x L), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made 
of natural wood, price per piece
6813.678.797.00 natural fi nish 22,90

G Anchor, made of natural wood, decoratively 
wrapped with a hemp rope, price per piece
6803.800.018.99 43 x 53 cm (L x W) 29,90

H Trout, length 33 cm, plastic, very realistic 
looking replica made of food-safe plastic,
price per pack of 2
6803.355.346.00   (=6,75/pc.) 14,50

J Starfi sh, real starfi sh, price per piece
6804.216.197.00 Ø 15 - 20 cm 13,90

K Scallops, Ø 10 cm, white/brown, made of 
plastic, foldable, price per pack of 4
6804.549.493.00   (=3,13/pc.) 13,90

L Blue mussels, length 9 cm, closed, very
realistic looking replicas made of food-safe
plastic, price per pack of 24 
6803.653.367.00 black (=0,56/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (=0,52/pc.) 12,50

M Mussels, 1400 g, various natural mussels 
and snails, price per pack
6813.707.299.01 natural (1 kg: 12,11) 16,95

N Lichens Moss, 4 x 9 cm (W x H), green/grey, 
plastic tufts can be used as decorative moss, craft
moss, or fi lling material in fl ower arrangements, 
price per pack of 3 pieces
6822.724.302.00   (=4,98/pc.) 14,95

O Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm, price per 2 kg pack
6833.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

Deep Blue Sea

6,90

13,50

14,95

7,90

12,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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TREND
MANGO SORBET
 SUMMER 2022

A Suitcases set 
„Paradise“

only 59,90

45 x 45 cm 
(L x W)

E Lobster

only 24,90

45 x 20 cm
(L x W)

C Ice lolly

only 14,90

15 x 24 cm
(L x W)

F Crab

only 8,90

Ø 25 cm

D Starfish

from 4,45 /pce

A Suitcases set „Paradise“, 34 x 43 x 19/
28 x 38 x 16 cm (H x W x D), made of MDF,
cover made of PE, snap locks made of metal
and handle, price per 2-piece set
6800.685.078.00 colourful 79,90

B Rose head parrot pair, green/colourful, 
height 20 cm, sitting, miniature decorative bird 
with real feathers, price per pack of 2
6824.655.088.00   (=5,95/pc.) 15,90

C Ice lolly, yellow/red, made of hard foam, 
varnished, with 13 cm long stem, price per piece
6802.710.640.00 45 x 20 cm (L x W) 22,90

D Starfi sh, Ø 25 cm, very realistic looking replica
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 2
6813.355.322.00 red (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs   (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

E Lobster, red, large decorative animal made
of varnished hard foam, price per piece.
6812.707.992.00 45 x 45 cm (L x W) 34,90

F Crab, red, large decorative animal made of 
varnished hard foam, price per piece.
6812.707.985.00 15 x 24 cm (L x W) 12,90

G Mango cut open, yellow, made of plastic, 
price per piece
6804.701.518.00 15 x 8 cm (L x W) 11,90

H Mango „Zillate“, red/green, 7 x 12 cm
(W x L), made of hard foam, price per pack of 3
6801.619.592.00   (=0,97/pc.) 5,50

J Coral, 50 x 36 cm (w x h), made of plastic 
with practical insertion rod, price per 2-piece set
6814.711.111.01 red (=9,95/pc.) 19,90

K Hibiscus blossom, Ø 45 cm, high-quality 
giant blossom made of velvet-like, vibrant fabric 
material, blossom leaves are formable,
price per piece
6804.640.619.04 orange  10,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90

14,90

59,90

11,90

24,90

8,90

2,90

9,90

34 x 43 x 19/28 x 38 x 16 cm (H x W x D)

height 20 cm

B Rose head 
parrot pair

only 5,95 /piece

J Coral

only 9,95 /piece

50 x 36 cm (w x h)
Ø 45 cm

K Hibiscus blossom

from 8,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 8,95from 2,95

from 17,90

from 8,90

from 59,95

A Banner „Tropical Fruits, green/orange,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6813.800.020.94 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95
B Rattan hanging chair, 80 x 108 x 59 cm
(B x W x T), stable, with variable seat height
depending on how high the armchair is suspended,
delivery incl. 3 m long sisal rope, maximum load 
100 kg, delivery is assembled, price per piece
6801.718.868.00 natural fi nish 199,—
C Hibiscus tendril, colourful, Hawaii blossoms 
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.671.866.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90
D Hibiscus blossom, Ø 45 cm, high-quality giant
blossom made of velvet-like, vibrant fabric material,
blossom leaves are formable, price per piece
6804.640.619.01 red  10,90
6814.640.619.04 orange  10,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90
E Hibiscus, orange, realistic, with a large and 
vibrant fabric blossom, fl exible plastic stem
6803.685.399.04 length 71 cm 4,90
% from 6 pieces    4,30
F Plant hanger „Monstera“, green, bush with 
approx. 10 cm leaves and plug stick, made of 
fabric and plastic, price per piece
6804.653.589.00 length 100 cm 32,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90
G Papyrus reed bundle, green, decorative 
plastic grass in plastic pot, price per piece
6822.800.021.82  90 cm high 59,95
6823.800.021.83 120 cm high 99,—

H Fan palm leaf, Ø 38 cm, total length 70 cm,
made of wire and fabric material, price per pack of 2
6804.684.781.00 green (=3,25/pc.) 6,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,95/pc.) 5,90

J Side table Rattan, height 16 cm, light 
brown, small round table made of natural rattan
6800.710.725.00 Ø 50 cm 39,90

K XXL Crown caps, yellow, made of hard 
foam, varnished, lower side silver, price per piece
6800.685.825.00 Ø 25 cm 14,90

Food replica, very realistic looking replica made 
of food-safe plastic

L Banana, length 19 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.101.684.03   (=2,98/pc.) 8,95
% from 6 packs   (=2,65/pc.) 7,95

M Pineapple Half, price per piece
6813.101.653.00 height 20 cm 9,95
% from 6 pieces    8,95

N Pineapple, Ø 12 cm, price per piece
6803.101.660.00 height 24 cm 11,95
% from 6 pieces    10,95

O Honeydew melon slices, length 17,5 cm, 
price per pack of 3
6803.101.813.02 orange (=3,50/pc.) 10,50
% from 6 packs   (=3,17/pc.) 9,50

P Watermelon slice, price per piece
6813.101.639.00 length 24 cm 11,90
% from 6 pieces    10,90

Q Nectarines, Ø 7 cm, price per pack of 2
6803.100.939.02   (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs   (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

You can find more food 
dummies from page 144

29,90

8,95

E Hibiscus

from 4,30
length 71 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 22,90

only 19,90

only 8,–

B Pineapple 
presenter

only 19,90
height 44 cm

C Decorative
fabric „Melons“

from 10,90
width 140 cm

A Parasol „Flower“, Ø 180 cm, height 210 cm,
plain-coloured, height-adjustable parasol made of 
polyester, delivery is disassembled, individual 
petals are put on top of each other, fanned apart 
and fastened with velcro, price per piece
6812.800.020.58 blue  49,95
6800.800.020.59 yellow  49,95
6800.800.020.60 dark pink 49,95
6800.800.020.61 green  49,95

B Pineapple presenter, yellow/green, Ø 17 cm,
decorative presenter consists of two parts, made 
of varnished hard foam, price per piece
6800.710.671.00 height 44 cm 39,90

C Decorative fabric „Melons“, red/green, 
240 g/m², made of 100% cotton, printed on one 
side, price per m
6802.684.262.00 width 140 cm 12,90
% from 10 meters    11,90
% from 30 meters    10,90

D Crate Vintage, limed white, original box with 
signs of wear and tear, made of natural wood, 
price per piece
6832.653.329.00 50 x 40 x 30 cm 22,90

E Banner „Dragonfruit, orange/dark pink,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re 
protection class DIN 4102-1, including 2 round 
wooden rods at the top and bottom for 
wrinkle-free hanging, price per piece
6803.719.841.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

F Market wagon, white, loading area
80 x 70 x 16 cm (L x W x D), approx. 25 kg, hand 
wagon with loading area, blinders and wooden 
wheels, made of varnished wood and white 
fabric, not mobile, only for decorative purposes, 
DIY assembly, price per piece 
6801.637.596.00 185 x 116 x 80 cm 299,—

G Garland, colourful, knotted by hand and 
decorated with colourful pom-poms and fruit 
slices, price per piece
6800.683.760.00 length 175 cm 9,90

H Melon piece „Bite“, red/green, made of hard
foam, varnished, three-dimensional, price per piece
6800.685.849.00 40 x 22 cm (L x W) 39,90

J Crates „Drinks“, 24 x 16 x 16, 30 x 20 x 20 cm
(H x W x D), all-purpose boxes made of untreated 
wood with summer motifs, with jute cords as 
handles, price per 2-piece set
6800.683.265.00 pink  19,90

K Tablet set „Drinks“, 42 x 26 x 7/48 x 30 x 8 cm 
(L x W x H), made of wood, printed with various 
summer motifs, price per 2-piece set
6800.683.319.00 yellow/green 19,90

19,90

8,–

height 210 cmØ 180 cm

A Parasol „Flower“

only 49,95
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A Display „Lemon slice“, yellow,
with one-sided print, price per piece
6802.720.854.00 51 x 100 cm (w x l) 19,95

B Display Set „Lime & Lemon“, green/yellow,
Displays made of 1 cm thick light foam board with
double-sided printing, set consisting of 1x lime and
1x lemon, with holes for hanging up, price per set of 2
6803.720.861.00 35 / 40 cm Ø 34,95

C Metal screen, black matt, the Scandinavian 
style features clear shapes combined with some 
clever functionality. This screen is a room divider 
and accessory holder at the same time. The fi rmly 
mounted accessory hooks can be used to hold 
fabrics, jewellery or decorative hangers. Made 
of powder-coated metal in a trendy matt black 
design. Triple folding with 50 cm wide side parts 
respectively. Price per piece. 
6800.688.420.00 165 x 180 cm 89,—

D Cockatoo, white, with real feathers,
price per piece
6814.557.917.00 height 70 cm 22,90

E Straw hat, yellow, made of coloured natural 
material, frayed, inner Ø 18.5 cm, price per piece
6804.466.547.11 Ø 40 cm 6,90
% from 3 pieces    5,90
% from 6 pieces    4,90

F Citrus trees, height 50 cm, citrus tree with 
plastic fruits and textile leaves, three forked 
artifi cial branches potted in artifi cial soil, plastic 
pot 12 x 13 cm (w x h), price per piece
6812.719.490.00 yellow/green / Lemon 39,95
6812.719.506.00 orange/green / Orange 39,95

G Palm tree, white, made of plastic, comes 
without a pot, price per piece
6804.609.821.00 height 180 cm 129,—
H Lime, green, length 11 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.619.660.00 Ø 7 cm  (1,98/pc.) 5,95
% from 3 packs    (1,83/pc.) 5,50

J Kiwi slices, Ø 5 cm, price per pack of 5 pces
6802.677.301.00   (=2,70/pc.) 13,50

49,95

height 180 cm

G Palm tree

only 99,–

C Metal 
screen

only 49,95
165 x 180 cm

from 4,90

F Lemon tree

only 39,95
height 50 cm

length 11 cm

Ø 5 cm

height 70 cm

D Cockatoo

only 22,90

A Display
„Lemon slice“

only 19,95

B Display Set
„Lime & Lemon“

only 34,95

51 x 100 cm (w x l)

35 / 40 cm Ø

H Lime

from 1,83 /piece

J Kiwi slices

only 2,70 /piece

B

99,–
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A Banner „Water“, blue, one-sided printed and 
UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1,
including 2 round wooden rods at the top and 
bottom for wrinkle-free hanging, price per piece
6801.682.718.01 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Steering wheel, dark brown, decorative 
steering wheel made of wood, price per piece
6804.708.050.00 Ø 50 cm 29,90

C Hemp rope, beige, Ø 2.0 cm, twisted rope 
made of inherently stable, straight natural fi bres, 
welded ends, price per piece
6833.550.130.00 length 3 m 16,95

D Goods presenter „Railing“, 85 x 100 x 18 cm
(H x W x D), decorative wooden ladder in simple 
as well as stable construction, ideal for towels, 
clothes or bags, price per piece
6800.683.906.00 white/brown 169,—

E Bollard, white/brown, Ø 15 cm, maritime 
decorative column with rope, polystyrene with 
wood look, price per piece
6804.610.490.00 height 50 cm 32,90
6804.610.490.01 height 80 cm 44,90

F Male Tailor’s Bust, dress size 48/50, height 
adjustable 148 - 178 cm, bust length 78 cm, 
shoulder height 72 cm, stand length 75 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable 
hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block and 
stand made of wood,  delivery time approx.
4-6 weeks, price per piece
6801.481.991.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

G Maritime steering wheel, white, made of 
wood in a wiped white vintage look, decorated 
with ropes, price per piece
6802.710.701.00 Ø 50 cm 34,90

Fender, small wooden fender with rope in a 
vintage look, suitable for placement or hanging, 
base area 12 x 12 cm, price per piece

H white/blue
6804.708.043.00 length 24 cm 17,90

J white/red
6804.708.012.00 length 34 cm 19,90

K Decorative curtain Ropes, beige, cotton 
cord curtain with approx. 54 twisted strands
(Ø 10 mm), easy installation thanks to the
suspension rail, price per piece
6802.707.268.00 200 x 90 cm (L x W) 79,90

L Anchor, made of natural wood, decoratively 
wrapped with a hemp rope, price per piece
6813.800.018.99 43 x 53 cm (L x W) 29,90

M Pulley, natural fi nish, pulley for decorative 
purposes without any functionality, with rope in
a vintage look, price per piece
6804.708.029.00 12 x 30 cm (W x L) 22,90

29,95

69,95

only 29,90

only 69,95

only 16,95from 75,–

only 59,90

only 29,90
only 18,90

14,90

16,90

59,90

18,90

G Maritime 
steering 
wheel

only 34,90
Ø 50 cm

length 34 cm

length 24 cm

Fender

from 14,90
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L Banner „Dune path“, beige, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6800.800.023.50  75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95
6800.637.169.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

M Oysters plate, grey/white, with ice cubes, 
made of plastic, price per piece
6801.701.310.00 Ø 38 cm 89,—

N Polar Sea prawns, length 2 cm, bag of
approx. 35 pieces, price per pack
6802.594.363.00   (=0,54/pc.) 18,90

O Bag linen, natural, 110 g/sqm, made of
100% jute, loosely weaved with selvedges at
the side, price per m
6813.220.071.00 width 150 cm 3,20
% from 10 meters    2,80
% from 30 meters    2,40

P Crushed Ice, clear, crushed faux ice made
of glass, fi ne quality, price per 1 kg pack
6803.102.032.00 4 – 10 mm 6,50
% from 6 packs    5,80

SUMMER

only 14,95

only 6,95

only 29,95

only 29,95

A Banner „Landscape, beige, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6803.800.021.27 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Flower shelf bicycle, green, self-standing 
plant stand in romantic country house design, for 
indoor and outdoor use, with display area, plant 
box and basket, made of lacquered iron,
price per piece 
6811.800.018.59 99 x 180 cm (H x W) 299,—

C Reed grass in pot, detailed decorative plant 
with delicate grass blades in different colour tones 
and pampas grass fronds, plastic leaves made of
high-quality PE material, comes in a black pot
made of plastic (approx. Ø 13 cm), price per piece
6800.710.633.02 height 110 cm 59,90

D Reed grass in pot, green/pink, 40 cm Ø, 
faithfully reproduced artifi cial plant with fl uffy 
panicles and fi ligree stems for a natural look,
in metal pot (14 x 10 cm), price per piece
6812.719.162.00 height 60 cm 29,95

E Giant Hydrangea, blue, Ø 30 cm,
large decorative fl ower with blossom head and 
green leaves made of high-quality processed 
textile material, price per piece
6812.720.472.05 111 cm long 18,95

F Heather, lilac, made of plastic, price per piece
6803.719.209.00 length 30 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

G Ship, white, Wooden decorative boat,
price per piece
6803.800.021.76 19 x 37 cm (H x W) 14,95

H Rope pedestal set, 24 x 19, 31 x 31 cm
(H x W), hemp rope pedestal made of light
polystyrene, covered with natural rope,
price per 2-piece set
6804.666.848.00 natural fi nish 89,—

J Anchor, white, half plastic wooden anchor 
with suspension, price per piece
6803.800.020.57 23 x 33 cm (L x W) 6,95

K Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6843.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

Behind the seawall

49,90

69,–

5,90
5,40

M Oysters plate

only 69,–

L Banner 
„Dune path“

from 24,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)
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from 44,90

from 8,50

only 18,95

A Lifebuoy, Ø 40 cm, made of hard foam, 
covered with glossy foil, price per piece
6804.625.524.00 red/white 49,90
6804.625.524.01 blue/white 49,90
% from 3 pieces    44,90

B Lighthouse, white/red, pluggable decorative
lighthouse made of 4 laminated MDF boards, two
shelves Ø 20 and 35 cm respectively, price per piece
6802.710.497.00 height 80 cm 55,90

C Zinc bowl „beach bath“, grey/beige, waterproof
bowl with wooden handles, vintage look, with wooden
shield, also suitable for outside, price per piece
6802.718.653.00 40 x 12 cm (W x H) 9,90

D Fishing net, natural fi nish, fi rm decorative net
made of jute, for maritime decorations, price per piece
6802.639.316.25 200 x 250 cm 18,95

E Mussels, natural fi nish, various natural
mussels and snails, price per pack
6803.707.299.00  600 g (1 kg: 14,17) 8,50
6823.707.299.01 1400 g (1 kg: 12,11) 16,95

F Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6853.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

Seagull, with real feathers, price per piece

G standing, height 28 cm
6804.410.892.00 length 38 cm 29,90

H fl ying, body length 25 cm
6804.655.064.00 wingspan 43 cm 24,95

J Grass bundle, brown, self-standing, bundled 
decorative grass made of plastic, price per piece
6804.559.850.25 l.  50 cm/Ø  6 cm 13,95
6804.559.874.25 l.  90 cm/Ø  8 cm 16,95

6804.559.881.25 l. 120 cm/Ø 10 cm 29,95
% from  6 pieces    26,95
% from 12 pieces    24,50
6804.559.898.25 l. 180 cm/Ø 11 cm 49,90
% from  6 pieces    34,95
% from 12 pieces    29,95

K Lighthouse, height 60 cm, Ø 20 cm, three-
dimensional wooden lighthouse, completely 
varnished, price per piece
6804.710.411.01 white/red 34,90
6804.710.411.07 white/blue 34,90

49,90

K Lighthouse

only 29,95
height 60 cm

H Seagull 
fl ying

only 24,95G Seagull 
standing

only 29,90 wingspan 
43 cm

height 28 cm

length 
50 cm

length 
90 cm

length 180 cm

length 120 cm

J Grass bundle

from 13,95

4,95

39,95

29,95
29,95
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only 8,50

only 29,95

from 17,90

from 14,95

from 19,95

A Banner „Dune path“, beige, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6810.800.023.50  75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95
6810.637.169.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

B Fern mat, made of fi ne fern blades woven 
with zinc-plated wire, weather-proof and therefore 
suitable as protective screen for outdoor use
6803.657.594.00 150 x 100 cm (B x H) 49,90

C XXL Anchor, blue, made of wood, varnished 
on both sides, can be collapsed for space-saving 
storage, price per piece
6801.685.870.00 140 x 115 cm (L x W) 84,90

D Hemp rope, beige, Ø 2.0 cm, twisted rope 
made of inherently stable, straight natural fi bres, 
welded ends, price per piece
6843.550.130.00 length 3 m 16,95

Geraniums, beautiful decorative fl ower made of
high quality processed textile material, price per piece

E 30 cm high, potted
6803.800.021.98 pink  16,95
6803.800.021.97 red  16,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

F Hanger, 45 cm long, with insertion stick
6803.800.022.00 red  21,95
6803.800.022.01 pink  21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

G 33 x 36 x 17 cm (W x H x D),
in plastic pot
6803.719.094.01 red  29,95
6803.719.094.22 pink  29,95

H Crate Vintage, 50 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H),
original box with signs of wear and tear, made of 
natural wood, price per piece
6842.653.329.00 limed white 22,90

J Crates, light decorative boxes made 7 mm
wood, vintage look, 10 x 22 x 28, 11 x 27.5 x 34
and 12 x 32.5 x 40 cm  (W x H x D),
price per 3-piece set
6821.556.767.00 white  36,90

K Grass bundle, brown, Ø 6 cm, self-standing, 
bundled decorative grass made of plastic,
price per piece
6814.559.850.25 length 50 cm 13,95

L Dune grass tuft, green, self-standing
decorative grass with sand pile, price per piece
6802.639.590.08 height 55 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90

M Fishing net with sea animals, natural fi nish, 
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6803.291.538.00 200 x 150 cm 47,90
% from 3 pieces    43,90

N Mussels, 600 g, various natural mussels and 
snails, price per pack
6813.707.299.00 natural (1 kg: 14,17) 8,50

O Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6863.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

75,90

You can find more food 
dummies from page 144

A Banner 
„Dune path“

from 24,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Decorative branch, brown, plastic branch
in lifelike design, price per piece
6813.800.019.38 length 90 cm 29,95

B Wooden root, brown, natural grown deco 
root, each piece is unique, price per piece
6803.455.282.00 approx. 40 x 50 cm 24,90

C Fern mat, made of fi ne fern blades woven 
with zinc-plated wire, weather-proof and therefore 
suitable as protective screen for outdoor use, 
price per piece
6813.657.594.00 150 x 100 cm (B x H) 49,90

D Anchor, vintage blue, one-sided, large
wooden anchor with rope in a vintage look,
suspended via large eyelet or rope,
price per piece
6804.708.036.00 60 x 41 cm (L x W) 34,90

E Reed grass in pot, green/beige, 40 cm Ø,
Deceptively real dry grass look with fluffy panicles 
and filigree blades for a natural look, artificial 
plant in white plastic pot (13 x 14 cm),
price per piece
6823.723.381.00 height 110 cm 59,95
6803.723.640.00 height 150 cm 99,—

F Artifi cial grass in a white pot, green, 
decorative grass with fi ligree blades of grass in 
strong colours, potted in a white pot,
price per piece
6810.800.019.40 height 96 cm 49,95

G Original hammock, beige, made of resilient 
polyester/cotton fabric (FSC-certifi ed), suitable for 
outdoor use, price per piece
6820.800.019.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 32,95

H Wooden pedestal, 100 x 45 x 20 cm (L x W x H),
wooden pedestal in vintage look, multi-purpose 
and may be used as decoration, price per piece.
6804.550.352.00 grey wiped 49,90

length 90 cm

A Decorative 
branch

only 29,95

100 x 45 x 20 cm
(L x W x H)

H Wooden pedestal

only 49,90

height 96 cm

F Artificial grass 
in a white pot

only 49,95

100 x 200 cm 
(W x L)

G Original 
hammock

only 32,95

25,90

B Wooden root

only 24,90

C Fern mat

only 49,90

approx. 40 x 50 cm

60 x 41 cm (L x W)

150 x 100 cm

height 110 cm

height 150 cm

D Anchor

only 25,90

E Reed grass 
in pot

from 59,95
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from 9,90

only 59,95

A XXL Captive balloon, Ø 80 cm,
length 100 cm, made of silk paper, foldable,
price per piece
6803.683.623.01 red/white 24,90
6803.683.623.05 blue/white 24,90
6803.683.623.11 yellow/white 24,90
6803.683.623.14 white  24,90
6804.683.623.94 colourful 24,90

B Reed bundle, green, made of plastic,
self-standing, price per piece
6804.560.641.08 length 150 cm 59,95

C Pebbles, 7 - 15 mm, natural stone varnished, 
price per 1 kg bag
6803.414.081.14 white  5,50
% from 3 bags    4,90

9,90
19,90
19,90
19,90
19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Flower bundle, self-standing bundle of plastic 
grass stalks and textile fl owers, price per piece

A green/white
6831.800.020.03 height 45 cm 17,95

B green/pink
6811.800.020.04 height 47 cm 17,95
6811.800.020.08 height 65 cm 29,95

C Juego de fl ores de amapola, height 20 cm, 
Set consisting of 24 different coloured poppies 
from textile 5 cm Ø which are fi xed in test tubes, 
with wire suspension, price per 24 pcs. set
6812.719.476.00 colourf. (=3,33/pc.) 89,95

D Banner made of polyester „Poppy“, green/red,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6800.719.766.04 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

E Floor vase set, 29 x 50 x 29/ 35 x 65 x 35/ 
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D), versatile large vases 
made of shock-resistant fi breglass in beautiful 
wood look, can be fi lled to the bottom, for indoor 
decoration, price per set of 3 pcs.
6813.800.020.49 brown  269,—

F Poppy fl ower, height 73 cm, high quality 
worked and lifelike artifi cial fl owers made of textile 
and plastic with mouldable stem, price per 3 pcs. set
6802.719.131.01 red (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
6812.719.131.14 white (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

G Willow basket, natural willow, price per piece
6822.428.224.01 h. 24 cm/Ø 26 cm 12,90
6822.428.224.00 h. 28 cm/Ø 37 cm 19,90

H Original watering can, green, 1,8 litre,
made of plastic, price per piece
6821.800.018.94 height 21 cm 9,95

height 45 cm

height 20 cm

height 21 cmheight 73 cm

height 47 cm

height 65 cm

Flower bundle

from 17,95

29 x 50 x 29/35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D)

E Floor vase set

only 269,–

G Wicker basket

only 12,90

G Willow basket

only 17,90

H Original
watering can

only 9,95

Application Example

D Banner made of 
polyester „Poppy“

only 39,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

C Juego de flores 
de amapola

only 3,33 /piece

F Poppy flower

from 3,32 /piece

height 28 cm

height 24 cm

17,90

79,95
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from 4,95

from 4,95

from 8,95

from 3,32

A Screen, white/coloured, solid room divider 
made of natural wooden frame covered with 
shimmering chiffon, fl oral print on one side, folds 
in 3, fi tted with metal hinges, price per piece 
6803.800.018.97 250 x 180 cm (W x H) 189,—

B Decorative pillar set, 20 x 60 x 20/25 x 70 x 25/
30 x 80 x 30 cm (W x H x D), Sturdy wooden
decorative columns, can also be used as fl oor-level
decorative vases, can be nested to save space, 
price per set of 3.
6813.800.019.08 brown  109,—

C Artifi cial fl ower Larkspur, blue, 50 cm long 
infl orescence with many textile fl owers, plastic 
stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6813.719.421.05 length 107 cm 16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,95

D Poppy fl ower, height 73 cm, high quality worked
and lifelike artifi cial fl owers made of textile and 
plastic with mouldable stem, price per 3 pcs. set
6812.719.131.01 red (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
6822.719.131.14 white (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

E Wild carrot, artifi cial fl ower made of plastic 
and textile, price per piece
6823.800.018.83 white/length 60 cm 4,95
6823.800.018.82 yellow/length 85 cm 5,95

F Artifi cial fl ower Cosmea, length 65 cm, 
branched artifi cial fl ower with fi ve textile fl owers
(5 cm Ø), 33 cm long plastic stem with fl exible 
wire core, price per piece
6823.719.360.11 yellow  5,50
6823.719.360.22 light pink 5,50
% from 2 pieces    4,95

G Artifi cial turf roll, width 100 cm, approx. 
10 kg, grass blade height 2.2 cm, artifi cial lawn 
in amazingly natural look for indoor and outdoor 
use, for decoration in commercial areas such as 
trade fairs, sales stands, exhibitions as well as for 
living areas on balconies or terraces,
price per roll à 3 m
6843.800.018.84 green (=32,67/m) 98,—

Decorative grass in a plastic pot, 24 x 38 x 6.5 cm
(B x H x T), artifi cial grass with artifi cial meadow 
fl owers in box, price per piece

H 6803.800.020.18 green/lilac 29,95

J 6813.800.020.17 green/white 29,95

K Artifi cial daisies, green/white, self-standing 
bundle wrapped in jute, made of plastic with 
textile fl owers, price per piece
6811.800.022.02 33 cm high 9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,95

L Eco-friendly shop window mannequin 
Female, natural colour, with head, right arm on 
hip, measurements 83/61/86 cm, clothes size 
36, shoe size 38, 7.4 kg, mannequin with colour 
face, movable head and arms, one movable leg 
as well as hip, three-dimensional, light product 
made of recyclable polyethylene (PE) plastic is 
eco-friendly, durable and robust, incl. calf pin and 
base plate made of glass, price per piece
6801.688.550.01 height 178 cm 109,—

Summer Meadow

Decorative grass 
in a plastic pot

only 29,95
24 x 38 x 6.5 cm
(B x H x T)

33 cm high

K Artificial 
daisies

from 8,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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from 8,95

from 6,95

A PVC, width 130 cm, 30 m long, fl ame retardant
DIN 4102 B1, 180 my, approx. 240 g/m², 100% 
PVC. Price per roll.
6802.106.382.86 lilac (=2,97/m) 94,—
% from 3 rolls   (=2,87/m) 86,—
% from 6 rolls   (=2,80/m) 84,—

B Hessian „Paisley“, natural, white paisley 
fl ock print, 339 g/m², natural product made of 
100% jute, price per m
6800.700.115.00 width 150 cm 11,50

C Wooden columns set „Shabby Chic“, 35 x 35 x 80/
30 x 30 x 60/25 x 25 x 40 cm (L x W x H), irregular 
vintage varnish, can be placed inside each other 
to save space, for decorating indoor areas,
price per 3-piece set
6800.617.888.14 white wiped 149,—

D Lavender tendril, purple, lush and high-
quality decorative tendril made of plastic and 
fabric, price per piece
6804.711.081.00 length 135 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

E Lavender wreath, lilac/rose, high-quality 
made of plastic and fabric, brushwood wreath, 
semi three-dimensional, price per piece
6801.711.449.00 Ø 44 cm 39,90

F Lavender in pot, green/purple, Ø 9 cm, 
made of plastic, iced, comes in black plastic pot, 
price per piece
6801.711.425.00 height 30 cm 11,90
% from 6 pieces    8,95

G Artifi cial fl ower Larkspur, white, 50 cm long
infl orescence with many textile fl owers, plastic 
stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6823.719.421.14 length 107 cm 16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,95

H Decorative reed Pampas grass, beige, 
beautiful, realistic-looking reed branch with 40 cm 
long blossom, made of plastic, price per piece
6832.715.133.14 length 94 cm 16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

J Poppy fl ower, height 73 cm, high quality
worked and lifelike artifi cial fl owers made of textile
and plastic with mouldable stem, price per 3 pcs. set
6832.719.131.14 white (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

K Heather, lilac, made of plastic, price per piece
6813.719.209.00 length 30 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

L Lavender in pot, green/purple, Ø 9 cm, terra 
cotta stone pot, blossoms and leaves made of 
fabric, price per piece
6804.637.640.00 height 22 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,90

M Wooden miniature columns set Vintage, 
20 x 30 x 20 and 17 x 20 x 17 cm (W x H x L), 
two decorative columns in two different sizes 
made of wood, price per 2-piece set
6800.710.084.14 white  35,90

N Banner „Lavender fi eld“, beige/lilac,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6823.800.021.13 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

O Lavender in pot, green/purple, Ø 9 cm,
vintage stone pot, blossoms made of plastic, 
price per piece
6804.708.524.00 height 22 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

P Lavender bundle, green/purple, made of 
plastic and textile, price per piece
6803.800.022.05 length 55 cm 9,95

only 24,95

only 29,95

7,90

89,–

79,–

24,95

9,95

29,95

D Lavender 
tendril

from 16,90

O Lavender
in pot

from 16,90

length 135 cm

height 22 cm

length 55 cm

P Lavender 
bundle

only 9,95

N Banner
„Lavender field“

only 29,95

100 x 200 cm (W x L)
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from 19,90

from 25,90

from 12,50

A Hortensia branch, length 170 cm, a hanging 
fl ower panicle with textile petals and green foliage, 
fl exible plastic style, price per piece
6814.667.142.01 white  13,90
6804.667.135.01 dark pink 13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,50

B Paper curtain, beige, braided paper 
strands, with suspension eyes, price per piece
6813.800.018.76 90 x 200 cm (W x H) 39,95

C Rattan hanging chair, 80 x 108 x 59 cm
(B x W x T), stable handcrafted armchair in cosy 
shell form with variable seat height depending 
on how high the armchair is suspended, delivery 
includes 3 m long sisal rope, maximum load
100 kg, delivery is assembled, price per piece
6811.718.868.00 natural fi nish 199,—

D Lantern with glass insert, natural colour, 
wooden lantern in harmonious, round shape with 
glass insert (17 x 12 cm), delivery without candle, 
price per piece
6801.718.981.00 37 x 54 cm (W x H) 89,—
6801.718.974.00 41 x 70 cm (W x H) 119,—

E Hortensia panel, 60 x 40 cm, grill net made 
of plastic, fabric blossoms, price per piece
6804.667.135.00 dark pink 28,90
6804.667.142.00 white  28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

F Tea roses tendril, cream/rose, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6814.623.780.00 length 180 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

G Floor vase set, 29 x 50 x 29/35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D), versatile large vases 
made of shock-resistant fi breglass in beautiful 
wood look, can be fi lled to the bottom, for indoor 
decoration, price per set of 3 pcs.
6823.800.020.49 brown  269,—

H Hydrangea, 52 cm long, Ø 16 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of high-quality fabric 
material, price per piece
6813.719.117.04 pink/green 6,95
6823.719.117.09 green  6,95
6813.719.117.33 pink  6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,20

J Giant Hydrangea, 111 cm long, Ø 30 cm,
large decorative fl ower with blossom head and 
green leaves made of high-quality processed 
textile material, price per piece
6802.720.472.14 white  18,95
6802.720.472.22 pink  18,95
6822.720.472.05 blue  18,95

length 180 cm

29 x 50 x 29/35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D)

H Hydrangea

from 6,20
52 cm long

J Giant
Hydrangea

only 18,95
111 cm long

.05 blue

.14 white

.22 pink

G Floor vase set

only 269,–
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L Sand fabric,
width 109 cm

from 16,– /m

✓ light fabric carrier

✓ light-fast

✓ firmly adhesive, real sand

✓ structured surface

Ø 15 - 20 cm

length 9 cm

3 - 8 cm

Ø 10 cm

Ø 25 cm

2 kg

B Quartz sand

only 4,70

2 - 4 mm

7 – 15 mm

More colours can be
found on page 131.

A Banner „Shells in the sand“, beige, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and outdoor
use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow 
seams on the top and bottom side, suitable 
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6803.800.021.05 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

B Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm, price per 2 kg pack
6873.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

C Mussels, natural fi nish, various natural
mussels and snails, price per pack
6823.707.299.00  600 g (1 kg: 14,17) 8,50
6833.707.299.01 1400 g (1 kg: 12,11) 16,95

D Starfi sh, Ø 25 cm, very realistic looking replica
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 2
6823.355.322.00 red (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs   (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

E Starfi sh, real starfi sh, price per piece
6814.216.197.00 Ø 15 - 20 cm 9,90

F Scallops, Ø 10 cm, white/brown, made of 
plastic, foldable, price per pack of 4
6814.549.493.00   (=3,13/pc.) 13,90

G Pebbles, white, natural stone varnished,
price per 1 kg bag
6813.414.081.14 7 - 15 mm 5,50
% from 3 bags    4,90

H Blue mussels, black, closed, very realistic looking
replicas made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 24
6813.653.367.00 l. 9 cm (=0,56/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (=0,52/pc.) 12,50

J Wood granulate, made of natural wood, 500 g
6800.414.050.15 grey (1 kg:  7,80) 9,40
6803.414.050.25 natural (1 kg: 13,80) 8,90

K Decorative granules, 2 - 4 mm grain size, 
high-quality natural stone granulate, water-proof 
colouring, price per 1 kg pack
6803.627.405.05 blue  2,95
6803.627.405.32 natural fi nish 2,95
6803.627.405.14 white  2,95
% from  5 packs    2,65
% from 10 packs    2,35

L Sand fabric, width 109 cm, beige, 450 g/m²,
cream-coloured textile carrier with real, fi ne-
grained, abrasion-resistant sand, due to the 
special production the sand foil loses almost no 
sand particles, the fabric is dimensionally stable 
and is perfect for your summer decoration,
price per roll à 3 m
6800.800.024.46   (=16,65/m) 49,95
price per roll à 10 m
6800.800.024.47   (=16,–/m) 159,95

3,90
6,90

7,90

12,50

A Banner
„Shells in the sand“

only 24,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

F Scallops

only 3,13 /piece

G Pebbles

from 4,90

K Decorative 
granules

from 2,35

H Blue mussels

from 0,52 /piece

J Wood granulate

from 3,90
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A Cockatoo, white, with real feathers,
price per piece
6824.557.917.00 height 70 cm 22,90

Parrot, made of hard foam, with real feathers, 
price per piece

B length 36 cm
6804.624.893.33 rose/violet 11,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

C length 70 cm, height 18 cm, sitting
6804.624.886.00 blue/yellow 29,90
6804.624.886.33 rose/violet 29,90

D Banner „Blue Macaw“, blue, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two
hollow seams on the top and bottom side, suitable
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6800.800.021.15 75 x 180 cm (W x L) 24,95

E Parrot, fl ying, length 60 cm, wingspan 77 cm, 
made of hard foam, with real feathers, price per piece
6804.641.074.05 blue/yellow 49,90
6804.641.074.08 green  49,90

F Rose head parrot pair, green/colourful, 
height 20 cm, sitting, miniature decorative bird 
with real feathers, price per pack of 2
6834.655.088.00   (=5,95/pc.) 15,90

G Budgerigar pair, height 20 cm, sitting and
fl ying, decorative bird with real feathers, pack of 2
6811.655.071.05 blue (=5,98/pc.) 14,90
6810.655.071.08 green (=5,98/pc.) 13,90

H Macaw, made of hard foam, with real
feathers, price per piece
6804.424.813.00 length 120 cm 59,90

height 70 cm

A Cockatoo

only 22,90

14 90 11,95

15 90 11,90

13 90 11,95

height 20 cm

height 20 cm

G Budgerigar pair

only 5,98 /piece

F Rose head
parrot pair

only 5,95 /piece

2 pcs each

length 60 cm, 
wingspan 77 cm

length 60 cm, 
wingspan 77 cm

E Parrot

only 49,90

E Parrot

only 49,90

height 20 cm

length 70 cm

length 70 cm

C Parrot

only 29,90

C Parrot

only 29,90

length 36 cm

B Parrot

from 9,90length 120 cm

H Macaw

only 59,90

D Banner
„Blue Macaw“

only 24,95

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Banner „Palm beach“, blue/green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging,
price per piece
6801.701.327.03 140 x 100 cm (L x W) 34,90

Flamingo, pink, hard foam body covered with 
real feathers, price per piece

B fl ying
6804.641.098.00 length 105 cm 69,—

C head up
6811.424.806.00 height 105 cm 121,—

D head down
6811.424.790.00 height  70 cm 121,—

E Flamingo, head up, height 120 cm, body 
length 40 cm, hard foam body with real feathers, 
price per piece
6802.667.418.22 dark pink 98,90
6802.667.418.33 pink  98,90

F Bast umbrella Hawaii, height 180 cm, Ø 140 cm,
modern parasol with polyester cover and fringes 
made of PE, with closing function, metal frame, 
2pcs. 16 mm metal tube with tip, frame and trunk 
are white powder coated, without tilt function
6801.685.009.08 green  22,90
6801.685.009.11 yellow  22,90
6801.685.009.25 natural fi nish 22,90
6801.685.009.33 pink  22,90

G Straw hat, Ø 40 cm, made of coloured natural
material, frayed, inner Ø 18.5 cm, price per piece
6804.466.547.00 natural fi nish 6,90
6804.466.547.01 red  6,90
6804.466.547.04 orange  6,90
6814.466.547.11 yellow  6,90
6804.466.547.33 pink  6,90
6804.466.547.34 blue  6,90
% from 3 pieces    5,90
% from 6 pieces    4,90

H Banner „Flamingo“, blue/pink, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two
hollow seams on the top and bottom side, suitable
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6803.800.020.98 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 29,95

15,90
15,90
15,90
15,90

Ø 40 cm

G Straw hat

from 4,90

length 105 cm

B Flamingo

only 69,–

Flamingo

only 99,–

height 105 cm

height 70 cm
79,–
79,–

99,–

99,–

E Flamingo

only 79,–

height 120 cm

F Bast umbrella Hawaii

only 15,90

H Banner 
„Flamingo“

only 29,95

100 x 200 cm (W x L)
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only 18,95

from 18,95

A Fishing net, 200 x 250 cm, fi rm decorative 
net made of jute, for maritime decorations
6802.639.316.05 blue  19,90
6812.639.316.25 natural fi nish 18,95

B Fisher net with mussels, natural fi nish,
knotted rope with real mussels, price per piece
6803.710.398.00 100 x 150 cm 25,95

C Fishing net with sea animals, natural fi nish, 
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6813.291.538.00 200 x 150 cm 47,90
% from 3 pieces    43,90

D Fishing net with fl oaters, natural fi nish, 
knotted fabric rope with cork swimmers and 
mussels, price per piece
6803.710.404.00 100 x 150 cm 18,95

E Landing net, natural fi nish, Ø 35 cm, maritime
decorative net decorated with shells, wooden 
pole approx. length 58 cm, metal ring 35 x 28 cm 
with PVC net and rope, price per piece
6804.707.978.00 length 100 cm 19,90

F Hemp rope, beige, length 3 m, twisted rope 
made of inherently stable, straight natural fi bres, 
welded ends, price per piece
6853.550.130.00 Ø 2.0 cm 16,95

G Decorative deck chair „Maxi“, 39 x 69 x 72 cm
(W x H x L), stable decorative or children‘s beach
chair, max. load approx. 30 kg, 20 cm seat height,
hard-wearing fabric cover, 3-times adjustable
frame made of varnished wood, natural colour,
35 x 20 mm bar thickness, space-saving folding,
folding dimensions: 43 x 3.5 x 100 cm (W x H x L)
6800.468.626.00 turquoise 24,90

H Genuine deck chair, 110 x 56 x 70 cm
(L x W x H), foldable beach chair with durable 
fabric cover, width 42 cm, frame with triple setting 
made of white varnished wood , 40 x 23 mm 
holm thickness, approx. 33 cm seating height, 
max. load approx. 90 kg, price per piece
6800.512.855.33 yellow  39,90
6800.512.855.09 light green 36,90

J Original deck chair striped,
120 x 57 x 97 cm (L x W x H), foldable beach
chair with durable polyester cover, width 45 cm,
frame with triple setting made of natural beech
wood, 30 x 20 mm holm thickness, approx. 33 cm
seating height, max. load approx. 90 kg
6801.671.590.00 red/white 49,90

K Parasol, Ø 140 cm, height 180 cm, striped
sun umbrella made of polyester, with lock function,
steel frame and 2-piece 16 mm metal pipe with 
tip, powder-coated white, cannot be angled,
price per piece
6800.685.016.05 blue/white 11,90

L Deck chair set „Mini“, 14 x 21 x 21 cm
(W x H x L), small decorative beach chairs made of
natural wood and plain fabric, price per 2 pcs. set
6804.482.783.04 orange (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
6804.482.783.11 yellow (=4,95/pc.) 9,90

M Decorative deck chair „Midi“, 25 x 30 x 40 cm
(W x H x L), made of white lacquered wood and striped
fabric, folding dimens.: 25 x 1,7 x 52 cm (w x h x l)
6804.125.338.05 blue/white 10,90

15,90

39 90 29,50
36 90 29,50

more deckchairs online

www.decowoerner.com

10 90 9,90 length 40 cmlength 21 cm

L Deck chair set 
„Mini“

only 4,95 /piece

14 cm

21 cm

21 cm

M Decorative deck 
chair „Midi“

only 9,90

40 cm

30
 c

m

25 cm

11 90 4,90

length 120 cm

J Original deck 
chair striped

only 49,90

height 
180 cm

H Genuine deck chair

only 29,50length 110 cm length 72 cm

QUALITY/PRICE

TIP
G Decor. deck chair „Maxi“

only 24,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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from 15,95

only 49,95

A Decorative metal leaf, height 260 cm,
Ø 55 cm, large metal leaf with 2-piece screwed 
round pipe Ø 17 mm, price per piece
6804.686.471.14 white  59,90
6804.686.471.18 black  59,90

B Metal stand, 1 pin Ø 16 mm, 7 kg, 40 x 40 cm,
height 25 cm, thickness 5 mm, solid base plate, 
with drilled hole, high quality powder coating
6802.698.832.14 white  99,—

C Slide Hanging light ball, white, 230 V,
lead cable 300 cm, black cable, hanging lamp 
made of impact resistant polyethylene, steel rope 
for strain relief, delivered without a plug, electric 
connection required, lamps not included
socket E27 for max. 15 watts
6801.630.504.00 Ø 30 cm 109,—
socket E27 for max. 25 watts
6801.630.504.01 Ø 50 cm 159,—
socket E27 for max. 65 watts
6801.630.504.02 Ø 70 cm 289,—

D Slide Light ball „Globo“, white, socket E27, 
230 V, made of impact resistant polyethylene, 
self-standing with socket, lamps not incl.,
price per piece
for indoor use, for max. 15 watts, lead cable 150 cm,
Euro plug IP20, clear cable with on/off switch
6801.471.367.00 Ø 30 cm  79,—
6801.471.367.02 Ø 40 cm  128,—
for outdoor use, for max. 25 watts, lead cable 
300 cm, safety plug IP44, black cable, made of 
shock-proof polyethylene, splash water-proof, 
outdoor cable with safety classifi cation IP55
6801.483.803.00 Ø 30 cm  107,—
6801.483.803.02 Ø 40 cm 143,—
Energy saving lamp, particularly bright, E27 
socket, 15 W, energy rating A+, price per piece
6801.452.250.00 white  12,90
6801.452.250.33 pink  12,90

E Metallic foil, silver, 200 my, fl ame retardant 
quality, front side made of metallised polyester 
foil, back side soft PVC, price per m
6812.250.375.00 width 130 cm 19,95
% from 10 meters    17,95
% from 30 meters    15,95

69,95

49,95
49,95

99,–

99,–
119,–

69,–

10,95
10,95

89,–

129,–

249,–

A Decorative 
metal leaf

only 49,95

B Metal stand

only 69,95
40 x 40 cm

he
ig

ht
 2

60
 c

m

height 
134 cm

height 
170 cm

length 90 cm

from 25,90

H Feather presenter

from 45,90

P Foil banner 
spring

from 22,90
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only 19,90

from 1,90

from 45,90

Shiny metal

F Foil banner spring, white/grey, rigid PVC fi lm 
printed on one side with grey feather motif, the 
decorative banner can be hung freely or attached 
to the wall with tacks or adhesive tape,
price per piece
6801.717.472.00 32,5 x 139 cm (B x L) 29,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

G Silk taffeta, rose, 100% polyester, approx. 
53g/m², slightly transparent fabric with silky-soft 
surface, price per m
6803.536.219.22 width 150 cm 2,90
% from 10 meters    2,50
% from 30 meters    2,20
% from 60 meters    1,90

H Feather presenter, gold, self-standing
decorative feather made of metal in gold leaf 
design, price per piece
6804.700.948.00 134 x 24 cm (H x W) 45,90
6804.700.948.01 170 x 28 cm (H x W) 49,90

J Decorative columns, gray, base area 20 x 20/
28 x 28 cm, 7.5/ 13.1 kg, solid columns made 
of high-quality fi berglass with a modern concrete 
look, open base, can be nested to save space, 
can also be used as a decorative vase and fi lled 
to the bottom, price per 2-piece set
6811.714.877.00 height 80/100 cm 139,—

Plants, made of strong foil, high-gloss effect,
price per piece

K Bird-of-paradise fl ower, length 108 cm,
can be shaped with integrated wire
6802.715.225.16 gray  19,90
6802.715.225.60 cream  19,90

L Monstera leaf, length 90 cm,
can be shaped with integrated wire
6803.715.232.15 gray  19,90
6803.715.232.60 cream  19,90

M Dahlia, length 56 cm
6803.715.157.15 gray  9,90

N Deciduous branch, length 60 cm,
can be shaped with integrated wire
6802.715.218.15 gray  16,90
6802.715.218.22 old rose 16,90

O XXL glass vase, blue, Ø 25 cm, opening
Ø 6 cm, modern bottle vase in bellied shape, 
price per piece
6802.720.496.06 height 75 cm 79,95

P Foil banner spring, black/transparent, 
double-sided printed rigid PVC fi lm with white 
feather motif, the decorative banner can be hung 
freely or attached to the wall/window with tacks 
and adhesive tape, Price per piece
6801.717.465.00 23,4 x 90 cm 26,90
% from 6 pieces    22,90

length 108 cm

K Bird-of-paradise 
flower

only 19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 39,90

A Nail varnish, height 50 cm, Ø 20 cm,
made of fi breglass, varnished, price per piece 
6801.551.267.01 red/black 139,—
6801.551.267.33 pink/black 139,—
% from 3 pieces    119,—
6801.551.267.99 desired colour* 199,—

B Lipstick, height 60 cm, made of fi breglass, 
varnished, price per piece 
6801.551.250.01 red/silver/black 139,—
6801.551.250.33 pink/silver/black 139,—
% from 3 pieces    119,—
6801.551.250.99 desired colour* 199,—

 *Your desired colour on demand.
Please note a delivery time of 4-5 weeks.

C Kissing lips, 50 x 27 cm (L x W), made of 
hard foam, semi three-dimensional, metallic look, 
with metal presenter, price per piece
6804.531.023.01 red  39,90

D Cupboard, 30 x 175 x 45 cm (W x H x D),
narrow iron locker in modern used-look,
including 2 shelves, price per piece 
6801.719.612.00 dark pink 249,—

E Soap set, 25 x 15/ 30 x 20 cm (L x W),
consists of a round and square decorative soap 
made of varnished hard foam, three-dimensional, 
price per 2-piece set
6804.670.388.00 rose/turquoise 39,90

F Mascara set, made of hard foam, varnished,
gold/black, brush length 70 cm, Ø 10 cm, mascara
bottle length 52 cm, Ø 15 cm, price per 2-pce set
6804.526.685.00    35,90

Plants, leafl ess stem fl ower with large fl ower 
head ca. 15 cm Ø, textile fl owers with colour 
gradient, brown plastic stem with bendable wire 
core, price per piece

G Hydrangea, height 49 cm
6802.715.270.01 red  9,90
6821.715.270.33 apricot  9,90

H Magnolia, height 45 cm
6803.715.287.01 red  6,50
6813.715.287.22 apricot  6,50
% from 6 pieces    5,90

J Scabiosa fruit stand, height 49 cm
6802.715.263.01 red  7,90
6802.715.263.22 dark pink 7,90
% from 6 pieces    7,10

25 x 15/
30 x 20 cm (L x W)

E Soap set

only 34,95

.01 red

.22 dark pink

height 49 cm

J Scabiosa 
fruit stand

from 7,10

.01 red

.22 apricot

height 45 cm

H Magnolia

from 5,90

.01 red

.33 apricot

height 49 cm

G Hydrangea

only 9,90

height 60 cmheight 50 cm

A Nail varnish

from 119,–
B Lipstick

from 119,–

only 9,90

from 119,–

F Mascara set

only 35,90

34,95

199,–
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only 29,90

from 3,–

from 0,70

Ø 65 cm
length 80 cm

Ø 90 cm
length 120 cm

Ø 30 cm
length 55 cm

Ø 40 cm
length 65 cm

from 6,90

SUPER
PRICE

J China lampion, red/gold, hanging Asian 
lantern made of fabric material, easy umbrella 
mechanism with a touch of a button,
price per piece
Ø 30 cm
6800.710.138.00 length  55 cm 9,90
Ø 40 cm
6800.710.138.01 length  65 cm 12,90
Ø 65 cm
6800.710.138.02 length  80 cm 19,90
Ø 90 cm
6800.710.138.03 length 120 cm 44,90

CHINA LAMPION

✓ foldable

7,90

14,90

29,90

6,90

BEAUTY/WELLNESS
A Paper umbrella, Ø 86 cm, length 55 cm, 
handmade paper umbrella in Chinese style from 
parchment-like paper and bamboo.
6800.423.687.34 turquoise 10,90
6800.423.687.04 orange  10,90
6800.423.687.11 yellow  10,90
6800.423.687.14 white  10,90
6800.423.687.01 red  10,90

3,–

6,90
6,90
6,90

6,90

Ø 86 cm

 40 x 25 cm (W x H)
140 x 70 cm (W x H)

B Paper fan, asian fan made of paper and 
bamboo, price per piece
40 x 25 cm (W x H)
6800.241.175.33 rose  2,90
% from 6 pieces    0,70
6801.241.175.01 red  3,20
6801.241.175.05 blue  2,90
140 x 70 cm (W x H)
6801.260.480.01 red  15,90
6801.260.480.14 white  15,90
6801.260.480.33 rose  15,90

12,90
12,90
12,90

0,95

0,99
0,99

C Buddha head, silver, made of high-quality 
poly resin, price per piece
6800.683.555.00 34 x 23 cm (H x W) 39,90

D Table set, height 30/35/40/45 cm,
seat: 15 x 15, 20 x 20, 25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm,
high-gloss chrome plating, stable 10 mm square-
cut pipe construction made of metal,
price per 4-piece set
6812.663.588.42 gold  145,—

E Palm tree, gold, decorative, artifi cial gold 
palm, price per piece
6810.800.022.16 height 140 cm 79,—

F Hanging orchid, white, orchid fl owers made 
of textile, decorated on an artifi cial branch with 
moss, ferns and aerial roots made of plastic, 
natural cord to hang up, price per piece
6802.719.544.14 60 x 70 cm (w x l) 149,—

G XXL-Orchids branch, length 140 cm, 
beautifully formed textile fl owers with real-touch 
surface, up to 13 cm Ø, bendable plastic stem 
(70 cm long), price per piece
6802.719.551.14 white  24,95

H Monstera tendril, green/gold, large
Monstera leaves made of fabric, partly with
a trendy metallic varnish, price per piece
6801.698.498.00 length 182 cm 49,90

15,90

29,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 22,90

only 3,70

only 19,95

length 170 cm

N Hortensia 
branch

from 12,50

M Hortensia 
panel

from 25,90
60 x 40 cm

160 x 33 x 
28 cm
(H x W x D)

J Decorative bust
„Nostalgia“

only 55,–

A Giant heart stand, width 118 cm, white, 
base stand 25 x 25 cm 
6811.718.738.00 height 200 cm 99,—

B Decorative ring, black, 20 mm round pipe, 
metal ring to set up, base plate 40 x 40 cm has 
holes to fi x the ring to the fl oor, price per piece 
6811.718.745.00 Ø 200 cm 199,—

C Rattan heart stand, width 70 cm, vintage 
white, metal silhouette, fi xed on a base plate
30 x 30 cm, price per piece 
6811.718.721.00 height 180 cm 89,—

D Leaves berries tendril, with leaves in
different shades of green, easily alignable
6814.707.534.00 length 150 cm 34,90

E Tea roses tendril, cream/rose, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6824.623.780.00 length 180 cm 22,90

F Bague de décoration M&Mrs, white, lacquered
wedding metal decoration, with eyelet for hanging
6802.719.711.00 Ø 50 cm 34,95

G Pendant „Heart, 7 x 10 x 4.5 cm (W x L x D),
very beautiful packaging for a gift that comes from 
the heart - beautifully decorated glass ornaments 
to decorate, collect and give away, Christmas tree 
hanger made of glass to open and fi ll,
price per piece
6803.724.913.01 red/gold 11,95
6813.724.913.22 pink/gold 11,95

H Panné velvet, caramel, 100% polyester,
approx. 160g/sqm, bi-elastic and elastic,
minimum order length 5 m, price per m
6803.191.395.20 width 150 cm
from 5 meters    5,95

J Decorative bust „Nostalgia“, 160 x 33 x 28 cm
(H x W x D), white, decorative female bust made 
of varnished metal wire in a nostalgic look, with 
practical hook at the neck block for hanging 
necklaces, scarves or jewellery, price per piece
6811.685.054.01    99,—

Heart balloon hanger, metallic,
three-dimensional, with satin ribbon and eyelet
for hanging, price per piece

K Ø 18 cm, length 80 cm
6800.660.969.42 gold  15,90
6800.660.969.43 silver  15,90

L Ø 20 cm, length 80 cm
6800.660.976.42 gold  21,90
6800.660.976.43 silver  21,90

M Hortensia panel, 60 x 40 cm, grill net made 
of plastic, fabric blossoms, price per piece
6814.667.135.00 dark pink 28,90
6814.667.142.00 white  28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

N Hortensia branch, length 170 cm, a hanging 
fl ower panicle with textile petals and green foliage, 
fl exible plastic style, price per piece
6824.667.142.01 white  13,90
6814.667.135.01 dark pink 13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,50

3,70

F Bague de 
décoration 
M&Mrs

only 19,95

55,–

G Pendant „Heart

only 11,95
7 x 10 x 4.5 cm (W x L x D)

4,95
4,95

9,95

29,95

19,95

9,95

Ø 18 cm

Ø 20 cm
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A Contours heart, red, made of hard foam,
with velvet fl ock, strap for hanging, price per piece
6804.548.533.01 Ø 40 cm 19,90

B XXL Hearts hanger, red, triple heart made
of fl ame retardant cardboard, price per piece
6802.642.378.00 Ø 85 cm 29,90

C Hearts set, 35 x 40 and 27 x 30 cm (W x L), 
two double-sided felt hearts (approx. 4 cm thick) 
with lockstitch seam, satin ribbon for hanging
20 cm in length and in a matching colour,
price per 2-piece set
6804.708.159.00 red  22,90
% from 3 sets    19,90

D Flower Ring, peachy pink, golden metal 
ring decorated with textile fl owers in delicate 
pastel colours, with satin loop for hanging
6802.720.908.01 Ø 31 cm 24,95

E Heart, red, double-sided felt heart (approx. 
6 cm thick) with lockstitch seam, satin ribbon for 
hanging 35 cm in length and in a matching colour, 
price per piece
6804.708.166.00 60 x 52 cm (L x W) 29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

F Letters set „LOVE“, red, made of polystyrene,
varnished, extra deep and covered with beautiful 
glitter, total width approx. 100 cm, price per 4-pce set
6803.652.711.00 30 x 25 x 25 cm 69,90

G Wedding cake, white, ornate, hard foam,
4 stackable parts, Ø 48 cm at the bottom,
Ø 18 cm at the top, total price
6802.482.622.00 height 52 cm 85,90

H Petits Fours, Ø 4 cm, plastic, pack of 12
6803.500.760.00   (=3,33/pc.) 39,90

J XXL Pavilion, 150 cm Ø, gold, made of 
powder-coated iron, suitable for outdoor use, 
delivery disassembled, price per piece 
6812.719.674.00 280 cm high 799,—

K Hortensia branch, white, hanging, with textile 
petals and green foliage, fl exible plastic style
6834.667.142.01 length 170 cm 13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,50

L Hearts strings set, red, Ø 7 cm, velvet 
hearts made of hard foam, price per 3-piece set
6804.468.077.03 150 cm (5,30/pc.) 15,90
% from 3 sets   (4,63/pc.) 13,90

14,90

64,90

Ø 85 cm

B XXL Hearts 
hanger

only 29,90

Ø 31 cm

D Flower Ring

only 24,95

✓ Cardboard

K Hortensia 
branch

from 12,50
length 170 cm

E Heart

from 26,90
60 x 52 cm

length 150 cm

280 cm high

C Hearts set

from 19,90

35 x 40 cm

27 x 30 cm

Ø 40 cm

A Contours heart

only 14,90

L Hearts strings set

from 4,63 /piece

30 x 25 x 25 cm (H x W x D)

only 3,33

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 17,95

only 34,90

from 12,50

T Display set pop 
art „Ice cream 
and sunglasses“

only 9,90

A Split philo tendril, leaves Ø 7 - 12 cm, beautifully
formed tendril made of fabric and plastic
6804.523.967.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

B XXL Philo Monstera leaf, green, large, 
bendable decorative leaf made of fi rm wax paper, 
reinforced with wire, price per piece
6800.670.562.00 90 x 70 cm 19,90

C Banner „Jungle animals“, green/colourful,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re
protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip 
as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem for 
wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors,
price per piece
6814.709.316.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

D Parrot, length 70 cm, height 18 cm, sitting,
made of hard foam, with real feathers, price per piece
6814.624.886.00 blue/yellow 29,90

E Ape, 58 x 53 cm (H x W), hanging decorative 
animal made of hard foam and soft faux fur, rope 
suspension with artifi cial leaves, price per piece
6810.707.923.00 brown  49,90

Animal, hard foam body with covered with soft 
faux fur, price per piece

F Giraffe, 65 x 34 cm (H x W)
6811.707.930.00 beige/brown 59,90

G Tiger, 28 x 46 cm (H x W)
6812.707.954.00 brown  49,90

H Crates, 35 x 35 x 23 and 40 x 40 x 26 cm
(H x W x D), untreated multi-purpose boxes with 
jute cords for hanging, price per 2-piece set
6800.670.456.00 brown  45,90

J Jungle leaf presenter, green, varnished 
wooden presenter for plugging, consisting of four 
different sized leaves and a base plate, made of
6 mm thick wood, price per 5-piece set
6814.710.770.00 39 x 57 x 15 cm 49,90

K Vase Water hyacinth, natural fi nish, opening 
18 x 18 cm, conical braid vase, price per piece
6800.708.111.00 height 42 cm 19,90

L Orchids branch, length 80 cm, fl exible
plastic stem (40 cm long) with textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6803.719.100.01 pink  9,95
6803.719.100.14 white  9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,95

M Phoenix palm tree, palm crown with lush 
fronds made of high-quality fabric fi bres, very 
realistic look, comes in pot, price per piece
6824.684.750.00 height 180 cm 209,—

N Crates, light decorative boxes made of 7 mm
thick wood, vintage look, 28 x 10 x 22, 34 x 11 x 27,5
and 40 x 12 x 32,5 cm (W x H x D),
price per 3-piece set
6811.684.637.00 natural fi nish 36,90

O Decorative fabric „Boards“, light brown, 
fl ame retardant, 120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, 
printed on one side, price per m s h o
6811.450.713.00 width 150 cm 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

P Decorative fabric „Melons“, red/green,
240 g/m², made of 100% cotton, printed on one 
side, price per m s h o
6812.684.262.00 width 140 cm 12,90
% from 10 meters    11,90
% from 30 meters    10,90

Q Decoration fabric „Ice cream, colourful, 
180 g/sqm, 100% cotton, printed on one side, 
price per m s p
6803.720.779.00 width 150 cm 14,90
% from  6 meters    13,50
% from 12 meters    12,90

R Decoration fabric „Palm trees, green/blue,
280 g/sqm, 70% cotton, 30% polyester, printed 
on one side, price per m s p
6802.720.786.00 width 140 cm 14,90
% from  6 meters    13,50
% from 12 meters    12,90

S Decoration fabric „Triangle, orange/grey,
270 g/sqm, 100% cotton, printed on one side, 
price per m s p
6802.720.762.00 width 140 cm 17,90
% from  6 meters    15,90
% from 12 meters    14,50

T Display set pop art „Ice cream and
sunglasses“, blue/pink, double-sided decorative 
displays in patch look, light foam board with 
drilled hole for hanging, price per 2-piece set
6800.686.006.00 length 50/40 cm 19,90

17,95

34,90

29,95

39,90

19,95

29,95

9,90

9,90
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only 19,95

only 19,95

from 2,30

A Banner „Jungle“, green, one-sided printed
and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1,
incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising rod at the 
bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and 
outdoors, price per piece
6814.708.951.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B „Uni“ decorative fabric, width 150 cm, 
174gr/m², 100% polyester, fi rm and grippy fabric, 
softly fl owing and knitter-resistant, minimum 
order length 5 m, price per m
6803.464.024.11 yellow
6803.464.024.27 neon orange
from 5 m    5,20
% from 10 meters    4,60
% from 30 meters    3,15
% from 60 meters    2,80

Display hanger, single-sided comic decorative
animal hanger made of metal, with two drilled holes

C „Tiger“, 55 x 80 cm (L x W)
6801.686.327.00 brown/orange 35,90

D „Zebra“, 82 x 75 cm (L x W)
6804.686.327.01 white/black 35,90

E „Panda“, 50 x 85 cm (L x W)
6801.686.327.02 black/white 35,90

F „Crocodile“, 75 x 50 cm (L x W)
6801.686.327.03 green  35,90

G Child mannequin „Apart“, white, faceless, 
high-glossy child shop window mannequin in 
charming pose. Three-dimensional body made of 
pure white fi breglass. Incl. calf pin and chrome-
plated metal board. Price per piece.
8 years, dress size 128, measurements
61/54/51 cm, 11 kg
6802.628.518.02 size 125 cm 249,—
10 years, dress size 152, measurements
74/61/78 cm, 13 kg
6802.628.518.03 size 150 cm 249,—

19,95

19,95

19,95

19,95

Display hanger pop art „Speech bubble“,
single-sided comic speech bubble hanger made 
of metal, with two drilled holes, price per piece

H „Yeah“, 55 x 62 cm (L x W)
6801.686.365.00 pink/blue 25,90

J „Bang“, 44 x 62 cm (L x W)
6804.686.365.01 blue/yellow 25,90

K „Wow“, 68 x 55 cm (L x W)
6801.686.365.02 yellow/pink 25,90

3,90
3,50
2,70
2,30

55 x 62 cm (L x W)

44 x 62 cm (L x W)

68 x 55 cm (L x W)

9,95

9,95

9,95

Display hanger pop art 
„Speech bubble Yeah“

only 9,95
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A XXL Triangular ruler, yellow, made of 3 cm
hard foam, varnished, printed numbers on one side
6803.638.531.11 60 x 120 cm (W x L) 64,90
% from 3 pieces    59,90

B Wooden board Easel, 31 x 38 x 20 cm
(W x H x D), writing surface 27 x 20 cm, made
of wood, chalk board writable with school chalk
6800.676.076.00 natural  8,95

C Decorative column „Paint dab“, made of 
hard foam, varnished, price per piece
height 40 cm, Ø 20 cm
6813.687.836.00 yellow  21,95
height 60 cm, Ø 30 cm
6813.687.836.01 orange  31,95

D XXL Brush, yellow, Ø 14 cm, made of varnished
hard foam, three-dimensional, price per piece
6803.680.554.11 length 120 cm 79,90

E Colour tube, 60 x 25 cm (L x W), made of hard
foam, with pressed colour, painted on both sides
6801.674.980.09 green  45,90
6801.674.980.33 pink  45,90
F XXL Paint box, 55 x 135 x 6 cm (B x W x H),
large decorative paint box made of varnished 
hard foam, price per piece
6803.680.561.00 black/colourful 169,—

G XXL Pencil, yellow/black, Ø 6 cm, decorative 
pencil made of varnished hard foam, with eraser
replica and intentional pressure points, price per piece
6804.514.330.00 length 100 cm 27,95
% from 6 pieces    25,95

H Paint bucket, height 23 cm, Ø 18 cm, made 
of metal, with handle, colour bands inside and 
outside, price per piece
6813.622.981.08 green  16,95
6813.622.981.11 yellow  16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,50

J XXL Chalk, 80 x 10 x 10 cm (L x W x D),
made of hard foam, covered with paper,
price per piece
6800.669.610.01 red  29,95

29,90
29,90

G XXL Pencil

from 25,95

H Paint 
bucket

from 15,50

A XXL Triangular 
ruler

from 59,90

length 100 cm

height 23 cm

60 x 120 cm 
(W x L)

C Decorative 
column 
„Paint dab“

from 21,95
height 
60 cm

height 
40 cm

K Letter, black, giant letter presenter made of 
hard foam, price per piece
„A“, 50 x 45 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
6803.687.850.00    26,95
„B“, 50 x 39 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
6803.687.850.01    26,95
„C“, 50 x 45 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
6803.687.850.02    26,95

L School set, consisting of 3 pens, clamp and 
ruler, dimensions: red pen 127 cm long, blue
88 cm long, green 69 cm long, ruler 40 x 21 cm, 
clamp 34 x 18,5 cm, made of coated cardboard, 
price per set of 5 pcs.
6803.617.628.00    119,—

55 x 135 x 6 cm
(B x W x H)

60 x 25 cm
(L x W)

E Colour tube

only 29,90

F XXL Paint box

only 169,–
B Wooden 

board Easel

only 8,95
31 x 38 x 20 cm 
(W x H x D)

K Letter

only 26,95

J XXL Chalk

only 29,95

L School set

only 119,–

80 x 10 x 10 cm 
(L x W x D)

D XXL Brush

only 79,90
length 120 cm

5-pce set
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A Banner „Coloured pencils“, colourful, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging
6803.719.803.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

B Rubber XXL, red/blue/white, hard foam, 
painted, price per piece
6804.512.886.00 46 x 20 x 9 cm 27,95

C Shelves set, 1x 56 x 30, 2x 25 x 25,
2x 20 x 20 cm, depth 15 cm, Versatile shelf
elements in purist design with varnished surface,
price per 5-piece set.
6801.545.341.00 black  89,—

D Screen „Crayons“, green/orange/rose,
self-standing wooden construction with metal
hinges, made of 2 cm thick rails, covered on both
sides with printed PVC canvas fabric, price per piece
6804.673.068.00 160 x 90 cm (H x W) 109,—
% from 3 pieces    99,—

E Crayon, length 120 cm, Ø 7 cm, hard foam, 
varnished, price per piece
6804.514.323.01 red  24,95
6804.514.323.07 blue  24,95
6804.514.323.09 green  24,95
6804.514.323.33 pink  24,95
% from 3 pieces    22,95

F Sharpener XXL, silver, replica with metallic 
look made of painted hard foam, price per piece
6804.514.477.00 18 x 12 x 31 cm 24,95
% from 6 pieces    22,95

G Crayon wooden chips, 15 x 50 cm (W x L),
crayon sharpener scraps made of crepe paper in 
XXL size, price per 2-piece set
beige/green
6800.670.425.08   (=6,48/pc.) 12,95
beige/yellow
6800.670.425.11   (=6,48/pc.) 12,95

E Crayon

from 22,95
length 120 cm

D Screen 
„Crayons“

from 99,–
160 x 90 cm 
(H x W)

F Sharpener XXL

from 22,95
18 x 12 x 31 cm
(L x W x H)

B Rubber XXL

only 27,95
46 x 20 x 9 cm 
(L x W x H)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B Slide Light 
element Cube

from 99,–

only 19,95

only 6,63

only 19,95

A Slide Lighting 
shelf Open Cube

from 99,–

A Slide Lighting shelf Open Cube, white,
socket E27 for max. 15 watts, 230 V, lead cable
150 cm, Euro plug IP20, clear cable, the luminescent
design cube „OPEN CUBE“ can be stacked to
a luminescent shelf or an open sideboard. It
conjures up a real lounge atmosphere in an
indoor setting. Made of translucent plastic with
pleasant anti-glare light for a beautiful atmosphere.
Colourful energy saving lamps add a nice touch. 
Made of stable and easy-to-clean polyethylene. 
Delivered without light bulbs. Price per piece.
6801.468.268.00 45 x 45 x 45 cm 149,—
% from 5 pieces    99,—

B Slide Light element Cube, white, socket 
E27 for max. 15 watts, 230 V, lead cable 150 cm, 
Euro plug IP20, clear cable, as a seat, table or 
stacked to a high light wall - the options of this 
timeless light cube are numerous and it can be 
rearranged at any time. This interior accessory 
creates a beautiful lounge atmosphere and stylish 
lighting. Colourful energy saving lamps add a 
nice touch. Made of stable and easy-to-clean 
polyethylene. Delivered without light bulbs.
Price per piece.
6802.516.242.01 30 x 30 x 30 cm 99,—
6801.516.242.00 43 x 43 x 43 cm 119,—

C Display set „Emoji“, 45 x 45 cm (L x W),
three different motifs, made of cardboard, printed 
on one side, price per 3-piece set
6800.675.000.00 yellow (=4,98/pc.) 39,90

D Foldable cube „Emoji“, yellow, made of stable
corrugated cardboard, printed, price per piece
6801.684.224.00 40 x 40 x 40 cm 34,90

E Banner „Smartphone“, black/colourful,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods 
at the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging, 
price per piece
6800.682.770.01 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

Neon tubes, 230 V, for indoor use, plastic light 
rod with fl icker-free, even light, lead cable 180 cm 
with on-off switch, with Euro plug, feed-in from 
one side, pre-installed lamp cannot be replaced, 
price per piece

F to set up, length 134 cm, Ø 3,5 cm,
36 watts, comes with a plastic stand
6801.679.183.01 red  49,90
6801.679.183.05 blue  49,90
6801.679.183.08 green  49,90
6801.679.183.11 yellow  49,90
6801.679.183.14 white  49,90
6801.679.183.33 pink  49,90

G to hang, length 105 cm, Ø 3 cm, 20 watts
6801.436.007.00 white  44,90
6801.436.007.01 red  44,90
6801.436.007.05 blue  44,90
6801.436.007.08 green  44,90
6801.436.007.11 yellow  44,90
6801.436.007.24 lilac  44,90
6801.436.007.33 pink  44,90

14,95

19,95

19,95

35,90

44,90
44,90
44,90
44,90
44,90
44,90

35,90
35,90
35,90
35,90
35,90
35,90

✓ non-glare irregular light

✓ on/off switch

✓ reflection angle 360°

✓ incl. base stand

✓ 7 colours

115,–

Neon tubes

from 35,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 99,–

only 35,90

from 11,95

only 19,95

A Hanging shelf, consisting of 3x natural 
wooden boards 100 x 25 cm as well as 4x silver 
6 mm link chains, each 200 cm long, the boards 
can be fi xed independently of each other at any 
height with metal pins on the underside,
price complete
6804.717.991.00 60 x 160 x 10 cm 35,90

B Shelves set „Cube“, 35 x 35, 42 x 42,
50 x 50 cm, depth 20 cm, high-quality varnish,
2 cm thick wood, price per 3-piece set
6801.436.823.25 nut brown 99,—

C Ladder shelf, brown, fold-out, made of wood,
3 shelf boards 50 x 30/80 x 30/110 x 30 cm (L x W)
6822.617.857.21 100 x 150 x 38 cm 129,—

D True eucalyptus bunch Nicoli, approx. 150 g,
real, fragrant leafy branches have been preserved
in a natural way, do not need water, price per bunch
6803.723.022.25 length 60 cm/green 24,95
6803.723.022.01 length 70 cm/red 24,95

E Juniper branch, blue-green, deceptively
real-looking, branched decorative twig with
PE needles, approx. 18 cm wide, 27 cm long 
wood-look stem, price per piece.
6802.723.299.00 length 65 cm 12,50
% from 6 pieces    11,95

F Bouquet of dried fl owers, beige, grasses 
combined with artifi cial fl owers in light cream 
tones, long-lasting, absolutely maintenance-free 
and complements bouquets or arrangements well
6813.723.367.00 length 42 cm 10,50
% from 6 pieces    9,50

G Vase set, 4.5 x 11 cm (W x H), green, for fi lling,
made of transparent glass, price per 7pcs. set
6811.719.636.00   (=1,42/pc.) 14,95

H Glass vase, green, Ø 25 cm, opening Ø 55 mm,
impressive XXL vase made of tinted glass
6802.715.027.00 height 45 cm 46,90

J Glass vase, green, Ø 22 cm, opening Ø 15 cm,
made of environmentally friendly 100% recycled
glass, the vase can therefore vary slightly in colour
6812.720.588.00 height 34 cm 19,95

K Table set „Mandala“, 48 x 45 x 25/55 x 52 x 31 cm
(W x H x D), black metal frame with top made of fi r 
wood, price per set of 2 pcs.
6812.723.558.00 black/brown 99,—

L LED wax candles, Ø 7.5/10/7.5 cm, cream, 
in smoky grey glass, warm glowing fl ickering
candles made of real wax, 6 h timer function, 
excl. 2 AA batteries, price per set of 3 pcs.
6802.723.695.00 12.5/15/17.5 cm high 24,95

M Cardboard shelf, 70 x 35 x 142 cm (W x H x D),
stable, durable and recyclable. With 4 shelves 
(each with a load capacity of 20 kg per shelf), 
our shelving unit offers plenty of useful space 
and can be used to its full potential in both 
working and living areas, for example as a rack 
for product presentation in the shop and on the 
trade fair stand, as a bookcase in the offi ce or 
as a wardrobe in the hallway.
6801.719.742.00    74,90

N Cardboard picture frame, 49 x 68 x 3,5 cm
(W x H x D), sustainability is also very much in 
vogue in the decoration sector. Our cardboard 
frame to place is durable, recyclable and can be 
individually designed, for example by painting or 
patch deco. Use the frame for your photos, as 
a price display or as an advertising sign to draw 
attention to your offer.
6802.719.759.00    9,90

O Wooden boxes set, natural fi nish, made of
light, untreated 5 mm plywood, price per 3-pce set
rectangular, 15 x 27 x 20, 16,5 x 31 x 23,
18 x 35 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
6800.676.045.00    29,90
square, 11 x 23,5 x 23,5, 13 x 27 x 27,
15 x 30 x 30 cm (H x W x D)
6800.676.052.00    29,90

19,90

19,90

70 x 35 x 142 cm (W x H x D)

49 x 68 x 3,5 cm 
(W x H x D)

M Cardboard 
shelf

only 74,90

N Cardboard 
picture frame

only 9,90

O Wooden boxes set

only 19,90

9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 3,90
only 3,90

only 44,95

only 139,–

only 3,90

20 x 20 cm 20 x 20 cm30 x 30 cm 30 x 30 cm

E LED cube

only 98,–
E LED cube

only 98,–
E LED cube

only 159,–
E LED cube

only 159,–

Jewellery stand, white, width 14.5 cm,
elegant jewellery presenter in a timeless design 
with variable T-stands, ideally suited to present 
necklaces, bracelets and rings in a clear and 
decorative way, made of varnished metal,
price per piece

A height 22/32 cm, 1 T-stand & 1 ear ring 
stand, wooden base plate 9 x 13 cm
6800.705.974.02    10,90

B height 16/21/28 cm, 2 T stands & 1 ear ring 
stand, wooden base plate 11 x 11 cm
6800.705.974.01    12,90

C height 22/32/41/50 cm, 3 T-stands & 1 ear 
ring stand, wooden base plate 15 x 13 cm
6800.705.974.00    19,90

D Jewellery stand, height 25 cm, width 20 cm, 
wooden base plate 9 x 13 cm
6800.705.967.00 gold  9,90
Jewellery stands set, height 10/12/14 cm,
width 7 cm, elegant jewellery presenter in a T-shape,
base plate 4 x 4 cm, price per 3-piece set
6800.705.950.00 gold  9,90

E LED cube, LED warm, IP20 transformer,
lead cable 150 cm, black cable, 24 V, Euro plug,
for indoor use, modern design in a cube look, 
metal frame 2 x 2 cm, low energy consumption 
due to LED technology, dimmable, GS,
price per piece
20 x 20 cm
6802.699.105.42 gold  119,—
6802.699.105.41 silver  119,—
30 x 30 cm
6802.699.112.42 gold  179,—
6802.699.112.41 silver  179,—

Acrylic set, columns made of crystal-clear 
acrylic, individual application possibilities due to 
various combinations, to avoid scratches on the 
presenters, a colourful protective foil is attached 
which can be easily removed,
price per set of 4 pcs.

F Column, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 cm high
6803.800.018.50    44,95

G Cylinder set, 2/ 5/ 7,5 and 10 cm high
6803.800.018.51    89,95

H Panel de jardín de pared artifi cial, dark 
green, particularly tight design, fi xed on a grid 
made of plastic, price per piece
6810.800.019.36 75 x 50 cm (L x W) 139,—

J Gold bar, 60 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H),
Price per piece
6800.800.024.09    5,95
% from 3 pieces    4,95

Jewellery stand „Wood“, brown/black,
the irregular and organic structures give this 
T-stand a rustic natural appeal - metal and wood 
come together this beautiful blend. Each piece 
is unique, shapes and colours may vary and the 
dimensions are only approximations. Varnished 
metal base plate 15 x 15 cm. Price per piece.

K width 50 cm, approx. Ø 10 cm
6801.675.079.01 height 50 cm 32,90

L width 50 cm, approx. Ø 7 cm
6800.675.079.02 height 22 cm 39,90

98,–
98,–

159,–
159,–

19,90

19,90

K Jewellery stand,
height 50 cm

only 19,90

L Jewellery stand,
height 22 cm

only 19,90

3,90

3,90

6,90

3,90

3,90

J Gold bar

from 4,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Decorative ball with two openings,
0.7 kg, with grip hole on both sides, two clear
plastic halves with 4 eyelets, that can be connected,
premium quality „Made in Germany“,
price per piece
6800.463.614.00 Ø 30 cm  44,95

B Counter ball, 765 g, ball display with a grip 
hole and base feet, two clear plastic halves with 
4 eyelets for closing, premium quality „Made in 
Germany“, price per piece
6803.463.591.00 Ø 30 cm  54,90

C Base plate with balls, Ø 20 cm, transparent, 
made of acrylic, for insertion into the ball,
price per 2-piece set
6803.432.115.00    (7,45/pc.) 14,90

D Hemisphere, ball display without edge, 
made of crystal-clear 4 mm polystyrene, can be 
used as a sales bin or as a protective dome for 
exhibits, price per piece
6803.424.974.00 Ø 40 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    27,90
6803.424.981.00 Ø 50 cm 44,90
% from 6 pieces    39,90

E Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, 2 cm 
pile height, white carpet with natural moss replica 
on the surface, price per 5 m roll
6824.637.619.00 green (=19,80/m) 99,—

Succulent, green, leaves made of PU foam,
pot made of plastic, price per piece

F 6800.684.323.00 height 20 cm 22,90

G 6800.684.330.00 height 25 cm 29,90

H Plant hanger „Senecio pea plant“,
moss green, length 71 cm, branches in different 
lengths made of rubberised plastic, with plug 
stick, price per pack of 2
6804.684.149.00   (=6,95/pc.) 13,90

J Moss brushwood panel, green/brown,
height 25 mm, with fi ne green artifi cial fi bres, 
moss polystyrene carrier board, for large plant 
walls, suitable as individual element at the wall or 
fl oor cover, price per piece
6800.655.231.03 40 x 40 cm 12,90

K XXL Glasses silhouette, black, made of 
wood, varnished, price per piece
6804.685.863.00 100 x 30 cm (L x W) 49,90

L Decorative pair of eyes, made of hard 
foam, eye colour blue, price per 2-piece set
6804.501.446.01 Ø 10 cm ( 7,48/pc.) 14,95
6804.501.446.00 Ø 20 cm (14,98/pc.) 33,50

only 49,90

only 12,90

THEME AND SECTOR DECORATIONS

only 6,95

from 27,90

9,90

15,90

49,90

Ø 30 cm

B Counter ball

only 49,90

A Decorative ball
with two openings

only 44,95

C Base plate

only 7,45 /piece

Base plate, Ø 20 cm

Ø 20 cm

Ø 10 cm

L Decorative pair of eyes

from 7,48 /piece

29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 29,95

only 69,95

only 9,90

from 5,63

Pill

from 9,90

length 60 cm

K Medical
thermometer XXL

only 23,90

C Pills set

from 5,63 /piece

Ø 20 cm

E Virus set

from 10,75 /piece

Ø 15 cm

L Wooden 
board Easel

only 8,95
he

ig
ht

 3
8 

cm
G Goods basket „De Luxe“, white, bin Ø 60 cm,
depth 32 cm, Article dispenser for bulk goods in a
modern design. Due to the transparent properties
of acrylic glass, the goods are always visible. The
supplied DIN A4 top sign (length 50 cm) for your ads
is fi rmly fi xated and draws attention to the goods. A
sturdy round base (Ø 42 cm) equipped with wheels
enables quick positioning. Features: 0.5 mm acrylic,
metal body with 4 smooth-running twin wheels, 
delivered with assembly tools and instructions, 
please note a delivery time of approx. 3 weeks
6801.518.352.14 height 90 cm 399,—

H Decorative columns, gray, base area 20 x 20/
28 x 28 cm, 7.5/ 13.1 kg, solid columns made 
of high-quality fi berglass with a modern concrete 
look, open base, can be nested to save space, 
can also be used as a decorative vase and fi lled 
to the bottom, price per 2-piece set
6821.714.877.00 height 80/100 cm 139,—

J Pills set, 29 cm long, yellow/orange,blue/white,
hard foam, varnished, price per 2-piece set
6804.501.521.00   (=9,95/pc.) 19,90

K Medical thermometer XXL, white, made of
hard foam, varnished, three-dimensional
6804.621.922.00 length 60 cm 23,90

L Wooden board Easel, 31 x 38 x 20 cm
(W x H x D), writing surface 27 x 20 cm, made of 
wood, chalk board writable with school chalk
6810.676.076.00 natural  8,95

A Pill, green, made of hard foam, painted,
price per piece
6804.598.194.08 25 x 7 cm (L x W) 9,90

B Banner „Ginkgo leaf“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two
hollow seams on the top and bottom side, suitable
hanging rods can be found in our assortment, 
price per piece
6800.622.677.04 200 x 100 cm 29,95

C Pills set, Ø 20 cm, height 6 cm, hard foam, 
price per 3-piece set
6804.501.538.00 white (=6,63/pc.) 19,90
% from 6 sets   (=5,63/pc.) 16,90

D Article presenter set, width 15 cm, made
of crystal clear acrylic, a colourful protective foil
is applied on the presenters to avoid scratches,
it can be removed easily, price per 4-piece set
6802.349.147.00 height 7/14/21/28 cm 69,95

E Virus set, Ø 15 cm, green/blue, hard foam, 
painted, price per 2-piece set
6804.501.125.00   (11,95/pc.) 23,90
% from 3 sets   (10,75/pc.) 21,50

F Table display case, 58.5 kg, with horizontal, 
silver-anodised aluminium profi les, rectangular 
profi le view, enclosure below with decor boards 
in silver metallic, 5-sided glazing with ESG glass 
(highly impact and shock resistant), 2 sliding 
doors with secure cylinder lock incl. 2 keys, top 
side with glass, interior height 25 cm, delivered 
already assembled, price per piece
6801.625.210.00 90 x 100 x 60 cm 698,—

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 3,90

only 19,90

from 21,50

A XXL Toothbrush, 95 x 7 cm (L x W), made
of hard foam, three-dimensional, varnished, with 
7 cm plastic bristles, price per piece
6804.526.562.01 red  23,90
6804.526.562.05 blue  23,90
6804.526.562.11 yellow 23,90
% from 3 pieces    21,50

B Toothpaste blob XXL, blue/white/green,
three-dimensional toothpaste streaks made of 
varnished hard foam, price per piece
6800.654.814.00 18 x 6,5 cm (L x W) 8,90

C XXL Toothpaste, white, made of hard foam, 
varnished, price per piece
6800.674.911.00 length 50 cm 29,90

D Apple, Ø 7 cm, very realistic looking replica 
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 3
6803.276.962.09 green (=2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,65/pc.) 7,95

E XL Apple, light green, Ø 40 cm, 2.7 kg, 
made of fi breglass, three-dimensional, high-gloss 
varnish, fl ame retardant, price per piece 
6801.551.359.09 height 45 cm 119,—

F Red apple with bite, 270 g
6800.800.022.38 7 x 7,5 cm ( H x D ) 23,95

G Green apple with bite, 270 g
6800.800.022.40 7 x 7,5 cm ( H x D ) 23,95

H Shelves set, 1x 56 x 30, 2x 25 x 25,
2x 20 x 20 cm, depth 15 cm, versatile shelf 
elements in purist design with varnished surface, 
price per 5-piece set.
6811.545.341.00 black  89,—
6804.545.341.14 white  89,—

J Back tooth, white/beige, made of hard foam, 
three-dimensional, painted, price per piece
6804.531.986.00 35 x 25 x 25 cm 69,90

K Display hanger „Mint“, green, single-
sided decorative hanger made of metal with 
two drilled holes, price per piece
6800.686.372.00 42 x 55 cm (H x W) 19,90

L Cotton banner „Mimosa“, yellow,
one-sided motif banner made of 100% natural 
cotton (170 g/m²), high-quality workmanship with 
neatly sewn hem, especially tear-resistant and 
light-fast, incl. wooden hanging and stabilising rod 
and cotton cord, price per piece
6803.719.773.02 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 49,95

9,90

3,90

99,–

H Shelves set

only 89,–

A XXL Toothbrush

from 21,50
95 x 7 cm (L x W)

35 x 25 x 25 cm 
(H x W x L)

1x 56 x 30, 2x 25 x 25,
2x 20 x 20 cm

L Banner 
„Mimosa“

only 49,95

J Back tooth

only 69,90

42 x 55 cm (H x W)

K Display hanger 
„Mint“

only 9,90

F Red apple 
with bite

only 23,95

G Green apple 
with bite

only 23,95

19,90

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Balloon hanger, made of plastic,
three-dimensional, with satin ribbon and eyelet
for hanging, price per piece

SEMI-TRANSPARENT
F Ø 20 cm, length 80 cm
6801.639.385.26 transparent 17,90
6802.655.545.08 green  19,90
6802.655.545.11 yellow  19,90

Ø 28 cm, length 80 cm
6801.647.618.26 transparent 34,90
6801.655.552.04 orange  36,90
6801.655.552.08 green  36,90
6801.655.552.11 yellow  36,90
6801.655.552.33 pink  36,90
6801.655.552.34 turquoise 36,90

VARNISHED LOOK
G Ø 20 cm, length 80 cm
6814.639.385.11 yellow  17,90
6814.639.385.14 white  17,90
6800.639.385.18 black  17,90

Ø 28 cm, length 80 cm
6802.647.618.60 red  34,90
6812.647.618.11 yellow  34,90
6812.647.618.14 white  34,90

9,90
9,90

19,95
19,95
19,95

9,90
15,90
15,90

18,90
22,90
22,90
22,90
22,90
22,90

more balloons can be found at

www.decowoerner.com

Ø 28 cm Ø 20 cm

✓ Varnished look✓ semi-transparent

Ø 20 cmØ 28 cm

made of plastic, three-dimensional, with satin 
ribbon and eyelet for hanging, price per piece

METALLIC LOOK
A Ø 20 cm, length 60 cm
6800.639.385.35 nacre white 17,90

B Ø 20 cm, length 80 cm
6800.639.385.01 red  17,90
6800.639.385.24 pink  17,90

C Ø 28 cm, length 80 cm
6800.647.618.42 gold  34,90
6800.647.618.43 silver  34,90

7,90

7,90
7,90

29,90
29,90

GLITTER LOOK
D Ø 15 cm, length 80 cm
6800.660.983.14 white  9,90
6800.660.983.43 silver  9,90

E Ø 20 cm, length 80 cm
6800.660.990.01 red  15,90
6800.660.990.14 white  15,90
6800.660.990.42 gold  15,90

9,90
9,90
7,90

4,90
4,90

BALLOON HANGER
C Balloon 

hanger

only 29,90
Ø 28 cm

A Balloon 
hanger

only 7,90

D Balloon 
hanger

only 4,90

Ø 20 cm

Ø 15 cm

Ø 20 cm

✓ Glitter look

7,90

G Balloon 
hanger

only 7,90
Ø 20 cm

Balloon hanger

from 4,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ with real glass facets

✓ low empty weight

A Mirrored ball, a true classic and highlight 
at the same time - mirror balls are ideal for bars, 
clubs, disco and party but also for trade fairs 
and shop window decorations. Stable hard foam 
core and real glass facets offer glittering special 
effects. The low weight and the practical eyelet 
for hanging enable a simple decoration.
Price per piece.

Ø 20 cm, 0.51 kg
6801.700.245.06 blue  9,90
6801.700.245.44 copper  9,90
6801.700.245.01 red  9,90
6804.700.245.18 black  9,90
6804.700.245.42 gold  9,90
6804.700.245.43 silver  9,90

Ø 30 cm, 1.2 kg
6801.700.269.06 blue  26,90
6801.700.269.44 copper  26,90
6801.700.269.01 red  26,90
6804.700.269.18 black  26,90
6804.700.269.42 gold  26,90

Ø 40 cm, 2.1 kg
6801.700.290.06 blue  59,90
6801.700.290.44 copper  59,90
6801.700.290.01 red  59,90
6804.700.290.18 black  59,90
6802.700.290.42 gold  59,90
6804.700.290.43 silver  59,90

B Banner „Rainbow stripes“, colourful,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re
protection class DIN 4102-1, including 2 round 
wooden rods at the top and bottom for wrinkle-
free hanging, price per piece
6801.682.695.01 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

from 6,50

SUPER
PRICE

DECORATION-
MIRROR BALLS

6,50
6,50
7,95

17,90
17,90
19,95

39,90
39,90

49,95

29,90

49,95

✓ Ø 30 cm

✓ Ø 40 cm

✓ Ø 20 cm

B Banner
„Rainbow stripes“

only 29,90
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only 19,97

only 5,95

from 5,50

A XXL Music tape, 140 x 88 x 11,5 cm
(W x H x D), 2.8 kg, double-sided audio tape, 
easy to handle thanks to the low own weight
of the light polystyrene, price per piece 
6800.687.843.01 white  129,—

B Vinyl record, for decoration purposes, with 
white label, double-sided, price per piece
6803.527.835.00 Ø 30 cm 9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90
% from 6 pieces    7,90

C Music notes hanger, length 30 cm, made of
hard foam, with loop for hanging, price per 3-pce set
6804.473.958.14 white (=6,63/pc.) 19,90

D Rose head parrot pair, height 20 cm, green/
colourful, sitting, miniature decorative bird with 
real feathers, price per pack of 2
6844.655.088.00   (=5,95/pc.) 15,90

E Ear XXL, 40 x 70 x 6 cm (W x L x T),
hard foam, varnished, price per piece
6804.515.207.00 white  59,90

F Silhouettes „Cuban musicians“, height 50 cm,
solid wood, thickness 1 cm, black, varnished, 
with base plate, price per 3-piece set
6804.502.689.00 black (19,97/pc.) 59,90

G Banana leaf, plastic/fabric
6804.424.080.00 length 75 cm 7,50
% from 6 pieces    5,50

H Molleton, leaf green, 100% cotton, 150 g/sqm,
price per m
6801.241.250.30 width 130 cm 5,90
% from 10 meters    5,50
% from 30 meters    4,90
% from 60 meters    4,50

J String curtain with sequins, 250 x 100 cm 
(L x W), trendy curtain made of polyester, the 
threads with shiny sequins create a nice shine, 
satin pull system for all common curtain rails
6810.519.175.08 green  24,90
6800.519.175.01 red  21,90

11,90

5,90

140 x 88 x 11,5 cm
(W x H x D)

14
0 

cm

A XXL Music 
tape

only 129,–
B Vinyl record

from 7,90
Ø 30 cm

C Music notes 
hanger

only 6,63 /piece

length 30 cm

.08.01

Curtain up!

12,90
12,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 19,98

from 11,90

A Foil banner „Cinema“, vintage movie banner
in the style of the movies of the 20‘s and 30‘s, 
printed, transparent PVC fi lm, without hanging, 
price per piece
6800.648.080.00 100 x 250 cm (W x L) 49,90

B Film strips banner set, 30 x 230 cm,
black/transparent, foil, price per 3-piece set
6801.215.640.00   (19,98/pc.) 59,95

C Screen „Skyline“, 115 x 140 cm (H x W),
with shelf (30 x 20 cm) for variable hanging, easy to 
set up, folds up easily and space-savingly after use, 
made of 1.3 cm thick wood, varnished on both sides
6801.670.326.00 black  159,—

D Barrier post for crowd guidance system,
chrome, Ø 32 cm, 8 kg, made of stainless-steel, 
post with four holes for cords, comes without 
cords, price per piece
6803.622.141.00 height 94 cm 89,—

E Cord for barrier post, red, hanger hooks
silver, barrier cord made of velour, approx. Ø 4 cm,
price per piece
6802.622.141.01 length 150 cm 44,90

F Movie award, plastic, golden, with marbled 
stand, price per piece
6803.486.316.00 size 25 cm 29,90

G Foil „Punched out“, black, fl ame retardant 
foil in punch-out design, 35 my vinyl foil with 
punched-out blossoms, price per m
6803.494.236.18 width 90 cm 16,90
% from  9 meters    14,90
% from 46 meters    11,90

H Filmstrips set, 5 x 100 cm, transparent/
black, foil, price per 10-piece set
6802.264.303.00   (=2,99/pc.) 29,90

J Clapperboard, made of wood,
price per piece
6803.251.280.00 20 x 18 cm 14,95

K Film can, metal, height 4 cm, delivered 
without fi lm strips, price per piece
6803.127.738.00 Ø 27 cm 19,90

L String curtain with sequins, 250 x 100 cm 
(L x W), trendy curtain made of polyester, the
threads with shiny sequins create a nice shine, 
satin pull system for all common curtain rails, 
price per piece
6800.519.175.18 black  24,90
6804.519.175.42 gold  24,90
6804.519.175.43 silver  24,90

M String curtain, 200 x 90 cm (L x W),
fi ne and silky threads made of polyester, satin pull 
system for all common curtain rails, can be easily 
cut down to the desired length and is washable, 
price per piece
6802.700.924.14 white  9,90
6802.700.924.18 black  9,90
% from 6 pieces    7,90

Ceiling grilles can be found on page 279.

34,90

95,90

A Foil banner „Cinema“

only 34,90

J Clapper-
board

only 14,95
Ø 27 cm

5 x 100 cm

20 x 18 cm

K Film can

only 19,90

size 25 cm

F Movie 
award

only 29,90

H Filmstrips set

only 2,99 /piece

12,90

L String curtain with sequins

from 12,90

.18 .42 .43 .14 .18

Order now at decowoerner.com
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4 THEME AND SECTOR DECORATIONS

M Grape

from 4,50

only 25,90

Ø 70 cm

he
ig

ht
 9

5 
cm

J Original
wine barrel

only 299,–

31 x 25 x 46 cm 
(W x H x L)

more products on the subject of wine 
can be found on the web:

www.decowoerner.com

L Wine box 
original

from 19,90

A Banner „Red wine“, black/red, the fabric
banner (110 g/sqm) is printed on one side and
incl. a suspension rail as well as a stabilizer bar at 
the lower hem so it can be hung without wrinkles 
for indoor or outdoor areas, price per piece
6804.699.808.04 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 34,90

B Lamp made of neon rope light, 5.5 kg,
1440 LED, LED warm, rope light width 15 mm,
height 5 mm, 24 watts, 24 V, lead cable 500 cm,
IP 44, PVC cable, cable clear, for outdoor use,
modern chandelier made of bright LED rope light
and white metal frame with steel rope suspension,
transformer plug power supply GS, price per piece
6801.677.783.00 41 x 75 cm (L x W) 249,—

C Cheese grapes skewer, length 6 cm,
price per piece
6803.594.301.00 green  7,95
6803.594.301.01 blue  7,95
% from 6 pieces    7,20

D Glass vase, green, Ø 22 cm, opening Ø 15 cm,
glass vase in discreet country house design, 
made of environmentally friendly 100% recycled 
glass, the vase can therefore vary slightly in 
colour, price per piece
6822.720.588.00 height 34 cm 19,95

E Hydrangea, 52 cm long, Ø 16 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of high-quality fabric 
material, price per piece
6823.719.117.04 pink/green 6,95
6833.719.117.09 green  6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,20

F Shelves set „Cube“, 35 x 35, 42 x 42,
50 x 50 cm, depth 20 cm, multi-purpose design 
and storage elements, high-quality varnish, 2 cm 
thick wood, price per 3-piece set
6801.436.823.18 black  99,—

G Ladder shelf, 100 x 150 x 38 cm (W x H x D),
the Maxi version of this vintage ladder in a country 
home style has three levels and offers plenty of 
room for things such as fl owers and decorative 
accessories. Three wooden boards with guide 
rail fi xate the ladder and prevent accidental 
collapsing. Shelf dimensions: 50 x 30 cm, 80 x 30 
and 110 x 30 cm (L x W). Folding ladder made of 
white limed wood. Price per piece. 
6832.617.857.21 brown  129,—

H Willow basket, natural willow, price per piece
6832.428.224.01 h. 24 cm/Ø 26 cm 12,90
6832.428.224.00 h. 28 cm/Ø 37 cm 19,90
6822.428.224.02 h. 26 cm/Ø 43 cm 19,90

J Original wine barrel, Ø 70 cm, 50 kg,
real wooden barrel, the barrels may vary in shape 
and colour, because these are genuine wine 
barrels, signs of wear and tear are not a defect, 
price per piece 
6802.494.601.00 height 95 cm 299,—

K Wine leaves tendril, length 160 cm,
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6803.725.866.01 red/green 10,90
6803.725.866.04 green  10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

L Wine box original, real multi-purpose box
made of printed wood, used wine box with intended
signs of wear and tear, differences in colour and 
text print are possible, price per piece
6803.536.356.00 31 x 25 x 46 cm 25,90
% from 3 pieces    23,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

M Grape, length 15 cm, soft plastic,
price per piece
6803.118.002.01 red  5,90
6803.118.002.05 blue  5,90
6803.118.002.08 green  5,90
% from  6 pieces    5,50
% from 12 pieces    4,50

17,90

25,90

179,–

length 
160 cm

H Wicker basket

from 12,90
K Wine leaves tendril

from 9,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 5,90

only 24,95

only 24,95

from 5,90

A Banner „O´zapft is“, blue/white, the fabric
banner (110 g/sqm) is printed on one side and 
incl. a suspension rail as well as a stabilizer bar at 
the lower hem so it can be hung without wrinkles 
for indoor or outdoor areas, price per piece
6804.646.482.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,95

B Celebration garland, green, versatile
decorative garland made of fl ame retardant luvi
material. With a festive garland you can festival
wagons, May poles or Oktoberfest halls. It is
ideally sited as a Christmas decoration for
outdoor use. Price per piece.
length 5 m
6802.187.046.00 Ø 10 cm 19,90
length 10 m
6802.276.108.00 Ø  8 cm 25,90
length 20 m
6801.276.115.00 Ø  8 cm 45,90

C Garland Bavaria, white/blue, Ø 16 cm, 
folding garland made of paper, price per piece
6800.209.250.00 length 4 m 7,95

D Honeycomb ball „Bavaria“, blue/white, 
paper, price per piece
6803.494.427.00 Ø 30 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,90

E XXL Beer jug „Bavaria“, white/blue, made 
of hard foam, varnished, three-dimensional
6800.546.317.00 35 x 20 cm (H x W) 49,90

F Hut window, gray, wood, antique design, 
with hinges, decorated with one heart and a 
removable fl ower box 60 x 8 x 4 cm (W x H x D)
6804.506.830.00 60 x 60 cm (H x W) 65,—

G Decorative fabric „Bavaria“, white/blue, 
120 g/sqm, leg length diamond 10.5 x 10.5 cm, 
100% cotton, printed on one side, price per m
6803.652.964.00 width 150 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

H Decorative fan, Baveria, foldable fan made of
silk paper, with eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6803.209.243.06 60 cm Ø 5,95
% from 6 pieces    4,95

J Gingerbread heart „I mog di“ (I like 
you), blue/brown, very realistic „Wies‘n“ heart 
with detailed decor and hanger, made of hard 
foam, price per piece
6804.615.587.02 Ø 40 cm 25,90

K XXL Pretzel, brown, made of hard foam,
semi three-dimensional, varnished, price per piece
6802.598.163.20 Ø 50 cm 25,90

Food replica, high-quality and very realistic, 
natural touch and feel, made of plastic

L Pretzels, Ø 12 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.276.887.01   (=6,17/pc.) 18,50
% from 6 packs   (=5,83/pc.) 17,50

M Oktoberfest pretzel, price per piece
6802.651.288.00 20 x 27 cm (W x L) 20,90

N Cardboard heart hanger „Oktoberfest“,
colourful, double-sided hanger made of fl ame
retardant cardboard, with nylon strings for
hanging, price per piece
6803.555.142.00 Ø 30 cm 6,90

49,90

24,95

17,90

24,95

38,95

24,95

24,95

✓ length 20 m

✓ length 10 m

✓ length 5 m
B Celebration garland

from 17,90

M Oktoberfest 
pretzel

only 20,90
20 x 27 cm (W x L)

Ø 30 cm

Ø 12 cm

N Cardboard heart hanger

only 4,90

L Pretzels

from 5,83 /piece

5,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

4,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 69,95

only 29,95

only 39,95

only 24,90

from 29,90

A Decorative skis, brown, with sticks and 
metal hinges, 8 x 2 cm each, price per pair
6804.669.986.01 length 140 cm 69,95

B Original nostalgia suitcase, decorative 
authentic vintage suitcase, varies in size, colour 
and material, because it is a used and unique 
suitcase, age-related signs of wear and tear are 
not a defect, price per piece
6803.501.453.00    69,90

C Suitcases set, 26 x 44 x 14/33 x 52 x 18 cm
(L x W x H), hounds tooth surface made of fabric, 
high-quality wooden suitcase, interior covered 
with robust fabric, can be placed inside each other 
to save space, price per 2-piece set
6800.676.083.00 grey/beige 129,—

D Suitcase set „Shabby Chic“, 38 x 30 x 9/
48 x 33 x 12 cm (W x H x D), high-quality wooden 
suitcase, with metal buckles and handles, interior 
covered with fabric, can be placed inside each 
other to save space, price per 2-piece set
6800.669.429.00 blue  65,90

E Metal suitcase, 14.5 x 40 x 26 cm (H x W x D),
nostalgic metal suitcase with lock function, 
colour-separated strap, price per piece 
6800.660.822.00 black/brown 29,90

F Suitcase trunk set, 58 x 36 x 34/49 x 32 x 30/
40 x 25 x 24 cm (W x H x D), 17 kg, surface made
of abrasion resistant canvas, high-quality wooden
suitcase, interior covered with robust fabric, can be
placed inside each other to save space, 3-pce set
6800.654.838.00 beige/chocolate brown 169,—

64,90

39,95

24,90

G Wooden fence „Vintage“, white, vintage 
varnish, with stand, price per piece
6813.593.960.00 60 x 65 cm (W x H) 29,95

H Wooden trunk, untreated wood with bark, 
ideally suited as a natural building material or
handicraft as well as a decorative element in 
natural decorations, the tree trunks may display 
cracks due to the drying process, the dimensions 
may vary and are only approximations,
price per piece.
Ø 23 cm, 12.2 kg
6823.599.658.25 length 50 cm  29,90
Ø 25 cm, 18.6 kg
6823.599.665.25 length 70 cm 39,90

99,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 29,95

A Decorative 
hangers

only 69,–

E Hut window

only 49,90
60 x 60 cm (H x W)

length 144 cm

A Decorative hangers, brown, branch made 
of metal for custom decoration, eight metal rods 
(6x 40 cm and 2x 55 cm) with metal eyelets, with 
eyelet for hanging on both sides, price per piece
6801.715.874.31 length 144 cm 79,—

B C hook, 2 mm iron wire, zinc-plated, pack of 100
6803.129.343.00 3,9 cm (=0,10/pc.) 9,90
6803.471.374.00 6 cm (=0,11/pc.) 10,90

Boot Clip, length 11 cm, single clamp with 
strong metal spring. Non-slip coated in the 
clamping area for a fi rm and gentle fi t for boots 
and shoes. Nickel free, chrome-plated hook. 
High-quality product „Made in Germany“.

C side hook, price per pack of 250
6801.709.408.00   (=0,52/pc.) 129,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,48/pc.) 119,—

D front hook, price per pack of 150
6801.709.415.00   (=0,86/pc.) 129,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,79/pc.) 119,—

E Hut window, gray, wood, antique design, 
with hinges, decorated with one heart and a 
removable fl ower box 60 x 8 x 4 cm (W x H x D), 
price per piece
6814.506.830.00 60 x 60 cm (H x W) 65,—

F XXL Banner print „Alps“, 220 g/m², fabric
printed on one side, fl ame retardant (fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1) suitable for protected outdoor 
areas, delivery with hemstitch, price per piece
6804.560.085.02 330 x 250 cm (W x L) 159,—

G Flower bundle, green/pink, self-standing 
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers
6821.800.020.08 height 65 cm 29,95

Decorative rock, gray, weatherproof decorative 
rock for scenery construction and interior design, 
hollow on the inside and opened on the underside 
and therefore well suited as cover stone for out-
door use, naturally designed form made of glass 
fi bre reinforced plastic, particularly high stability 
and durability, slight deviations in dimensions, 
structure or colour possible, price per piece

H 30 x 60 x 44 cm (H x W x D), 2.5 kg
6812.672.214.00    109,—

J 44 x 50 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 3.5 kg
6812.672.214.01    99,—

K 65 x 76 x 66 cm (H x W x D), 6.5 kg 
6811.672.214.02    153,—

L Table set, 35 x 45 x 20, 40 x 55 x 20,
45 x 64 x 20 cm (H x W x D), rustic side table 
set made of 25 mm wide wooden boards, dark 
vintage look, can be pushed inside each other to 
save space, price per 3-piece set
6800.668.934.00 nut brown 119,—

Pepples, grey, made of plastic

M Ø 6 cm, price per pack of 24
6802.129.466.00   (=0,50/pc.) 11,95
% from 3 bags   (=0,46/pc.) 10,95

N Ø 12 cm, price per pack of 4
6803.227.025.00   (=2,49/pc.) 9,95
% from 3 sets   (=2,38/pc.) 9,50

69,–

49,90

69,–

M Pepples

from 0,46 /piece

Ø 6 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 9,95from 17,90

A Banner „Strawberries, red/white, one-sided 
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) 
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods at 
the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging,
price per piece
6803.719.926.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Cherry chain with leaves, fabric and plastic, 
cherries approx. 2 cm, price per unit
6801.465.137.00 length 180 cm 12,90

C Hibiscus tendril, colourful, Hawaii blossoms 
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6814.671.866.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

D XXL Cherry, red, Ø 30 cm, made of hard 
foam, with stem, varnished, price per piece
6804.536.578.00 length 60 cm 49,90

E Strawberry XXL, Ø 30 cm, made of hard foam,
varnished, three-dimensional, price per piece
6804.527.224.00 length 40 cm 49,90
% from 6 pieces    44,90

F XXL Strawberry half, Ø 30 cm, made of hard
foam, varnished, three-dimensional, price per piece
6804.527.217.00 length 40 cm 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

G Shelves set „Cube“, depth 20 cm, 35 x 35, 
42 x 42, 50 x 50 cm, multi-purpose design and 
storage elements, high-quality varnish, 2 cm thick 
wood, price per 3-piece set
6801.436.823.00 white  99,—

H Lady Bird, length 20 and 25 cm, made of 
varnished hard foam, price per pack of 2
6814.539.869.01 red/black 22,95

J Strawberries, 5.5 cm large, very realistic 
looking replica made of food-safe plastic,
price per pack of 12
6813.197.298.01 red (=1,–/pc.) 11,95

K Cherries, Ø 2.5 cm, made of varnished hard 
foam, price per pack of 30
6814.712.163.00 red (=0,40/pc.) 11,95
% from 6 packs   (=0,37/pc.) 10,95

XXL Donut, Ø 20 cm, made of 7 cm thick hard 
foam, three-dimensional, painted, price per piece

L with sugar pearls
6804.638.104.00 colourful/brown 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

M 6804.638.111.00 rose/brown 24,95

N XXL Foam sugar cane, pastel, Ø 15 cm, 
made of hard foam, fl ocked, price per piece
6804.598.767.00 length 50 cm 32,90

O Melon piece „Bite“, red/green, made of hard
foam, varnished, three-dimensional, price per piece
6810.685.849.00 40 x 22 cm (L x W) 49,90

only 22,95

only 49,90

9,95

29,95

N XXL Foam 
sugar cane

only 32,90

40 x 22 cm 
(L x W)

39,90

length 50 cm

XXL Donut

from 17,90

O Melon piece 
„Bite“

only 39,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 22,90 only 1,83

from 8,90

A Banner „Ice waffl e Chocolate“, beige/brown,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, including 2 round wooden rods 
at the top and bottom for wrinkle-free hanging, 
price per piece
6801.682.671.01 250 x 100 cm 34,90

B XXL Chocolate bar, 86 x 41 x 4 cm (L x W x H),
hard foam, packed in silver paper, price per piece
6804.457.989.00 brown  49,90

C XXL Biscuit, black/white, made of hard 
foam, painted, price per piece
6804.561.013.00 Ø 30 cm 22,90

D Soft ice cream topping, white/brown, Ø 25 cm,
made of hard foam, varnished and decorated 
with faux sprinkles, price per piece
6800.685.818.00 height 34 cm 59,90

E XXL Chocolate pieces, 9.5 x 4 x 14 cm
(W x H x L), hard foam, price per pack of 6
6801.457.996.00 brown (=1,83/pc.) 17,90

F Chocolate lentils, Ø 15 cm, hard foam, 
varnished, price per 3-piece set
red/pink/yellow
6804.514.293.00   (=6,63/pc.) 19,90
blue/green/lilac
6804.514.309.00   (=6,63/pc.) 19,90

G Coffee sack, made of jute, with text “Coffee“, 
price per piece
6804.444.903.00 50 x 70 cm 12,90
% from 3 pieces    9,90

H XXL Coffee beans, length 15 cm,
hard foam, price per pack of 6
6804.441.810.00 brown (=4,32/pc.) 25,90

J Chocolate sweets assortment, 50 units
6801.520.218.00   (=1,90/pc.) 95,—

K Ring cake Chocolate, height 6 cm,
price per piece
6801.660.426.00 Ø 21 cm 35,90

L Chocolate bar, 16 x 8 x 1 cm (L x W x H)
6802.660.396.00 black/dark chocolate 15,90
6802.660.396.01 brown/whole milk 15,90

M Crate Vintage, 40 x 30 x 50 cm (W x H x L), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made of 
natural wood, price per piece
6823.678.797.00 natural fi nish 22,90

N Wooden boxes set rectangular, 15 x 27 x 20,
16,5 x 31 x 23, 18 x 35 x 26 cm (H x W x D),
universal box system made of light, untreated
5 mm plywood, price per 3-piece set
6810.676.045.00 natural fi nish 29,90

O XXL Chocolate-coated marshmallow,
Ø 30 cm, brown, made of hard foam, with waffl e 
base, varnished, price per piece
6804.442.183.00 height 35 cm 55,90

coffee & chocolate

height 35 cm

O XXL Chocolate-
coated marshmallow

only 39,90

29,95

10,95

9,90
8,90

19,90

14,95

39,90

You can find more food 
dummies from page 144

K Ring cake 
Chocolate

only 35,90
Ø 21 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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only 3,90

only 29,95
only 9,95

from 5,90

M XXL stop watch

only 29,95

J Decorative string 
„Football-Germany“

only 3,–

L Flower string 
„Germany“

only 1,20

K Fan set
„Germany“

only 6,90

✓ incl. whistle and 
make-up colour

A Banner „Football corner“, green/white,
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece
6800.709.033.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Pennant chain, length 10 m, made of plastic
foil, weather-proof, 30 pennants, length 30 cm each,
price per piece
6800.459.457.00 Germany 7,90

C „Football“ chair, black/white, infl atable football
chair with useful cup holders, made of plastic, 
price per piece
6800.456.807.00 72 x 81 x 68 cm 19,90

D XXL Football, black/white, infl atable ball made
of PVC, covered with fl eece, price per piece
6803.608.336.00 Ø 50 cm 14,90
% from 3 pieces    12,90

E Lampion Football, white/black, foldable 
paper lantern with candle holder (Ø 15 mm) and 
wire hanger, price per piece
6803.671.217.00 Ø 25 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,90

F Shelves set „Cube“, 35 x 35, 42 x 42,
50 x 50 cm, depth 20 cm, multi-purpose design 
and storage elements, high-quality varnish, 2 cm 
thick wood, price per 3-piece set
6811.436.823.18 black  99,—

G Artifi cial turf roll, green, width 100 cm,
approx. 15 kg, grass blade height 3 cm, artifi cial 
turf looks amazingly realistic and can be used 
indoors and outdoors, price per 5 m roll
6802.523.950.03   (33,80/m) 169,—

H XXL Referee whistle, silver/black, made of 
hard foam, three-dimensional, painted, with wire 
ring, price per piece
6800.526.548.00 42 x 21 x 23 cm 49,90

J Decorative string „Football-Germany“,
pennant string with motifs for football and Germany
made of double-printed paper, jersey 19 x 16 cm 
and football Ø 16 cm, price per piece
6800.671.248.00 length 3 m 8,90

K Fan set „Germany“, complete set including 
fl ower necklace in German colours, whistle, fan 
make-up and clapping hose in German colours, 
packed in a PVC box, price per piece
6800.712.774.00    9,90

L Flower string „Germany“, polyester
blossoms in German colours, price per piece
6800.712.750.00 Ø 28 cm 1,90

M XXL stop watch, white/silver, Ø 45 cm, 
made of hard foam, three-dimensional, with 
pointer, price per piece
6800.527.156.00 length 65 cm 42,90

29,90

9,95

29,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

3,–

3,90

6,90

1,20

29,95

A Banner
„Football corner“

only 29,90

100 x 200 cm 
(W x L)

length 65 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D Pebble

from 6,50

G Granite stone

from 10,90

C Pebbles

from 9,50

H Brick

from 8,90

A Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and 
natural scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor 
space, price per 2 kg pack
6883.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

Images B – H: stones made of plastic

B Pepples, grey, price per pack of 24
6812.129.466.00 Ø 6 cm  11,95
% from 3 bags    10,95

C Pebbles, grey, price per pack of 4
6813.227.025.00 Ø 12 cm 9,95
% from 3 sets    9,50

D Pebble, grey, price per piece
6803.226.967.00 20 x 12 cm 6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,50

E Pebble, gray, price per piece
6803.118.019.00 26 x 16 cm 10,50
% from 3 pieces    9,90

F Pebble, grey, price per piece
6801.252.584.00 40 x 25 cm 15,50
% from 3 pieces    14,50

G Granite stone, grey, price per piece
6803.251.198.00 30 x 12 cm 11,50
% from 3 pieces    10,90

H Brick, red brown, price per piece
6803.233.828.00 22 x 10 x 5 cm 9,50
% from 3 pieces    8,90

J Pebbles, 7 - 15 mm, natural stone varnished, 
price per 1 kg bag
6823.414.081.14 white  5,50
% from 3 bags    4,90

K Decorative foil “Pebbles“, 180 my,
100% PVC, fl ame retardant, price per m
6802.555.463.00 width 135 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

L Decorative granules, 2 - 4 mm grain size, 
high-quality natural stone granulate, water-proof 
colouring, price per 1 kg pack
6803.627.405.11 yellow  2,95
6803.627.405.04 orange  2,95
6803.627.405.01 red  2,95
6803.627.405.22 dark pink 2,95
6803.627.405.34 turquoise 2,95
6813.627.405.32 natural fi nish 2,95
6813.627.405.05 blue  2,95
6803.627.405.09 green  2,95
6813.627.405.14 white  2,95
6803.627.405.00 black  2,95
6800.627.405.42 gold  2,95
6801.627.405.43 silver  2,95
% from  5 packs    2,65
% from 10 packs    2,35

Note:
Because of printing reasons, the displayed colour 
samples may vary slightly from the original.

K Decorative foil 
“Pebbles“

from 5,90

.43 silver.11 yellow .01 red .22 dark pink .34 turquoise .14 white .42 gold.00 black.04 orange .09 green.32 natural

✓ 1000 g

✓ weather-proof natural stone

✓ Available in 12 colours

from 2,35

SUPER
PRICE

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

6,90
6,30
5,90

.05 blue

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Peacock feathers, length 75 - 90 cm, green/
blue, real natural peacock feathers with vibrant 
colours, exclusive quality, price per pack of 10
6803.494.014.00   (=1,79/pc.) 17,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,49/pc.) 14,90

B Feather boa, length 180 cm, made of real 
feathers, 80g, price per piece
6802.539.609.01 red  7,95
6802.539.609.11 yellow  7,95
6802.539.609.14 white  7,95
6802.539.609.18 black  7,95
6802.539.609.33 pink  7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95
6802.539.609.32 colourful 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,50

C Feathers, 20 g, approx. 150 pcs, length 6 - 8 cm,
natural feathers, dyed, price per pack
6802.492.416.01 red (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
6802.492.416.09 apple green (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
6802.492.416.11 yellow (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
6802.492.416.14 white (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
6802.492.416.18 black (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
6802.492.416.22 rose (100 g: 34,75) 6,95
% from 6 packs   (100 g: 29,75) 5,95

D Ostrich feather, length 50-60 cm,
real feather, coloured, price per piece
6803.554.244.14 white  7,95
6803.554.244.18 black  7,95
6803.554.244.60 powder 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95
6800.554.244.01 red  7,50

.01 red .14 white

.18 black .60 powder

.01 red .09 apple green

.18 black

.14 white.11 yellow

.22 rose

C Feathers, 150 pcs

from 5,95
✓ available in 

6 colours

✓ available in 
6 colours

✓ available in 
4 colours

.11 yellow

.18 black

.01 red

.33 pink

.14 white

.32 colourful

7,95
6,95

A Peacock feathers

from 1,49 /piece

B Feather boa

from 6,95

✓ 180 cm

2,90

D Ostrich feather

from 2,90

Application Example

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Great colour variety

4THEME AND SECTOR DECORATIONS

You can order this decorative animals in your
desired varnish on request. The robust product is
made of impact-resistant, fl ame retardant fi breglass
and the high-quality varnish makes it suitable for 
outdoor use. Please indicate the desired colour 
in your order. If the article is not in stock, please 
note a delivery time of approx. 4-5 weeks.
Price per piece 

A Crocodile,
100 x 20 cm , 4.3 kg
6803.548.908.00 natural colour 159,—
6803.548.908.14 white  159,—
6802.548.908.99 desired colour* 198,—
180 x 80 cm (L x W), 14 kg
6801.531.238.00 gold  789,—
6801.531.238.14 white  789,—
6801.531.238.43 silver  789,—
6801.531.238.99 desired colour* 889,—

B Lion, 140 x 50 x 113 cm (L x W x H), 15 kg
6801.517.775.00 gold  699,—
6801.517.775.43 silver  699,—
6801.517.775.99 desired colour* 799,—

C Flamingo, 118 x 50 cm (H x W), 6 kg
6802.536.202.00 pink  189,—
% from 3 pieces    169,—
6801.536.202.99 desired colour* 249,—

D Horse, 210 x 45 x 195 cm (L x W x H),
34 kg
6801.487.702.00 brown  1.398,—
6801.487.702.14 white  1.398,—
6801.487.702.18 black  1.398,—
6801.487.702.99 desired colour* 1.550,—

E Ape, 54 x 27 cm (H x W), 5.4 kg, made of 
shockproof polyresin, authentic surface structure, 
price per piece
6801.698.863.00 white  59,90

 *For Fig. A-D applies:

Your desired colour on demand. Please note a 
delivery time of 4-5 weeks.

Note:
The quality and the secure delivery of our 
products have the highest priority for us. To 
guarantee the successful delivery of this product, 
the most direct route to the recipient is always 
the best solution. Please note that we need the 
exact delivery address before we can calculate 
the delivery costs.

LIFE-SIZE ANIMALS

A Crocodile

from 159,–

✓ over 200 models ready for immediate 
production (without moulding costs)

✓ impact-resistant and suitable 
for outdoor use

✓ Naturalistic or lacquered in the 
colour of your choice on request

Beastly good

C Flamingo

from 169,–
✓ height 118 cm

✓ 100 x 20 cm (L x H)

more fibreglass animals online

www.decowoerner.com

✓ 54 x 27 cm (H x W)

E Ape

only 59,90

D Horse

from 1.398,–

B Lion

from 699,–

✓ 210 x 45 x 195 cm (L x W x H)

140 x 50 x 113 cm
(L x W x H)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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5 MOTIF PRINTS

Banner, 75 x 180 cm (W x L), one-sided printed and UV-resistant 
textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and 
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on 
the top and bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be found in our 
assortment, price per piece

High-quality fabric banner 
Now in the new slim format!
Indoor & outdoor

75 x 180 cm (W x L)
A Hearts & Pink Tulips, pink
6813.800.020.97    24,95

B „Pineapple Leaves, green
6813.800.021.02    24,95

C „Happy Easter“, beige/colourful
6813.800.021.01    24,95

D „Easter Nest with Eggs“, beige/colourful
6803.800.021.03    24,95

E „Easter eggs gold“, pastel gold
6803.800.021.12    24,95

F „Lighthouse“, red/white/blue/brown
6803.800.021.06    24,95

G „Beach, beige
6813.800.020.93    24,95

H „Shells in the sand“, beige
6813.800.021.05    24,95

J Hanging poles for banners, as a supplement
to our textile banners up to 75 cm, Set consisting 
of a hanging rod and a stabilising rod. The poles
are simply pushed into the hemstitch of the banner
and provide stability and tightening of the image. 
Supplied with hanging cord, price per 2-piece set.
6803.800.023.41 Wooden 5,95
6803.800.023.42 Aluminium 8,95

Banner

only 24,95

Your desired suspension

Aluminium suspension rods Wooden hanging poles

Order now at decowoerner.com
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75 x 180 cm (W x L)
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side,
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece

A „Sunny sky“, pale blue
6800.800.023.48    24,95

B „Cherry blossom tree“, dark pink
6800.800.023.49    24,95

C „Dune path“, beige
6820.800.023.50    24,95

D „Blue Macaw“, blue
6810.800.021.15    24,95

100 x 200 cm (W x L)
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece

A „Sunny sky“, pale blue
6813.652.858.00    29,95

B „Cherry blossom tree“, dark pink
6800.652.841.04    29,95

C „Dune path“, beige
6820.637.169.04    29,95

D Blue Macaw, blue
6800.800.021.73    29,95

E Hanging poles for banners, set consisting 
of a hanging rod and a stabilising rod. The poles 
are simply pushed into the hemstitch of the
banner and provide stability and tightening of
the image. Price per 2-piece set.
Wooden hanging poles,
supplied with hanging cord
79 cm long, as a supplement to our textile
banners up to 75 cm
6813.800.023.41    5,95
104 cm long, as a supplement to our textile 
banners up to 100 cm
6803.800.023.43    6,95
Aluminium suspension rods,
supplied with suspension hooks
75 cm long, as a supplement to our textile
banners up to 75 cm
6813.800.023.42    8,95
100 cm long,
as a supplement to our 100 cm
6803.800.023.44    9,95

Banners in even more sizes!

Your desired
suspension

Aluminium suspension rods 

Wooden hanging poles

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

75 x 180 cm (W x L)

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

Order now at decowoerner.com
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100 x 200 cm (W x L)
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as 
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free 
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece

A „Tulips“, colourful
6814.601.757.00    39,90

B „Rose blossoms“, red
6804.709.132.00    39,90

C „Rose“, green/pink
6803.719.902.00    29,95

D „Mimosa“, yellow/green
6803.719.773.00    39,90

E „Plant pot“, green/yellow
6803.719.889.00    39,90

F „Daffodils“, green/yellow
6803.719.834.00    39,90

G „Watering can“, green
6811.719.810.00    39,90

H „Yellow bicycle“, yellow
6801.668.484.00    39,90

J „Flowers bicycle“, colourful
6801.668.491.00    39,90

K „Dragonfruit, orange/dark pink
6813.719.841.00    39,90

L „Strawberries, red/white
6813.719.926.00    39,90

M „Parasols“, colourful
6803.719.872.00    39,90

N „Poppy“, green/red
6810.719.766.04    39,90

Banner, one-sided printed and UV-resistant 
textile fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 
quality for indoor and outdoor use, according to 
DIN EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top 
and bottom side

O „Birch Forest“, green/white, suitable hanging 
rods can be found in our assortment
6823.800.021.00    29,95

P „Lavender fi eld“, beige/lilac, suitable
hanging rods can be found in our assortment
6833.800.021.13    29,95

Q „Marguerites“, white/green, suitable hanging 
rods can be found in our assortment
6800.636.933.04    29,95

R „Ginkgo leaf“, green, suitable hanging rods 
can be found in our assortment
6810.622.677.04    29,95

S „Mountain hut“, green, suitable hanging 
rods can be found in our assortment
6800.682.657.04    29,95

FABRIC BANNER

Banner

fr. 29,95

You will find suspension
rods on pages 134/135.

29,95

29,95

29,95

29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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100 x 200 cm (W x L)
Banner, one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile
fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality 
for indoor and outdoor use, according to DIN 
EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top and 
bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be found 
in our assortment, price per piece

A „Cherry Blossom Branch“, green/pink
6813.800.020.96    29,95

B „Pink Flower Meadow“, pink/green
6803.800.021.09    29,95

C „Birch leaves“, green
6800.708.920.04    29,95

D „Spring forest“, green
6810.709.026.04    29,95

E „Spring grass“, green
6800.682.640.04    29,95

F „Cherry blossom tree“, dark pink
6800.709.071.04    29,95

G „Cherry blossoms“, dark pink
6810.709.064.04    29,95

H „Apple blossom“, white/pink
6814.682.862.00 incl. suspension rods 39,90

J „Peonies“, pink/white
6813.719.933.00 incl. suspension rods 39,90

K „Peonies, pink
6813.800.021.10    29,95

L „Scattered Cherry Blossoms“, pink/white
6813.800.021.11     29,95

M „Magnolias, pink
6813.800.021.28    29,95

from 29,95

SUPER
PRICE

✓ DIN 4102-1

✓ 110 g/m2

✓ DIN 4102-1

✓ 110 g/m2

You will find suspension
rods on pages 134/135.

29,95

29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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One-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection
class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as 
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free 
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece

A „Jungle animals“, green/colourful
6824.709.316.00    39,90

B „Desert“, orange/blue
6804.709.224.00    39,90

C „Jungle“, green
6824.708.951.00    39,90

D „Bamboo rods“, green
6804.708.913.00    39,90

E „Palm branch“, green
6804.709.101.00    39,90

F „Colourful fi sh“, colourful
6814.709.002.00    39,90

G „Cactuses“, rose/green
6804.668.040.00    39,90

H „Stripes print“, colourful
6804.668.026.00    39,90

J „Flower watercolour“, colourful
6814.682.879.00    39,90

K „Ginkgo graphic“, turquoise
6803.719.896.00    39,90

One-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our 
assortment

L „Tropical Fruits, green/orange
6823.800.020.94    29,95

M „Flamingo“, blue/pink
6813.800.020.98    29,95

N „Dark brown board wall“, dark brown
6803.800.023.25    29,95

O „Green plant wall“, green
6803.800.023.26    29,95

FABRIC BANNER
100 x 200 cm (W x L)

24,95

29,90

29,95

24,95

29,95

24,95

Banner

from 24,95

You will find suspension
rods on pages 134/135.

24,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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FABRIC BANNER
100 x 200 cm (W x L)
One-sided printed and UV-resistant textile
fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality -
fi re protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging 
strip as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem 
for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors, 
price per piece

A „Long tail boat“, blue/colourful
6804.708.937.00    39,90

B „Surfboard“, blue/colourful
6804.709.200.00    39,90

C „Palm beach“, blue
6800.682.725.00    39,90

D „Lifebuoy with railing“, blue/red
6800.709.125.00    39,90

E „Sailboat“, brown
6804.709.187.00    39,90

F „Beach balustrade“, blue/beige
6814.709.194.00    39,90

G „Greece“, blue/pink
6813.719.827.00    39,90

H „Boat“, pink/blue
6810.719.865.00    39,90

J „Water“, blue
6811.682.718.01    39,95

K „Seagull“, blue/white
6814.607.858.00    39,90

One-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
(115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor 
and outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece

L „Sea wave“, blue
6800.709.217.04    29,95

M „Palms, blue
6813.800.021.04    29,95

N „Landscape, beige
6813.800.021.27    29,95

O „Stand up paddle“, blue
6813.800.021.14    29,95

29,95

35,90

35,90

35,90

Banner

fr. 29,95

You will find suspension
rods on pages 134/135.

Order now at decowoerner.com
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5 MOTIF PRINTS

The fabric banner (110 g/sqm) is printed on one
side and incl. a suspension rail as well as a stabilizer
bar at the lower hem so it can be hung without
wrinkles for indoor or outdoor areas, price per piece

A „Smartphone“, black/colourful
6810.682.770.01    39,90

B „Chocolate eggs“, brown/orange
6800.668.408.00    39,90

C „Easter eggs“, white/beige
6810.708.982.00    39,90

D „O´zapft is“, blue/white
6814.646.482.00    39,95

E „Wooden door“, brown
6804.709.057.00    39,90

F „Football corner“, green/white
6810.709.033.00    39,90

G „Purple clouds“, colourful
6801.682.893.01    39,90

H „Rainbow stripes“, colourful
6811.682.695.01    39,90

J „Colourful stripes“, colourful
6801.687.768.01    39,90

K „Summer sale“, red
6804.709.163.00    39,90

L „Sale“, red
6804.709.156.00    39,90

M „Percentages“, red
6800.678.759.01    39,90

N „Vacation“, blue/white
6801.682.749.01    39,90

O „Mediterranean Door“, brown, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1,
two hollow seams on the top and bottom side, 
suitable hanging rods can be found in our
assortment, price per piece
6813.800.020.91    29,95

FABRIC BANNER
100 x 200 cm (W x L)

34,90

29,90

29,90

29,90

Banner

from 9,95

14,95

14,95

35,90

19,95

9,95

19,95

Only while supplies last.

19,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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5MOTIF PRINTS

✓ incl. suspension

✓ especially tear-proof

✓ lightfast

✓ high quality from
natural fibres

100 x 200 cm (W x L)
Cotton banner one-sided motif banner made
of 100% natural cotton (170 g/m²), high-quality
workmanship with neatly sewn hem, especially
tear-resistant and light-fast, incl. wooden hanging
and stabilising rod and cotton cord, price per piece

A „Bee“, green/yellow
6813.719.780.02    49,90

B „Birch forest“, green
6800.800.023.27    49,90

C „Poppy“, green/red
6803.719.766.02    49,90

D „Mimosa“, yellow
6813.719.773.02    49,95

E „Tulips“, colourful
6813.601.757.02    49,90

F „Spring Grass“, green
6803.682.640.03    49,90

G „Dune path“, blue/beige
6803.637.169.03    49,90

Cotton banner

only 49,90

Textile banner made of 100% cotton

Back

Order now at decowoerner.com
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5 MOTIF PRINTS

One-sided printed textile fabric (110 g/m²) in 
fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class
DIN 4102-1, 2 cm wide square wooden rods
on top and bottom for crease-free hanging,
price per piece

A „Watering can“, green
6821.709.040.00    34,90

B „Butterfl y“, turquoise/orange
6804.709.170.00    34,90

C „Holiday fl ight“, blue
6804.709.019.00    34,90

D „Beach cocktail“, colourful
6804.708.944.00    34,90

E „Red wine“, black/red
6814.699.808.04    34,90

F „Marguerites“, white/green
6811.636.933.02    34,90

FABRIC BANNER
small format  100 x 140 cm

G „Happy sale“, red
6801.709.149.00    34,90

H „Seagull“, blue/white
6801.607.858.02    34,90

J „Daffodils“, yellow
6814.719.858.00    25,90

QUALITY/PRICE

TIP
Banner

from 9,90

25,90

25,90

25,90

25,90

29,90

9,90

25,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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5MOTIF PRINTS

WITH SUPER PRICE-PERFORMANCE RATIO!

One-sided printed and UV-resistant textile fabric 
Satin (130 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality 
for indoor and outdoor use, according to DIN 
EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top and 
bottom side, suitable hanging rods can be found 
in our assortment, price per piece

C „Forest path“, green
6803.800.023.34    39,95

D „Beach dune“, beige
6800.800.023.80    39,95

E „Green plant wall“, green
6803.800.023.36    39,95

150 x 200 cm (W x L)
130 g/m2

The one-sided printed textile banner in fl ame-
retardant quality (fi re protection class DIN 4102-1) 
is ideal for large-area use indoors and protected 
outdoors - for example on exhibition stands, sales 
rooms or in shop windows - thanks to the rich 
and brilliantly bright colours. Due to the existing 
hemstitch, installation is easy and simple.
Price per piece

A „Forest trail“, green
6814.548.137.02    159,—

B „Alps“
6814.560.085.02    159,—

Our Premium-XXL-Banner made of robust banner 
tarpaulin in various motifs can still be found as 
usual in our webshop at www.decowoerner.com

330 x 250 cm (W x L)
220 g/m2

You can find our premium banners with
over 60 additional motifs online

www.decowoerner.com

✓ flame resistant
according to DIN 4102

✓ easy installation due 
to existing hemstitch

✓ for outdoor use

✓ Textile fabric 220g/m2

XXL banner in fabric quality

only 159,–

SUPER
PRICE

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
Banner, 150 x 200 cm

only 39,95

New, now also in wide size!

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

B Fruit-
Vegetable Set

only 45,–

C Carbohydrate 
Set

only 75,–

D Milk-meat-fish 
set

only 60,–

E Sugar-Fats-
Oils Set

only 57,–

A Levels of nutrition, 49 part, with the help of 
the complete set „Levels of nutrition“, the different 
areas of daily food intake can be represented 
symbolically and particularly clearly.
Each of the four levels stands for a food group: 
from the lowest level with pleasure foods, which 
we should rather consume in moderation, to
animal foods followed by food rich in carbohydrates,
up to the highest level with healthy fruits and 
vegetables.
The individual food sections (B-E), as well as 
the acrylic glass presenter set, can be ordered 
individually as a set.
6800.800.024.56    299,—

B Fruit-Vegetable Set, 20 part,
price per set
6800.800.024.51    45,—

C Carbohydrate Set, 11 part,
price per set
6800.800.024.50    75,—

D Milk-meat-fi sh set, 11 part,
price per set
6800.800.024.49    60,—

E Sugar-Fats-Oils Set, 7 part,
price per set
6800.800.024.48    57,—

F Article presenter set, 27 x 18 cm (W x D),
height 7, 14, 21, 28 cm, made of crystal clear 
acrylic, a colourful protective foil is applied on the 
presenters to avoid scratches, it can be removed 
easily, price per 4-piece set
6802.349.161.00    91,60

Levels of nutrition

more information online

www.decowoerner.com

A Levels of nutrition

only 299,–

COMPLETE 
SET

F Article presenter set

only 69,90

69,90

You can find individual
parts for fig. F online

www.decowoerner.com

20 part

11 part

49 part

11 part

7 part

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

A Fruit set: Pineapple, decorative fruit
arrangement, 20 pieces, consisting of
3 pomegranates, 2 star fruits, a pitaya, 3 green 
and 3 red mango Manila, 4 mandarins, 3 oranges 
and a 21 cm high pineapple, price per set
6800.800.023.97 colourful 50,—
You save € 15.20 on the set.

B Salad Set: Lettuce, decorative salad set, 
11-piece, consisting of one lettuce, one three-
piece pepper mix, two pak choi, two ruccola as 
well as one oak leaf lettuce and two Roma vine 
tomatoes, price per set
6800.800.023.94 colourful 70,—
You save € 21.40 on the set.

C Vegetable Set: Beetroot, decorative
vegetable arrangement, 10 pieces, consisting of
2 pieces of beetroot, one white and one red 
radish and 6 lettuce leaves, price per set
6800.800.023.96 colourful 15,—
You save € 18.50 on the set.

even more sets online

www.decowoerner.com

B Salad Set: 
Lettuce

only 70,–

A Fruit set: 
Pineapple

only 50,–

C Vegetable 
Set: Beetroot

only 15,–

new in our portfolio

20-pce set

10-pce set

11pcs. set

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

GREEN SUPERFOOD 
DUMMIES
The surprisingly authentic feel and the almost real 
weight make these replica almost indistinguishab-
le from the original. Therefore, they are particularly 
useful in window displays as a substitute for 
perishable foods.

A Avocado, length 12 cm, plastic, pack of 3
6803.674.089.00   (=2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,50/pc.) 7,50

B Green asparagus, length 25 cm, made of plastic,
6 shoots (6 mm) per bundle, pack of 4 bundle
6801.687.348.00 green (=4,49/bd.) 19,90

C Spring onions, length 30 cm, Ø 3,5 cm,
made of plastic, price per pack of 2 bundles
6804.626.972.00 green (=4,95/bd.) 9,90

D Kiwi slices, Ø 5 cm, plastic, pack of 5 pieces
6812.677.301.00   (=2,70/pc.) 13,50

E Salad leaves, length 17 cm, made of soft 
plastic, price per pack of 6
6804.689.052.00 green (=0,98/pc.) 5,90

F Lettuce leaves, made of soft plastic, pack of 5
approx. length 16 cm
6801.687.621.00 red (=0,90/pc.) 4,90
approx. length 19 cm
6804.687.324.00 green (=2,19/pc.) 10,95

G Romaine lettuce leaves, length 22 cm, 
made of soft plastic, price per pack of 6
6801.689.069.00 red/green (=0,82/pc.) 5,90

H Pak Choi, length 20 cm, plastic, 2-pce pack
6801.661.041.00 green (=8,48/pc.) 21,90

J Arugula salad, Ø 23 cm, made of soft
plastic, price per pack of 2
6801.689.038.00 green (=5,48/pc.) 14,90

K Oak leaf lettuce, Ø 23 cm, made of soft plastic
6804.689.045.09 green  17,90
6804.689.045.23 red  17,90

L Salad Lollo Bianco, Ø 16 cm, made of soft plastic
6801.689.021.09 green  19,90
6801.689.021.23 red  19,90

M Head lettuce, Ø 20 cm, made of soft plastic
6804.687.294.00 green  26,95
6804.687.294.01 red  26,95
% from 6 pieces    24,95

N Chinese cabbage, green, made of soft plastic
6804.619.523.00 length 23 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    18,90

O Romaine lettuce, length 14 cm, plastic, 2-pce pack
6804.661.065.00 green (=9,95/pc.) 19,90

P Romaine lettuce, green, made of soft plastic
6804.619.486.00 length 19 cm 16,90
% from 3 pieces    15,90

Q Paprika mix, length 11 cm, red/green/yellow, 
made of hard foam, price per pack of 3
6804.661.102.00   (=3,63/pc.) 10,90

R Paprika half, Ø 7.5 cm, made of plastic
6804.701.594.01 red  8,90
6804.701.594.08 green  8,90
6804.701.594.11 yellow  8,90

S Carrot with green, length 30 cm, without 
foliage 12 cm, orange/green, Ø 3 cm, pack of 3
6804.644.624.04   (=3,63/pc.) 10,90

T Beef tomatoes, Ø 9,5 cm, made of hard 
foam, price per pack of 3
6804.626.927.00 red (=3,63/pc.) 10,90
% from 3 packs   (=3,30/pc.) 9,90

U Tomatoes pair, red/green, Ø 7 cm,
made of hard foam, price per pack of 2 pairs
6804.619.615.00   (=6,45/pc.) 12,90
% from 6 packs   (=5,95/pc.) 11,90

V Tomato panicle, red/green, length 20 cm,
Ø 4 cm, made of hard foam, pack of 2 panicles
6804.619.462.00   (=9,95/pan.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=8,95/pan.) 17,90

W Miniature trusses of Romaine tomatoes,
length 20 cm, made of hard foam, price per pack of 2
red
6801.687.386.00   (=6,45/pc.) 19,90
yellow/orange
6801.687.386.01   (=6,45/pc.) 19,90

16,95

15,95
15,95

10,95

16,95
16,95

17,95

12,90

12,90

4,50

4,90

✓ Substitute for perishable food

✓ high-quality deluxe replicas

✓ realistic build quality

✓ durable

6,95
6,95
6,95

N Chinese 
cabbage

from 18,90
M Head lettuce

from 24,95

T Tomatoes

from 3,30 /pce

F Lettuce leaves

from 0,90 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

A Asparagus Bundle White, Ø 5 cm,
price per piece
6800.800.022.20 22 cm high 24,95

B Potato, 10 x 8 cm (L x W), brown,
price per pack of 5
6804.619.554.00   (=2,10/pc.) 10,50
% from 3 packs   (=1,90/pc.) 9,50

C Cabbage, Ø 13 cm, made of soft plastic, 
price per piece
6802.689.007.00 White cabbage 8,90
6801.689.014.00 Red cabbage 8,90

D Cabbage, Ø 19 cm, made of soft plastic, 
price per piece
6802.626.774.09 White cabbage 19,90
6802.626.774.23 Red cabbage 19,90

E Mushrooms, length 7 - 10 cm, brown,
made of PU foam, price per pack of 3
6802.619.509.00   (=2,83/pc.) 11,50

F Oyster mushroom, brown, made of PU 
foam, price per piece
6802.619.547.00 18 x 12 cm (L x W) 13,50

G Mushroom slices, length 4 cm,
plastic, price per pack of 12
6800.701.631.00 brown (=1,49/pc.) 29,90

H Aubergine, length 18 cm, Ø 5,5 cm, lilac, 
made of hard foam, price per pack of 3
6802.644.631.23   (=2,50/pc.) 7,50
% from 3 packs   (=2,17/pc.) 6,50

J Green beans, length 6 cm, plastic,
per pack of 10 pieces
6800.701.679.00   (=1,05/pc.) 16,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,95/pc.) 9,50

K Sugar snaps, made of plastic, pack of 24
6801.661.010.00 green (=0,27/pc.) 9,90

L Peas, made of plastic, price per 500 g pack
6800.701.273.00 green (1 kg: 41,80) 29,90

M Onion half, red, made of plastic,
price per piece
6800.701.662.00 Ø 7 cm  12,90

length 
4 cm

length 
6 cm

10 x 8 cm
(L x W)

length
7 - 10 cm

18 x 12 cm (L x W)

length 18 cm

Ø 7 cm

Ø 19 cm

22 cm high

Ø 13 cm

6,50

13,50
13,50

8,50

6,50

17,90

20,90

10,50

6,50

7,90

J Green beans

from 0,95 /piece

K Sugar snaps

only 0,27 /piece

G Mushroom slices

only 1,49 /piece

M Onion 
half

only 7,90

B Potato

from 1,90 /piece

Cabbage

from 6,50

E Mushrooms

only 2,83 /piece

A Asparagus 
Bundle White

only 24,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

H Bunch of radishes

from 7,45 /Bundle

K Artichoke

from 3,30 /piece

J Head of lettuce

from 5,75 /piece
R Courgette

from 2,50 /piece

O Potato

from 2,10 /piece

L Bunch of asparagus

from 9,90

F Onions

from 1,77 /piece

Porcini

from 5,97 /piece

A Chilli pepper

from 1,83 /piece

V Ornamental pumpkins

from 13,90

Images A – T: Very realistic looking replicas 
made of food-safe plastic.

A Chilli pepper, length 16 cm, pack of 3
6803.263.443.02 red (1,98/pc.) 5,95
6803.263.443.09 green (1,98/pc.) 5,95
% from 6 packs   (1,83/pc.) 5,50

B Garlic, Ø 5 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.114.899.03 white (2,32/pc.) 6,95
% from 6 packs   (1,98/pc.) 5,95

C Tomatos, Ø 8 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.102.186.03 red (2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (2,65/pc.) 7,95

D Pepper, length 12 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.170.048.02 red (2,83/pc.) 8,50
6803.170.048.09 green (2,83/pc.) 8,50
6803.170.048.12 yellow (2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (2,65/pc.) 7,95

E Carrot with green, length 30 cm, pack of 3
6803.114.769.03   (2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (2,65/pc.) 7,95

F Onions, Ø 7,5 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.114.813.03 brown (1,97/pc.) 8,50
6803.114.813.15 white (1,97/pc.) 8,20
% from 6 packs   (1,77/pc.) 7,90

G Farm cucumber, length 24 cm, pack of 3
6804.661.003.00 green (=2,97/pc.) 8,90
H Bunch of radishes, 6-pce bundle, 2 bundles
6803.146.470.02   (8,45/bd.) 16,90
% from 3 packs   (7,45/bd.) 14,90

J Head of lettuce, Ø 10 cm, price per pack of 2
6803.114.936.02 green (6,25/pc.) 12,50
% from 6 packs   (5,75/pc.) 11,50

K Artichoke, price per pack of 3
6803.489.034.00 20 cm (3,63/pc.) 10,90
% from 3 sets   (3,30/pc.) 9,90

L Bunch of asparagus, length 21 cm,
8 bundled sticks, price per bundle
6803.114.929.00 white  10,90
6803.114.929.08 green  10,90
% from 6 bundles    9,90

M Corn on the cob, price per pack of 3
6803.114.981.03 22 cm (3,50/pc.) 10,50
% from 6 packs   (3,17/pc.) 9,50

N Bunch of parsley, 22 cm long, 6 sticks 
respectively, price per pack of 2 bundles
6804.102.193.00   (9,95/bd.) 19,90
% from 6 packs   (8,45/bd.) 17,90

O Potato, length 11 cm, price per pack of 3
6803.232.036.03 brown (2,32/pc.) 6,95
% from 6 packs   (2,10/pc.) 6,30

P Bunch of onions, length 15 cm, 6 onions
per bundle, price per pack of 2 bundles
6803.114.912.02   (6,75/bd.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (6,25/bd.) 12,50

Q Caulifl ower, price per piece
6803.114.868.00 Ø 13 cm  10,50
% from 6 pieces    9,50

R Courgette, green, price per pack of 3
6803.489.027.00 18 cm (2,65/pc.) 7,95
% from 3 packs   (2,50/pc.) 7,50

S Aubergine, price per pack of 3
6803.114.950.03 13 cm (2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (2,65/pc.) 7,95

T Porcini, price per 2-piece pack
6803.277.228.02 14 cm (9,45/pc.) 18,90
% from 3 packs   (8,75/pc.) 17,50

U Porcini, price per pack of 3
6803.277.235.03 10 cm (5,97/pc.) 17,90

V Ornamental pumpkins, orange, 9 different 
pumpkins made of hard foam, price per pack
6804.618.502.00 length 9-11 cm 15,90
% from 6 packs    13,90

5,90
5,30
5,90

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

FOODSAFE
FOOD REPLICAS

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

✓ length 16 cm

✓ length 6 cm

✓ Ø 5 cm

✓ Ø 5 cm

K Orange 
slice

from 5,50

C Banana slices

only 2,48 /piece

M Cherries, 24 units

only 0,29 /piece

made
in

Germany

W Mango
cut open

only 9,90

V Blueberries

only 0,41 /pc.

N Mixed nut 
assortment

only 29,95

O Lemon

only 15,95

P Peanuts, 
shelled

only 29,95

R Red apple 
with bite

only 23,95

S Green apple 
with bite

only 23,95

T Pear

only 4,95

M Cherries, 30 pcs

from 0,37 /piece

HEALTHY FOOD

A Pineapple slices, length 4.5 cm,
price per pack of 12
6801.683.333.00   (=1,13/pc.) 13,50

B Peach slices, length 6 cm,
price per pack of 12
6801.683.210.00   (=1,13/pc.) 13,50

C Banana slices, length 5 cm,
price per pack of 12
6801.683.302.00   (=2,49/pc.) 29,90
Banana slices, white, length 5.5 cm, made of 
plastic, price per pack of 6
6804.701.785.00   (=2,58/pc.) 17,90
Banana wedges, length 16 cm,
price per pack of 3
6801.683.289.00   (=4,17/pc.) 12,50

D Grapes, Ø 3 cm, price per pack of 12
6801.683.241.05 blue (=1,21/pc.) 14,50
6801.683.241.08 green (=1,21/pc.) 14,50

E Raspberries, Ø 2 cm, price per pack of 12
6801.683.234.00   (=2,08/pc.) 24,95

F Blackberries, Ø 1.5 cm, price per pack of 24
6801.683.296.00   (=1,04/pc.) 24,95

G Walnut kernels, large, 3,5 x 2 x 1 cm
(L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.022.36    32,95

H Passion fruit half, Ø 5 cm, price per piece
6801.683.364.00    25,50

J Strawberries, red, 24 units, plastic
6801.520.249.00   (=2,15/pc.) 51,50
Strawberry slices, red, length 4 cm, plastic, 
price per pack of 20
6804.701.709.00   (=0,43/pc.) 8,50

K Orange slice, Ø 5 cm
6802.654.586.00    5,95
% from 3 pieces    5,50
Orange quarter, orange, length 7 cm, plastic, 
price per pack of 4
6802.701.761.00   (=3,63/pc.) 14,50

L Kiwi slices, Ø 5 cm, plastic,
price per pack of 5 pieces
6822.677.301.00   (=2,70/pc.) 13,50

M Cherries, Ø 2.5 cm, made of varnished hard 
foam, price per pack of 24
6801.654.906.01 cherry red (=0,31/pc.) 7,50
price per pack of 30
6824.712.163.00 red (=0,40/pc.) 11,95
% from 6 packs   (=0,37/pc.) 10,95

N Mixed nut assortment, 200 gram,
price per pack
6800.800.022.42  (100 g: 14,98) 29,95

O Lemon, 9 x 6,5 cm ( H x D ), 220 gram
6800.800.022.34    15,95

P Peanuts, shelled, 2 x 1 cm (H x D), 50 gram
6800.800.022.35  (100 g: 59,90) 29,95

Q Pistachios, 50 gram, 1 x 0,5 cm (H x D)
6800.800.022.37  (100 g: 59,90) 29,95

R Red apple with bite, 270 g
6810.800.022.38 7 x 7,5 cm ( H x D ) 23,95

S Green apple with bite, 270 g
6810.800.022.40 7 x 7,5 cm ( H x D ) 23,95

T Pear, 12 cm high, green, price per piece
6800.800.023.56    4,95

U Mandarin quarter, orange, length 4.5 cm, 
made of plastic, price per pack of 6
6802.701.778.00   (=2,42/pc.) 14,50

V Blueberries, Ø 15 mm, made of plastic,
price per pack of 24
6802.701.556.00   (=0,44/pc.) 11,90

W Mango cut open, yellow, 15 x 8 cm (L x W), 
made of plastic, price per piece
6814.701.518.00    11,90

15,50

10,50

✓ real weight

✓ natural feel and grip

✓ light and form resistant

✓ washable up to 40°C

9,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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TIP
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6 FOOD REPLICA

✓ beautiful autumn decoration

✓ realistic build quality

✓ durable

N Apple “Country“

from 2,33 /piece

K Assorted apples, 7 cm Ø, 3 x yellow/red, 
green and red respectively, price per 9-piece set
6803.479.073.00   (=2,33/pc.) 20,95
% from 6 sets   (=2,22/pc.) 19,95

L Apple, Ø 7 cm, very realistic looking replica 
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 3
6803.276.962.03 yellow (=2,83/pc.) 8,50
6813.276.962.09 green (=2,83/pc.) 8,50
6803.276.979.03 red (=2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,65/pc.) 7,95

M Pears, height 12 cm, very realistic looking replica
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 3
yellow/red
6803.170.000.03   (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 3 packs   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95
yellow
6803.170.000.12   (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 3 packs   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

N Apple “Country“, Ø 7.5 cm, made of hard 
foam, varnished, price per pack of 12
6804.443.678.00 red (=2,50/pc.) 29,95
6804.443.678.22 yellow/red (=2,50/pc.) 29,95
% from 3 packs   (=2,33/pc.) 27,95

O Pear, 12 cm high, deceptively real-looking 
dummy made of food-safe plastic, price per piece
6810.800.023.56 green  4,95

M Pears

from 3,32 /piece

APPEL AND PEARBEST
SELLER

K Assorted apples

from 2,22 /piece

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

Fruit tendrils

from 30,95

Braid/vine, very realistic looking decorative
garland made of food-safe plastic, price per piece

A Pepperoni/garlic plait
6800.800.022.14 length 62 cm 14,95

B Vegetable braid
6803.115.155.00 length 50 cm 37,95
% from 6 pieces    35,95

C Garlic strand
6803.263.788.00 length 50 cm 30,95
% from 6 pieces    28,95

D Onion strand
6803.263.818.00 length 35 cm 27,95
% from 6 pieces    25,95

G Tomato garland

from 33,95

E Bunch of tomatoes
6803.115.025.00 length 50 cm 30,95
% from 6 pieces    28,95

F Banana strand
6803.409.186.00 length 60 cm 40,95
% from 12 pieces     38,95

G Tomato garland
6803.511.186.00 length 200 cm 35,95
% from 6 pieces    33,95

H Lemon tendril
6803.102.056.00 length 200 cm 32,95
% from 3 pieces    30,95

J Orange tendril
6803.102.063.00 length 200 cm 32,95
% from 2 pieces    30,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

A Pepperoni/
garlic plait

only 14,95
length 62 cm

O Pear

only 4,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

FOOD-SAFE FRUIT
Very realistic looking replicas made of
food-safe plastic.

A Strawberries, red, price per pack of 12
6823.197.298.01 5.5 cm  (1,–/pc.) 11,95

B Cherries, Ø 2.5 cm, made of varnished hard 
foam, price per pack of 30
6834.712.163.00 red  (0,40/pc.) 11,95
% from 6 packs    (0,37/pc.) 10,95

C Lime, green, length 11 cm, price per pack of 3
6813.619.660.00 Ø 7 cm (1,98/pc.) 5,95
% from 3 packs    (1,83/pc.) 5,50

D Lemons, Ø 5,5 cm, price per pack of 3 pieces
6803.102.117.03 l. 10 cm (2,32/pc.) 6,95
% from 6 packs    (2,17/pc.) 6,50

E Tangerine, price per pack of 3 pieces
6803.157.797.03 Ø 6 cm  (1,65/pc.) 4,95
% from 12 packs    (1,50/pc.) 4,50

F Orange halves, height 5 cm, pack of 3
6813.101.721.03 Ø 7 cm  (2,50/pc.) 7,50
% from 6 packs    (2,17/pc.) 6,50

G Oranges, price per pack of 3 pieces
6803.102.100.03 Ø 8 cm  (2,30/pc.) 6,90
% from 6 packs    (2,17/pc.) 6,50

H Lemon halves, height 4 cm, pack of 3
6803.101.837.03 Ø 3.5 cm (2,30/pc.) 6,90
% from 6 packs    (2,17/pc.) 6,50

J Lemon Slices, thickness 7 mm, pack of 6
6803.101.868.06 Ø 6 cm  (1,75/pc.) 10,50
% from 6 packs    (1,58/pc.) 9,50

K Orange slices, thickness 7 mm, pack of 6
6803.101.882.06 Ø 6 cm  (1,75/pc.) 10,50
% from 6 packs    (1,58/pc.) 9,50

L Lemon quarter, length 9 cm,
price per pack of 6
6803.653.336.00 yellow (=1,66/pc.) 9,95
% from 3 packs   (=1,49/pc.) 8,95

D Lemons

from 2,17 /piece

B Cherries

from 0,37 /piece

M Coconut half, brown, form, size and colour 
may vary, because it is a natural product,
price per piece.
6804.216.326.00 length 25 cm 13,50
% from 6 pieces     12,50

N Avocado, price per pack of 3
6813.674.089.00 l. 12 cm (2,83/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs    (2,50/pc.) 7,50

O Banana, price per pack of 3 pieces
6813.101.684.03 l. 19 cm (2,98/pc.) 8,95
% from 6 packs    (2,65/pc.) 7,95

P Pineapple Half, price per piece
6823.101.653.00 height 20 cm 9,95
% from 6 pieces     8,95

Q Pineapple, Ø 12 cm, with leaves
6813.101.660.00 height 24 cm  11,95
% from 6 pieces     10,95

R Honeydew melon slices, orange, pack of 3
6813.101.813.02 17,5 cm (3,50/pc.) 10,50
% from 6 packs    (3,17/pc.) 9,50

S Watermelon slice, price per piece
6823.101.639.00 length 24 cm  11,90
% from 6 pieces     10,90

T Honeydew, price per pack of 3
6803.101.677.03 Ø 11 cm  (3,50/pc.) 10,50
% from 3 packs    (3,17/pc.) 9,50

U Nectarines, price per pack of 2
6813.100.939.02 Ø 7 cm  (4,95/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs    (4,45/pc.) 8,90

V Kiwi, green/brown, Ø 7 cm,
price per pack of 3
6804.619.561.00   (=1,97/pc.) 5,90

N Avocado,
length 12 cm

from 2,50 /pce

S Watermelon slice

from 10,90
length 24 cm length 25 cm

T Honeydew, Ø 11 cm

from 3,17 /piece

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

G Oranges, Ø 8 cm

from 2,17 /piece

U Nectarines, Ø 7 cm

from 4,45 /piece

M Coconut half

from 12,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

All articles are made of washable plastic.

A Swiss cheese, price per piece
6803.291.484.00 32 x 23 cm 47,95

B Emmentaler cheese corners, 17 x 11 cm,
price per pack of 2
6803.117.371.02   (=6,95/pc.) 13,90
% from 3 packs   (=6,25/pc.) 12,50

C Swiss cheese, 10 x 16 cm, 2-piece pack
6803.117.340.02   (=4,98/pc.) 9,95

D Mountain Cheese, height 10 cm, price per piece
6803.117.302.00 Ø 37 cm 25,95

E Dutch Cheese Piece, 11 x 8 cm,
price per 2-piece pack
6803.123.327.02   (=3,48/pc.) 6,95

F Red Gouda cheese wheel, height 11 cm
6803.117.555.00 15 cm Ø 13,70

G Parmesan cheese wheel, height 21 cm
6803.409.148.00 Ø 44 cm 91,—
% from 3 pieces    81,—

Assorted Rolls, very realistic looking replicas 
made of food-safe plastic, price per pack of 2

H Ø 10 cm
6803.413.701.00   (=3,48/pc.) 8,30

J Ø 12 cm
6803.413.695.00   (=4,25/pc.) 8,95

K Grape, length 18 cm, soft plastic,
price per piece
6803.266.567.01 red  6,95
6803.266.567.05 blue  6,95
6803.266.567.08 green  6,95

Swiss cheese

from 4,45 /piece

12,50

Assorted Rolls

from 3,48 /piece

F Red Gouda cheese wheel

only 12,50
A Swiss cheese

only 47,95

E Dutch Cheese 
Piece, 2-piece

only 3,48 /piece

6,95

✓ 24 x 12 x 11 cm

✓ 11 x 6 x 3 cm

✓ length 6 cm

D Olives

only 1,50 /piece

E Camembert 
cheese slice

only 11,50 only 2,15 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

made
in

Germany

✓ real weight

✓ natural feel and grip

✓ light and form resistant

✓ washable up to 40°C

C Cheese grapes skewer, length 6 cm,
price per piece
6813.594.301.00 green  7,95
6813.594.301.01 blue  7,95
% from 6 pieces    7,20

D Olives, price per bag of 20
6801.520.423.00 black (=1,50/pc.) 29,95
6801.520.430.00 green (=1,50/pc.) 29,95

E Camembert cheese slice, price per piece
6803.520.294.00 12 x 4 cm (L x W) 11,50

F Baron cheese cut
6801.520.270.00 11 x 6 x 3 cm 41,95

G Géramont cheese corner, price per piece
6801.520.256.00 10.5 x 13 x 4 cm 56,95

H Leerdamer cheese slices,
1657 g, price per piece
6801.520.287.00 24 x 12 x 11 cm 115,—

J Strawberries, red, 24 units
6811.520.249.00   (=2,15/pc.) 51,50

A Mini cheese, 10 x 7 x 4,5 cm ( L x W x H), 
price per piece
6800.800.022.26    19,95

B Wholemeal bread slice, 21.5 x 7.2 x 1 cm
(L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.023.64 brown  20,95

REALISTIC REPLICAnew in our portfolio

B Wholemeal 
bread slice

only 20,95

A Mini cheese

only 19,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

A Allgaeu mountain 
cheese 3/4

only 399,95 B Emmentaler 
cheese

only 229,95

D Piece of Gruyère cheese

only 189,95

E Boniface 
cheese

only 139,95
F Bavaria Blue 

Cheese

only 159,95

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

G Grape

from 4,50

A Allgaeu mountain cheese 3/4,
height 10 cm, price per piece
6800.800.023.62 Ø 52 cm 399,95

B Emmentaler cheese, price per piece
6800.800.023.60 29 x 15 cm (L x H) 229,95

C Edam cheese slice,
18 x 15 x 0,5 cm (L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.022.41    9,95

D Piece of Gruyère cheese, price per piece
6800.800.023.59 9 x 29 cm ( W x L) 189,95

E Boniface cheese, height 4,5 cm,
price per piece
6800.800.023.63 length 24 cm 139,95

F Bavaria Blue Cheese, height 4,5 cm,
price per piece
6800.800.023.61 length 17 cm 159,95

G Grape, soft plastic, price per piece
length 15 cm
6813.118.002.01 red  5,90
6813.118.002.05 blue  5,90
6813.118.002.08 green  5,90
% from  6 pieces    5,50
% from 12 pieces    4,50
length 18 cm
6813.266.567.01 red  6,95
6813.266.567.05 blue  6,95
6813.266.567.08 green  6,95
length 30 cm
6803.266.543.01 red  9,90
6803.266.543.05 blue  9,90
6803.266.543.08 green  9,90
% from  6 pieces    8,90
% from 12 pieces    8,50

H Wooden fence „Vintage“, white, vintage 
varnish, with stand, price per piece
6823.593.960.00 60 x 65 cm (W x H) 29,95

new in our portfolio

Ø 52 cm

29 x 15 cm (L x H)

9 x 29 cm ( W x L)

length 24 cm length 17 cm

18 x 15 x 0,5 cm (L x W x H)

C Edam cheese 
slice

only 9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

✓ Substitute for perishable food

✓ high-quality deluxe replicas

✓ realistic build quality

✓ durable

O Salmon sandwich, height 4 cm, price per piece
6801.652.520.00 12 cm Ø 25,90

P Salmon slice, price per piece
6802.654.579.00 6.5 x 8.5 cm 13,50

Q Bass fi llet, price per piece
6802.654.548.00 18 x 14 cm 13,50

R Matjes fi llet, price per piece
6801.654.562.00 5 x 15 cm (B x L) 15,50

S Orange slice, price per piece
6812.654.586.00 Ø 5 cm  5,95
% from 3 pieces    5,50

T Tomato Split, price per piece
6802.594.356.00 length 4.5 cm 5,50

U Cucumber slice, price per piece
6802.594.349.00 Ø 4.5 cm 5,50

V Lemon quarter, length 9 cm, price per pack of 6
6813.653.336.00 yellow (=1,66/pc.) 9,95
% from 3 packs   (=1,49/pc.) 8,95

W Blue mussels, length 9 cm, black, closed, 
price per pack of 24
6823.653.367.00   (=0,56/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (=0,52/pc.) 12,50

X Tomato slice, Ø 7.5 cm,
price per pack of 6
6804.701.617.00 red (=2,49/pc.) 16,90

A Oysters plate, grey/white, with ice cubes, 
price per piece
6811.701.310.00 Ø 38 cm 89,—

B Sparkling wine glass, Ø 5 cm, light yellow, 
real glass with realistic looking beverage replica 
made of gel wax, price per piece
6802.643.450.00 height 24 cm 19,95

C Shrimps, length 9 cm, made of rubberised 
plastic, price per pack of 6
6801.661.089.00   (=0,98/pc.) 10,50

D Cherry tomato half, Ø 3.5 cm, made of 
plastic, price per pack of 6
6800.701.624.00 red (=1,82/pc.) 15,90
% from 3 packs   (=1,65/pc.) 9,90

E Sushi set, red/orange, length 5 cm, 4-pce set
6804.701.471.00   (=2,73/pc.) 10,90
% from 3 sets   (=2,48/pc.) 9,90

F Calamari deep fried, gold-brown, Ø 5 cm, 3-pce set
6804.701.563.00   (=5,30/pc.) 15,90

G Shrimp deep fried, gold-brown, price per piece
6801.701.495.00 length 12 cm 10,90

H Sashimi Salmon, salmon colour, price per piece
6804.701.754.00 length 8 cm 6,90

J Sashimi tuna, red, price per piece
6802.701.747.00 length 5 cm 6,90

K Oyster Set, artifi cial stone, price per 3-pce set
6802.706.032.00 l. 10 cm (=6,63/pc.) 24,90

L Polar Sea prawns, length 2 cm,
bag of approx. 35 pieces, price per pack
6812.594.363.00   (=0,54/pc.) 18,90

M Giant shrimp, price per piece
6802.594.387.00 length 10 cm 14,50
% from 6 pieces    13,50

N Caviar black, (Content equals approx. 100 g),
price per bag
6802.594.370.00    18,90

L Polar Sea prawns

only 0,54 /piece

Q Bass fillet

only 13,50

S Orange slice

from 5,50

A Oysters plate

only 69,–

B Sparkling 
wine glass

only 19,95

V Lemon quarter

from 1,49 /piece

REALISTIC REPLICA

M Giant shrimp

from 13,50 only 6,63 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

4,90

19,90

69,–

Images L – X:

made
in

Germany

5,90

10,90

J Sashimi 
tuna

only 4,90

14,95

C Shrimps

only 0,98 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

S Bunch of 
sardines,
length 35 cm

from 19,50

U Blue mussels strand,
length 35 cm

from 19,50

T Bunch of Trout,
length 35 cm

from 27,90

Images A – M: Very realistic looking replicas 
made of food-safe plastic.

A Scallops, Ø 10 cm, white/brown, foldable, 
price per pack of 4
6824.549.493.00   (=3,13/pc.) 13,90

B Crab, orange, price per piece
6803.117.548.00 Ø 20 cm  12,50
% from 6 pieces    11,50

C Crayfi sh, price per pack of 2
6803.355.292.00 l. 30 cm (7,75/pc.) 15,50
% from 6 packs   (7,25/pc.) 14,50

D Lobster, width 13 cm, red, price per piece
6803.117.470.00 length 30 cm 13,50
% from 6 pieces    12,50

E Lobster, price per piece
6803.117.456.00 length 50 cm 23,90
% from 3 pieces    21,90

F Trout, price per pack of 2
6813.355.346.00 l. 33 cm (6,75/pc.) 14,50

G Half a fl ounder, price per pack of 2
6803.355.339.00 l. 27 cm (6,75/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (6,25/pc.) 12,50

H Sardines, price per pack of 4
6803.355.377.00 l. 12 cm (1,98/pc.) 7,90
% from 6 packs   (1,73/pc.) 6,90

J Perch, price per piece
6803.118.125.01 length 36 cm 16,50
% from 6 pieces    15,50

K Red mullet, price per pack of 4
6803.355.360.00 l. 20 cm (3,38/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (3,13/pc.) 12,50

L Blue mussels, length 9 cm, closed,
price per pack of 24 
6833.653.367.00 black (0,56/pc.) 13,50

M Ice cubes food-safe, plastic, with structured 
surface
30 x 30 mm, price per pack of 12
6803.101.899.00   (1,13/pc.) 13,50
% from 6 packs   (1,04/pc.) 12,50
50 x 30 mm, price per pack of 50
6803.118.132.00   (0,33/pc.) 16,50
% from 3 packs   (0,31/pc.) 15,50

N Oyster Set, artifi cial stone, price per 3-pce set
6812.706.032.00 l. 10 cm (6,63/pc.) 24,90

O Party shrimp, price per piece
6802.654.555.00 length 8 cm 10,90

P Giant shrimp, price per piece
6812.594.387.00 length 10 cm 14,50
% from 6 pieces    13,50

Q Caviar black, (Content equals approx. 100 g),
price per bag
6812.594.370.00    18,90

R Matjes fi llet, price per piece
6811.654.562.00 5 x 15 cm (B x L) 15,50

S Bunch of sardines, food-safe, price per piece
6803.118.163.00 length 35 cm 20,50
% from 6 pieces    19,50

T Bunch of Trout, with four fi sh and lemons
6803.118.255.00 length 35 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    27,90

U Blue mussels strand, black, food-safe,
price per piece
6803.231.756.01 length 35 cm 20,50
% from 6 pieces    19,50

V Fishing net with sea animals, natural fi nish, 
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6823.291.538.00 200 x 150 cm 47,90
% from 3 pieces    43,90

A Scallops

only 3,13 /piece

V Fishing net with sea animals

from 43,90

N Oyster Set

only 6,63 /piece

G Half a flounder

from 6,25 /piece

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

19,90

FOODSAFE SEAFOOD

12,50

13,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

BARBECUE SEASON 
DELUXE

D Corncob 
grilled

only 26,90
E Beef filet raw

only 5,98 /piece

✓ Substitute for perishable food

✓ high-quality deluxe replicas

✓ realistic build quality

✓ durable

C Viennese 
schnitzel

only 30,90

Bacon slices, red

A 8 x 4.5 cm, price per 3-piece set
6801.688.987.00   (=1,65/pc.) 6,90

B 17 x 6 cm, price per 2-piece set
6804.688.994.00   (=2,98/pc.) 5,95

C Viennese schnitzel, gold-brown
6804.701.266.00 10 x 15 cm 34,90

D Corncob grilled, yellow
6802.701.655.00 25 x 7 cm 29,90

E Beef fi let raw, 10 x 15 cm, 3-piece set
6804.701.259.00 red (=5,98/pc.) 17,95

F Beef raw, red
6804.701.242.00 26 x 14 cm 84,95

G Pizza piece „Salami“
6803.594.400.00 14 x 14 cm (L x W) 17,50

H Gherkin cut
6802.594.332.00 length  7 cm 8,50

J Gherkin
6802.594.325.00 length 10 cm 8,50

K Tomato Split
6812.594.356.00 length 4.5 cm 5,50

L Cucumber slice
6812.594.349.00 Ø 4.5 cm 5,50

4,95

A Bacon slices

only 1,65 /piece

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

30,90

26,90

✓ length 10 cm

✓ Ø 4.5 cm
✓ 14 x 14 cm

G Pizza piece
„Salami“

only 17,50

Gherkin

only 8,50

L Cucumber slice

only 5,50

K Tomato Split

only 5,50

made
in

Germany

Very realistic looking replicas made of
food-safe plastic.

M Toast sandwich, price per piece
6803.117.487.00 14,5 x 8 cm 14,50

N Baguette Sandwich, price per piece
6803.117.463.00 length 18.5 cm 15,50

O Hamburger, price per piece
6803.117.449.00 Ø 11 cm 13,50

N Baguette
Sandwich

only 15,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

✓ 17 x 23 x 10 cm

✓ 8 x 17 cm

✓ length 14 cm

✓ Ø 10 cm

✓ length 20 cm

✓ length 15 cm

✓ Ø 10 cm

✓ 12 x 16 cm
✓ Ø 8 cm

J Lettuce leaves

only 2,19 /piece

J Lettuce leaves

only 2,19 /piece

Food replica, the very realistic product quality
make these articles almost indistinguishable from
real food products. The natural grip and very realistic
weight make them almost indistinguishable from 
real food. All articles are handmade in Germany 
and are inspired by a real life counterpart. Suitable 
as a replacement for perishable food products 
for shop window decorations, decor for specialty 
shops, teaching tools for schools and nutritional 
counselling, props for fi lms, theatre, TV and food 
photographers.

A Goulash pieces raw, 3 x 4 cm big, bag of 3
6803.654.524.00   (=3,17/pc.) 9,50

B Sausage spiral raw
6803.627.696.01 Ø 8 cm  21,95

C Roast beef raw
6802.654.500.00 5 x 15 cm 21,95

D Beef steak raw
6801.654.531.00 11 x 13 cm 22,95

E Boiled beef raw
6801.654.487.00 12 x 16 cm 22,95

F Pork neck raw
6801.654.470.00 11 x 12 cm 22,95

G Turkey fi llet raw
6802.654.517.00 8 x 17 cm 28,95

H Chicken raw, 1.9 kg
6801.641.388.00 17 x 23 x 10 cm 59,90

J Lettuce leaves, green, approx. length 19 cm, pack of 5
6814.687.324.00   (=2,19/pc.) 10,95

K Barbecue sausage, Ø 4 cm
6802.627.795.00 length 13 cm/white 12,95
6802.627.801.00 length 15 cm/red 12,95

L Viennese Schnitzel, length 14 cm
6802.627.733.00 gold-brown 16,95

M Spiral sausage, Ø 8 cm
6802.627.696.00 white/brown 14,95

N Roast beef slice, length 15 cm
6802.627.757.00 red-brown 11,50

O Point steak grilled, Ø 10 cm
6802.627.771.00 red/brown 20,95

P Minced meat, Ø 10 cm
6802.627.702.00 red-brown 18,95

Q Kebap, length 20 cm
6802.627.726.00 colourful 31,50

R Cheeseburger, Ø 10 cm
6801.627.764.00 gold-brown 23,95

C Roast beef raw

only 21,95

D Beef steak raw

only 22,95

BBQ food

from 11,50

✓ real weight

✓ natural feel and grip

✓ light and form resistant

✓ washable up to 40°C

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

from 1,78 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

✓ 20 x 27 cm

✓ 27 x 9 cm

✓ length 11 cm

✓ 25 x 10 cm

S Salami, sliced, Ø 6.5 cm
6801.520.348.00 length 12 cm 38,50

T Salami cut, Ø 6.5 cm, thickness 4 mm,
price per pack of 3
6803.520.355.00   (=4,83/pc.) 14,50

U Smoked sausage pair, Ø 3 cm
6802.520.317.00 length 13 cm 26,50

V Wiener, Ø 2 cm
6803.520.393.00 length 15 cm 11,50

W Veal sausages pair with mustard, plastic
6801.651.295.00 length 11 cm 22,50

X Ham slice
6801.654.685.00 25 x 10 cm 27,50

Y Sausage in a roll, made of plastic
6801.651.271.00 27 x 9 cm 27,50

Z Oktoberfest pretzel, made of plastic
6812.651.288.00 20 x 27 cm (W x L) 20,90

V Wiener

only 11,50

T Salami cut

only 4,83 /piece

made
in

Germany

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

J Chips, price per bag of 100
6803.117.814.00   (=0,13/pc.) 12,90

K Grilled Chicken, price per piece
6803.117.807.00 length 23 cm 15,90
% from 6 pieces    13,90

L Parma ham, price per piece
6803.117.418.00 length 48 cm 49,90

M Prague ham, price per piece
6803.117.425.00 length 32 cm 37,95

N Sausage rings, length 10 cm, pack of 2
6803.104.289.02 red (=6,75/pc.) 13,50
6803.104.289.15 white (=6,75/pc.) 13,50

O Salami, length 45 cm, price per 2-pce pack
6803.118.286.02 red (=8,25/pc.) 16,50
6803.118.286.15 white (=8,25/pc.) 16,50
% from 6 packs   (=7,75/pc.) 15,50

P String of sausages, length 9 cm, pack of 10
6803.117.494.00   (=0,75/pc.) 7,50
% from 3 bags   (=0,65/pc.) 6,50

Q Pressed smoked sausage, length 16 cm, pack of 3
6803.117.722.03   (=4,83/pc.) 14,50

R Roast slices, Ø 13 cm, pack of 2
6803.472.302.00   (=6,75/pc.) 13,50

S Roast, 13 x 10 cm (L x W), price per piece
6803.472.296.00    13,10

T Bunch of parsley, 22 cm long, 6 sticks 
respectively, price per pack of 2 bundles
6814.102.193.00   (=9,95/bd.) 19,90
% from 6 packs   (=8,95/bd.) 17,90

L Parma ham

only 49,90 O Salami

from 7,75 /piece

11,50

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

FOODSAFE
FOOD REPLICAS

A Spaetzle, 100 gram, price per bag
6800.800.022.25    19,95

B Penne pasta, 100 gram, price per bag
6800.800.022.24    19,95

C Large fried meatball,
7 x 7 x 3 cm (L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.023.55    9,95

D Raw ham slices block,
19 x 16 x 0,5 cm (L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.022.30    37,95

E Baked ham slice, 13 x 14 x 0,5 cm
(L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.022.28    32,95

F Ham Slices Block, 15 x 11 x 0.1 cm
(L x W x H), price per piece
6800.800.022.27    37,95

G Meatloaf slice fi ne, 11 x 7 x 1 cm (L x W x H),
price per piece
6800.800.022.23    8,90

H Meatloaf roll, 14 x 10.5 x 6 cm (L x W x H),
price per piece
6800.800.022.22    29,95

new in our portfolio

new in our portfolio

A Spaetzle

only 19,95

H Meatloaf roll

only 29,95

B Penne pasta

only 19,95

C Large fried
meatball

only 9,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ washable

Sausage assortment large, deceptively
real-looking dummy made of food-safe plastic, 
price per 36-piece pack
6800.800.023.53    1.650,—

The deceptively real-looking meat and 
butchery dummies made of food-safe plastic 
are perfect for decorating counters and
displays in restaurants or delicatessens. 
Washable and durable for many years, Fake 
Food is ideal for food decorations as a
substitute for perishable food, price per piece.

A Katenrauchwurst
6800.800.024.64 8,5 x 41 cm (W x H) 49,95

B Pepper salami large
6800.800.024.53 8.5 x 39 cm (W x L) 52,95

C Onion sausage ring
6800.800.024.72 25 cm thick 59,95

D Italian salami large
6800.800.024.75 8 x 40 cm (W x L) 54,95

E Corded arm salami
6800.800.024.67 8 x 43 cm (W x H) 59,95

F Pepper salami
6800.800.024.69 5 x 54 cm (W x L) 45,—

G Italian salami medium
6800.800.024.74 4 x 55 cm (W x L) 39,95

H Italian salami ring white
6800.800.024.76 13 x 23 cm (W x L) 39,95

J Salami Pick
6800.800.024.61 6 x 65 cm (W x L) 49,95

K Reticulated salami
6800.800.024.55 7,5 x 42 cm (W x L) 56,95

L Bergisches-Mettwurst couple
6800.800.024.62 3 x 9 x 13 cm 24,95

M Salami ring
6800.800.024.60 2 x 18 x 22 cm 53,95

N Onion sausage chain
6800.800.024.77 30 cm thick 54,95

O Country Smoked Cervelat
6800.800.024.70 8 x 45 cm (W x L) 55,95

P Ammerländer-Mettwurst-Ring
6800.800.024.63 21 x 4,5 cm (W x H) 54,95

Q 1/2 onion sausage ringlat
6800.800.024.73 4,5 x 29 cm (W x H) 27,95

R Italian salami white
6800.800.024.78 4,5 x 52 cm (W x L) 39,95

S Pepper bag small
6800.800.024.68 7,5 x 8 x 21 cm 49,95
6800.800.024.59 12 x 13 x 28 cm 59,95

T Hungarian salami
6800.800.024.58 6 x 42 cm (W x L) 44,95

U Mettwurst ring coarse
6800.800.024.65 5 x 22 x 24 cm 59,95

V Holstein cottage ham
6800.800.024.79 27 x 45 cm (W x L) 249,95

W Black-smoked
6800.800.024.57 12 x 15 cm (W x L) 79,95

X Alpine salami on the net
6800.800.024.54 6.5 x 42 cm (W x L) 49,95

Y Lacing arm salami white
6800.800.024.71 8,5 x 40 cm (W x L) 49,95

Z Corded arm salami
6800.800.024.66 5.5 x 35 cm (W x L) 54,95

Sausage assortment large 

only 1.650,–

Order now at decowoerner.com

COMPLETE 
SET
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O Cappuccino

only 20,50

A Croissant

from 4,98 /piece

H Salami cut

only 4,83 /piece

FOOD REPLICA

B Baguette

from 16,95

H Assorted Breads

only 3,18 /piece

G Assorted Rolls

only 2,11 /piece

C Pretzels

from 5,83 /piece

A Bread

from 16,50

Very realistic looking replicas made of
food-safe plastic.

A Bread, price per piece
6803.117.586.00 33 x 11,5 cm 17,50
% from 6 pieces     16,50

B Baguette, price per piece
6803.117.562.00 length 58 cm 17,95
% from 6 pieces     16,95

C Pretzels, Ø 12 cm, price per pack of 3
6813.276.887.01    (=6,17/pc.) 18,50
% from 6 packs    (=5,83/pc.) 17,50

D XXL Pretzel, width 20 cm, price per piece
6803.209.175.00 Ø 32 cm 16,50
% from 6 pieces     15,50

E Loaf of Bread, price per piece
6803.409.124.00 21 x 9 cm  15,90
% from 6 pieces     14,95

F Baguette set, length 26 cm, 3-piece set
6803.117.579.00    (=4,63/pc.) 14,50
% from 3 sets    (=4,30/pc.) 13,50

G Assorted Rolls, various,
price per pack of 8
6803.102.131.01    (=2,11/pc.) 24,90

H Assorted Breads, various, very realistic 
looking replicas made of food-safe plastic,
price per pack of 5
6803.409.131.00    (=3,18/pc.) 15,90

J Wholemeal bread slice, 21.5 x 7.2 x 1 cm 
(L x W x H), price per piece
6810.800.023.64 brown  20,95

A Croissant, length 12 cm, price per 3-pce pack
6803.102.162.03    (=5,32/pc.) 15,95
% from 3 packs    (=4,98/pc.) 14,95

B Filled doughnut, Ø 9 cm, natural fi nish, pack of 3
6803.291.521.00    (=3,32/pc.) 11,90

C Assorted Breads, various,
price per pack of 5
6813.409.131.00    (=3,18/pc.) 15,90

D Roll, 10 x 6 cm, price per pack of 4 pieces
6803.117.517.00    (=2,13/pc.) 8,50
% from 3 packs    (=1,88/pc.) 7,50

E Slices of toast, 11 x 11 cm, price per pack of 4
6803.117.531.04    (=2,63/pc.) 10,50
% from 3 packs    (=2,38/pc.) 9,50

F Box of 6 eggs, white, eggs box made of 
cardboard, price per pack
6803.276.900.00    (=1,15/pc.) 6,90

G Two fried eggs, 11 x 15 cm, pack of 2
6803.102.209.02    (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

H Salami cut, Ø 6.5 cm, thickness 4 mm,
price per pack of 3
6813.520.355.00    (=4,83/pc.) 14,50

J Egg slices, yellow/white, Ø 5 cm, pack of 4
6804.701.525.00    (=1,98/pc.) 9,90

K Camembert cheese slice, price per piece
6813.520.294.00 12 x 4 cm 11,50

Coffee replicas, clear acrylic with realistic looking
beverage replica made of hardened plastic

L Cappuccino cup, Ø 9.5 cm, white, made of 
porcelain, cup permanently attached to saucer
6801.597.319.00 height 7 cm 25,90

M Espresso cup, Ø 6.5 cm, white, made of 
porcelain, cup permanently attached to saucer
6802.597.296.00 height 5 cm 25,90

N Espresso glass, Ø 4 cm, clear acrylic
6801.654.661.00 height 5 cm 26,50

Glasses fi lled, real glass with realistic looking 
beverage replica made of gel wax

O Cappuccino, Ø 16 cm, white, cup with
saucer made of porcelain
6811.643.474.00 height 7.5 cm 20,50

P Coffee, Ø 16 cm, white, cup with saucer 
made of porcelain
6802.645.355.00 height 7.5 cm 16,95

Q Milk glass, Ø 6.5 cm, white
6802.643.443.00 height 10.5 cm 13,90

16,90

✓ suitable for decorations in shop 
windows, displays and buffets

✓ food-safe

✓ washable

FOODSAFE
FOOD REPLICAS

7,90

9,95

J Wholemeal 
bread slice

only 20,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6FOOD REPLICA

✓ Substitute for perishable food

✓ high-quality deluxe replicas

✓ realistic build quality

✓ durable

DESSERTS DELUXE

Soft ice cream in a waffl e, height 22 cm,
price per piece

K 6800.800.023.57 with strawberry sauce 19,95

L 6800.800.023.58 with chocolate sauce 19,95

made of soft foam

M Lolly set, chocolate/strawberry, 12 x 5 cm
(L x W), price per 2-piece set
6801.701.181.00   (=1,35/pc.) 4,90

N Sundae set, chocolate/strawberry,
8 x 6 cm (H x W), price per 2-piece set
6801.701.198.00   (=1,20/pc.) 4,90

made of plastic

O Soft ice cream cup, 16 x 8 cm (H x W)
6801.701.426.01 Strawberry 24,90
6801.701.426.19 Chocolate 24,90

P Crushed Ice, crushed faux ice made of 
glass, raw quality
20 – 40 mm, price per 1 kg pack
6803.483.445.00    10,90
% from 6 packs    9,90
20 – 30 mm, price per 6 kg bucket
6803.483.452.00   (1 kg: 5,98) 35,90
% from 6 Bucket   (1 kg: 4,98) 29,90

Popsicle, 21 x 7 cm (L x D), price per piece

Q 6800.800.022.31 Almond 19,95

R 6800.800.022.32 dark chocolate 19,95

S Strawberry shake, price per piece
6800.800.022.33 15 x 6,5 cm ( H x D ) 32,95

T Decorative bowl, gold, depth 7.5 cm, fl at 
decorative table bowl made of 2 mm thick metal 
with patterns on the inside. The break-proof metal 
bowl improves small corners, counters or tables. 
Decorated with Christmas balls, scatter ware or 
wooden decor create elegant optical effects.
6800.659.390.00 Ø 44 cm 29,90

U Strawberries, red, price per pack of 12
6833.197.298.01 5.5 cm  (1,–/pc.) 11,95

made of soft foam

A Muffi n set, 7 x 6 cm (H x W),
price per 2-piece set
6804.701.792.00 brown (=2,45/pc.) 4,90

B Danish fruit pastry set, 6 x 11 cm (H x W), 
price per 3-piece set
6804.701.204.00 brown (=4,30/pc.) 12,90

C Yeast bun round, light brown, price per piece
6802.701.211.00 8 x 13 cm 19,90

D Pudding donut set, brown/white,
6 x 8 cm (H x W), price per 2-piece set
6801.701.136.00   (=1,45/pc.) 4,90

made of polystone

E Nut pastry, brown, price per piece
6801.701.389.00 18 x 7 cm 49,90

F Pastries, light brown, price per piece
6801.701.440.00 15 x 6 cm 49,90

G Belgian waffl e, brown,
price per piece
6804.701.433.00 Ø 10 cm 14,90

H Tiramisu, brown/white, price per piece
6801.701.457.00 11 x 6 x 6 cm 35,90

J Crates, 14 x 21 x 32, 16 x 26 x 37 and
18 x 31 x 42 cm (H x W x D), natural multi-
purpose boxes, price per 3-piece set
6810.676.267.01    38,90

17,95
17,95

19,90

2,70

2,40

2,90

19,90

39,90

39,90

14,90

O Soft ice cream cup

only 17,95

A Muffin set

only 2,45 /piece B Danish fruit pastry set

only 4,30 /piece

D Pudding donut set

only 1,45 /piece

U Strawberries

only 1,– /piece

N Sundae set

only 1,20 /piece

C Yeast bun round

only 14,90

Soft ice cream
in a wafer

only 19,95

19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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6 FOOD REPLICA

Ø 20 cm

Ø 15 cm

length 12,5 cm

Ø 5 cm

Ø 8 cm

length 14 cm

height 21 cm

BEST
SELLER

K Macarons set

only 4,32 /piece

B Strawberry cream cake

only 34,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

P Selection of pastry

only 4,67 /piece

H Pie Pieces

only 9,98 /piece

✓ 21 pcs.

A Petits Fours, Ø 4 cm, very realistic tartlet 
replica, high-quality and with attention to detail, 
made of plastic and foam material, various
decorations, sorted, price per pack of 12
6813.500.760.00   (=3,33/pc.) 39,90

Cream cake and cupcakes, very realistic cake
replica, high-end quality and with attention to detail,
made of plastic and hardened foam material, with 
subtle fragrance, price per piece

B Strawberry cake, decorated with strawberries
6803.635.714.00 Ø 20 cm 34,90

C Black forest cake, decorated with cherries
6803.511.278.00 Ø 20 cm 39,90

D Chocolate cake, decorated with raspberries
6803.602.273.01 Ø 15 cm 26,95

E Raspberry tart, decorated with raspberries
6803.602.273.02 Ø 15 cm 26,95

F Raspberry tartlet, price per 4-piece set
6800.800.022.82 Ø 7 cm (=7,49/pc.) 29,95

G Cream tarts set, Ø 8 cm, price per pack of 4
6803.500.777.00   (=9,98/pc.) 39,90

H Slice of cake, 12.5 cm long, 2-piece set
Raspberry Pie Pieces, pink
6800.800.022.83   (=9,98/pc.) 19,95
Chocolate cake pieces, mocca
6800.800.022.84   (=9,98/pc.) 19,95
Black Forest Cake Pieces, white/brown
6800.800.022.85   (=9,98/pc.) 19,95

J Waffl e ice assortment, coloured, Ø 3 cm,
length 14 cm, plastic, price per pack of 12
6803.597.302.32   (=1,08/pc.) 12,95

K Macarons set, 3.5 x 5 cm (H x W),
chocolate, rose, green, made of soft, foamed 
plastic, price per 3-piece set
6814.701.235.00   (=4,32/pc.) 12,95

L Strawberry sundae, Ø 14 cm, white/coloured,
glass cup, very realistic replica, fi lled with hardened
plastic, price per piece
6801.649.766.00 height 21 cm 39,95

M Cupcakes, Ø 8 cm, price per pack of 3
6802.602.280.09 green (=8,65/pc.) 25,95
6802.602.280.23 purple (=8,65/pc.) 25,95
6812.602.280.33 pink (=8,65/pc.) 25,95

N Cupcakes „Rose“, Ø 8 cm, white, rose, pink,
high-quality and with attention to detail, made of 
plastic and foam material, price per pack of 3
6803.677.318.00   (=8,65/pc.) 25,95

O Waffl es with cream stuffi ng, 5 x 9 cm (W x L),
genuinely handcrafted and very realistic, high-quality
product made of hardened plastic,
price per 2-piece set
6802.714.808.00 brown/white/red 29,95

P Selection of pastry, price per pack of 21
6801.520.201.00   (=4,67/pc.) 98,—

✓ amazingly realistic

✓ for exhibitions, events

✓ ideally suited for food photographers

A Petits Fours

only 3,33 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ 50 pieces

K Chocolate sweets assort.

only 1,90 /piece

Acrylic glasses fi lled, clear acrylic with realistic 
looking beverage replica made of hardened 
plastic, price per piece

H Beer glass, Ø 6.5 cm, yellow-gold,
with pearl effect and air bubbles
6801.553.322.00 height 10 cm 29,90

J Beer jug 0.4 l, Ø 7,5 cm, yellow-gold
6801.666.190.00 height 14 cm 32,95

K Chocolate sweets assortment,
price per pack of 50
6811.520.218.00   (=1,90/pc.) 95,—

L Donut, Ø 9,5 cm, height 3 cm
6801.660.433.00 with chocolate glaze 19,95
6801.660.433.01 with crumbles 19,95

BEVERAGES REPLICA
Glasses fi lled, real glass with realistic looking 
beverage replica made of gel wax, price per piece

A Sparkling wine glass, Ø 5 cm, light yellow
6812.643.450.00 height 24 cm 19,95

B White wine glass long stemmed, Ø 6 cm
6800.800.024.00 height 20,5 cm 19,95

C Beer mug, Ø 9,5 cm, golden yellow
6800.800.023.99 height 20 cm 50,—

D Orange cocktail, Ø 5 cm, orange,
crushed ice and integrated orange slice
6811.643.498.00 height 18 cm 34,95

E Cola, Ø 7,5 cm, black, real glass with
integrated ice cubes
6801.643.481.00 height 14,5 cm 19,95

F Wheat beer 0.5 l, Ø 8 cm, yellow-gold
6801.643.467.00 height 23.5 cm 32,95

G Strawberry shake
6810.800.022.33 15 x 6,5 cm (H x D) 32,95

G Strawberry shake

only 32,95
15 x 6,5 cm ( H x D )

L Donut

only 19,95

from 19,95

SUPER
PRICE

F Wheat beer 0.5 l

only 32,95

A Sparkling 
wine glass

only 19,95
height 24 cm

height 24 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com



A Cherry blossom tree

only 75,–
C Blossom 

branch

from 13,50
length 130 cm

D Japanese cherry 
blossoms tree

only 399,–
height 150 cm

H Cherry
blossom tree

only 139,–
height 180 cm

height 140 cm

height 120 cm

height 160 cm
height 200 cm
height 240 cm

from 109,–

SUPER
PRICE

G Cherry
blossom tree

only 98,–
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7 ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

A Cherry blossom tree, dark pink, made of 
plastic and fabric, comes in black plastic pot, 
price per piece
6814.671.842.22 height 120 cm 75,—

B Rose tree, white/rosé, large, imposing 
artifi cial tree with hanging branches, lavishly 
decorated with textile fl owers and green leaves; 
the branches are delivered separately and simply 
attached, so that they keep their shape during 
transport; to ensure stability, the tree is attached 
to the ground via the fi xed metal stand plate
(25 x 25 cm), price per piece
6814.718.356.00 height 210 cm 599,—

C Blossom branch, rose, beautiful decorative 
branch made of plastic in a wooden design, with 
blossoms and leaves made of fabric material
6813.712.118.22 length 130 cm 14,90
% from 6 pieces    13,50

D Japanese cherry blossoms tree, white 
rose, beautiful, impressive artifi cial tree - this 
Japanese cherry tree features many realistic
details such as the hanging branches, many fabric
blossoms and green leaves and its stable trunk 
in a wooden design; the pluggable branches are 
delivered separately so that they retain their shape 
during transport, to ensure stability the tree must 
be fi xated to the fl oor using the provided metal 
stand (25 x 25 cm), price per piece.
6814.682.985.00 height 150 cm 399,—

Tree, with soft fabric blossoms, bendable
branches, covered with paper and decorative 
base plate made of wood, price per piece

E dark pink
6804.671.928.00 height 160 cm 109,—
6804.671.928.01 height 200 cm 139,—
6804.671.928.02 height 240 cm 298,—

F white
6804.671.903.00 height 160 cm 109,—
6804.671.903.01 height 200 cm 139,—
6802.671.903.02 height 240 cm 298,—

Cherry blossom tree, very beautiful full fabric
blossoms (Ø 5 cm) and fresh, green fabric leaves,
branches made of plastic and trunk with a
wooden look, comes with a metal base plate
18 x 18 cm, price per piece

G height 140 cm
6804.706.971.14 white  98,—
6804.706.971.22 dark pink 98,—

H height 180 cm
6804.706.988.14 white  139,—
6804.706.988.22 dark pink 139,—

B Rose tree

only 599,–
height 210 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

length 180 cm

from 15,90

SUPER
PRICE

A Cherry blossoms tree, height 220 cm,
140 cm wide, big, impressive artifi cial tree with
dense branches, richly decorated with textile fl owers
and green leaves; the branches are delivered 
separately and simply attached, so that they keep 
their shape during transport, moss-covered base 
30 cm Ø, price per piece
6811.719.063.14 white  1.199,—
6813.719.063.33 pink  999,—

B Cherry blossom tendril, length 180 cm, 
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6814.487.177.00 rose  17,90
6814.487.177.01 white  17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

C Cherry blossom branch, length 65 cm, 
high quality design with many fl owers and leaves 
made of textile material, bendable plastic in wood 
optic, price per piece
6814.708.753.00 white  10,90
6824.708.746.00 dark pink 10,90
% from  6 pieces    9,90
% from 12 pieces    8,90

D Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully 
shaped fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering, 
price per pack of 50 g
6844.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,90) 9,95
6824.708.890.00 white (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

D Cherry blossoms

only 9,95

height 220 cm

A Cherry
blossoms tree

from 999,–

length 65 cm

Ø 3 cm

C Cherry blossoms branch 

from 8,90

Application Example

You will find matching
vases on p. 209.

You will find our market 
trolley on p. 253.

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A LED-Cherry blossoms tree, 130 cm wide,
white, 54 LED, Artifi cial tree with a trunk height 
of approx. 60 cm, 2-part plastic trunk in wood 
optics, 18 separate branches to put on, each 
80 cm long, fi rmly mounted on a metal standing 
plate (35 x 35 cm), power supply via an IP44 
transformer (GS), 3 m PVC supply cable, 4.5 V
6814.718.387.00 height 210 cm 989,—

B Apple blossoms branch, white, made of 
plastic in a wooden design and fabric material
6804.548.991.14 length  80 cm 5,90
6800.548.984.14 length 140 cm 9,90

C Cherry blossom branch, length 105 cm, 
made of plastic in a wooden design, with lush 
blossoms made of fabric material
6814.684.453.14 white  6,90
% from 6 pieces    6,50
6814.684.453.84 dark pink 7,50

D Cherry blossoms panel, 40 x 60 cm,
PVC grid net with eyelets for easy attachment. 
Price per piece.
6814.667.159.00 dark pink 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

E Cherry blossom branch, dark pink, high 
quality design with many fl owers and leaves made 
of textile material, bendable plastic in wood optic, 
price per piece
6830.800.020.11 length 42 cm 6,95

F Cherry blossom bundle, height 33 cm,
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6814.497.749.14 white  15,90
% from 6 pieces    14,90
6824.497.749.00 rose  17,50

You will find vases
on page 209.

LED candles can be found online

www.decowoerner.com

F Cherry
blossom 
bundle

from 14,90
height 33 cm

B Apple 
blossoms 
branch

from 4,50
length 80 cm
length 140 cm

4,50
4,95

length 105 cm

C Cherry
blossom branch

from 6,50

D Cherry
blossoms panel

from 25,90

✓ 40 x 60 cm

E Cherry
blossom 
branch

only 6,95
length 42 cm

A LED-Cherry
blossoms tree

only 989,–
height 210 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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You will find vases
on page 209.

B Noble 
Magnolian 
branch

from 13,50
length 100 cm

A Magnolia
blossoms tree

only 149,–
height 180 cm

length 60 cm

D Tulip
bouquet

only 69,95

Application Example

Application Example

length 30 cm

C Tulip 
bouquet

only 10,90

A Magnolia blossoms tree, height 180 cm, 
beautiful, large fabric blossoms (Ø 7 cm), green 
fabric leaves, branches made of plastic and trunk 
with a wooden look, comes with a metal base 
plate 18 x 18 cm, price per piece
6814.706.995.00 dark pink 149,—

B Noble Magnolian branch, length 100 cm, 
incredibly realistic designed decoration branch 
with textile fl owers with real touch surface and 
soft buds, 45 cm long stem in wooden look,
price per piece
6814.709.897.00 soft rose 14,90
6814.709.897.01 white green 14,90
% from 6 pieces    13,50

C Tulip bouquet, length 30 cm, approx. Ø 13 cm,
7 bundled decorative tulips and branches 
wrapped in transparent fl ower foil, fabric blossom 
length 4 cm, stem length 10 cm, price per piece
6832.711.852.11 yellow  10,90
6832.711.852.14 white  10,90
6832.711.852.22 rose  10,90
6832.711.852.89 orange  10,90

D Tulip bouquet, length 60 cm, approx. Ø 15 cm,
deceptively real design with 12 bundled textile
fl owers, combined into a large, self-standing 
bundle, price per piece
6821.719.384.01 pink  79,90
6821.719.384.14 white  79,90

69,95
69,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Tulip tendril, colourful, made of fabric and 
plastic, fl exible, price per piece
6814.522.878.00 length 180 cm 18,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

B Giant tulip, height 150 cm, made of plastic 
and fabric, blossom length 40 cm, price per piece
6824.468.244.00 white  29,90
6814.468.244.01 red  29,90
6824.468.244.11 yellow  29,90
6824.468.244.22 pink  29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

C Tulip bouquet assortment, length 33 cm,
yellow/white/orange/red, tulip bouquet set
consisting of 12 bouquets of 3 tulips of the
same colour made of high-quality textile material,
price per pack of 12
6821.710.541.00   (=2,16/pc.) 29,90

D Tulip bouquet, made of fabric and plastic, 
colourful, bordered with bamboo sticks,
price per piece
6814.522.793.00 height 24 cm 16,95
% from 6 pieces    14,95

E Tulip bouquet, 48 cm high, nine, deceptively 
real-looking, bundled artifi cial tulips, grouped 
together on a hard foam block covered with jute 
fabric, price per piece
6823.800.021.85 pink  21,95
6833.800.021.86 yellow  21,95
6823.800.021.87 orange  21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

F Tulip waistband, 11 x 19 x 7 cm (W x H x D),
lifelike, self-standing artifi cial tulips made of 
plastic, combined in an artifi cial soil ball and in a 
paper bag, price per piece
6820.800.019.29 yellow  17,95
% from 2 pieces    15,50

length 180 cm

25,95

A Tulip tendril

from 17,90

.00 white

.11 yellow

.22 pink

.01 red

D Tulip bouquet

from 14,95
height 24 cm

length 33 cm

B Giant tulip

from 26,90

C Tulip bouquet assort.

only 2,16 /piece

F Tulip waistband

from 15,50

E Tulip bouquet

from 19,95

11 x 19 x 7 cm

48 cm high

Order now at decowoerner.com
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height 39 cm

G Daffodil
Bouquet

from 4,90

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

length 150 cmlength 150 cm

B Forsythia birch garland

from 24,90

length 90 cm

length 75 cm

H Forsythia 
Branch

from 7,50

K Forsythia branches set

only 4,63 /piece

A Pussy willow tendril

only 19,95

Application Example

A Pussy willow tendril, green/white, charming 
decorative tendril with fl uffy pussy willow made of 
fabric, bendable tendril with wooden design made 
of plastic, price per piece
6832.707.626.00 length 150 cm 25,90

B Forsythia birch garland, yellow, branched 
garland with many textile fl owers and leaves, 
bendable tendril of plastic, price per piece
6814.707.527.00 length 150 cm 27,90
% from 6 pieces    24,90

C XXL daffodil, length 100 cm, Ø 63 cm, giant 
fl ower with bendable and wire-reinforced petals 
made of velvety textile and stable plastic stem, 
green leaves made of PU foam, price per piece
6814.499.224.00 yellow  20,90

D Daffodil bunch, yellow, high quality bunch 
made of plastic, consisting of three daffodils, 
price per piece
6813.800.019.31 52 cm long 9,95

E Pussy willow branch , yellow/green,
art branch in wooden look with fl uffy textile
fl owers, stem length 50 cm, price per piece
6812.719.391.00 length 75 cm 6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,20
% from 6 pieces    5,90

F Forsythia branch, yellow, made of textile 
and plastic, price per piece
6813.800.021.80 59 cm long 6,95

G Daffodil Bouquet, yellow, made of fabric
and plastic, price per piece
6811.687.508.00 height 39 cm 5,90
% from 3 pieces    4,90

H Forsythia Branch, yellow/green, artifi cial 
branch in a wooden look with fabric blossoms 
and leaves, price per piece
6814.707.510.00 length 75 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,50

J Forsythia bundle, yellow, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6814.497.725.00 height 40 cm 15,90
% from 3 pieces    14,90
% from 6 pieces    12,90

K Forsythia branches set, length 90 cm,
price per pack of 3
6814.485.807.03 yellow (=4,63/pc.) 13,90

length 75 cm

E Pussy willow 
branch 

from 5,90

19,95

15,90

height 40 cm

J Forsythia 
bundle

from 9,90

length 100 cm

C XXL Daffodil

only 15,90

52 cm long

D Daffodil bunch

only 9,95

59 cm long

F Forsythia 
branch

only 6,95

12,90
11,90
9,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Birch branch, fresh green, made of plastic in a
wooden design and fabric material, price per piece
6814.671.828.00 length 64 cm 3,90

B Juego de fl ores de amapola, height 20 cm, 
Set consisting of 24 different coloured poppies 
from textile 5 cm Ø which are fi xed in test tubes, 
with wire suspension, price per 24 pcs. set
6822.719.476.00 colourf. (=3,33/pc.) 89,95

C Pansy, 27 cm long, made of high-quality 
textile with practical insertion rod, price per piece
6843.720.090.11 yellow  5,95
6833.720.090.14 white  5,95
6833.720.090.23 purple  5,95

D Primrose, height 16 cm, Ø 19 cm, made of 
textile material in plastic pot, price per piece
6833.719.216.04 orange  6,95
6843.719.216.11 yellow  6,95
6823.719.216.33 pink  6,95

E Spring Flowers, 30 cm high, self-standing 
artifi cial moss hemisphere with snowdrops,
daffodils, grape hyacinths and green grasses, 
about 25 cm wide, price per piece
6802.720.465.11 multicoloured 16,95
6812.720.465.14 white  16,95

F Heather, lilac, made of plastic, price per piece
6823.719.209.00 length 30 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

G Flower pot, Ø 20 cm, 3 l volume, timeless 
shape, terracotta look, plastic, price per piece
6803.443.937.01 height 17 cm 3,50

H Crates, made of 7 mm thick wood, vintage look,
28 x 10 x 22, 34 x 11 x 27,5,40 x 12 x 32,5 cm 
(W x H x D), price per 3-piece set
6821.684.637.00 natural fi nish 36,90

J Decorative fabric „Wooden boards“, 
brown, 266 g/m², made of 80% cotton, 20% 
polyester, printed on one side, price per m
6803.614.931.20 width 140 cm 9,90

K Eco-friendly recycled Natron Kraft paper,
light ivory, width 50 cm, 70 g/m², smooth on one side,
ripped and tear-proof Natron paper, the paper can
be folded easily, roll weight 2.4 kg, price per 50 m roll
6803.557.740.00   (=0,36/m) 17,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,33/m) 16,50

L Crocus, 30 x 10 cm (H x W), 5-piece set
6810.800.022.47 white (=2,79/pc.) 13,95
6810.800.022.48 yellow (=2,79/pc.) 13,95

M Vintage Vase, white, metal amphora,
opening 10 cm Ø, price per piece
6822.724.319.00 26 x 26 cm (W x H) 24,95

Plant in pot, 20 cm high, white/green, pretty 
frosted winter bloomer, artifi cial plant in small 
plastic pot (6 x 7 cm) price per piece

N Snowdrops
6812.723.541.00    8,95
% from 6 pieces    8,50

O Lily of the Valley
6812.723.190.00    8,95
% from 6 pieces    8,50

P Juego de fl ores de amapola, 18 cm high,
white/green, artifi cial frosted snowdrops, lilies of
the valley and pearl hyacinths in a glass (5 x 6,5 cm),
with artifi cial snow and iron wire for hanging,
price per 24pcs. set
6802.723.206.00   (=5,79/pc.) 139,—

Q Plant Pot Sneaker, 27 cm long, Ø 13 cm, 
plant pot in trainer design, made of polyresin, 
is a real eye-catcher in your garden, terrace or 
balcony. Price per piece.
6823.800.022.15 height 14 cm 24,95

2,–

79,95

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

Spring bloomers
Artifi cial Flowers

from 3,33 /pce

E Spring Flowers

only 16,95
30 cm high

D Primrose

only 6,95
height 16 cm

C Pansy

only 5,95
27 cm long

.04 orange

.14 white

.23 purple

.11 yellow.14 white

.11 yellow

.11 yellow

.33 pink

SPRING FLOWERS

26 x 26 cm
30 x 10 cm 
(H x W)

M Vintage Vase

only 24,95

Q Plant Pot 
Sneaker

only 24,95
27 cm long

18 cm high

P Juego de flores 
de amapola

only 5,79 /piece

.00 white/green .00 white/green

20 cm high

Plant in pot

from 8,50

L Crocus

only 2,79 /piece
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Wisteria or Wisteria is very suitable for romantic 
fl ower decorations on the theme of wedding 
and spring. As a hanging fl oral decoration the 
fl owering twigs, lavishly decorated, are a splash 
of colour in any room. The artifi cial decoration 
branch consists of three pigeon-shaped hanging 
fl ower panicles with beautiful, lively looking textile 
petals and green foliage. The bendable plastic 
style can be easily bent into shape.

A Branch, length 140 cm
6823.719.124.06 Wisteria/blue 14,95
6823.719.124.11 Golden shower/yellow 14,95
% from  6 pieces    13,50
% from 12 pieces    12,20

B Hortensia branch, length 170 cm
6844.667.142.01 white  13,90
6824.667.135.01 dark pink 13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,50
6810.684.460.69 blue  13,90

C Golden rain branch, length 150 cm
6840.800.022.08 pink  13,50

D Lotus flowers set, white, rose and lilac,
Ø 15 cm, fabric and plastic, price per pack of 3
6812.480.895.10   (=4,97/pc.) 14,90

E Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, 2 cm 
pile height, white carpet with natural moss replica 
on the surface, price per 5 m roll
6834.637.619.00 green (=19,80/m) 99,—

7,90

length 140 cm

A Branch

from 12,20

length 170 cm

B Hortensia 
branch

from 7,90

height 48 cm

F Lilac Bouquet

from 7,95

Application Example

height 21 cm

G Original
watering can

only 9,95

F Lilac Bouquet, 25 cm Ø, fabric, purple, lilac 
bouquet consisting of 12 fl owers, price per piece
6810.800.022.07 height 48 cm 9,95
% from 3 pieces    7,95

G Original watering can, height 21 cm,
1,8 litre, made of plastic, price per piece
6831.800.018.94 green  9,95
6820.800.018.95 black  9,95

Ø 15 cm

D Lotus flowers set

from 4,97 /piece

length 150 cm

C Golden rain 
branch

only 13,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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With colourful artifi cial fl owers you can create 
your own dream fl ower that will not lose any of 
its freshness even after a long time. High-quality 
materials make artifi cial fl owers look as real as 
they really are, so they are no longer visually 
inferior to their real counterparts. Uncomplicated 
without much care, artifi cial fl ower decoration is 
everlasting in its beauty and lasts for years.

A Wild carrot, artificial flower made of plastic 
and textile, price per piece
6833.800.018.83 white/length 60 cm 4,95
6833.800.018.82 yellow/length 85 cm 5,95

B Artifi cial fl ower Cosmea, length 65 cm, 
branched artifi cial fl ower with fi ve textile fl owers
(5 cm Ø), 33 cm long plastic stem with fl exible 
wire core, price per piece
6833.719.360.11 yellow  5,50
6833.719.360.22 light pink 5,50
% from 2 pieces    4,95

C Artifi cial fl ower lily, orange, branched
artifi cial fl ower with three textile fl owers (15 cm Ø) 
and 1 bud, 35 cm long plastic stem with fl exible 
wire core, price per piece
6813.720.106.00 length 80 cm 5,95
% from 6 pieces    5,50

D Artifi cial fl ower Gloriosa, orange, branched 
artifi cial fl ower with three textile fl owers and buds, 
40 cm long plastic stem with fl exible wire core, 
price per piece
6813.720.083.00 length 80 cm 6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,30

E Mimosa, yellow, high-quality decorative 
plastic fl ower, price per piece
6831.718.806.00 length 84 cm 9,95
% from 6 pieces    7,95

F Artifi cial fl ower Larkspur, length 107 cm,
50 cm long infl orescence with many textile fl owers,
plastic stem with fl exible wire core, price per piece
6823.719.421.05 blue  16,50
6833.719.421.14 white  16,50
% from 3 pieces    14,95

G Bouvardia branch, length 85 cm, natural 
plastic fl owering twig, price per piece
6843.719.483.01 pink  6,95
6833.719.483.11 yellow  6,95
% from 3 pieces    6,30

H Poppy fl ower, height 73 cm, high quality
worked and lifelike artifi cial fl owers made of textile
and plastic with mouldable stem, price per 3 pcs. set
6822.719.131.01 red (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
6842.719.131.14 white (=3,65/pc.) 10,95
% from 6 sets   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

J Flower bowl „Birch“, 57 x 13 x 23 cm
(W x H x D), Planter in rustic look made of natural 
birch bark on wooden frame, lined with foil and 
suitable for planting outdoors, price per piece
6812.724.326.00    29,95

K Dry foam material, brown, dust-free plug 
foam brick for handicrafts and dry arrangements, 
price per piece
6802.653.534.00 23 x 11 x 8 cm 2,30
% from  5 pieces    1,95
% from 10 pieces    1,65

K Dry foam 
material

from 1,65
23 x 11 x 8 cm

B Cosmea

from 4,95
length 65 cm C Lily

from 5,50
length 80 cm

E Mimosa

from 7,95
length 84 cm

D Gloriosa

from 6,30
length 80 cm

Artifi cial Flowers

from 3,32 /piece

F Larkspur

from 14,95
length 107 cm H Poppy flower

from 3,32 /piece

height 73 cm

G Bouvardia 
branch

from 6,30
length 85 cm

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

A Wild carrot

from 4,95

length 60 cm

length 85 cm
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F Hydrangea, 52 cm long, Ø 16 cm, beautiful 
decorative fl ower made of high-quality fabric 
material, price per piece
6833.719.117.04 pink/green 6,95
6843.719.117.09 green  6,95
6823.719.117.33 pink  6,95
% from 6 pieces    6,20

G Peony in pot, pink, deceptively realistic
artifi cial fl ower with fi ve open fabric blossoms 
and leaves, price per piece
6804.710.626.33 height 60 cm 39,90

C Eucalyptus 
bundle

from 9,90
60 cm long

A Allium, 62 cm high, Ø 19 cm, high quality
plastic flower with bendable stem. Price per piece.
6830.800.022.10 white  10,95
6820.800.022.11 pink  10,95

B Calla waistband, white, bundle made of 
high-quality plastic, consisting of three callas
6810.800.019.34 50 cm long 7,95

C Eucalyptus bundle, green, consisting of 
three plastic branches, price per piece
6843.800.019.41 60 cm long 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

D Vase set, 4.5 x 11 cm (W x H), green, small 
glass vases for fi lling, made of transparent glass, 
price per 7pcs. set
6821.719.636.00   (=1,42/pc.) 14,95

E Giant Hydrangea, 111 cm long, Ø 30 cm,
large decorative fl ower with blossom head and 
green leaves made of high-quality processed 
textile material, price per piece
6832.720.472.05 blue  18,95
6812.720.472.14 white  18,95
6812.720.472.22 pink  18,95

A Allium

only 10,95

G Peony in pot

only 29,90

B Calla
waistband

only 7,9562 cm high
50 cm long

F Hydrangea

from 6,20
52 cm long

E Giant
Hydrangea

only 18,95
111 cm long

.05 blue

.09 green

.14 white

.04 pink/green

.33 pink

.22 pink

29,90

Application Example

9,95

4.5 x 11 cm (W x H)

height 60 cm

D Vase set

only 1,42 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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length 
94 cm

length 42 cm

height 110 cm

length 90 cm

length 
94 cm

length 
90 cm

length 42 cm

E Bouquet of 
dried flowers

from 9,50

H Deco Branch 
Eucalyptus

only 6,50

C Decorative reed 
Pampas grass

from 15,95

D Reed grass 
in pot

only 59,95

B Decor. branches 
Reed blossom

from 15,95

G True eucalyptus 
bunch Cinerea

only 24,95

K Artificial
flower Protea

only 19,95

L Decorative 
branch

only 29,95

A Dried flower 
arrangement

only 59,95

A Dried flower arrangement, beige, complete
arrangement of dried flowers in white plastic 
bowl, grasses, combined with different artificial 
flowers in light cream shades, long-lasting and 
absolutely maintenance-free, price per piece
6813.724.685.00 length 42 cm 59,95

B Decorative branches Reed blossom, pink, 
beautiful, artificial branch with bushy, 35 cm long 
inflorescence, made of plastic, price per piece
6803.723.398.00 length 90 cm 16,95
% from 6 pieces    15,95

C Decorative reed Pampas grass,
length 94 cm, beautiful, realistic-looking reed 
branch with 40 cm long blossom, made of
plastic, price per piece
6842.715.133.14 beige  16,95
6832.715.133.22 dark pink 16,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

D Reed grass in pot,green/beige, 40 cm Ø,
deceptively real dry grass look with fluffy panicles 
and filigree blades for a natural look, artificial plant 
in white plastic pot (13 x 14 cm), price per piece
6833.723.381.00 height 110 cm 59,95

E Bouquet of dried flowers, beige, grasses 
combined with artificial flowers in light cream 
tones, Long-lasting, absolutely maintenance-free 
and complements bouquets or arrangements 
well, price per piece
6823.723.367.00 length 42 cm 10,50
% from 6 pieces    9,50

F Grass bundle, brown, self-standing, bundled 
decorative grass made of plastic, price per piece
6824.559.850.25 l.  50 cm/Ø  6 cm 13,95
6814.559.874.25 l.  90 cm/Ø  8 cm 16,95

6814.559.881.25 l. 120 cm/Ø 10 cm 29,95
% from  6 pieces    26,95
% from 12 pieces    24,50
6814.559.898.25 l. 180 cm/Ø 11 cm 49,90
% from  6 pieces    34,95
% from 12 pieces    29,95

G True eucalyptus bunch Cinerea, green,
approx. 150 g, beautiful, natural and absolutely 
trendy - real, fragrant leafy branches have been 
preserved in a natural way, remain permanently 
beautiful and do not need water, price per bunch
6813.723.022.25 length 60 cm 24,95

H Deco Branch Eucalyptus, purple, natural 
and very realistic-looking replica made of plastic, 
price per piece
6803.722.872.00 length 70 cm 6,50

J Pampas wreath, Ø 33 cm, basic wreath 
made of natural material wrapped with artifi cial 
pampas fronds, with suspension, price per piece
6821.800.020.20 white  24,95
6821.800.020.21 rosé  24,95

K Artificial flower Protea, length 72 cm,
beautiful, almost closed flower, approx. 6 x 9 cm,
stem with wire inside can be easily shaped, lifelike 
and deceptively real looking replica made of 
plastic, price per piece
6802.723.312.08 green  19,95
6802.723.312.23 purple  19,95

L Decorative branch, brown, plastic branch in 
lifelike design, price per piece
6823.800.019.38 length 90 cm 29,95

length 90 cm length 120 cm length 180 cmlength 50 cm

F Grass bundle

from 13,95
39,95

length 
70 cm

length
72 cm

length 
60 cm

length
72 cm

J Pampas 
wreath

only 24,95
Ø 33 cm

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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height 43 cm

H Rose bouquet

only 12,90

Artifi cial roses retain their shape and colour, 
they look beautiful and are ideally suited for 
festive occasions such as weddings, birthdays, 
anniversaries, Valentine‘s Day or Mother‘s Day. 
This decorative rose with a long stem and fi lled 
blossom is made of high-quality fabric material 
and looks very realistic.

A Precious velvet rose, dark red, 16 cm Ø, 
high quality artifi cial fl ower with velvety petals, 
price per piece
6803.724.074.00 length 72 cm 5,50

B Rose, length 68 cm, 11 cm Ø, made of fabric 
and plastic, price per piece
6813.724.265.01 burgundy 6,50
6813.724.265.14 cream white 6,50
6813.724.265.25 mauve  6,50

C Rose branch, length 73 cm, 3-7 cm Ø,
made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6813.724.272.01 burgundy 10,95
6813.724.272.14 cream white 10,95
6813.724.272.25 mauve  10,95

D Mossweed Branch, length 60 cm, Ø 3 cm, 
Artifi cial fl ower with many blossoms and buds in 
different shades of colour and dark green foliage 
for the perfect, deceptively real look, price per piece
6802.719.438.22 light pink 16,95
6802.719.438.33 pink  16,95
% from 6 pieces    15,95

E English rose branch, length 60 cm, Ø 10 cm,
artifi cial fl ower with 2 fl owers, 2 buds and dark 
green foliage for the perfect, deceptively real 
look, price per piece
6802.719.452.01 red  7,95
6802.719.452.22 pink  7,95
% from 6 pieces    7,50

F Rose „Dry Look“, length 60 cm, Ø 10 cm, 
large blossom in trendy dried fl ower look, made of 
high-quality textile fi bre material, price per piece
6812.719.469.11 yellow  8,95
6812.719.469.22 peach pink 8,95

.22 pink

.11 yellow

.22 peach pink

.22 light pink

.33 pink

.01 red

G Rose

from 3,90
length 74 cm

F Rose

only 8,95
length 60 cm

E English rose 
branch

from 7,50
length 60 cm

D Mossweed 
Branch

from 15,95
length 60 cm

G Rose, red, 11 cm Ø, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6803.512.671.00 length 74 cm 4,50
% from 6 pieces    3,90

H Rose bouquet, red, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6802.725.873.00 height 43 cm 12,90

A Precious 
velvet rose

only 5,50
C Rose branch

only 10,95
B Rose

only 6,50
length 68 cmlength 

72 cm
length 73 cm

.00 dark red .01 burgundy .14 cream white .25 mauve .01 burgundy .14 cream white .25 mauve

Order now at decowoerner.com
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ROSES A Rose garland, length 180 cm, made of 
plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.273.947.00 pink  14,90
6804.487.382.00 white  14,90
6804.291.903.00 red  14,90
% from  6 pieces    12,90
% from 12 pieces    9,90

B XL Mega rose, length 165 cm, Ø 55 cm,
fi lled rose head made of fabric, plastic stem
Ø 2.8 cm, price per piece
6804.623.599.01 red  59,90
% from 3 pieces    44,90

suitable for image B:

C Metal stand, 1 pin Ø 16 mm, silver, 7 kg, 
height 25 cm, thickness 5 mm, solid base plate, 
for example for birch logs with drilled hole, high 
quality powder coating, price per piece
6802.519.830.01 40 x 40 cm 99,—

D XL Rose, red, Ø 25 cm, giant blossom made 
of high-quality fabric material, rubberised stem
(Ø 1 cm) and shapeable leaves, price per piece
6804.640.589.01 height 110 cm 14,90

E XL Rose with bud , red, Ø 25 cm, made of 
fabric and plastic, price per piece
6802.538.138.00 length 120 cm 14,50
% from 6 pieces    12,90

suitable for images D + E:

F Metal stand , silver, 8 mm thick base plate
15 x 10 cm, 5 mm metal rod with two rings Ø 4 cm,
high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6821.645.874.00 height 55 cm 29,95

Ø 6 cm

length 120 cm

length 180 cm

G XL Rose blossom, Ø 40 cm, made of fabric, 
three-dimensional, price per piece 
6804.538.176.01 red  19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

H XL Rose bud, Ø 37 cm, large fl ower head 
without stem, with fastening ring at the bottom, 
made of high-quality textile material, price per piece
6804.656.665.01 black  19,90

J Rose petals, Ø 4 cm, white/rose/pink, fabric, 
price per pack of 50
6814.434.935.00   (=0,22/pc.) 10,90
% from  5 bags   (=0,20/pc.) 9,90
% from 10 bags   (=0,17/pc.) 8,90

Rose in goblet vase, height 41 cm, artifi cial 
fl owers also high-quality textile and plastic in 
amphora of matt ceramic, price per piece

K 6801.719.056.11 yellow 24,95

L 6811.719.056.33 pink  24,95

M Rose leaves, Ø 6 cm, fabric,
price per pack of 100
6814.425.384.00 red (=0,06/pc.) 6,90
6814.425.360.00 white (=0,06/pc.) 6,50
6824.425.377.00 rose (=0,06/pc.) 6,50
% from 10 packs   (=0,05/pc.) 5,50
% from 30 packs   (=0,05/pc.) 4,50

E XL Rose 
with bud 

from 12,90

B XL Mega 
rose

from 44,90

G XL Rose 
blossom

from 17,90

pink

white

M

white

M

rose

M Rose petals

from 0,05 /piece

J Rose petals

from 0,17 /piece

5,50

4,90

5,50
5,50

49,90

89,–

length 165 cm

40 x 40 cm

height 
55 cm

height 110 cm

height 41 cm

height 41 cm

D XL Rose

only 14,90

C Metal 
stand

only 89,–

K Rose in
goblet vase

only 21,95L Rose in
goblet vase

only 21,95

H XL Rose bud

only 19,90

Ø 40 cm

Ø 37 cm

Ø 4 cm

.01 red

A Rose garland

from 9,90

21,95

21,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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45 cm long

30 cm high
D Geranium 

hanger

from 19,95

E Geraniums

from 14,95

A Flowering 
fern tree

only 949,–

B Rose bouquet

only 35,95

height 190 cm

height 57 cm

A Flowering fern tree, orange/green, very
decorative arrangement with intensively shining
rose blossoms and hanging fern branches in strong
green, plastic trunk in wood optic approx. 80 cm 
high, on which a raffi a basket and the crown are 
mounted, incl. metal stand plate (30 x 30 cm) for 
fi xing to the ground, price per piece 
6814.723.626.00 height 190 cm 949,—

B Rose bouquet, height 57 cm, lush artifi cial 
rose bouquet with approx. 15 textile fl owers,
price per piece 
6820.800.019.47 dark pink 35,95
6810.800.019.48 yellow  35,95

Geraniums, beautiful decorative fl ower made of
high quality processed textile material, price per piece

C 33 x 36 x 17 cm (W x H x D), in plastic pot
6813.719.094.01 red  29,95
6813.719.094.22 pink  29,95

D Geranium hanger, 45 cm long,
with practical insertion stick
6813.800.022.00 red  21,95
6813.800.022.01 pink  21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

E 30 cm high, potted
6813.800.021.98 pink  16,95
6813.800.021.97 red  16,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

C Geraniums

only 29,95
33 x 36 x 17 cm
(W x H x D).22 pink

.01 pink .98 pink.00 red .97 red

.01 red

.48 yellow

.47 dark pink

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Ø 22 cm
length 100 cm

SUNFLOWERS

E Sunflower
blossoms

only 0,25 /piece

length 180 cm

This decorative sunfl ower creates a cheerful mood
and is a great addition to your decorations - thanks
to its size and the bright yellow colour it shows to 
advantage.

A Sunfl ower garland, yellow/green/brown,
made of plastic and fabric, price per piece
6804.416.597.00 length 180 cm 11,—
% from 6 pieces    6,50

B Marguerites bundle, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6814.686.174.00 height 23 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,50

C Bouquet of sunfl owers, very realistic,
bound bouquet with vibrant fabric blossoms, 
price per piece
6804.447.607.00 height 45 cm 11,90

D Sunfl ower, Ø 22 cm, made of fabric and 
plastic, price per piece
6804.214.872.00 length 100 cm 11,90
% from 6 pieces    10,90

E Sunfl ower blossoms, Ø 7 cm, fabric,
price per pack of 24
6810.686.587.00 yellow (=0,25/pc.) 7,90

F Marguerite blossoms, Ø 5 cm, fabric,
price per pack of 72 pieces
6824.107.013.00 white (=0,08/pc.) 8,90

G Artifi cial daisies, green/white, self-standing 
bundle wrapped in jute, made of plastic with 
textile fl owers, price per piece
6821.800.022.02 33 cm high 9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,95

H XL Mega sunfl ower, Ø 90 cm, high-quality
sunfl ower with shiny blossom head and very
realistic looking blossom centre, stable stem
Ø 5 cm with bendable, wire-reinforced leaves, 
price per piece 
6804.499.682.00 length 140 cm 39,90

J Giant sunfl ower, Ø 50 cm, made of fabric 
and plastic, price per piece
6804.356.176.00 length 135 cm 26,90
% from 6 pieces    23,90

K Sunfl owers XXL blossom, yellow, made 
of plastic and fabric, high-quality, fl exible leaves, 
price per piece
6804.541.374.00 Ø 60 cm 23,95
% from 6 pieces    22,95

Ø 90 cm
length 140 cm

H XL Mega 
sunflower

only 39,90

height 45 cm

Ø 7 cm

C Bouquet of 
sunflowers

only 9,50

J Giant
sunflower

from 23,90

D Sunflower

from 10,90

Ø 50 cm
length 135 cm

5,90

Ø 60 cm

K Sunflowers XXL blossom

from 22,95

7,90

9,50

A Sunfl ower garland

from 6,50

33 cm high

G Artificial 
daisies

from 8,95

height 23 cm

B Marguerites 
bundle

from 5,50

5,90

Ø 5 cm

72 pcs24 units

F Marguerite blossoms

only 5,95

5,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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height 37 cm

J Bouquet
of zinnias

only 14,95

A Daisy blossom, wire-reinforced blossom 
leaves made of fabric, price per piece
Ø 55 cm
6801.608.800.14 white  18,90
6801.608.800.22 pink  18,90
Ø 83 cm
6804.608.749.14 white  29,90
6804.608.749.22 pink  29,90
% from 3 pieces    26,90

Daisy, wire-reinforced blossom leaves made of 
fabric, bendable stem Ø 2.5 cm, price per piece

B height 100 cm, Ø 36 cm
6804.608.732.14 white  15,95
6804.608.732.22 pink  15,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

C height 170 cm, Ø 83 cm
6804.608.671.14 white  39,90
% from 3 pieces    34,90

D Giant Gerbera blossom, vibrant fabric flower
with beautiful flower stamp, price per piece
Ø 35 cm
6814.538.190.04 orange  19,90
6814.538.190.14 white  19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90
Ø 45 cm
6814.538.183.04 orange  17,90
6814.538.183.11 yellow  17,90
6814.538.183.14 white  17,90
6814.538.183.24 purple  17,90
6814.538.183.33 pink  17,90
% from 3 pieces    15,90

E Giant Gerbera, Ø 50 cm, length 120 cm,
with leafless, flexible stem, price per piece
6824.480.970.22 rose  24,90
% from 3 pieces    22,90

F Gerbera, length 50 cm, realistic looking silk 
fl ower, made of fabric and plastic, price per piece
6813.685.368.01 red  2,75
6813.685.368.04 orange  2,75
6813.685.368.11 yellow  2,75
6813.685.368.33 pink  2,75

G Giant daisy, white/yellow, Ø 30 cm, fabric 
and plastic, price per piece
6814.342.100.20 length 110 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    14,90
% from 12 pieces    12,90

H Metal stand , height 55 cm, 8 mm thick base
plate 15 x 10 cm, 5 mm metal rod with two rings
Ø 4 cm, high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6801.645.874.18 black  25,90

J Bouquet of zinnias, colourful, 12 colourful
fl owers made of textile, plastic stick, price per piece
6803.722.865.00 height 37 cm 14,95

.22 pink

.22 pink
.14 white

.14 white

.14 white

.22 pink

.22 rose

.24 purple
only Ø 45 cm

.33 pink
only Ø 45 cm

.04 orange .11 yellow
only Ø 45 cm

.14 white

.14 white

✓ Ø 83 cm

✓ Ø 55 cm

A Daisy
blossom

from 15,95

height 100 cm

B Daisy

from 14,95
C Daisy

from 34,90

✓ Ø 35 cm

✓ Ø 45 cm

D Giant Gerbera 
blossom

from 15,90

E Giant 
Gerbera

from 22,90
length 120 cm

he
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 1

70
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m

15,95
15,95

.01 red.01 dred

.04 orange

.33 pink.11 yellow

F Gerbera

only 2,75
length 50 cm

G Giant 
daisy

from 12,90
length 110 cm

height 55 cm

H Metal 
stand 

only 25,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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All tendrils are made of fabric and plastic

A Spring blossoms tendril, colourful
6814.653.022.00 length 150 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90

B Tendril of baby‘s breath, white
6810.800.021.95 length 170 cm 32,95
% from 3 pieces    29,95

C Tulip tendril, colourful, fl exible
6824.522.878.00 length 180 cm 18,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

D Hibiscus tendril, colourful, Hawaii blossoms
6824.671.866.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

E Cattleya orchids tendril, white/green
6800.549.844.00 length 180 cm 19,90

F Garland of spring fl owers, colourful/green
6814.668.293.01 length 135 cm 15,90
% from 6 pieces    14,50

G Cherry chain with leaves, cherries approx. 
2 cm
6811.465.137.00 length 180 cm 14,90

H Gerbera tendril, colourful, with fabric 
blossoms and leaves
6802.686.181.00 length 180 cm 34,90

J Tendril of mixed spring blossoms, yellow/green
6824.708.326.00 length 150 cm 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

K Colourful Flower Mix Branch, colourful, 
beautiful decorative branch made of plastic in 
wood optic, with fl owers and leaves made of 
textile material, price per piece
6833.800.021.79 length 85 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    13,95

12,90

9,95

29,95

length 85 cm

K Colourful Flower 
Mix Branch

from 13,95

FLOWERING TENDRILS

A Spring blossoms tendril

from 17,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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All tendrils are made of fabric and plastic

A Cherry blossom tendril, length 180 cm
6814.667.159.02 rose  9,90
6814.684.422.14 white  8,95

B Lavender tendril, purple
6814.711.081.00 length 135 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

C Daisy tendril
6810.434.713.00 length 180 cm 9,90

D Garland of spring fl owers, lilac/rose/green
6824.707.541.00 length 150 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

E Peonies string, dark pink, Ø 11 cm, large, 
fi lled fabric blossoms attached to a nylon string
6810.686.167.00 length 180 cm 19,90

F Tea roses tendril, cream/rose
6834.623.780.00 length 180 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

G Cherry blossoms garland, length 110 cm
6814.708.777.00 dark pink 24,90
6814.708.760.00 white  24,95

H Wisteria tendril, lilac
6811.623.742.00 length 150 cm 32,90

J Daisies fern tendril, green/white
6814.707.558.00 length 150 cm 22,90

9,95

19,90

BEST
SELLER

8,95
21,90

Tendril

from 6,90
6,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Bougainvillea hanging plant, dark green,
tendrils of different lengths with luminous fl owers 
and leaves made of textile fi bre material end in 
a 10 cm long stick, which can easily be inserted 
into soil, foam or already existing fl ower pots or 
plant boxes, price per piece
6811.718.813.00 length 114 cm 19,95

B Bougainvillea, pink, made of plastic and 
fabric, comes in heavy pot for more stability,
price per piece
6803.548.953.00 height 180 cm 149,—

C Tree, height 180 cm, made of plastic and 
fabric, comes in heavy pot for more stability,
price per piece 
Golden shower
6811.548.960.00 yellow  119,—
Wisteria, natural trunk entwined with lianas
6821.684.972.00 lilac  119,—

D Lemon tree, yellow/green, lush, large artifi cial 
tree with leaves made of high-quality fabric fi bre 
material and fruit replica, trunk with wooden look 
with base plate, price per piece 
6812.712.057.00 height 230 cm 398,—

E Lemon tree, yellow/green, natural log with 
fruit replicas, blossoms and leaves made of fabric 
material and plastic, delivered in a sturdy pot, 
price per piece
6801.684.996.00 height 180 cm 139,—

Little tree, height 50 cm, citrus tree with plastic 
fruits and textile leaves, three forked artifi cial 
branches potted in artifi cial soil, plastic pot
12 x 13 cm (w x h), price per piece

F Orange tree
6822.719.506.00 orange/green 39,95

G Lemon tree
6822.719.490.00 yellow/green 39,95

D Lemon tree

only 398,–

E Lemon tree

only 139,–
height 180 cm

Little tree

only 39,95
height 50 cm

C Wisteria 
tree

only 119,–
height 180 cm

C Golden 
shower tree

only 119,–
height 180 cm

B Bougainvillea

only 149,–
height 180 cm

A Bougainvillea 
hanging plant

only 19,95
length 114 cm
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3
0
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m

Mediterranean plants
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height 
92 cm
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A Fig tree in pot

only 199,–
height 150 cm 

C Olive tree

only 89,95
height 90 cm

L Reed grass in pot

only 29,95

F Olive tendril

from 13,50
length 180 cm

B Eucalyptus 
in a pot

from 29,95

D Olive bush 
with fruit

only 15,95
height 30 cm

A Fig tree in pot, very well imitated artifi cial
plant with big and coloured fruits and leaves with
real-touch-surface, up to 17 cm big leaves of textile
fi bre material are fi ne structured and naturally veined,
potted in a stable cement pot with artifi cial soil 
surface, pot made of plastic 16 x 16 cm (W x H), 
price per piece
6812.719.582.00 height 150 cm  249,—

B Eucalyptus in a pot, purple, 40 cm Ø,
faithfully reproduced artificial plant with textile
leaves in delicate colours for a natural look, in 
plastic pot (12 x 12 cm), price per piece
6813.724.234.00 height 60 cm 29,95
6812.724.234.01 height 92 cm 69,95

C Olive tree, deceptively real looking artifi cial
olive tree with beautiful branching, olives and dense
foliage, delivery in plastic pot, price per piece
6800.800.019.37 height 90 cm 89,95

D Olive bush with fruit, made of plastic,
pot in clay optics, price per piece
6813.449.403.00 height 30 cm 15,95

E Reed grass in pot, 40 cm Ø, red, faithfully 
reproduced artificial grass with fluffy panicles and 
filigree blades for a natural look, in plastic pot
(10 x 10 cm), price per piece
6803.724.241.00 height 67 cm 19,95
6803.724.241.01 height 90 cm 29,95

F Olive tendril, plastic and fabric, with olives, 
price per piece
6803.422.246.00 length 180 cm 14,90
% from 6 pieces    13,50

Herbs in clay pot, height 20 cm, green,
made of plastic, price per piece

G 6813.712.231.00 Rosemary 10,90

H 6813.639.651.04 Thyme 10,90

J 6813.639.651.01 Mint  10,90

K Mini herb set in pot, height 15 cm, 6 cm Ø, 
Plastic herbs in dimensionally stable cardboard 
tray, price per set of 6
6813.719.155.00 green (=3,33/pc.) 19,95

L Reed grass in pot, 40 cm Ø, green/pink, 
faithfully reproduced artificial plant with fluffy 
panicles and filigree stems for a natural look, in 
metal pot (14 x 10 cm), price per piece
6822.719.162.00 height 60 cm 29,95

height 
67 cm

height 
90 cm

height 20 cm

height 20 cm

height 15 cm

Herbs in clay pot

only 10,90

height 
60 cm

E Reed grass in pot

from 19,95

K Mini herb set in pot

only 3,33 /piece

199,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Lavender tendril, purple, lush and
high-quality decorative tendril made of plastic
and fabric, price per piece
6824.711.081.00 length 135 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

B Lavender wreath, lilac/rose, high-quality 
made of plastic and fabric, brushwood wreath, 
semi three-dimensional, price per piece
6811.711.449.00 Ø 44 cm 39,90

C Grass bundle with lavender, green/purple, 
planted bundle made of plastic grass blades and 
lavender made of fabric, price per piece
6802.668.279.00 height  70 cm 24,90
6804.668.279.01 height 100 cm 34,90

D Lavender in pot, green/purple, Ø 9 cm, terra 
cotta stone pot, blossoms and leaves made of 
fabric, price per piece
6814.637.640.00 height 22 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    5,90

E Lavender in pot, green/purple, Ø 9 cm, 
made of plastic, iced, comes in black plastic pot, 
price per piece
6811.711.425.00 height 30 cm 11,90
% from 6 pieces    8,95

F Lavender bundle, green/purple, made of 
plastic and textile, price per piece
6813.800.022.05 length 55 cm 9,95

G Lavender in a paper pot, green/purple,
price per piece
6800.800.022.04 20 x 7 cm (H x W) 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

A Lavender 
tendril

from 16,90
length 135 cm

D Lavender 
in pot

from 5,90
height 22 cm

E Lavender 
in pot

from 8,95
height 30 cm

G Lavender in 
a paper pot

from 6,95
20 x 7 cm 
(H x W)

B Lavender 
wreath

only 24,95
Ø 44 cm

LAVENDER

24,95

9,95

length 55 cm

F Lavender 
bundle

only 9,95

height 100 cm

height 70 cm

C Grass bundle 
with lavender

from 24,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Ø 30 cm

Panel, 40 x 60 cm, PVC grid net with eyelets for 
easy attachment. Price per piece.

A Hortensia
6824.667.135.00 dark pink 28,90
6824.667.142.00 white  28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90
6800.684.446.69 blue/white 22,90

B Cherry blossoms
6824.667.159.00 dark pink 28,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

C Decorative pillar set, 20 x 60 x 20/25 x 70 x 25/
30 x 80 x 30 cm (W x H x D), sturdy wooden
decorative columns, can also be used as fl oor-
level decorative vases, can be nested to save 
space, price per set of 3.
6823.800.019.08 brown  109,—

D Cherry blossoms, Ø 3 cm, beautifully 
shaped fabric blossoms and leaves for scattering, 
price per pack of 50 g
6854.708.883.00 rose (100 g: 19,90) 9,95

E Past blossoms panel, pastel colours,
20 mm thick light foam board with lush decor, 
fabric fl owers and leaves, price per piece
6812.684.477.22 40 x 40 cm 49,90
% from 6 pieces    47,90

F Flower mix panel, length 10 cm, green/
colourful, grid net with wide grass blades and 
pinned blossoms, made of plastic, price per piece
6800.673.471.01 25 x 25 cm 22,90

G Moss panel, green, very realistic product, 
brown plastic mat with fi ne green artifi cial fi bres, 
price per piece
6804.560.887.01 Ø 30 cm 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90

H Grass panel, green, height 3 cm, sisal on 
jute mat, dyed, price per piece
6800.502.320.00 30 x 30 cm 14,90

J Moss panel, green, very realistic looking,
covered with a net, made of plastic, price per piece
6800.639.132.00 40 x 40 cm 10,90

9,90

5,90

A Hortensia 
panel

from 7,90 ✓ 40 x 60 cm

✓ 40 x 40 cm

E Past blossoms 
panel

from 47,90

G Moss panel

from 9,90

7,90

6,90

C Decorative pillar set

only 109,–

B Cherry
blossoms panel

from 25,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

F Flower mix panel

only 9,90

25 x 25 cm

30 x 30 cm 40 x 40 cm

J Moss panel

only 6,90H Grass panel

only 5,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ accessible

✓ 100 x 100 cm

ROLL GOODS
Artifi cial turf, green, grass blade height 3 cm,
artifi cial turf looks amazingly realistic and can 
be used indoors and outdoors, for decoration 
in business settings such as fairs, sales stands, 
exhibitions as well as the balconies or terraces in 
more homely settings

A Panel, price per piece
6803.681.049.00 25 x 25 cm 4,90
% from 6 pieces    3,90
% from 12 pieces    3,50

B Mat, green, grass blade height 2.2 cm,
price per piece
6823.800.018.85 100 x 100 cm 39,95

C Roll, width 100 cm
approx. 10 kg, price per roll à 3 m
6853.800.018.84 green (32,67/m) 98,—
approx. 15 kg, price per 5 m roll
6812.523.950.03 green (33,80/m) 169,—
approx. 30 kg, price per 10 m roll
6812.523.950.00 green (29,90/m) 199,—

Artifi cial moss carpet, width 60 cm, 2 cm pile 
height, white carpet with natural moss replica on 
the surface, price per 5 m roll

D green/black
6814.637.602.00   (25,80/m) 129,—

E green
6844.637.619.00   (19,80/m) 99,—

25 x 25 cm

A Artificial
turf panel

from 3,50

width 60 cm,
length 5 m

B Artificial turf mat

only 39,95

C Artifi cial turf roll

fr. 29,90 /m

✓ length 3 and 5, 10 m

✓ suitable for outdoor use

✓ Real grass look

✓ 3 cm pile height

Artificial moss carpet

from 19,80 /m

Flame retardant grass mats can
be found on page 296.

Moss stones, green, realistic looking stone replicas 
made of polystyrene with complete moss trimming

F price per pack of 3
6804.599.979.00 size 20 - 30 cm 32,90

G price per pack of 19
6804.511.377.00 size 5 - 10 cm 15,90

H price per pack of 20
6804.654.067.00 approx. size 5 cm 5,90

J price per pack of 6
6814.654.067.01 size 8 - 10 cm 4,90

K Natural moss, prepared natural moss for 
crafting and decorating, price per 1 kg pack
6801.717.212.00 light green 29,95

L Natural moss, real natural moss for natural 
decorations, autumnal arrangements or for
handcrafting. Price per pack of 1 kg
6823.207.966.10    19,90
% from 6 packs    17,90

M Moss bark, Ø 10 cm, dark green, very realistic
looking wooden bark bowl with artifi cial moss
6810.709.934.00 length 45 cm 8,90

G Moss stones, 
size 5 - 10 cm

only 15,90

H Moss stones, 
approx. size 5 cm

only 5,90 J Moss stones, 
size 8 - 10 cm

only 4,90

F Moss stones,
size 20 - 30 cm

only 29,95

length 45 cm

M Moss bark

only 6,80

L Natural moss

from 17,90

K Natural moss

only 29,95

29,95

Application Example

6,80

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D Cypress Tree

only 139,–

length 180 cm

C Boxwood tendril

only 24,90

length 170 cm

B Boxwood/Cypress tendril

only 12,90

J Boxwood 
panel XXL

from 25,90

Ø 33 cm

Ø 43 cm

height 150 cm

E Box tree ball

from 12,95

from 6,90

SUPER
PRICE

Boxwood panel

from 7,50

25 x 25 cm

60 x 40 cm

A Grass ball, green, made of plastic,
price per piece
6811.548.892.01 Ø 33 cm 37,90
6814.548.892.02 Ø 43 cm 64,90

B Boxwood/Cypress tendril, delicate branching,
made of plastic, with eyelet for hanging,
price per piece
6804.430.524.00 length 170 cm 22,90

C Boxwood tendril, delicate branching, made 
of plastic, with eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6800.664.851.00 length 180 cm 44,90

D Cypress Tree, slender artifi cial tree with 
PE branches in natural, 2-coloured, green look, 
potted in a plastic base pot, price per piece
6802.447.652.00 height 150 cm 139,—

E Box tree ball, green, artifi cial boxwood ball 
for indoor and outdoor decoration, made of 
plastic, price per piece
6800.800.018.93 Ø 22 cm 12,95
6800.800.018.92 Ø 26 cm 19,95
6800.800.018.91 Ø 36 cm 29,95
6804.548.939.00 Ø 40 cm 59,90

F Deluxe boxwood ball, green, very realistic 
ball made of plastic, opaque with padded core, 
stable shape and colour-fast, fl ame retardant 
according to DIN 4102-1 B1, price per piece 
6800.659.765.00 Ø 15 cm /  90 g 8,90
6800.659.765.01 Ø 25 cm / 400 g 35,90

G Boxwood panel, dark green, leaves and grid 
net made of plastic, price per piece
6804.291.026.00 25 x 25 cm 7,50

H Deluxe boxwood panel, green, height 3 cm,
very realistic looking, thick bi-coloured leaves 
made of plastic, stable shape and colour-fast, 
grid net made of plastic, fl ame retardant
according to DIN 4102-1 B1, price per piece
6804.659.758.03 25 x 25 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    13,90
% from 12 pieces    12,90

J Boxwood panel XXL, dark green, height 7 cm,
thick, leaves and mesh net made of plastic
6804.592.772.00 60 x 40 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

24,90

12,90

6,90
29,90

A Grass ball

from 37,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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H Giant panel 
grass mix

from 139,–

J Giant panel 
fern mix

from 139,–

✓ 100 x 100 cm

✓ 100 x 100 cm ✓ 50 x 50 cm

✓ stable metal grill

C Premium fern 
eucalyptus 
panel

only 89,90

B Wall Garden 
Panel Grass Mix

only 27,95

✓ 50 x 50 cm

F Giant panel 
grass mix

from 119,–

A Giant
Panel Mix

from 109,–

G Giant panel 
grass-flower mix

from 89,–

from 89,–

SUPER
PRICE

Fig. F-J

A Giant Panel Mix, green, 3,1 kg, XXL panel 
made of plastic with grid, price per piece
6810.800.000.52 100 x 100 cm 109,—

B Wall Garden Panel Grass Mix, green,
various artifi cial plants made of high quality plastic,
fi xed on a grid made of plastic, price per piece
6800.800.000.53 50 x 50 cm 27,95

C Premium fern eucalyptus panel, green,
height 13 cm, very realistic looking, thick fern and
eucalyptus leaves made of plastic, stable shape
and colour-fast, grid net made of plastic, fl ame
retardant according to B1 DIN 4102-1, price per piece
6804.707.589.00 50 x 50 cm 89,90

Panel hanging, 30 x 30 cm, different, green 
shaded branches and stalks made of plastic, 
approx. 40 cm long, grid made of plastic

D Grass
6804.656.474.00 light green 19,90
% from 6 pieces     17,90

E Fern
6804.656.467.00 light/dark green 15,90
% from 6 pieces     14,50

Giant panel mix, 100 x 100 cm, 4.6 kg, various 
artifi cial plants made of high quality plastic,
price per piece 

fi xed on a grid made of plastic

F 6812.720.120.00 Grass 129,—
% from 6 pieces    119,—

G 6802.720.113.00 Grass-fl ower 99,—
% from 6 pieces    89,—

attached on a plastic mesh, metal grid for 
stabilization

H 6804.700.764.00 Grass 159,—
% from 6 pieces    139,—

J 6814.700.757.00 Fern  159,—
% from 6 pieces    139,—

K Flame Resistant Spray, 400 ml
6803.128.094.00   (1 l: 39,75) 15,90
% from 3 pieces   (1 l: 32,25) 12,90
% from 6 pieces   (1 l: 24,75) 9,90

XXL ARTIFICIAL WALL GARDEN PANELS

✓ 30 x 30 cm

Panel hanging

from 14,50

made
in

Germany

K Flame Resistant 
Spray

from 9,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Panel de 
jardín de 
pared artificial 

only 139,–

A Panel de jardín de pared artifi cial, dark 
green, particularly tight design, fi xed on a grid 
made of plastic, price per piece
6820.800.019.36 75 x 50 cm (L x W) 139,—

B Grass panel XXL, green, height 5 cm, thick,
leaves and mesh net made of plastic, price per piece
6814.592.789.00 60 x 40 cm 29,90
% from 6 pieces    25,90

The C-E panels have a plastic grid as a base. 
The panels can be placed and fi xed together 
as desired by means of eyelets on the grid.

C Grass panel, green, grass blades approx. 
length 5 cm, deceptively realistic looking
bi-coloured grass blades
6814.700.733.00 50 x 50 cm 19,90
% from  6 pieces    17,90
% from 12 pieces    12,50

D Green plants mix panel, green, deceptively 
realistic looking green plants made of soft plastic
6804.700.719.00 50 x 50 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

E Box tree fern mix panel, green, deceptively 
realistic looking box tree and fern plants made of 
soft plastic
6804.700.726.00 50 x 50 cm 22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

Deluxe panel, green, very realistic looking, thick 
bi-coloured grass blades made of soft plastic, 
stable shape and colour-fast, fl ame retardant 
according to DIN 4102-1 B1

F Grass, approx. 14 cm long blades
6804.659.758.00 25 x 25 cm 49,95

G Turf, approx. 5 cm long blades
6804.659.758.01 25 x 25 cm 15,90
% from 6 pieces    13,90

H Grass moss, approx. 6 cm long blades
6804.659.758.02 25 x 25 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    13,90
% from 12 pieces    11,90

J Fittonia box panel, green/red/brown,
with various leaf types, made of fabric
6804.653.664.00 25 x 25 cm 24,90
% from  6 pieces    22,50
% from 12 pieces    19,90

K Monstera fern panel, green, with fern and 
split philo leaves made of fabric
6804.653.657.00 25 x 25 cm 24,90
% from  6 pieces    22,50
% from 12 pieces    19,90

L Grass panel, green, approx. 12 cm long 
blades, grid net made of plastic
6804.434.959.00 25 x 25 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    14,50
% from 12 pieces    12,90

M Grass panel, dark green, approx. 3 cm long 
blades, grid net made of plastic
6814.355.971.00 25 x 25 cm 7,50
% from  6 pieces    6,90
% from 12 pieces    5,90

✓ 75 x 50 cm

✓ 25 x 25 cm

flame
retardant

F H    -     

✓ 25 x 25 cm

J Fittonia box 
panel

from 19,90

L Grass panel

from 12,90

K Monstera 
fern panel

from 19,90

M Grass 
panel

from 5,90

B Grass panel XXL

from 25,90
✓ 60 x 40 cm ✓ 50 x 50 cm

✓ 50 x 50 cm

C Grass panel

from 12,50

D Green plants 
mix panel

from 19,90

F Deluxe grass 
panel

only 49,95

H Deluxe grass 
moss panel

from 11,90

G Deluxe
turf panel

from 13,90

E Box tree fern 
mix panel

from 19,90

15,90
13,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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ORCHIDS

40 cm long

A Hanging 
orchid

only 29,95

length 80 cm

D Orchids 
branch

only 5,95

length 140 cm

E XXL-
Orchids 
branch

only 24,95
40 cm high

F Pot orchid

only 19,95

60 x 70 cm

C Hanging 
orchid

only 149,–

140 cm high

J Pot orchid

only 249,–

40 cm high

G Pot orchid

only 34,95

40 cm high

G Pot orchid

only 34,95

28 cm high

H Pot orchid

only 12,95

A Hanging orchid, 40 cm long, orchid fl owers
made of textile decorated on a plastic ball with moss
and leaf green, eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6812.719.520.00 orange  29,95

B Hanging orchid, white, orchid fl owers made 
of textile decorated on a plastic ball with moss 
and leaf green, eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6810.800.019.42 40 cm long 15,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

C Hanging orchid, 60 x 70 cm (w x l), orchid 
fl owers made of textile, decorated on an artifi cial 
branch with moss, ferns and aerial roots made of 
plastic, natural cord to hang up, price per piece
6812.719.544.00 rose  149,—

D Orchids branch, length 80 cm, beautifully 
formed textile fl owers (10 cm Ø) and buds, fl exible 
plastic stem (50 cm long), price per piece
6812.719.513.00 white  5,95

E XXL-Orchids branch, length 140 cm, 
beautifully formed textile fl owers with real-touch 
surface, up to 13 cm Ø, bendable plastic stem 
(70 cm long), price per piece
6812.719.551.14 white  24,95
6802.719.551.22 white/pink 24,95

F Pot orchid, 40 cm high, deceptively realistic 
looking decorative orchid made of high-quality 
textile material, fi rmly anchored in a modern 
ceramic pot (10 x 10 cm), price per piece
6802.719.568.00 purple  19,95

Pot orchid, deceptively realistic looking decorative
orchid made of high-quality artifi cial material, 
fi rmly anchored in a modern ceramic pot

G 40 cm high
6803.719.049.14 white  34,95
6803.719.049.22 pink  34,95
6803.719.049.33 fuchsia  34,95

H 28 cm high
6803.719.032.14 white  12,95
6803.719.032.22 hot pink 12,95
6803.719.032.33 pink  12,95

J Pot orchid, 140 cm high, perfectly reproduced
artifi cial plant - textile fl owers up to 15 cm in size
with real cloth surface and buds are spread over
8 stems which are each stabilised with a bamboo
stick, rubberised aerial roots and green leaves
protrude from an earth-like ball as a pot substitute,
when bent up the orchid reaches a total width of 
approx. 80 cm, price per piece
6801.719.575.00 white  249,—

40 cm long

B Hanging 
orchid

from 14,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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7

Our deceptively realistic looking decorative 
orchid is an exotic, beautiful eye-catcher all 
year round and of lasting beauty. Made of 
high-quality artifi cial material.

A Hanging orchid, 60 x 70 cm (w x l), orchid 
fl owers made of textile, decorated on an artifi cial 
branch with moss, ferns and aerial roots made of 
plastic, natural cord to hang up, price per piece
6822.719.544.00 rose  149,—

B Orchids branch, length 80 cm, fl exible
plastic stem (40 cm long) with textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6813.719.100.01 pink  9,95
6813.719.100.14 white  9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,95

C Hanging orchid, white, orchid fl owers made 
of textile decorated on a plastic ball with moss 
and leaf green, eyelet for hanging, price per piece
6820.800.019.42 40 cm long 15,95
% from 3 pieces    14,95

D Pot orchid, 40 cm high, fi rmly anchored in
a modern ceramic pot (15 x 15 x 8 cm)
6813.719.049.14 white  34,95
6813.719.049.22 pink  34,95
6813.719.049.33 fuchsia  34,95

E Pot orchid, 40 cm high, deceptively realistic 
looking decorative orchid made of high-quality 
textile material, fi rmly anchored in a modern 
ceramic pot (10 x 10 cm), price per piece
6812.719.568.00 purple  19,95

F Pot orchid, 28 cm high, fi rmly anchored in
a modern ceramic pot (15 x 6 cm)
6813.719.032.14 white  12,95
6813.719.032.22 hot pink 12,95
6813.719.032.33 pink  12,95

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

40 cm high

E Pot orchid

only 19,95

60 x 70 cm

A Hanging 
orchid

only 149,–

.14 white

.22 hot pink

40 cm high

D Pot orchid

only 34,95

40 cm long

C Hanging 
orchid

from 14,95

28 cm high

F Pot orchid

only 12,95

B Orchids branch

from 8,95
length 80 cm

.22 pink

.01 pink

.33 pink

Application Example

.14 white

.14 white

.33 fuchsia

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Artifi cial cacti are attractive decorative plants are 
suitable for decoration themes such as desert, 
safari or Mexico. This artifi cial cactus is made of 
high-quality PE plastic material and features a 
realistic surface that is covered with soft thorns. 
The cactus with multiple arms is fi rmly planted in 
a black pot for a more stable stand.

A Finger cactus, green, multiple arms
6804.671.675.00 height 52 cm 39,90

B Column cactus, green
6800.671.682.00 height 42 cm 34,90
6800.671.682.01 height 53 cm 59,90

C Barrel cactus with blossom, green, cactus 
and pot made of plastic, price per piece
6800.684.316.00 height 40 cm 39,90

D Bow string hemp in pot, green, bendable 
leaves made of  PU foam, price per piece
6814.684.309.00 height 70 cm 119,—

E Aloe Vera in pot, very realistic looking artifi cial
plant in a pot, it is almost distinguishable from 
the real plant thanks to modern plastics and its 
natural colour and surface, price per piece
6812.684.804.00 height 48 cm  54,90

F Bow string hemp in pot, this beautiful, 
artifi cial plant looks very realistic and is almost 
distinguishable from the real plant thanks to
modern plastics and its natural colour and 
surface. Artifi cial plants are easy to maintain 
and clean off dust and dirt. The decorative plant 
comes in a pot and can be positioned out-of-the-
box to lighten the atmosphere of dark rooms or 
staircases. Price per piece.
6804.684.811.00 height 74 cm  79,90

G Agave parryi, green, insertion pipe length
6 cm, Ø 12 mm, stable leaves made of plastic, 
tube for easy mounting on metal stand or in
plug-in compound, price per piece
6810.653.572.00 Ø 38 cm 25,90

Succulent, green, leaves made of PU foam,
pot made of plastic, price per piece

H 6810.684.323.00 height 20 cm 22,90

J 6810.684.330.00 height 25 cm 29,90

K Hibiscus Bouquet, red, made of plastic
and textile, price per piece
6810.800.022.06 length 46 cm 8,95
% from 3 pieces    7,95

19,9019,90

14,90

G Agave parryi

only 14,95

height 48 cm 

E Aloe Vera in pot

only 49,90

height 53 cm height 42 cmheight 52 cm

A Finger cactus

only 39,90
B Column cactus

only 19,90

height 70 cm

D Bow string 
hemp in pot

only 119,–

Cactuses

49,90

height 40 cm

Succulent

from 9,90

C Barrel cactus 
with blossom

only 14,90

14,95

height 20 cm

height 25 cm

height 40 cm

Ø 38 cm

height 74 cm 

F Bow string 
hemp in pot

only 65,90

length 46 cm

K Hibiscus 
Bouquet

from 7,95

65,90

9,90

15,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Bamboo

A Banner „Bamboo rods“, green, one-sided
printed and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²)
in fl ame-retardant quality - fi re protection class 
DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging strip as well as 
stabilising rod at the bottom hem for wrinkle-free 
hanging indoors and outdoors, price per piece
6814.708.913.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

B Bamboo tree, realistic replica made of
high-quality plastic and fabric material, delivered 
in a pot, price per piece
6804.684.729.00 height 120 cm 79,90
6804.684.729.01 height 180 cm 129,—

C Bamboo branch, green, Ø 3 cm, big bamboo
branch of real bamboo stick (15 mm Ø) and 
artifi cial leaves, price per piece
6802.720.656.00 length 190 cm 19,95

Bamboo rods, natural fi nish, real, natural bamboo
rod for an Asian fl air, bamboo is a natural product, 
variations in diameter and colour are normal

D length 180 cm, Ø 5 cm,
price per pack of 3 
6814.538.800.00   (13,30/pc.) 39,90

E length 200 cm, Ø 10 - 12 cm,
self-standing, price per piece 
6803.640.343.25    49,90

F Metal stand, 70 x 20 cm (L x W), height 15 cm,
8 kg, base plate with 5 slots, each Ø 5.5 cm, 
high-quality powder coating, price per piece
6811.494.977.43 silver  89,—

G Bamboo Branch, green, price per piece
6800.800.024.45 length 78 cm 9,95

A Banner
„Bamboo rods“

only 29,90

C Bamboo branch

only 19,95

F Metal stand

only 89,–

height 180 cm

70 x 20 cm (L x W)

E Bamboo cane

only 49,90
length 200 cm

G Bamboo 
Branch

only 9,95
length 78 cm

length 190 cm

height 120 cm

100 x 200 cm (W x L)

B Bamboo tree

from 79,90

only 13,30 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

29,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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PALM TREES

A Phoenix palm tree

from 209,–
height 180 cm
height 210 cm

C Areca palm tree

from 89,–
height 110 cm
height 190 cm

A Phoenix palm tree, palm crown with lush 
fronds made of high-quality fabric fi bres, very 
realistic look, comes in pot, price per piece
6834.684.750.00 height 180 cm 209,—
6802.684.750.01 height 210 cm 229,—

B Areca palm tree in a pot, crown diameter 
approx. Ø 50 cm, made of high quality PE
material, price per piece
6814.709.620.00 height  80 cm 29,90
6814.709.590.00 height 120 cm 69,90

C Areca palm tree, delicate, beautiful fronds 
made of high-quality plastic, lighter green tone in 
the upper area, giving the decorative palm tree a 
very realistic look, comes in a pot, price per piece
6804.684.736.00 height 110 cm 98,—
6804.684.736.01 height 190 cm 199,—

D Palm tree, gold, decorative, artificial gold 
palm, price per piece
6820.800.022.16 height 140 cm 79,—

E Fan palm tree in a pot, crown diameter 
approx. Ø 50 cm, with pot Ø 14 cm, shapely and 
detailed decorative palm tree with palm fronds 
made of textile material, potted in a black plastic 
pot, price per piece
6803.720.816.00 height 90 cm 49,95

F Phoenix palm tree in a pot, crown diameter 
approx. Ø 70 cm, with pot Ø 14 cm, beautiful and 
detailed artifi cial palm tree with a high trunk in a 
realistic wooden design and palm fronds made 
of high-quality PE material, comes in a black pot 
made of plastic, price per piece
6824.709.613.00 height 135 cm 99,—

height 135 cm

F Phoenix palm 
tree in a pot

only 79,90

height 80 cm
height 120 cm

B Areca palm 
tree in a pot

from 29,90

79,90

89,–

D Palm tree

only 79,–
height 140 cm

height 90 cm

E Fan palm 
tree in a pot

only 49,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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length 180 cm

length 240 cm

length 58 cm

H Phoenix 
palm leaf

from 11,90
length 95 cm

length 
115 cm

length 
98 cm

length 100 cm

G Phoenix 
palm leaf

only 5,90

length 100 cm

K Areca palm leaf

from 1,63 /piece

Ø 38 cm

L Fan palm leaf

from 2,95 /piece

Philodendron branch, green, made of plastic

A 6833.800.020.26 70 cm l./Monstera 8,95

B 6833.800.020.27 75 cm l./Split 8,95

C Flame Resistant Spray, 400 ml
6813.128.094.00   (1 l: 39,75) 15,90
% from 3 pieces   (1 l: 32,25) 12,90
% from 6 pieces   (1 l: 24,75) 9,90

D Palm tree, white, made of plastic and comes 
without a pot, price per piece
6814.609.821.00 height 180 cm 129,—

E Royal palm branch, green, made of wire 
and fabric material, price per piece
width 45 cm
6804.686.563.00 length 100 cm 17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90
approx. width 60 cm
6802.447.683.00 length 180 cm 39,90
% from 6 pieces    37,90
6812.447.690.00 length 240 cm 44,90

F Banana leaf, plastic/fabric,
price per piece
6814.424.080.00 length 75 cm 7,50
% from 6 pieces    5,50

G Phoenix palm leaf, green, width 25 cm, 
beautifully fanned faux palm branch made of wire 
and fabric material, price per piece
6800.686.570.00 length 100 cm 8,90

H Phoenix palm leaf, fl ame retardant
(EN 1021-2), made of fabric and plastic, green,
price per piece
6803.673.327.00 length 95 cm 14,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

J Areca palm leaf, green, width 38 cm,
beautifully fanned faux palm branch made of
wire and fabric material, price per piece
6814.684.767.00  length 98 cm 8,90
% from 6 pieces    7,90
6804.684.767.01 length 115 cm 9,95
% from 6 pieces    8,95

K Areca palm leaf, green, width 25 cm,
beautifully fanned faux palm branch made of 
wire and fabric material, price per pack of 3
6814.684.798.00 l. 58 cm (=1,97/pc.) 5,90
% from 6 packs   (=1,63/pc.) 4,90

L Fan palm leaf, green, total length 70 cm, 
beautifully fanned faux palm branch made of wire 
and fabric material, price per pack of 2
6814.684.781.00 Ø 38 cm (=3,25/pc.) 6,50
% from 6 packs   (=2,95/pc.) 5,90

Philo leaves, green, made of plastic, 5-piece set

M Ø 21 cm, total length 60 cm
6814.684.484.00   (=1,18/pc.) 5,90

N Ø 22 cm, total length 61 cm
6814.684.491.00   (=1,18/pc.) 5,90

O Monstera leaves, total length 71 cm,
Ø 24 cm, made of plastic, price per 3-piece set
6814.684.514.00 green (=2,30/pc.) 6,90

5,90

N Philo leaves

only 1,18 /piece

M Philo leaves

only 1,18 /piece

O Monstera leaves

only 2,30 /piece

Ø 21 cm Ø 24 cmØ 22 cm

length 75 cm

Leaves sets

from 15,90

SUPER
PRICE

5,90

F Banana leaf

from 5,50

J Areca 
palm leaf

from 7,90

made
in

Germany

height 180 cm

D Palm tree

only 99,–

70 cm long
Philodendron 
branch

only 8,95

75 cm long

B

Split philodendron

A

Monstera philodendron

41,90

C Flame Resistant 
Spray

from 9,90

99,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Twigs, fl ame retardant (EN 1021-2), made of 
high-quality fabric material and plastic

A Cherry blossom branch, length 118 cm
6803.674.713.22 dark pink 23,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90
6810.674.713.14 white  23,90

B Birch branch, dark green
6803.659.826.00 length 70 cm 14,50

C Phoenix palm leaf, green
6813.673.327.00 length 95 cm 14,90
% from  6 pieces    11,90
% from 12 pieces    9,90

D Fern bush, green, fl ame retardant (EN 1021-2)
artifi cial fern made of fabric and plastic
6803.673.297.00 length 70 cm 34,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90

E Deluxe boxwood ball, green, very realistic 
ball made of plastic, opaque with padded core, 
stable shape and colour-fast, fl ame retardant 
according to DIN 4102-1 B1, price per piece 
6810.659.765.00 Ø 15 cm /  90 g 8,90
6810.659.765.01 Ø 25 cm / 400 g 35,90

Deluxe/Premium panel, green, very realistic 
looking, thick bi-coloured grass blades made of 
soft plastic, stable shape and colour-fast, grid net 
made of plastic, fl ame retardant according to DIN 
4102-1 B1, price per piece

25 x 25 cm

F Grass, approx. 14 cm long blades
6814.659.758.00    49,95

G Grass moss, approx. 6 cm long blades
6814.659.758.02    15,90
% from  6 pieces    13,90
% from 12 pieces    11,90

H Turf
6814.659.758.01 approx. 5 cm l. blades 15,90
% from 6 pieces    13,90

J Boxwood
6814.659.758.03 height 3 cm 15,90
% from  6 pieces    13,90
% from 12 pieces    12,90

K Fern eucalyptus
6812.707.572.00 height 13 cm 24,90
% from  6 pieces    17,90
% from 12 pieces    15,90

50 x 50 cm

L Fern eucalyptus
6814.707.589.00 height 13 cm 89,90

6,90
14,90

19,90

fl ame retardant plants

B Birch branch

only 14,50
length 70 cm

D Fern bush

from 29,90
length 70 cm

C Phoenix 
palm leaf

from 9,90
length 95 cm

H Deluxe
turf panel

from 13,90

J Deluxe
boxwood panel

from 12,90

F Deluxe
grass panel

only 49,95

G Deluxe grass 
moss panel

from 11,90

Ø 15 cm

Ø 25 cm

length 118 cm

A Cherry blossom 
branch

from 14,90

K Premium fern 
eucalyptus panel

from 15,90

L Premium fern 
eucalyptus panel

only 89,90

✓ 50 x 50 cm

✓ 25 x 25 cm

✓ 25 x 25 cm

E Deluxe boxwood ball

from 6,90

29,90

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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J Giant birch 
trunk

only 24,90

A Tree trunk set

only 46,95

length 250 cm

length 100 cm

E Birch trunk

from 11,90

H XXL Birch trunks

from 9,98 /piece

G XXL Birch trunks

from 18,30 /piece

height 13 - 33 cm

length 50 cm 

length 70 cm

✓ 6 pces, length 220 cm✓ 3 pces, length 200 cm

✓ 3 pces, length 170 cm

✓ 5 pces, length 170 cm

✓ 5 kg

fr. 8,99 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

K Metal stand

only 89,–

Application Example

Wooden trunk, untreated wood with bark, ideally
suited as a natural building material or handicraft as
well as a decorative element in natural decorations,
the tree trunks may display cracks due to the 
drying process, the dimensions may vary and are 
only approximations, price per piece.

A Tree trunk set, Ø 25 – 27 cm,
12 kg, price per 3-piece set
6813.227.117.00 height 13 - 33 cm 46,95

B Wooden trunk,
Ø 23 cm, 12.2 kg
6833.599.658.25 length 50 cm 29,90
Ø 25 cm, 18.6 kg
6833.599.665.25 length 70 cm 39,90

C Wood logs, length 26 cm,
price per 5 kg bundle
6801.188.111.01   (1 kg: 4,99) 24,95
% from 5 bundles   (1 kg: 4,59) 22,95

D Slabs of wood, length 170 cm, approx. 22 kg,
approx. width 15 - 30 cm, price per pack of 3 
6823.529.419.00   (=16,65/pc.) 49,95

E Birch trunk, approx. 6-10 cm Ø, natural with
drilled hole for for skewers, Ø 16 mm, shape and
colours may vary, because this is a natural product,
dimensions are only approximations, price per piece
6813.644.044.00 length 100 cm 12,90
% from 6 pieces     11,90

F XXL Birch trunks, length 170 cm,
Ø 3-6 cm, price per pack of 5
6833.444.286.10   (=9,99/pc.) 49,95
% from 3 packs   (=8,99/pc.) 44,95

G XXL Birch trunks, length 200 cm,
Ø 6-10 cm, price per pack of 3 
6813.555.586.00   (=19,97/pc.) 59,90
% from 3 packs   (=18,30/pc.) 54,90

H XXL Birch trunks, length 220 cm,
Ø 3-6 cm, price per set of 6 
6823.508.759.00   (=11,65/pc.) 69,90
% from 5 sets   (= 9,98/pc.) 62,50

J Giant birch trunk, approx. 6-10 cm Ø,
price per piece 
6803.600.040.00 length 250 cm 24,90

Metal stand, silver, solid base plate for birch 
trunks with drilled hole, high-quality powder-
coating, price per piece.

K 1 pin Ø 16 mm for  F + G + J ,
7 kg, height 25 cm, thickness 5 mm
6812.519.830.01 40 x 40 cm 99,—

L 6 pins Ø 10 mm for F + G + H ,
6.5 kg, height 14.5 cm, thickness 3.5 mm
6803.519.830.02 40 x 60 cm 69,90
6 pins Ø 16 mm for E + J ,
13 kg, height 30 cm, thickness 5 mm,
for 2.5-3 m high birch trunks
6801.519.830.03 40 x 70 cm 99,—

M Metal stand for F + J , silver, height 15 cm, 
7 kg, Base plate with 5 slots, each Ø 7 cm,
high-quality powder coating, price per piece.
6801.508.650.43 78 x 15 cm (L x W) 119,—

62 50 59,90

89,–

D Slabs of wood

only 16,65 /piece

C Wood logs

from 22,95

B Wooden trunk

from 29,90

More natural products online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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length 64 cm

length 60 cm

length 180 cm

D Birch branch

only 3,90

C Birch twig

only 3,90

B Birch tendril

only 11,50

BEST
SELLER

Birch tendril, spring green, delicate plastic 
tendril with beautiful fabric leaves in a fresh green 
colour, price per piece

A 6814.671.828.01 length 180 cm 16,95

B 6810.710.282.00 length 180 cm 11,50

Birch twig, delicate plastic branch with beautiful
fabric leaves in a fresh green colour, price per piece

C light green
6821.710.299.00 length 60 cm 3,90

D fresh green
6824.671.828.00 length 64 cm 6,90

E Maple tree, green, made of plastic and
fabric, comes in heavy pot for more stability,
price per piece
6810.686.143.00 height 120 cm 59,—

F Birch tree, green, very realistic decorative 
tree with fabric leaves with many details and 
different shades of green, fl exible branches made 
of plastic and wiped white trunk with a wooden 
look, comes with a metal base plate 25 x 25 cm, 
price per piece 
6824.707.008.00 height 200 cm 249,—

3,90

height 120 cm

A Birch tendril

only 16,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

39,90

only 39,90

SUPER
PRICE

height 200 cm

F Birch tree

only 249,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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height 150 cm

A Ficus Banjamini Tree

only 109,–

A Ficus Banjamini Tree

only 139,–

height 170 cm

B Ficus „Alii

only 419,–

height 210 cm

A Ficus Banjamini Tree, green/white, the fi cus
tree or Ficus Benjamini is one of the most popular
classics among the artifi cial trees. A realistic decor
with the typical vibrant blossoms, branched, dense
treetop and the multi-part liana trunk made of real
wood give this artifi cial fi cus tree its natural appearance.
Artifi cial plants can be used for many years, while
retaining their beautiful appearance, they can also
be set up in dark corners and require no care. Just
put the artifi cial tree in an overpot and it is immediately
ready for use and perfect as a decoration in the 
entrance, foyer, spa area or shop window. The 
plant comes planted in a pot made of plastic. 
Price per piece. 
6803.641.470.01 height 150 cm 109,—
6801.641.470.03 height 210 cm 139,—

B Ficus „Alii, green, imposing tree made of 
high quality plastic, overhanging crown and textile 
leaves, trunk in wood look, natural fi nish, stable 
stand due to existing base with holes for screwing 
onto the ground, price per piece
6814.800.022.17 height 170 cm 419,—

C Flower pot, timeless shape, terracotta look, 
plastic, price per piece
6813.443.937.01 Ø 20 cm / 3 l vol. 3,50
6803.554.473.00 Ø 28 cm / 9.2 l vol. 6,90
6803.443.951.01 Ø 32 cm / 7.1 l vol. 8,90
6803.443.968.01 Ø 36 cm / 19.7 l vol. 12,50

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Ficus Banjamini Tree

2,–

C Flower pot

from 2,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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length 180 cm length 125 cm length 180 cm

G Monstera leaf tendril

from 13,90

length 180 cm length 180 cmlength 180 cm

length 150 cmlength 180 cm

length 180 cm

from 17,90

SUPER
PRICE

length 210 cm length 220 cmlength 180 cmlength 180 cm

Very realistic looking artifi cial plants tendrils with
different leaves made of fabric and plastic. Ideal
for arrangements and bouquets, for handcrafting
wreaths or decorating doors and windows 
indoors. Price per piece.

Birch tendril, spring green

A 6820.710.282.00 length 180 cm 11,50

B 6824.671.828.01 length 180 cm 16,95

C Hops garland, with umbels and lavish foliage
6804.263.269.00 length 210 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

D Pothos vine, green, lifelike tendril made of 
plastic, price per piece
6810.800.018.58 length 220 cm 15,95

E Leaves brushwood tendril, very fl exible 
artifi cial vine, bound with natural brushwood and 
many, small plastic leaves, price per piece
6804.709.903.00 length 180 cm 39,90
% from 6 pieces    32,90

F Leaves berries tendril, high-quality artifi cial 
tendril with leaves growing in the style of robinia 
and green artifi cial berries in different shades of 
green, easily alignable, price per piece
6824.707.534.00 length 150 cm 35,90

G Monstera leaf tendril „Giant“, leaves
Ø 12 - 30 cm, beautifully formed giant tendril
6804.252.874.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

H Philodendron tendril, Split, green, lifelike 
vine made of plastic and textile, price per piece
6833.800.020.34 length 125 cm 19,95
% from 3 pieces    17,95

J Philodendron tendril, green, various leaves
6804.653.671.00 length 180 cm 34,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90

Tendrils, green, garland with many delicate 
branches and numerous small leaves made of PE 
material, with eyelet for hanging, price per piece

K Leaves tendril
6801.653.688.00 length 180 cm 19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

L Myrtle tendril
6804.653.695.00 length 180 cm 22,90

M Fern tendril
6804.653.718.00 length 180 cm 18,90
% from 6 pieces    16,90

N Boxwood tendril 
6810.664.851.00 length 180 cm 44,90

15,95

35,90

29,95

13,90

16,95
14,90

24,90

16,90

only 11,50

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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In wreaths, integrated in plant walls or as alone 
in a vase - this decorative hanger consists of 
branches in varying lengths made of rubberised 
plastic and a 7 cm long plug stick. Ideally suited 
as fi ll material in faux plant arrangements.

A Philodendron tendril, Monstera, green, 
lifelike vine made of plastic and textile
6833.800.020.33 length 110 cm 19,95
% from 3 pieces    17,95

B Plant hanger „Monstera“, green, bush 
with approx. 10 cm leaves and plug stick
6814.653.589.00 length 100 cm 32,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90

C Plant hanger „Senecio pea plant“,
length 71 cm, moss green, price per pack of 2
6814.684.149.00   (=6,95/pc.) 13,90

D Aerial root hanger, length 100 cm, olive 
green, bundled roots made of plastic in different 
lengths, price per pack of 2
6804.656.542.00   (=6,45/pc.) 12,90

Plant hanger, price per piece

E „Senecio Himalaya“, green
6804.684.200.00 length 79 cm 7,50
% from 6 pieces    6,90

F „Heart leaf“, light green
6804.684.194.00 length 68 cm 7,50
% from 6 pieces    6,90

G „Senecio“, green
6804.609.050.00 length 120 cm 13,90

H „Asparagus fern“, green
6804.671.811.00 length 80 cm 13,90

J „Decorative asparagus“, green
6804.684.217.00 length 84 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,90

K „Decorative asparagus“, green
6804.684.217.01 length 84 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,90

L „Davallia fern“, green
6804.684.163.00 length 88 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,90

M „Duffy fern“, green
6814.684.187.00 length 89 cm 8,50
% from 6 pieces    7,90

N „Lady fern“, green
6804.684.156.00 length 119 cm 13,90

O Eucalyptus branch, green, with green
plastic leaves and extra long stem
6800.687.027.00 length 60 cm 4,90
% from 6 pieces    2,90

PLANT HANGER

length 71 cm

length 
79 cm

length 100 cm length 120 cm

length 88 cm length 119 cmlength 89 cm

length 68 cm

length 84 cm length 84 cmlength 80 cm

from 6,45 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

length 60 cm

length 100 cm

B Plant hanger 
„Monstera“

from 29,90

O Eucalyptus 
branch

from 2,90

length 
110 cm

A Philodendron 
tendril

from 17,95

3,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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length 160 cm

length 180 cm

✓ XXL Leaves

length 180 cmlength 180 cm

F Ivy garland

from 11,50
A Giant ivy tendril, length 160 cm, plastic and 
fabric, fl exible, giant leaves up to 20 cm in length, 
price per piece
6804.536.745.00 green  25,90

Ivy hanger, thick artifi cial ivy bush with leaves 
made of high-quality fabric fi bre material, fabric 
leaves with strong colours and typical ivy leaf 
imprint as well as hanging shoots with numerous 
leaves (approx. size 6 cm) provide a natural 
appearance, ivy strands in different lengths end in 
a plug stick (length 10 cm)

B Ivy hanger, length 60 cm
6804.423.670.00 green/white 10,90
% from 3 pieces    9,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90

C Ivy bush
6804.707.657.10 dark green/l. 100 cm 24,90
6804.707.657.00 green/white/l. 114 cm 24,90
% from 3 pieces    22,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

D Ivy hanger „Hibernica“, length 170 cm
6803.707.053.00 dark green 44,95
% from 3 pieces    41,95

E Miniature ivy tendril, green, garland with many
delicate branches and numerous small leaves 
made of PE material, with eyelet for hanging
6804.653.701.00 length 180 cm 17,90
% from 6 pieces    15,90

F Ivy garland, length 180 cm, branched ivy 
garland with approx. 6 cm large leaves of textile 
material, price per piece
6804.707.664.00 green/white 13,90
% from  6 pieces    12,50
% from 12 pieces    11,50
6804.707.664.10 dark green 14,95
% from  6 pieces    13,95

Application Example

length 170 cm

D Ivy hanger
„Hibernica“

from 41,95

B Ivy hanger

from 8,90

length 100 cm

length 114 cm

from 19,90

SUPER
PRICE

BEST
SELLER

A Giant ivy 
tendril

only 25,90

✓ PE material

length 
60 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Original watering can, height 21 cm,
1,8 litre, made of plastic, price per piece
6841.800.018.94 green  9,95
6830.800.018.95 black  9,95

B Marantea bush, green/pink, bushy artifi cial 
plant with many textile leaves and branches, with 
practical plastic stick, price per piece
6803.719.179.00 length 30 cm 6,95

C Begonia bush, red/green, bushy artifi cial 
plant with many textile leaves and branches, with 
practical plastic stick, price per piece
6803.719.186.00 length 30 cm 6,95

D Begonia bush, length 26 cm, artifi cial plant 
made of stick and six different sized leaves, made 
of durable plastic and textile material,
price per 3 pcs. set
6803.719.193.09 green (=3,98/pc.) 11,95
6803.719.193.33 red (=3,98/pc.) 11,95

E Heather, lilac, made of plastic, price per piece
(In this application example 3 heather bushes 
were decorated!)
6833.719.209.00 length 30 cm 7,95
% from 6 pieces    6,95

F Hanging basket set, basket sizes: 44 x 23
and 33 x 18 cm (w x h), wicker baskets for hanging,
made of water hyacinth with foil, can also be used
in protected outdoor areas, incl. sisal rope for hanging,
total length approx. 50 cm, price per set of 2
6801.718.851.00 natural colour 49,—

G Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm, lifelike design
made of plastic, in plastic pot, price per piece
6841.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

length 30 cm

B Marantea 
bush

only 6,95

length 30 cm

C Begonia bush

only 6,95

length 26 cm

D Begonia 
bush

only 11,95

F Hanging basket 
set

only 49,–

length 30 cm

E Heather

from 6,95

height 21 cm

A Original
watering can

only 9,95

height 40 cm

G Green lily 
in pot

only 29,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Decorative grasses are low maintenance and 
evergreen all-rounders. They can be used to 
decorate counters, shelves, empty spaces and 
shop windows, of course.

A Grass bundle fl at shape, self-standing faux 
grass bundle, space-saving thanks to fl at shape
6804.707.749.00  76 x 20 x 6 cm 29,90
6804.707.749.01 100 x 20 x 6 cm 44,90

B Grass Branch, 78 cm high, perfect for fl oral 
arrangements and indoor/outdoor decoration, 
price per pack of 3
6810.800.022.45   (=3,32/pc.) 9,95

C Grass bush, plastic, green, price per piece
6804.502.924.00 height 35 cm 9,95
% from 3 pieces    8,90
% from 6 pieces    7,90

D Tuft of grass, self-standing, made of plastic
6804.196.048.00 length 33 cm 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90
% from 6 pieces    6,90

E Miniature grass bundle with sisal, dark green,
self-standing decorative grass bundle made of 
plastic, bound with sisal cord, price per piece
6804.653.596.00 height 30 cm/Ø  9 cm 11,95
% from 3 pieces    10,95
6804.653.596.01 height 60 cm/Ø 17 cm 32,95
% from 3 pieces    29,95

F Grass union, green, self-standing decorative 
grass made of plastic, price per piece
6843.800.022.12 42 cm high 12,95
6843.800.022.13 60 cm high 19,95

G Dune grass tuft, green, self-standing
decorative grass with sand pile, price per piece
6812.639.590.08 height 55 cm 19,90
% from 3 pieces    17,90

H Reed bundle, green, made of plastic,
self-standing, price per piece
6804.560.634.08 length  90 cm 25,90
6814.560.641.08 length 150 cm 59,95

J Grass in pot, green, made of high quality PE, 
potted in black pot, price per piece
with pot Ø 10 cm
6804.707.398.00 height  70 cm 14,90
with pot Ø 15 cm
6804.707.398.01 height 120 cm 44,90
with pot Ø 17 cm
6804.707.398.02 height 150 cm 65,90

K Reed grass blade, faux grass bundle made 
of blades in various lengths that come together in 
a practical plug stick, ideal for vase decorations
6811.536.653.00 length 130 cm 12,90
% from  6 pieces    10,90
% from 12 pieces    9,90

L Grass branch tuft, grass branch bush with 
stick, price per piece
6820.800.022.44 90 x 40 cm (H x W) 11,95
% from 3 pieces    10,95
% from 6 pieces    9,95

Decorative grass in a plastic pot, 24 x 38 x 6.5 cm
(B x H x T), artifi cial grass with artifi cial meadow 
fl owers in box, price per piece

M 6813.800.020.18 green/lilac 29,95

N 6823.800.020.17 green/white 29,95

MUST-HAVE GRASSES

height 100 cm

height 76 cm

height 55 cm

length 130 cm

A Grass bundle 
flat shape

from 29,90

length 33 cm

D Tuft of grass

from 6,90

height 35 cm

C Grass 
bush

from 7,90

G Dune
grass tuft

from 17,90

height 120 cm

height 70 cm height 150 cm

height 60 cm

height 30 cm

E Grass bundle

from 10,95

K Reed grass blade

from 9,90

length 90 cm

length 150 cm

H Reed 
bundle

from 25,90

J Grass in pot

from 14,90

42 cm high

60 cm high

F Grass union

from 12,95

L Grass 
branch tuft

from 9,95
90 x 40 cm 
(H x W)

B Grass Branch

only 3,32 /piece

78 cm high

Decorative grass 
in a plastic pot

only 29,95

24 x 38 x 6.5 cm 
(B x H x T)

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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GRASSES

N Reed grass
in pot

only 29,95
height 60 cm

height 110 cm

height 50 cm

J Grass bundle 
with lavender

only 10,95
height 50 cm

L Grass bundle 
with blossoms

only 14,95

90 cm high

120 cm high

Q Papyrus 
reed bundle

from 59,95

height 45 cm

A Flower 
bundle

from 19,95

height 50 cm

M Grass bundle with 
reed blossoms

from 11,90

A Flower bundle, colourful, self-standing
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile fl owers, 
price per piece
6810.800.022.03 height 45 cm 21,95
% from 3 pieces    19,95

Flower cluster, green/white, self-standing
bundle of plastic grass stalks and textile flowers, 
price per piece

B white
6820.800.022.75 height 70 cm 35,95

C green/white
6841.800.020.03 height 45 cm 17,95

D green/pink
6821.800.020.04 height 47 cm 17,95

E green/pink
6831.800.020.08 height 65 cm 29,95

F pink
6810.800.022.73 height 65 cm 35,95

G orange
6810.800.022.76 height 67 cm 35,95

H colourful
6810.800.022.74 height 65 cm 35,95

Grass bundle, self-standing bundle made
of plastic grass blades and fabric blossoms,
price per piece

J with lavender, green/purple
6812.707.435.00 height 50 cm 12,90

K with blossoms, green/rose
6814.707.411.00 height 50 cm 14,95

L with blossoms, green/pink
6814.707.473.00 height 50 cm 14,95

M with reed blossoms, green/brown
6804.707.428.00 height 50 cm 13,90
% from 6 pieces    11,90

N Reed grass in pot, green/pink, Ø 40 cm, 
faithfully reproduced artifi cial plant with fl uffy 
panicles and fi ligree stems for a natural look,
in metal pot (14 x 10 cm), price per piece
6832.719.162.00 height 60 cm 29,95

O Reed grass in pot, detailed decorative plant
with delicate grass blades in different colour tones
and pampas grass fronds, plastic leaves made of
high-quality PE material, comes in a black pot
made of plastic (approx. Ø 13 cm), price per piece
6810.710.633.02 height 110 cm 59,90

P Reed grass with blossoms in pot, 
green/rose, very realistic replica made of plastic, 
comes in a pot, price per piece
6804.687.263.00 height 150 cm 115,—

Q Papyrus reed bundle, green, decorative 
plastic grass in plastic pot, price per piece
6832.800.021.82  90 cm high 59,95
6833.800.021.83 120 cm high 99,—

height 150 cm

P Reed grass with 
blossoms in pot

only 99,–

99,–

49,90

height 50 cm

K Grass bundle 
with blossoms

only 14,95
10,95

height 45 cmheight 70 cm

height 65 cm

height 67 cmheight 65 cm

new in our portfolio

height 65 cmheight 47 cm

from 17,95

SUPER
PRICE

O Reed grass 
in pot

only 49,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Hanging pot Fern, green, with pot Ø 17 cm,
crown diameter approx. Ø 40 cm, made of
high-quality PE material, potted in a grey pot
with stone design
6802.707.718.00 length 95 cm 29,90
% from 3 pieces    19,90

B Fern in a pot, green, pot Ø 12 cm, beautiful 
deer tongue fern with straight leaves in different 
lengths and colours, made of high-quality PE 
material, potted in a grey pot with stone design, 
price per piece
6811.707.725.00 height 26 cm  15,90

C Fern bush, 16 leaves, light-dark green, 
approx. 20-30 cm long, bendable leaves made of 
plastic, with 9 cm long plug stick, price per piece
6804.656.436.00 Ø 50 cm 11,90

D Fern pick, 15 leaves, light-dark green,
approx. 20 cm long, delicately branched,
bendable leaves made of plastic, with
15 cm long plug stick, price per piece
6820.656.450.00 Ø 30 cm 8,90

E Maidenhair fern in pot, crown diameter 
approx. Ø 50 cm, detailed decorative plant with 
small leaves made of high-quality PE material, 
comes in a black pot made of plastic Ø 18 cm
6802.709.583.00 height 115 cm 69,90

F Crate Vintage, 50 x 40 x 30 cm (L x W x H), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made of 
natural wood, price per piece
6852.653.329.00 limed white 22,90

G Velvet armchair, 60 x 80 x 50 cm (W x H x D),
comfortable armchair in a trendy velvet look, 
covered with stepped soft velvet fabric (100 % 
polyester), seating height 43 cm, chair legs made 
of solid beech wood, price per piece
6820.688.130.00 rose  199,—

H Fern bush, light-dark green, 25 leaves,
Lush and very realistic looking fern replica with 
approx. 30 cm long leaves made of fabric fi bre 
material, which come together in a practical plug 
stick (length 10 cm). The artifi cial fern is ideally 
suited as part of a plant arrangement.
Price per piece.
6812.656.498.00 Ø 40 cm 15,90

J Fern bush board, green, with pluggable 
moss plate Ø 12 cm, beautiful fern with delicate 
leaves in different lengths and colours, made of 
high-quality PE material, fi rmly fi xated on a round 
board (approx. 4 cm thick) covered with moss, 
ideally suited for covering fl oors, price per piece
6801.708.531.00 Ø 60 cm 19,90

K Fern plant, green, very realistic giant fern 
made of individually bendable plastic fronds in 
different lengths, up to 60 cm in length and 18 cm 
in width, comes in stable pot, price per piece
6802.653.619.01 height 160 cm 129,—

made
in

Germany

23,90

9,90

49,90

6,90E Maidenhair 
fern in pot

only 49,90
height 115 cm

H Fern bush

only 15,90
Ø 40 cm

J Fern bush 
board

only 19,90
Ø 60 cm

height 160 cm

K Fern plant

only 109,–

109,–

length 95 cm

A Hanging
pot Fern

from 19,90
height 26 cm 

B Fern in a pot

only 9,90

Ø 30 cm

D Fern pick

only 6,90

159,–

FERNS

L Flame Resistant Spray, 400 ml, odourless
spray for subsequent impregnation of fi re protection
for indoor areas according to DIN4102/B1, 
suitable for absorbent materials made of jute, 
cellulose fi bre fabric, paper or cardboard, made in 
Germany, price per piece
6823.128.094.00   (1 l: 39,75) 15,90
% from 3 pieces   (1 l: 32,25) 12,90
% from 6 pieces   (1 l: 24,75) 9,90

L Flame Resistant 
Spray

from 9,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Split philodendron

Monstera philodendron

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

A Philodendron in pot

only 16,90

height 90 cm 

This beautiful, artifi cial plant looks very realistic 
and is almost distinguishable from the real plant 
thanks to modern plastics and its natural colour 
and surface. Artifi cial plants are easy to maintain 
and clean off dust and dirt. The decorative plant 
comes in a pot and can be positioned out-of-the-
box to lighten the atmosphere of dark rooms or 
staircases. Price per piece.

A Philodendron in pot
6804.684.828.00 height  45 cm  19,90

B Monstera in pot
6814.684.835.00 height  45 cm  19,90

C Golden pothos in pot
6804.684.859.00 height 150 cm  179,—

D Monstera in pot
6804.684.835.01 height 120 cm  99,—

E Dragon tree in pot
6804.684.842.00  height 90 cm  54,90

F Maidenhair fern in pot,
crown diameter approx. Ø 50 cm
6812.709.583.00 height 115 cm 69,90

G Philodendron in pot, deceptively real looking 
artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, price per piece
6810.800.020.47 h. 75 cm / Split 59,95
6820.800.020.41 h. 82 cm / Monstera 59,95

H Philodendron in pot, deceptively real looking 
artifi cial plant in black plastic pot, price per piece
6823.800.020.40 h. 47 cm / Monstera 24,95
6833.800.020.46 h. 45 cm / Split 24,95

HOUSEPLANTS

height 45 cm 

height 45 cm 

B Monstera 
in pot

only 17,90

height 120 cm 

D Monstera 
in pot

only 99,–

height 150 cm 

C Golden 
pothos in pot

only 149,–

16,90

17,90

149,–

49,95

49,90

115 cm lang

F Maidenhair 
fern in pot

only 49,90

E Dragon tree in pot

only 49,95

height 47 cm height 75 cm height 82 cm 

G Philodendron 
in pot

only 59,95

height 45 cm 

H Philodendron 
in pot

only 24,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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29 x 50 x 29/35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D)

D Floor vase set

only 269,–

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

Basket sizes: 
44 x 23 and 
33 x 18 cm 
(w x h)

C Hanging
basket set

only 49,–

L Flower bowl 
„Birch“

only 29,95

F Wooden trunk 
planting bowl

only 19,95

G Wooden bucket

only 49,90

E Wicker basket

only 15,95

A Willow basket, natural willow, price per piece
6842.428.224.01 h. 24 cm/Ø 26 cm 12,90
6842.428.224.00 h. 28 cm/Ø 37 cm 19,90
6832.428.224.02 h. 26 cm/Ø 43 cm 19,90

B Rattan planting basket set, 25 x 12, 35 x 17
and 56 x 23 cm (w x h), three baskets made of woven
cuburattan, vintage look, covered with foil, can be
used in protected outdoor areas, price per set of 3
6821.718.660.00 brown  79,90

C Hanging basket set, basket sizes: 44 x 23
and 33 x 18 cm (w x h), wicker baskets for hanging,
made of water hyacinth with foil, can also be used 
in protected outdoor areas, including sisal rope 
for hanging, total length approx. 50 cm,
price per set of 2
6811.718.851.00 natural colour 49,—

D Floor vase set, 29 x 50 x 29/ 35 x 65 x 35/
41 x 75 x 41 cm (W x H x D), versatile large vases 
made of shock-resistant fi breglass in beautiful 
wood look, can be fi lled to the bottom, for indoor 
decoration, price per set of 3 pcs.
6833.800.020.49 brown  269,—

E Wicker basket, 30 x 31 x 43 cm (W x H x L),
natural willow, price per piece
6822.718.684.00    15,95

F Wooden trunk planting bowl, 60 x 18 x 20 cm
(W x H x D), rustic planting bowl made of natural 
Paulownia bark wood, with handles made of sisal 
rope, price per piece
6812.718.677.00    19,95

G Wooden bucket, Ø 30/35 cm, decorative 
planters made of 100% FSC-certifi ed, natural 
acacia wood, with metal fi ttings and handles, 
suitable for outdoor use, price per 2-piece set
6803.713.993.00 height 25/30 cm 59,90

H Wall bucket set, 18/20/25 cm high,
25/30/35 cm long, 18/23/27 cm Ø, made of 
metal, for wall mounting, price per 3pcs. set
6810.800.020.63 silver  59,95

Crown cork tray, 4 cm high, silver, versatile
in use, for example as a tasting tray. In Sabby,
vintage or country house style. This beautiful tray
is an ideal base for candles and flower arrangements.
Here you can decorate as you like and let your
creativity run free. With candles, flowers, leaves, fir
greenery, grit etc., you can create an eye-catcher
for your living space in no time at all. There are 
no limits to your imagination.

J 6820.800.021.75 Ø 30 cm 14,95
% from 3 pieces    12,95

K 6820.800.020.56 Ø 40 cm 17,95
% from 3 pieces    15,95

L Flower bowl „Birch“, 57 x 13 x 23 cm
(W x H x D), Planter in rustic look made of natural 
birch bark on wooden frame, lined with foil and 
suitable for planting outdoors, price per piece
6822.724.326.00    29,95

M Flowerpot set, Ø 22/27/32 cm, bronze, 
metallic lacquered metal pots on metal frame, 
aspecto usado, price per 3pcs. set
6831.800.020.62 59/68/77 cm high 169,—

N Green lily in pot, green, Ø 60 cm,
lifelike design made of plastic, in plastic pot,
price per piece
6851.800.021.81 height 40 cm 29,95

17,90

72,95

49,90

B Rattan planting
basket set

only 72,95

A Wicker basket

from 12,90

height 24 cm
height 28 cm

25 x 12, 35 x 17 and
56 x 23 cm (w x h)

57 x 13 x 23 cm (W x H x D)

60 x 18 x 20 cm 
(W x H x D)

height 25/30 cm

30 x 31 x 43 cm 
(W x H x L)

height 26 cm 

59/68/77 cm high

M Flowerpot 
set

only 169,–

H Wall bucket set

only 59,95

Crown cork tray

from 12,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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VASES

height 15 cm

height 34 cm

height 18 cm height 18 cm

4.5 x 11 cm (W x H)

C Vintage Vase

only 24,95

D Glass vase

only 6,90

26 x 26 cm (W x H)

height 25 cm

height 45 cm

A Copper vase

only 29,95

B Copper vase

only 29,95

height 47,5 cm

height 22,8 cm

K Plant Pot 
Sneaker

only 24,95
27 cm long

Copper vase, copper, versatile decorative vase 
made of copper, stable stand, price per piece

A Ø 16,2 cm
6810.800.021.90 height 47,5 cm 29,95

B Ø 23,5 cm
6810.800.021.91 height 22,8 cm 29,95

C Vintage Vase, white, Metal amphora,
opening 10 cm Ø, price per piece
6832.724.319.00 26 x 26 cm (W x H) 24,95

D Glass vase, height 25 cm, Ø 11 cm, opening 
Ø 3 cm, made of tinted glass, price per piece
6823.715.034.00 orange  6,90
6833.715.034.01 brown  6,90

E Glass vase, height 15 cm, 9 cm, opening
Ø 4 cm, smooth bottle vases in a rustic country 
house look, made of environmentally friendly 
100% recycled glass, the bottles can therefore 
vary slightly in colour, price 6 pcs. set
6803.720.625.08 green (=4,66/pc.) 27,95
6823.720.625.33 pink (=4,66/pc.) 27,95
% from 3 sets   (=4,16/pc.) 24,95

F Vase set, 4.5 x 11 cm (W x H), green, small 
glass vases for fi lling, made of transparent glass, 
price per 7pcs. set
6831.719.636.00   (=1,42/pc.) 14,95

G Glass vase, height 34 cm, Ø 22 cm, opening 
Ø 15 cm, Glass vase in discreet country house 
design, made of environmentally friendly 100% 
recycled glass, the vase can therefore vary slightly 
in colour, price per piece
6832.720.588.00 green  19,95

H Glass vase, height 45 cm, Ø 25 cm, opening 
Ø 5,5 cm, impressive XXL vase made of tinted 
glass, price per piece
6812.715.027.00 green  46,90
6822.714.518.01 orange  59,90

J Glass vase set, height 18 cm, Ø 6 cm,
opening Ø 2,2 cm, four different bottles: 2x frosted,
1x matt and 1x transparent, price per set of 4
blue/beige
6812.720.601.05   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95
dark pink
6832.720.601.33   (=3,24/pc.) 12,95

K Plant Pot Sneaker, 27 cm long,
Ø 13 cm, plant pot in trainer design, made of 
polyresin, is a real eye-catcher in your garden, 
terrace or balcony. Price per piece.
6833.800.022.15 height 14 cm 24,95

9,95

E Glass vase

from 4,16 /piece

J Glass vase set

only 3,24 /piece

F Vase set

only 1,42 /piece

G Glass vase

only 19,95

H Glass vase

from 46,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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SCULPTURE A Mannequin Coat, white, dust- as well as 
water-repellent protective cover for mannequins 
and dressmakers‘ busts, light and easy to handle, 
plastic cover with elastic band, price per piece
6802.521.109.00 180 x 90 cm (L x W) 19,90

Female, measurements 83/60/90 cm,
dress size 34, shoe size 38

B standing straight, 17 kg
6802.628.488.00 height 184 cm 379,—

C hands at the back, 16 kg
6802.628.488.01 height 182 cm 379,—

Male, 18 kg, measurements 97/80/97 cm,
dress size 48, shoe size 42

D standing straight
6802.628.495.00 size 191 cm 399,—

E legs crossed, 18 kg
6802.628.495.02 size 191 cm 399,—

Male mannequin „Sculpture“

only 399,–

✓ modern, matt 
concrete look

✓ fiberglass

Female mannequin „Sculpture“

only 379,–

A Mannequin 
Coat

only 19,90

Protection against 

dust and dirt,

order now

Mannequin „Sculpture“, concrete grey, unusual at 

fi rst sight - concrete grey nuances in matt fi nish give 

this shop window mannequin a unique and modern 

concrete style. Made of fi breglass, with abstract egg 

head and fl ip-fl op toes. The mannequin comes with 

glass base plate and calf pin. Price per piece.

CONCRETELY CASUAL

Order now at decowoerner.com
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MANNEQUINS

✓ incl. glass base
plate and calf pin

✓ fiberglass

Male mannequin „Attitude“

only 379,–

ATTITUDE

Female mannequin „Attitude“

from 369,–

Protection against 

dust and dirt,

order now

Mannequin „Attitude“, skin-coloured, in simple, 
relaxed pose with expressive facial features. Fully 
plastic body made of fi breglass with makeup, 
head for wig and fl ip-fl op toes. The mannequin 
comes with a calf pin and base plate made of 
glass. Delivery time approx. 4-6 weeks.

Females, Weight: approx. 12 kg

A left leg extended, measurements 84/64/89 cm,
shoe size 39, heel height 9 cm
6802.643.863.01 height 183 cm 369,—

B legs crossed, measurements 83/62/89 cm,
shoe size 39, heel height 10 cm
6802.643.863.00 height 182 cm 369,—

C hands at the back, measurements 85/64/89 cm,
shoe size 40, heel height 11 cm
6802.643.863.03 height 184 cm 369,—

D standing straight, measurements 87/62/94 cm,
shoe size 40, heel height 11 cm
6802.643.863.02 height 183 cm 369,—

Males, Weight: approx. 15 kg

E standing straight, measurements 102/80/94 cm,
shoe size 43, heel height 2 cm
6802.646.109.01 height 189 cm 379,—

F left leg extended, measurements 97/70/94 cm,
shoe size 43, heel height 3 cm
6802.646.109.03 height 189 cm 379,—

G sitting, measurements 100/79/107 cm, shoe 
size 44, without calf pin and glass base plate
6802.646.109.00 height 131 cm 379,—

H Mannequin Coat, white, dust- as well as 
water-repellent protective cover for mannequins 
and dressmakers‘ busts, light and easy to handle, 
plastic cover with elastic band, price per piece
6812.521.109.00 180 x 90 cm (L x W) 19,90

Wigs are available online

www.decowoerner.com

H Mannequin 
Coat

only 19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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8 SHOP WINDOW MANNEQUINS, TAILOR BUSTS

SOLID

HAMMER HARD
ABS FIGURES
Very robust, light and versatile - this mannequin 

can do it all. The fi gure is made of recyclable 

ABS plastic and thanks to its low net weight it is 

very easy to handle and thus perfect for frequent 

change of clothing. The modern matt look and 

the abstract Egghead design can be adapted to 

any kind of fashion style. Plastic fi gures are almost

unbreakable and very resistant to scratches and falls. 

✓ recyclable ABS 
material

✓ extremely robust
and impact resistant

✓ especially 
thick

✓ movable
magnet head

Mannequin „Solid White“, with head,
the mannequin comes with a chrome-plated
calf rod and base plate (35 cm) made of glass. 
Price per piece.

Female, white matt, size 180 cm, dress size 36, 
shoe size 39, 10.5 kg, measurements 82/63/87 cm

A standing straight
6801.722.957.00    309,—

B left leg exposed
6801.722.957.01    309,—

C Male, left leg exposed, white matt,
height 187 cm, measurements 96/72/95 cm,
dress size 48, shoe size 42, 12.4 kg
6801.722.964.01    339,—

Mannequin „Solid Grey“, with head, price per piece

Female, grey matt, size 180 cm, dress size 36,
shoe size 39, measurements 82/63/87 cm, 10.5 kg

D standing straight
6801.710.886.00    309,—

E left leg exposed
6801.710.886.01    309,—

F left hand on the hip
6801.710.886.02    309,—

G sitting
6811.710.886.03    339,—

Male, height 187 cm, dress size 48, shoe size 42,
measurements 96/72/95 cm, 12.4 kg

H left leg exposed
6801.710.893.00    339,—

J standing straight
6801.710.893.01    339,—

Mannequin „Solid“

from 309,–

white matt

grey matt

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Elegant shop window mannequin with common model 
imensions. The professional shop window mannequin 
is versatile with movable head and arms, a movable
leg and a movable hip to present a variety of clothing
styles. The mannequin is equipped with an aluminium
calf pin as well as a base plate made of glass to ensure
a stable stand. The lightweight product made of
recyclable polyethylene (PE) plastic is not only
environmentally friendly, but also durable and robust.

Torso

from 69,90

Shop window mannequin, natural colour, with head

A Female, right arm on hip, measurements
83/61/86 cm, clothes size 36, shoe size 38, 7.4 kg
6811.688.550.01 height 178 cm 109,—

B Female, arms straight, measurements
83/61/86 cm, clothes size 36, shoe size 38, 7.4 kg
6811.688.543.01 height 178 cm 109,—

C Male, standing straight, measurements 
94/75/95 cm, dress size 48, shoe size 44, 8.5 kg
6801.688.567.01 height 187 cm 129,—

Torso, natural colour, headless, height-adjustable

D Female, body dimensions 83/61 cm, 3.5 kg
6801.627.030.01 height 85-112 cm 69,90

E Male, body dimensions 94/75 cm, 4.0 kg
6801.627.047.01 height 97-118 cm 74,90

ECO-FRIENDLY 
MANNEQUINS

✓ very robust

✓ especially thick

✓ made of recyclable
PE material

Shop window mannequin, white

F Female, right arm on hip,
measurements 83/61/86 cm, clothes size 36, 
shoe size 38, 7.1 kg
6801.619.028.00 height 163 cm 129,—

G Female, standing straight, measurements
83/61/86 cm, clothes size 36, shoe size 38, 7.1 kg
6801.627.016.00 height 163 cm 129,—

H Male, standing straight, measurements 
94/75/95 cm, dress size 48, shoe size 44, 8.1 kg
6801.619.035.00 height 170 cm 139,—

Torso, white, headless, height-adjustable

J Female, body dimensions 83/61 cm, 3.5 kg
6801.627.030.00 height 85-112 cm 69,90

J Female torso

only 69,90

85
-1

12
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m

85
-1

12
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m

97
-1

18
 c

m

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com
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Replacement cover for tailor bust, stretch 
cover made of 95% polyester, 5% lycra, one size 
fits all, closed neck block, price per piece

E female
6803.513.661.00 ecru 24,90
6803.513.661.14 white 24,90
6803.513.661.18 black 24,90
6803.513.661.46 anthracite 24,90

F male
6803.515.337.14 white 26,90
6803.515.337.18 black 26,90

19,9019,90

19,90
19,90

A Female Tailor’s Bust, bust length 72 cm, 
shoulder height 68 cm, stand length 75 cm,
dress size 36/38, height adjustable 148 - 178 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable 
hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block and 
stand made of wood, delivery time approx.
4-6 weeks, price per piece
6802.481.984.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.481.984.36 ecru/walnut 85,—
6802.481.984.18 black/black 85,—
6802.481.984.14 white/white 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

B Female Tailor’s Bust, bust length 63 cm,
shoulder height 54 cm, stand length 75 cm,
dress size 36/38, height adjustable 135 - 170 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable 
hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block and 
stand made of wood,  delivery time approx.
4-6 weeks, price per piece
6801.480.123.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.480.123.36 ecru/walnut 85,—
6801.480.123.18 black/black 85,—
6801.480.123.14 white/white 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

C Male Tailor’s Bust, bust length 78 cm,
shoulder height 72 cm, stand length 75 cm,
dress size 48/50, height adjustable 148 - 178 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable 
hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block and 
stand made of wood,  delivery time approx.
4-6 weeks, price per piece
6811.481.991.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.481.991.36 ecru/walnut 85,—
6801.481.991.18 black/black 85,—
6801.481.991.14 white/white 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

D Male Tailor’s Bust, bust length 65 cm, 
shoulder height 56 cm, stand length 75 cm,
dress size 48/50, height adjustable 135 - 170 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable 
hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block and 
stand made of wood,  delivery time approx.
4-6 weeks, price per piece
6801.481.977.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.481.977.36 ecru/walnut 85,—
6801.481.977.18 black/black 85,—
6801.481.977.14 white/white 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

Replacement cover

from 14,90

black/
black

ecru/
light oak

white/
white

ecru/
walnut

from 75,–

SUPER
PRICE

ecru/
light oak

black/
black

ecru/
walnut

white/
white

✓ height adjustable

Long busts
for trousers

short bust
for tops

TAILOR‘S BUSTS 
WITH ROUND STAND

REPLACEMENT COVERS

14,90
14,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Wooden hand, light brown, movable element 
hand, finger with three flexible joints, beautiful 
form with balanced proportions, price per piece

made of solid hard wood, stained

E height 24 cm, Ø 10 cm, left
6801.620.123.00   54,90
% from 3 pieces   49,90

F height 29 cm, Ø 10 cm, right
6801.620.123.01   54,90
% from 3 pieces   49,90

made of solid eco-friendly wood, stained

G height 42 cm, 500 grams, left
6801.630.856.00   69,90
% from 3 pieces   64,90

height 24 cm
height 42 cm

height 29 cm

Wooden hand

from 49,90

Male

Female

ecru/
light oak

white/
white

black/
black

B Male
Tailor‘s Bust

from 279,–

✓ suitable for all 
busts on this page

A Female
Tailor‘s Bust

from 269,–

A Female Tailor‘s Bust, bust length 72 cm, 
shoulder height 68 cm, stand length 75 cm, dress 
size 36/38, height adjustable 148 - 178 cm, arms 
and fi ngers made of wood can be arranged in a 
fl exible manner, corpus made of durable and easy 
to plug hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block 
and wooden stand, price per piece
6801.673.457.14 white/white 269,—
6801.673.457.13 ecru/light oak 279,—
6801.673.457.18 black/black 279,—

B Male Tailor‘s Bust, bust length 76 cm, 
shoulder height 62 cm, stand length 75 cm, dress 
size 48/50, height adjustable 148 - 178 cm, arms 
and fi ngers made of wood can be arranged in a 
fl exible manner, corpus made of durable and easy 
to plug hard foam, with fabric cover, neck block 
and wooden stand, price per piece
6801.678.896.13 ecru/light oak 279,—
6801.678.896.14 white/white 299,—
6801.678.896.18 black/black 299,—

Fig. C - D suitable for fi g. A + B:

C Bust stand Studio, 70 - 125 cm extractable,
foot 30 x 30 cm, stand made of metal, iron foot 
with four plastic wheels, pedal stand without any 
function, price per piece
6801.698.276.00 gold  129,—

D Busts stand tripod, 70 - 125 cm extractable,
foot 40 x 40 cm, stand made of iron, high-gloss 
varnish, stable iron foot, price per piece
6801.698.269.00 gold  69,—

99,–

Busts stand

from 69,–

fr. 269,–

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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ecru/
walnut

A Female Tailor’s Bust, dress size 36/38, 
height-adjustable 148 - 178 cm, bust 78 cm, 
stand height 75 cm
6801.466.431.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.466.431.18 black/black 85,—
6801.466.431.36 ecru/walnut 85,—
6801.549.622.00 white/white 85,—

B Replacement cover for female tailor bust, 
stretch cover made of 95% polyester, 5% lycra, 
one size fi ts all, closed neck block, price per piece
6813.513.661.18 black  24,90

ecru/
light oak

black/
black

white/
white

only 85,–

SUPER
PRICE

✓ height-adjustable
148 - 178 cm

✓ incl. cover

This all-around, high-quality tailor‘s mannequin is 
made in Europe and offers a great value for money. 
This elegant bust puts your goods at the centre and 
ensures perfectly fi tting garments. Can be used as a 
clothes stand in clothing stores and boutiques and 
helps to create cutting patterns, drape the fabric and 
to present designs and collections. This functional
all-rounder is equipped for a variety of requirements:
Bust made of user-friendly and very light
polyurethane foam, polyester cover with perfect
adhesion for all types of clothing (washable and
replaceable), height-adjustable, tripod wooden 
stand in matching colour and neck knob, very stable.

LADIES TAILOR‘S BUST 
WITH TRIPOD STAND

19,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

B Replacement cover
for female tailor bust

only 19,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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This all-around, high-quality tailor‘s mannequin is 
made in Europe and offers a great value for money. 
This elegant bust puts your goods at the centre and 
ensures perfectly fi tting garments. Can be used as a 
clothes stand in clothing stores and boutiques and 
helps to create cutting patterns, drape the fabric and 
to present designs and collections. This functional
all-rounder is equipped for a variety of requirements:
Bust made of user-friendly and very light
polyurethane foam, polyester cover with perfect
adhesion for all types of clothing (washable and
replaceable), height-adjustable, tripod wooden 
stand in matching colour and neck knob, very stable.

MEN‘S TAILOR‘S BUST 
WITH TRIPOD STAND

Polystyrene torso, white, corpus made of
durable and easily pluggable hard foam, suitable 
for all tailor bust stands in our product range, 
without cover, price per piece

C Female, dress size 36/38
length 63 cm, shoulder length 54 cm
6803.610.773.01    34,90
length 72 cm, shoulder length 68 cm
6803.610.773.00    29,90

D Male, dress size 48/50
bust length 65 cm, shoulder height 56 cm
6803.610.780.01    34,90
bust length 78 cm, shoulder height 72 cm
6803.610.780.00    34,90

✓ suitable for all 
stands p. 214, 216.

A Male Tailor’s Bust, dress size 48/50, 
height-adjustable 148 - 178 cm, bust 78 cm, 
stand height 75 cm
6801.466.455.18 black/black 85,—
6801.549.622.01 white/white 85,—
6801.466.455.00 ecru/light oak 85,—
6801.466.455.36 ecru/walnut 85,—

B Mannequin Coat, white, dust- as well as 
water-repellent protective cover for mannequins 
and dressmakers‘ busts, light and easy to handle, 
plastic cover with elastic band, price per piece
6822.521.109.00 180 x 90 cm (L x W) 19,90

ecru/
light oak

black/
black

ecru/
walnut

white/
white

✓ height-adjustable
148 - 178 cm

✓ incl. cover

length 78 cm

length 65 cm

length 72 cm

length 63 cm

replaceable
substitute bust

only 85,–

SUPER
PRICE

A

Polystyrene torso

from 34,90

B Mannequin 
Coat

only 19,90

90
 c

m
75

 c
m

30 cm

38 cm
Protection against 

dust and dirt,

order now

Order now at decowoerner.com
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PLASTIC TORSOS

Male torso

from 65,–

neck pin

leg pin

back pin

height 45 cm

height 29 cm

height 71 cm

H Female
bust torso

only 19,90

K Female torso

only 44,90

J Female
slip torso 

only 19,90

L Male slip torso

only 32,90

height 81 cm

height 62 cm
height 70 cm

height 85 cm height 88 cm

height 90 cm

✓ self-standing

✓ shockproof plastic

✓ silky matt look

Torso

only 59,95

Male

Male

Female

Female

✓ semi three dimensional

height 31 cm

Self-standing female torso for the presentation
of lingerie sets and clothing. The advantages of
a torso are the ease of use - they can be
transported easily, because they are much lighter
than a complete mannequin. Due to the lower
overall height of the torso it can be placed on a
table in your shop at an eye level. The torso is
made of very stable plastic with silky matt surface
and comes without a base stand. Price per piece.

F Female, height 81 cm
6802.545.778.00 white 59,95
6802.545.778.18 black 59,95

G Male, height 90 cm
6802.545.785.00 white 59,95
6802.545.785.18 black 59,95

Refi ned glass look, made of high-quality plastic, 
self-standing and semi three-dimensional, for 
swimwear and clothes, transparent

H Female bust torso, height 29 cm
6803.476.553.00    19,90

J Female slip torso , height 31 cm
6803.476.560.00    19,90

K Female torso, height 71 cm
6802.476.577.00    44,90

L Male slip torso, height 45 cm
6802.476.584.00    32,90

from 19,90

SUPER
PRICE

Torso, with shoulder block and chrome-plated 
terminal cap, made of varnished plastic, three-
dimensional, with neck, back and leg fi xation, 
price per piece

A Female, height 62 cm
6801.524.612.00 white  59,95
6801.524.612.18 black  59,95

B Female, height 85 cm
6801.482.042.14 white  69,90
6801.482.042.18 black  69,90

C Male, height 70 cm
6802.630.818.00 white  65,—
6802.630.818.18 black  65,—

D Male, height 88 cm
6802.482.066.14 white  75,—
6802.482.066.18 black  75,—

E Metal stand for torsos, back pin,
100 - 190 cm height adjustable, 30 x 35 cm, 
approx. 5 kg, Height-adjustable backrest for an 
optimum presentation of the garments on your 
tailor‘s bust. Practical and decorative at the same 
time. With rectangular plate. Made of varnished 
metal. Price per piece.
6801.710.220.00 black  39,90

65,–
65,–

10
0 
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E Metal stand 
for torsos

only 39,90
Female torso

from 59,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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PRESENTATION 
HEADS

height 29 cm
height 31 cm

height 35 cmheight 32 cmheight 24 cm

height 30 cm height 37 cm

A Head, white, polystyrene, price per piece
Female, head girth 52 cm
6802.482.226.00 height 29 cm 8,90
% from  6 pieces    7,90
% from 12 pieces    6,90
Male, head girth 56 cm
6802.482.226.01 height 31 cm 8,90
% from  6 pieces    7,90
% from 12 pieces    6,90

B Decorative head Abstract, three-dimensional
egg head made of plastic, price per piece
height 30 cm, head girth 54 cm
6801.657.419.14 white  49,90
6801.657.419.18 black  49,90
height 37 cm, head girth 54 cm
6801.657.426.14 white  54,90
6801.657.426.18 black  54,90

Decorative head, height 30 cm, three-dimensional
male head made of plastic. As decoration or for 
presenting headphones, glasses, hats, caps and 
wigs. Price per piece.

C Male, head girth 58 cm
6802.455.435.18 black silky matt 39,90
6802.455.435.00 white silky matt 39,90
6802.455.435.15 clear  39,90
6802.455.435.67 frosted white 39,90
% from 3 pieces    34,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90

D Female, head girth 54 cm
6802.455.442.18 black silky matt 39,90
6802.455.442.00 white silky matt 39,90
6802.455.442.15 clear  39,90
6802.455.442.67 frosted white 39,90
% from 3 pieces    34,90
% from 6 pieces    29,90

Head, three-dimensional female polystyrene head 
with prominent facial features. Ideally suited for 
presenting headphones, hats, caps and wigs and 
an affordable alternative to plastic heads. German 
quality product. Price per piece.

E „Anna“, height 24 cm, head girth 51 cm
6803.119.764.14 white  9,90
% from 5 pieces    8,90

F „Paul“, height 32 cm, head girth 53 cm
6803.130.349.14 white  13,90
% from 5 pieces    12,50

G „Andy“, height 35 cm, head girth 51 cm
6803.119.733.14 white  14,90
% from 5 pieces    13,50

Head

from 8,90

44,90
44,90

49,90
49,90

from 6,90

SUPER
PRICE

woerner

only

B Decorative head Abstract

from 44,90

made
in

Germany

height 30 cm

Decorative head

from 29,90

black silky 
matt

frosted 
white

white silky 
matt clear

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Female tights leg, length 74 cm, decorative 
leg for presenting tights, leggings or socks in your 
shop windows. Female leg made of high-quality 
plastic with double function: with presenter or 
self-standing. Price per piece.

D 6801.476.478.00 skin coloured 29,90

E 6801.476.478.26 transparent 35,90

✓ plastic

✓ with double 
function

height 120 cm

Trousers display, length 106 cm, made of 
shock-proof plastic, with metal ribbon for
hanging, price per piece

A Female, waist size 63 cm
6802.523.448.00 white  135,—
% from 5 pieces    69,90

B Male, waist size 78 cm
6802.523.448.01 white  135,—
% from 5 pieces    69,90

C Pants-Presenter Ladies, skin-coloured, 
11.5 kg, trouser presenter suitable for trousers 
and shorts. Made of high-quality fi breglass in skin 
colour. A round glass stand plate 40 cm Ø/
10 mm thick, foot and calf fastening are included. 
Price per piece.
6800.476.508.00 height 120 cm 199,—

TROUSERS PRESENTER

FEMALE TIGHTS LEG

79,90

79,90

Female
length 106 cm

Male
length 106 cm

✓ with metal loop
for hanging

✓ shockproof plastic

✓ Foot/calf 
mounting

✓ high-quality 
fibreglass

C Pants-Presenter Ladies

only 99,–

from 69,90

SUPER
PRICE

99,–

Female tights leg

only 29,90

D

skin coloured
E

transparent

29,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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DECORATIVE HANDS

F Hand fully movable, length 33 cm, graphite
grey, fully movable decorative hand made of
high-quality vinyl for presenting gloves, balls, 
clubs, bags and much more, with magnetic 
socket Ø 6.5 cm. Please use the appropriate 
accessories from our portfolio to permanently 
attach it to slatted walls, price per piece
6801.685.658.00 right 55,—
6801.685.658.01 left 55,—

Wall mount, black, magnetic iron clamp for
permanent fixation of the decorative hand to
slatted walls or shelves, price per piece

G 6801.685.658.02 short version 15,90

H 6801.685.658.03 long version 15,90

J Decorative hand, length 30 cm, beautiful 
designer hand made of varnished poly resin,
can be used as a jewellery holder or decorative
element, left hand, width 16 cm, price per piece
6800.683.593.14 white 15,90
6800.683.593.18 black 15,90

Trousers display, height 120 cm, made of 
shock-proof plastic, glass base plate with calf pin

A Female, waist size 63 cm
6801.476.539.00 white  159,—

B Male, waist size 78 cm
6801.476.546.00 white  159,—

C Hanging shelf, black matt, 1,4 kg, made of 
10 mm square-cut pipe, with chain suspension
6800.700.153.00 65 x 80 x 30 cm 29,90

D Clothes stand, black, 7 kg, made of wood 
with plenty of space for clothes hangers with 
jackets and coats, practical shelf for shoes and 
bags, easy DIY assembly, price per piece 
6800.646.178.00 150 x 60 x 49 cm 69,90

E S-hook fl at, anthracite matt, 5 mm iron, 
nickel-plated, price per piece 
6803.619.004.01 length 12 cm 2,90
% from  5 pieces    2,50
% from 10 pieces    1,90

TROUSERS PRESENTER

109,–

109,–

height 
120 cm

✓ calf pin

✓ robust plastic

19,90

29,90

Trousers display

only 109,–

Wall mount,
long version

Wall mount,
short version

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

J Decorative 
hand

only 7,90

7,90
7,90

✓ flexible fingers

F Hand fully movable,
length 33 cm

only 55,–

Application 
examples

length 30 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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50 cm

✓ quickly stow away after use

✓ practical folding construction

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

A Clothing stand FOLD, 123 x 160 x 52 cm 
(W x H x D), max. capacity up to 50 kg, foldable 
clothes stand at fi xed height, on the upper bar 
there is a chromed plate to protect against
scratches, very stable and robust textile stand 
made of 25 mm lacquered round tube and
12 mm mild steel, delivery time approx. 6 weeks, 
price per piece 
6802.719.339.18 anthracite 139,—
6802.719.339.42 gold  139,—
6801.719.339.44 copper  139,—

width 100 cm

width 123 cm

width 140 cm

50 cm

40 cm

✓ foldable

✓ height adjustable

✓ can be pulled out 
laterally

C Clothes stand „Cross“, fi xed height,
height 170 cm, 125 x 50 cm (W x D), max. capacity
up to 50 kg, 9,5 kg, foldable clothes stand with 
a fi xed height and chrome-plated clothes rail, the 
stand can be easily folded vertically and stored 
thanks to its practical cross-folding mechanism, 
plastic wheels Ø 50 mm, price per piece 
6802.686.433.14 white varnished 159,—
6802.686.433.18 black varnished 159,—
6802.686.433.41 silver chrome-plated 159,—
6802.686.433.42 gold varnished 159,—
6802.686.433.44 copper varnished 159,—

B Clothes stand foldable,
140 - 220 cm height adjustable, brass polished,
additional bars extractable on the sides length 
40 cm, height-adjustable in 10 steps, oval pipe 
support bar, high-quality galvanised four-square 
metal frame, large diagonally braking 8 cm rubber 
wheels for outdoor use, can be folded to save 
space, price per piece
max. load up to 100 kg, 8.5 kg
6813.673.969.03 100 x 50 cm (W x D) 198,—
max. capacity up to 150 kg, 10.3 kg 
6803.673.969.00 140 x 50 cm (W x D) 219,—

Functions
125 cm

he
ig

ht
 17

0 
cm

he
ig

ht
 16

0 
cm

A Clothing stand FOLD

only 139,–
14

0 
– 

22
0 

cm B Clothes 
stand
foldable

from 198,–

Coat hangers can be 
found from page 236.

52 cm

only 159,–

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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120 cm wide

he
ig

ht
 15

3 
cm

G Mobile stand 
„Solid“ 

from 139,–

A Roller stand 
„Massive“

from 129,–

H Mobile 
stand „Fix“ 

from 139,–

A Roller stand „Massive“, height-adjustable 
150 - 220 cm, 165 x 57 cm (W x D), max. load up 
to 100 kg, 8,5 kg, Laterally extendable additional 
bars 35 cm long, round tube support bar. Durable 
construction made of chromed metal, large, 
diagonally braked 8 cm rubber swivel castors for 
outdoor use, delivery time approx. 6 weeks,
price per piece. 
6801.720.267.18 anthrazit 129,—
6801.720.267.44 copper  139,—
6801.720.267.42 gold  139,—

Wooden coat hanger, black, straight form, 
shaped hanger with brass hook, solid beech 
wood, varnished, price per piece

B Coat hanger with notches, straight form
6801.717.861.00 length 44 cm 3,30
% from 25 pieces    2,95

C Clothes hanger, straight form
6801.717.861.01 length 44 cm 6,99
% from 25 pieces    6,30

D Clothes hanger with bar, straight form
6801.717.861.02 length 44 cm 7,99
% from 25 pieces    7,40

E Clamp hanger
6801.717.861.03 length 40 cm 4,55
% from 25 pieces    3,99

F Clothes stand „Mini“, height adjustable
116 - 190 cm, 60 x 48 cm (W x D), max. capacity 
up to 60 kg, anthracite, 4.4 kg, very narrow 
clothes rack made of square tubing with durable 
powder coating, height-adjustable in 5 steps, 
support bars extendable on each side by 20 cm, 
diagonally braking plastic wheels Ø 50 mm,
price per piece
6801.673.976.00    149,—

G Mobile stand „Solid“, height-adjustable
150 - 220 cm, max. load up to 100 kg, 8,5 kg,
anthrazit, Laterally extendable additional bars
35 cm long, round tube support bar, durable 
construction of chrome-plated metal, large, 
diagonally braked 8 cm rubber swivel castors, 
price per piece.
6801.719.346.00 100 cm wide 139,—
6802.719.346.01 150 cm wide  149,—

H Mobile stand „Fix“, 50 x 153 cm (D x H),
fi xed height, max. load up to 60 kg, anthrazit,
Robust textile stand with fi xed height, made of
35 mm lacquered round tube, support bar, made 
of lacquered metal, 60 mm Ø plastic castors, 
price per piece. 
6801.720.274.00  60 cm wide 139,—
6801.720.274.01 100 cm wide 145,—
6801.720.274.02 120 cm wide 149,—

SHOP 
INTERIOR

48 cmwidth 60 cm

F Clothes stand „Mini“

only 149,–

✓ extra-slim shape

✓ height adjustable

✓ max. capacity up to 60 kg11
6 

- 
19

0 
cm

15
0 

- 
22

0 
cm

15
0 

- 
22

0 
cm

150 cm wide
100 cm wide

20 cm

35 cm

35 cm

width 165 cm

100 cm wide

60 cm wide

57 c
m

50 cm

Coat hangers can be 
found from page 236.

✓ Sturdy rubber 
swivel castors

Order now at decowoerner.com
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LOFT is a fresh and airy furnishing system 
with various accessories to give your shop 
an individual and varied look. The reinforcing 
steel system responds to the interest in the 
industrial look in the furnishing and furniture 
sector and can be combined very well with 
wood or glass. The characteristics of this 
material will give your shop a new, unique 
and exclusive style! Original, free-standing 
gondola structure made of structural steel, 
equipped with shelves made of 12 mm metal 
plates. Easy self-assembly. Please note a 
delivery time of approx. 6 weeks.

Middle room stand LOFT, black matt,
124 x 153 x 51 cm (W x H x D), max. capacity up 
to 100 kg

A 2 shelves, 1 suspension rod 
6801.719.285.00      498,—

B 4 shelves 
6801.719.285.01      598,—

Clothing stand, height adjustable 85 - 145 cm,
metal stand plate 50 x 50 cm, equipped with 
metal plate shelf 25 x 25 cm and 25 cm long
suspension arms, easy self-assembly, can be loaded
with approx. 10 kg per arm, price per piece 

C 2 suspension rods, max. capacity up to 20 kg
6801.719.261.00 85 x 145 x 50 cm 198,—

D 4 suspension rods, max. capacity up to 40 kg
6801.719.261.01 85 x 145 x 85 cm 239,—

E Clothing stand LOFT, max. capacity up to 
40 kg, very stable and robust textile stand made 
of 12 mm mild steel and metal stand plate,
equipped with lateral 17 cm long suspension 
arms with red border, price per piece 
6801.719.278.00  90 x 150 x 40 cm 179,—
6801.719.278.01 130 x 150 x 40 cm 198,—

A Middle room 
stand LOFT 

only 498,– B Middle room 
stand LOFT 

only 598,–

STAND SERIES LOFT

from 179,–

SUPER
PRICE

Online video:
www.decowoerner.com

80 cm

130 cm
15

0 
cm

17 cm

90 cm

60 cm40 cm
40 cm

85
-1

45
 c

m

4,5 cm
20 cm

50 cm

50 cm

50 cm
50 cm

25 cm
25 cm

25 cm

25 cm
25 cm

25 cm
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STANDS SERIES NOVUS

✓ extra light and 
very stable

✓ fixed height

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

70 cm

14
5 

cm

40 cm

90 cm

14
5 

cm

40
 cm

A Clothes stand NOVUS

from 69,–
The elements of our NOVUS series can 
be easily combined which makes it easy 
to create a modern and functional interior 
design. This sales stand in a straight-lined, 
black-and-matt design is perfect for an 
attractive presentation of goods, fi ts into 
small spaces thanks to its practical size 
and brings out your garments perfectly. 
The high-quality powder coating creates a 
matt look, prevents rust and corrosion and 
guarantees durability and stability for your 
clothes stand.

A Clothes stand, fi xed height, max. capacity
up to 50 kg, the 20 mm square frame is completely
welded and thus very stable, DIY assembly of
the cross bars via the included hex key, with
4 adjustable feet 
145 x 70 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 6,1 kg
6804.708.791.00    69,—
145 x 90 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 6.6 kg
6804.708.791.01    75,—

B Middle room stand NOVUS, black matt, 
height-adjustable 87 - 132 cm, max. capacity up 
to 100 kg, multifunctional hanging system with 
many presentation options - shelf: 2x hangers, 
height-adjustable in 10 levels for a side presen-
tation and 2 variable arms can be added for a 
frontal presentation, 25 cm wide perforated metal 
shelf to present matching shoes or handbags,
additional base plate to protect the clothes from
dirt, high-quality powder-coated metal construction
of 20 mm square frame, DIY assembly 
140 x 122 x 50 cm (H x W x D)
6802.708.807.00    229,—
180 x 122 x 50 cm (H x W x D)
6802.708.807.01    249,—

Hanger stand NOVUS, 138 x 65 cm (H x W),
fi xed height, 10,2 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg, 
two hanging arms with edge pin and fi xed height, 
118.5 cm and 138 cm in height and an arm 
length of 35 cm and 65 cm respectively, made 
of 20 mm square-cut frame, stable base plate, 
high-quality powder coating creates the matt look 
and prevents rust and corrosion for longevity and 
durability, price per piece

C 6804.708.814.00 10,3 cm distance 79,—

D 6804.708.814.01 23 cm distance 79,—

45 cm
45 cm

23 cm 
distance

10,3 cm 
distance

65 cm65 cm

35 cm35 cm

13
8 

cm

13
8 

cm

11
8,

5 
cm

11
8,

5 
cm

✓ fixed height

✓ with edge pins

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

✓ stable base plate

45 cm

65 cm

13
8 

cm

122 cm

50 cm

C Hanger stand 
NOVUS

only 79,–

✓ 10-way height-adjustable
suspension hanger

14
0 

cm

B Middle room stand

from 229,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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These high-quality sales stands from the 
series VOGUE stand out thanks to their
functionality, shape, quality and price.
The straightforward design made of sturdy 
square tubing combines a professional look 
with elegance. A great way to present
clothes in a space-saving way, sorted by
size or colour. The light and stable metal
construction comes with a high-quality 
powder-coating, which makes the middle 
room stand more durable and sturdy. Quick 
and easy DIY assembly.

A Middle room stand, 64 x 172 x 39 cm
(W x H x D), 8 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg, 
a square rod in the middle serves as a direct 
clothing rod 
6801.706.421.00 black matt 209,—
6800.800.023.51 gold  209,—
6800.800.023.52 copper  209,—

B Clothes mirror, 150 x 55 x 40 cm (H x W x D),
25 kg, high-quality mirror with one-sided, fi xed 
mirror surface, diagonally braking large Ø 80 mm 
steerable wheels 
6801.706.414.00 charcoal 229,—

C Roller stand, fi xed height, 165 x 156 x 50 cm
(H x W x D), 13.5 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg,
in a new slanted design, diagonally braking large 
Ø 80 mm steerable wheels 
6801.706.438.00 charcoal 179,—
6801.706.438.41 silver chrome-plated 179,—

D Decorative frame, 200 x 100 x 45 cm (H x W x D),
made of metal, silver, ideal for decorating surfaces 
without proper hanging options, for hanging 
panels, large prints, tendrils, balls etc., DIY 
assembly, price per piece 
6801.531.177.00 silver  179,—
6801.715.942.00 black  179,—

16
5 

cm

156 cm

50 cm

✓ big rubber wheels

✓ new slanted design

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

B Clothes mirror,
150 x 55 x 40 cm

only 229,–
A Middle room stand,

64 x 172 x 39 cm 
(W x H x D)

only 209,–

C Roller stand,
165 x 156 x 50 cm

only 179,–

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

✓ trendy straightforward
design

STAND SERIES VOGUE

.41 silver chrome-
plated

200 x 100 x 45 cm

D Decorative frame

only 179,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Industrial roller
stand „Double“,
150 x 68 cm (W x D)

only 219,–

A Industrial roller stand „Double“, height-
adjustable 150 - 210 cm, max. load up to 100 kg, 
14 kg, anthracite/silver, 35 cm long, laterally 
extendable additional rods, two chrome-plated 
oval tube support rods for double hanging 
capacity, sturdy construction with durable powder 
coating, large, diagonally braked 10 cm rubber 
swivel castors for outdoor use, price per piece. 
6801.719.315.00 150 x 68 cm (W x D) 219,—

Clothing stand, max. capacity up to 50 kg, 
fi xed height, Space-saving, robust and modern - 
straight-line coat stand in an attractive design for 
versatile presentation and surface design. Coat 
rack at a fi xed height with excellent workmanship. 
Made of 25 mm lacquered iron, 60 mm plastic 
castors.

B anthracite 
60 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.719.322.00    109,—
90 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6802.719.322.01    119,—
120 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6802.719.322.02    129,—

C gold 
60 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.205.00    179,—
90 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.205.01    189,—
120 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.205.02    199,—

D rose gold 
60 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.199.00    179,—
90 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.199.01    189,—
120 x 150 x 50 cm (W x H x D)
6801.720.199.02    199,—

35 cm

15
0 

cm

15
0 

cm 15
0 

cm

50 cm
50 cm

50 cm

width 120 cm

width 60 cm

width 150 cm

68 cm

15
0 

– 
21

0 
cm

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

✓ fixed height

✓ 3 colours, 3 sizes

✓ space-saving,
robust and modern

✓ extendable side 
rods

✓ height adjustable

Clothing stand

from 109,–

90 cm wide

QUALITY STAND

Order now at decowoerner.com
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0 

cm

150 cm

40 cm40 cm
40 cm

15
0 

cm

55 cm

width 143 cm

width 150 cm 50 cm

12
5 

– 
20

0 
cm

Professional roll stand for everyday use in your
shop. For the presentation of goods and sales-
room design, ready-made clothing stands 
offer excellent possibilities for presenting 
clothes in a crease-free and clearly arranged 
manner according to clothing size. Also 
indispensable for intensive use during 
transport, display and storage. The robust 
construction guarantees high stability and 
allows for loading with heavy garments. 

Roller stand, max. load up to 100 kg, additional
bars extractable on the sides length 40 cm, oval
pipe support bar, durable construction made of
chrome-plated metal, large diagonally braking 8 cm
rubber wheels for outdoor use, price per piece

A height-adjustable 125 - 200 cm,
150 x 50 cm (W x D), 8,5 kg 
6802.604.215.00 silver  109,—

B fi xed height, 150 x 143 x 55 cm (H x W x D),
7.9 kg 
6801.673.938.00 anthracite 109,—

C Industrial roller stand „Factory“,
fi xed height, 160 x 150 x 55 cm (H x W x D),
max. load up to 100 kg, 7.0 kg, round-pipe support
bar Ø 3.5 cm, varnished metal construction zinc-
plated matt design, stable construction made of
round-pipe, large diagonally braking 8 cm rubber
steerable wheels for outdoor use, price per piece 
6803.618.021.00 silver  159,—

D S-hook round, shiny silver, 5 mm iron, nickel-
plated, the rounded edges are perfect for a space-
saving hanger of denim trousers, also suitable for 
dress or wardrobe rails, price per piece
6803.619.011.00 length 12 cm 2,90
% from 10 pieces    2,50
% from 25 pieces    1,90

✓ trendy industrial look

✓ very stable round tube 
rod Ø 3.5 cm

✓ fixed height

✓ fixed height

✓ extendable 
side rods

✓ extendable side 
rods

✓ height adjustable

BEST
SELLER

D S-hook 
round

from 1,9055 cm

C Industrial roller stand

only 159,–

A Roller stand „Massive“

only 109,–

B Roll stand

only 109,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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100
kg max.
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kg max.
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Robust clothing stands are ideal for
transporting goods, putting them on display 
or storage. Hard rubber wheels with brakes 
enhance its mobility.

A Industrial roller stand „Z-shape“,
fi xed height, 155 x 143 x 55 cm (H x W x D),
max. capacity up to 250 kg, 10.9 kg, two practical
handles, chrome-plated oval tube support bar,
Z-shape feet for space-saving nesting, sturdy and
robust round tube construction with durable powder
coating, extra large and diagonally braking 10 cm 
rubber wheels for outdoor use, price per piece
6801.673.945.00 anthracite/silver 169,—

B Industrial roller stand „Professional“,
fi xed height, 161 x 206 x 57 cm (H x W x D),
max. load up to 120 kg, 13.5 kg, professional
clothes stand for intense use, chrome-plated
oval tube supporting bar, very robust thanks to
the stable build quality made of square cut pipe,
large diagonally braking 8 cm rubber wheels for
outdoor use, metal construction made of square-cut
pipe with durable powder coating, price per piece 
6803.546.171.10 black/silver 198,—

C Industrial roller stand „Double“,
height-adjustable 142 - 210 cm, 170 x 60 cm
(W x D), max. load up to 100 kg, 14 kg, two 
chrome-plated oval tube supporting bars for 
double the hanging capacity, stable build quality 
made of square cut pipe with durable powder 
coating, large, diagonally braking 8 cm rubber 
wheels for outdoor use, price per piece
6803.537.216.00 black/silver 198,—

15
5 

cm

55 cm

57 cm 60 cm

width 143 cm

A Industrial roller
stand „Z-shape“

only 169,–

✓ with handles

✓ extremely durable

✓ Z-shape for space-saving 
nested storage

✓ fixed height

✓ extra large wheels for outdoor use

✓ double hanging capacity

✓ height adjustable

✓ fixed height

✓ extra wide

INDUSTRIAL ROLLER STAND
16

1 c
m

14
2 

- 
21

0 
cm

170
 cm

206 cm

C Industrial roller
stand „Double“

only 198,–

B Industrial roller stand „Prof.“

only 198,–

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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85 cm

100 – 155 cm

10
0 

– 
17

0 
cm

35 cm

Roller stands or clothing stands are really 
versatile, very fl exible and therefore useful 
for many different scenarios. Can be used as 
a practical clothes stand in entrance areas, 
for trade fairs and events and of course for 
store equipment in the retail sector as well 
as warehouses.

A Clothing stand, 100 - 170 cm height 
adjustable, 6 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg, 
space-saving clothes stand with additional
extendable rods at the side length 35 cm, made 
of durable, chrome-plated metal, non-braking
Ø 50 mm plastic wheels, price per piece
6802.466.257.01 width 85 cm 69,95

B Double Clothes Stand, height adjustable
120 - 200 cm, 13 kg, max. load up to 100 kg,
clothes stand with plenty of room for long 
garments, 2 individually adjustable support rods, 
made of durable, chrome-plate metal, Ø 50 mm 
plastic wheels, price per piece 
6803.537.230.00 width 120 cm 169,—

✓ height adjustable

✓ slim shape

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

A Clothing stand

only 69,95

ROLL STAND

C Display stand, 125 - 200 cm height adjustable,
7.5 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg, clothes stand 
with additional extendable rods at the side length 
40 cm, made of durable, chrome-plate metal, 
non-braking Ø 50 mm plastic wheels,
price per piece
6802.469.012.00 width 100 cm 85,—

D Clothing stand, 125 - 200 cm height 
adjustable, 9.5 kg, max. capacity up to 70 kg,
clothes stand with individually adjustable
intermediate rod to maximise hanging capacity, 
additional rods can be extended on the sides 
length 40 cm, made of durable, chrome-plated 
metal, non-braking plastic wheels Ø 50 mm,
price per piece 
6802.468.978.00 width 150 cm 119,—

12
5 

– 
20

0 
cm

100 cm

C Display stand

only 85,–

✓ height adjustable

✓ max. capacity 
up to 50 kg

40 cm

D Clothing 
stand

only 119,–

✓ both rods height-
adjustable

✓ max. capacity up to 70 kg

40 cm

12
0 

- 
20

0 
cm

B Clothes Stand

only 169,–

✓ both sides are
adjustable in height

✓ ideal for long 
garments

120 cm

BEST
SELLER

150 cm

12
5 

– 
20

0 
cm
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11
7 

– 
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7 
cm

11
7 

– 
19

7 
cm

100 cm

150 cm

150 cm

35 cm
35 cm

35 cm

15
0 

cm

40 cm
40 cm

14
0 

- 
22

0 
cm

50 cm

width 140 cm

D Roller stand foldable

only 179,–

✓ height adjustable

✓ extendable side rods

✓ max. capacity up to 70 kg

✓ foldable

✓ fixed height

✓ extendable side rods

✓ max. capacity up to 80 kg

✓ foldable

✓ height adjustable

✓ extendable side rods

✓ foldable

✓ extra high

Practical clothes stand for space-saving 
storage and transportation of clothes. Four 
easy-running 80mm rubber wheels make it 
movable and fl exible, parking brakes provide 
the necessary safety. The clothes rail can 
be pulled out on both sides with 35 cm each 
for additional space. The clothes stand can 
be folded fl at after use to save space for 
storage.

Roller stand foldable, stable garment stand 
made of chrome-plated metal, telescopic support 
rods can be extracted by 35 cm on both sides 
respectively, diagonal braking steering wheels
Ø 80 mm, can be collapsed to save space

A fi xed height,
height 150 cm, width 150 cm, max. capacity up
to 80 kg, dim. collapsed 150 x 50 x 10 cm, 8 kg 
6803.469.043.00 silver  129,—

B 117 - 197 cm height adjustable,
width 100 cm, max. capacity up to 70 kg,
dimensions collapsed 100 x 50 x 10 cm, 7 kg
6803.469.029.00 silver  149,—

C 117 - 197 cm height adjustable,
width 150 cm, max. capacity up to 70 kg,
dimensions collapsed 150 x 50 x 10 cm, 10 kg 
6803.469.036.00 silver  159,—

D Roller stand foldable, height-adjustable
140 - 220 cm, 140 x 50 cm (W x D), max. capacity
up to 150 kg, 10.3 kg, durable clothes stand 
made of chrome-plated round pipe, support
rods can be extracted by 40 cm on both sides 
respectively, diagonal braking steering wheels
Ø 80 mm, can be collapsed to save space,
price per piece 
6801.673.952.00 charcoal 179,—

EXHIBITION STAND ON WHEELS

A Roller stand foldable

only 129,–

Roller stand 
foldable 

from 149,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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FUNCTIONAL ROLLER STAND

Mobile and fl exible - foldable stands are 
the ideal travel companion for transporting 
clothing collections. Extendable side rod 
for extra space. The very sturdy steerable 
wheels easily handle uneven ground. Can be 
folded to save space for transportation.

A Clothes stand „Cross“, fi xed height, 
height 170 cm, 125 x 50 cm (W x D), max.
capacity up to 50 kg, 9,5 kg, foldable clothes 
stand with a fi xed height and chrome-plated
clothes rail, the stand can be easily folded
vertically and stored thanks to its practical
cross-folding mechanism, plastic wheels
Ø 50 mm, price per piece 
6812.686.433.14 white varnished 159,—
6812.686.433.18 black varnished 159,—
6812.686.433.41 silver chrome-plated 159,—

B Shoe stand, width 112 cm, 11 kg,
mobile sales stand with 5 shoe shelves for 
approx. 25 pairs, the angle of each shoe shelf can 
be adjusted individually for the best presentation 
of the shoes, made of chrome-plated metal, with 
50 mm wheels, price per piece
6803.537.179.00 height 150 cm 169,—

C Shoe stand, width 100 cm, 20 kg, mobile 
double sales stand with 14 shoe shelves for 
approx. 70 pairs of shoes, shelf depth 21 cm,
the angle of each shoe shelf can be adjusted 
individually for the best presentation of the shoes, 
stable product made of glossy chrome-plated 
square cut metal, large Ø 80 mm rubber wheels 
(2 with braking) make it easy to position it in 
outdoor areas, price per piece 
6801.558.488.00 height 145 cm 289,—

✓ double-sided for approx. 
70 pairs of shoes

✓ Adjustable tilt angle

✓ Rubber wheels for 
outdoor use

✓ one-sided for approx. 
25 pairs of shoes

✓ Adjustable tilt angle

he
ig

ht
 15

0 
cm

112 cm

100 cm

C Shoe stand

only 289,–

he
ig

ht
 14

5 
cm

only 169,–

SUPER
PRICE

he
ig

ht
 17

0 
cm

50 cm

125 cm

A Clothes stand „Cross“

only 159,–

✓ quickly stow away after use

✓ practical folding construction

✓ max. capacity up to 50 kg

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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13
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– 
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2 
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12
1 –

 17
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cm

12
1 –

 17
4 
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G Extra
Hanging arm

only 15,90

40 cm

HANGER STAND

Modern minimalist design combined with
functionality - multi-arm stands draw attention
to your clothing collection and fi ts elegantly
into any room concept. Top quality and 
very good workmanship made of durable, 
chrome-plated steel.

Hanger stand two arms, arms with hanger pins
can be independently adjusted in height, length 
40 cm, chrome-plated square pipe design
(25 x 25 mm) made of steel, can be retro-fi tted 
with an additional arm, price per piece

Two-arm stand, height-adjustable 121 - 174 cm,
12.5 kg, stable cast iron base plate with adjustable
screws (38 x 20 cm)

D 6801.437.288.00 straight 119,—

Four-arm stand, height-adjustable 130 - 182 cm,
13.5 kg, stable base stand 86 x 86 cm

E 6801.437.318.00 straight 149,—
 with price tag
 6802.437.318.01 straight 159,—

F 6800.437.325.00 slanted/straight 139,—

Four-arm stand

from 99,–

40 cm

✓ Cast iron plate

✓ height adjustable

✓ also with price sign

✓ height adjustable

he
ig

ht
 17

3 
cm

C Accessories 
stand

only 198,–

D Hanger stand 
two arms

only 99,–

Ø 80 cm

12
5 

– 
16

6 
cm

A Round stand, max. load up to 100 kg,
silver, height-adjustable 125 - 166 cm, 12 kg,
rotatable, durable construction made of 
chrome-plated metal, mobile 5-star foot, large 
diagonally braking 8 cm rubber wheels for 
outdoor use, price per piece 
6801.604.222.00 Ø 80 cm 198,—

B S-hook round, shiny silver, 5 mm iron, nickel-
plated, the rounded edges are perfect for a space-
saving hanger of denim trousers, also suitable for 
dress or wardrobe rails, price per piece
6813.619.011.00 length 12 cm 2,90
% from 10 pieces    2,50
% from 25 pieces    1,90

C Accessories stand, 6.3 kg, stand for ties 
and belts with 2 rotatable and height-adjustable 
hook crowns, upper crown with 8 arms and Ø 
52 cm, lower crown with 18 arms and Ø 70 cm, 
durable quality made of chrome-plated metal, 
stable 5 star foot, Ø 50 mm non-braking plastic 
wheels for quick placement, price per piece
6802.482.028.00 height 173 cm 198,—

109,–

129,–

99,–

99,–

BEST
SELLER

✓ rotating

✓ height adjustable ✓ rotating

✓ height adjustable

A Round stand

only 198,–

with brake

B S-hook 
round

from 1,90

suitable for fi g. D - F:

G Extra Hanging arm, length 40 cm, suitable 
for square cut clothes stand, chrome-plated 
square cut pipe 20 x 20 mm, price per piece
6804.437.349.00    15,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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he
ig

ht
 15

3 
cm

he
ig

ht
 18

2 
cm

he
ig

ht
 15

3 
cm

60 cm85 cm

45 cm

56 cm

45 cm

D Clothes stand

from 34,90
A Coat trolley, 96 x 182 x 56 cm (W x H x D), 
With this spacious coat trolley, you are perfectly 
equipped, e.g. for your reception or cloakroom. 
It is made of chrome-plated steel and thus a 
stable, durable construction. The coat rack has a 
generous hat shelf and rubber-covered bag shelf. 
Extra large rubber swivel castors make it easy 
to move anywhere and it is equipped with wall 
defl ectors and 2 locking castors. Price per piece.
This item is supplied without hangers and hooks.
6801.800.019.28    599,—

B Travel garment rail, height adjustable
95 - 180 cm, dim. (collapsed) 95 x 85 x 15 cm,
7 kg, max. capacity up to 60 kg, folding stand made
of chrome-plate metal, pull-out rods for extension 
of 25 cm on both sides respectively, large steering 
rolls Ø 80 mm (non-braking) for uneven streets 
and paths, can be collapsed to save space, quick 
assembly without screws, price per piece
6803.537.223.00 width 80 cm 119,—

Clothes stand, the basic shape and colouring of 
this clothes and garment stand adds a sense of 
Scandinavian coolness, it can be easily combined 
with other styles and offers plenty of space for 
shoes, bags and shirts, adjustable shelf, made of 
varnished wood, price per piece.

C 85 x 153 x 45 cm (W x H x D)
6802.687.638.14 white  69,90
6801.687.638.18 black  69,90
6804.687.638.25 natural fi nish 69,90

D 60 x 153 x 45 cm (W x H x D)
6801.687.591.18 black  59,90
6811.687.591.25 natural fi nish 59,90

39,90

45,–

34,90

45,–
45,–

C Clothes stand

only 45,–

BEST
SELLER

99,–

✓ height adjustable

✓ max. capacity up to 60 kg

✓ extra large rubber 
swivel castors

✓ stable construction

80 cm

25 cm

95
 –

 18
0 

cm

dim. (collapsed)
95 x 85 x 15 cm

B Travel garment rail

only 99,–

96 cm

A Coat trolley

only 599,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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39
 –

 7
0 

cm

Accessories 
stand

only 14,90

height 95 cm

✓ cross bar extendable 127 - 236 cm

A Table decoration Pole

only 29,90

A Table decoration Pole, 127 - 236 cm
extractable, black matt, for table tops of up to
a max. thickness of 7 cm, table width 107 cm,
extendable up to 50 cm on both sides, 3 poles
made of varnished round tube, price per 3-pce set
6804.700.177.00 height 95 cm 29,90

B Shirt presenter „Factory“, 2.1 kg, gray, slanted
metal stand 35 x 23 cm, base plate 15 x 15 cm, 
stable welded construction made of raw metal in 
a trendy industrial look, price per piece
6802.674.010.00 height 35 - 66 cm 39,90

Accessories stand, height 39 - 70 cm, black 
matt, height-adjustable, with 7 mm square tubing 
and adjustment screw, round metal base plate
Ø 20 cm with felt pad, high-quality powder coating
prevents rust and corrosion to ensure durability

C Suspension hooks length 11 cm,
hook with one arm and 5.7 cm wide slot
6804.708.821.00    14,90

D Suspension hooks length 7 cm,
hook with two arms and anti-slip edge
6804.708.821.01    14,90

Accessories stand, gold, height 36 - 60 cm, 0.6 kg,
height-adjustable, metal base plate 12 x 16 cm 
with felt pad, high-quality high-gloss coating
prevents rust and corrosion to ensure durability

E 2 arms, width 22.5 cm
6802.698.245.00    65,90

F 1 arm width 9 cm
6802.698.245.01    65,90

Fig. G-J: Stand, set of 2, height-adjustable, high-
quality chrome-plated, stable stand plate 10 x 10 cm

G Shoe presenter, shelf slanted 21 x 9 cm, 0,8 kg
6803.606.448.00 height 20 - 30 cm 25,90

H Handbag Presenter, 1 arm width 8 cm, 1.2 kg
6803.606.448.04 height 32 - 52 cm 32,90

J Handbag presenter, 2 arms, width 22.5 cm, 1.2 kg
6802.606.448.03 height 48 - 54 cm 33,90

K Necklaces stand, silver, Ø 33 cm, 1.3 kg, 
rotatable ring with 12 hooks each 14 cm in length, 
90° angled, heavy foot plate for a secure stand,
16 x 16 cm, chrome-plated metal, price per piece
6802.482.073.00 height 47 cm 65,—

Accessories 
stand

only 65,90

he
ig

ht
 3

6 
- 

60
 c

m

49,90

height
20 - 30 cm

height 47 cm

height
48 - 54 cm

height
32 - 52 cm

G Shoe 
presenter

only 25,90

H Handbag 
Presenter

only 32,90

J Handbag 
presenter

only 33,90

height 35 - 66 cm

B Shirt 
presenter 
„Factory“

only 39,90

✓ Industrial look
made of raw metal

Table decoration Pole
Modern decorative table frame for floating decoration
above the table. The all-round decorative talent is perfect
for everything that needs to be decorated hanging: for 
fairy lights, pendants for the birthday table, utensil 
holders, product presenters or as an alternative to a 
confectionery stand in confined spaces.

Fig. G-J:

per 2-pce set

Application Example

Order now at decowoerner.com
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CLASSIC PLASTIC HANGERS

✓ extra wide clips

✓ length 42 cm

✓ length 43 cm

✓ length 42 cm

✓ length 35.5 cm

✓ l. 35.5 cm

Meadow grass Eco bracket, brown mottled, 
This line of hangers combines sustainability and 
the presentation of your fashion! Made of organic 
grassland material, the eco-friendly hanger is the 
greener alternative to wood. This hanger is a mic 
of grass material and bio-degradable plastic and 
even meets the stringent requirements of the
EN 71-3 toy standard. The positive environmental 
balance of these hangers is very convincing. Flat, 
space-saving shape with a pigmented brown 
surface and matt nickel-plated hook Ø 4 cm. 
Quality product „Made in Germany“.

J Top hanger, length 42 cm, shoulder pad
10 mm, price per pack of 50
6800.710.237.03   (=1,58/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,44/pc.) 72,—

K Blouses hanger, length 43 cm, shoulder 
pad 13 mm, price per pack of 50
6800.710.237.02   (=1,78/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,58/pc.) 79,—

L Costume hanger, length 42 cm, shoulder
pad 30 mm, price per pack of 50
6800.710.237.01   (=1,90/pc.) 95,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,70/pc.) 85,—

Hanger with pegs, length 35.5 cm, pack of 50

M 6800.710.237.04  (=2,78/pc.) 139,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,50/pc.) 125,—

N 6800.710.237.05  (=3,18/pc.) 159,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,90/pc.) 145,—

The sustainable

Our bearing brackets

J Top hanger

from 1,44 /piece

K Blouses hanger

from 1,58 /piece

L Costume hanger

from 1,70 /piece

M Hanger with pegs

from 2,50 /piece

N Hanger with pegs

from 2,90 /piece

✓ made of
sustainable raw 
materials, such as 
meadow grass

✓ positive environ-
mental balance

79,–

H Clothes hanger

from 0,27 /pce

✓ transparent

Application Example

Plastic hangers, black, plastic clothes hangers
are space-saving and very easy to handle, therefore
ideal for everyday use. The fl at hanger is 10 mm 
thick and has a chrome-plated, tight-fi tting hook. 
This bulk pack is ideal for large requirements.

A length 33 cm, with skirt notches, 450 pieces
6803.709.354.00    (=0,14/pc.) 65,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,13/pc.) 59,—

B length 43 cm, extra long, with skirt hook, 
price per pack of 300
6803.709.361.00    (=0,16/pc.) 70,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,15/pc.) 66,—

C length 44 cm, form hanger with trouser bar 
and skirt hook, price per box of 140 pieces
6803.709.378.00    (=0,46/pc.) 65,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,42/pc.) 59,—

D length 37 cm, trouser hanger with bar,
price per pack of 320
6802.709.385.00    (=0,40/pc.) 173,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,36/pc.) 165,—

E length 40 cm, with 2 rubberized clips,
price per pack of 240
6803.709.392.00    (=0,58/pc.) 195,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,52/pc.) 189,—

BIKINI AND UNDERWEAR HANGERS
F Hanger with pegs, length 35 cm, transparent,
versatile clamp hanger made of high-quality, 
transparent plastic. Two sturdy metal clamps with 
transparent non-slip rubber pads can be moved 
and adjusted to the size of the garment. Chrome-
plated, nickel-free suspension hook. Value pack 
with quality „Made in Germany“.
Price per pack of 100.
6803.709.743.00    (=1,99/pc.) 294,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=1,79/pc.) 289,—

length 27 cm

length 27 cm 

length 35 cm

length 33 cm

length 43 cm

length 44 cm

length 37 cm

length 40 cm

from 0,13 /piece

SUPER
PRICE

F Hanger with pegs

from 1,79 /piece

G Lingerie hanger

from 0,85 /piece

G Lingerie hanger, length 27 cm, transparent,
made of crystal-clear, splinter-free plastic, with two
profi le plastic clamps and hooks on both sides for
two-piece outfi ts. Value pack with premium quality
„Made in Germany“. Price per pack of 100.
6801.709.750.00    (=0,89/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,85/pc.) 85,—

H Clothes hanger, length 27 cm, clear, crystal-
clear coat hanger with straps and plastic clamps -
ideal for lingerie and swimwear as individual 
pieces or in a set. Stable and lightweight plastic 
hangers as a value pack. High-quality product 
„Made in Germany“. Price per pack of 500.
6801.709.767.00    (=0,30/pc.) 187,—
% from 3 cardboards   (=0,27/pc.) 135,—

A Plastic hangers

from 0,13 /piece

C Plastic Hangers

from 0,42 /piece

B Plastic Hangers

from 0,15 /piece

D Plastic Hangers

from 0,36 /piece

E Plastic Hangers

from 0,52 /piece

49,–
45,–

129,–

139,–

199,–

115,–

125,–

179,– 149,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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from 1,78

SUPER
PRICE

PLASTIC BRACKET

length 42 cm,
support width 11 mm

length 45 cm,
support width 15 mm

length 44 cm,
support width 15 mm

length 45 cm,
support width 15 mm

length 42 cm,
support width 25 mm

length 36 cm

length 42 cm,
support width 25 mm

length 45 cm,
support width 45 mm

length 36 cm

length 35 cm

✓ Soft Touch coating

✓ Frosted Optics

5,
5 

cm

5,
5 

cm

Premium Soft Touch

Frosted Soft Touch

Clothes hanger Soft-Touch, black, our plastic 
hangers with velvety-soft soft touch coating is a 
visual and haptic highlight - the velvet-like surface 
not only makes the hangers feel extraordinary, 
they also add an elegant touch to your clothing 
presentation with their eye-catching appearance 
and prevents garments from slipping off the 
hanger. Shaped hanger with nickel-free chrome-
plated, rotatable suspension hook. Value pack 
with premium quality „Made in Germany“.

A Clothes hanger, length 42 cm, with notches,
support width 11 mm, price per pack of 50
6801.709.644.00   (=2,38/pc.) 119,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,18/pc.) 109,—

B Clothes hanger, length 44 cm, support 
width 15 mm, with notches and slight shoulder 
extension, price per pack of 50
6801.709.651.00   (=1,98/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,78/pc.) 89,—

C Coat hanger, length 42 cm, support width
25 mm, with notches and large shoulder extension,
suitable for jackets and coats, price per pack of 50
6801.709.668.00   (=3,38/pc.) 169,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,98/pc.) 149,—

D Coat hanger, length 45 cm, support width
15 mm, with notches and slight shoulder extension,
clamps 5.5 cm, suitable for suits, costumes or 
skirts, price per pack of 25
6801.709.675.00   (=3,96/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=3,56/pc.) 89,—

E Coat hanger with bar, length 45 cm,
support width 15 mm, with notches and slight
shoulder extension, suitable for suits and
costumes, price per pack of 25
6801.709.682.00   (=3,56/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=3,16/pc.) 79,—

F Clamp hanger, length 36 cm,
price per pack of 50
6801.709.699.00   (=3,58/pc.) 179,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=3,18/pc.) 159,—

Temple Frosted Optics, matt white, plastic 
hangers in a semi-transparent frosted design for 
trendy dress presentations - our hangers stand 
out from standard hangers and fi t into any shop 
design. The soft surface and the white-matt look 
give a modern and light appearance. Chrome-
plated, nickel-free suspension hook. Value pack 
with premium quality „Made in Germany“.

G Jacket hanger, length 42 cm, support width 
25 mm, with light shoulder extension, suitable for 
shirts and blouses, price per pack of 50
6801.709.705.00   (=1,98/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,78/pc.) 89,—

H Jacket hanger, length 45 cm, support width 
45 mm, with large shoulder extension, suitable for 
jackets and coats, price per pack of 50
6801.709.712.00   (=1,78/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,58/pc.) 79,—

J Clamp hanger, length 36 cm, pack of 50
6801.709.729.00   (=2,98/pc.) 149,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,70/pc.) 135,—

K Clamp hanger, length 35 cm, pack of 100
6801.709.736.00   (=2,39/pc.) 239,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,19/pc.) 219,—

A Clothes hanger

from 2,18 /piece

B Clothes hanger

from 1,78 /piece

C Coat hanger

from 2,98 /piece

G Jacket hanger

from 1,78 /piece

H Jacket hanger

from 1,58 /piece

J Clamp hanger

from 2,70 /piece

K Clamp hanger

from 2,19 /pce

D Coat hanger

from 3,56 /piece

F Clamp hanger

from 3,18 /piece

E Coat hanger

from 3,16 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Ø 12 cm

length 40 cm

length 46 cm

length 40 cm

length 40 cm

width 40 cm

width 40 cm

width 40 cm

Size 26-50

width 30 cm

length 12 cm width 20 cm

length 40 cm

length 36 cm

length 26 cm length 35 cm

✓ extra large 
pegs

length 11 cm length 11 cm

Great stability and versatility are the main features of
these metal hangers. With their timeless design they
fi t in every shop concept and stand out thanks to
their functionality: Metal coat hanger with shaped
head keeps collars and clothing in great shape and
is ideal for hanging up jackets, shirts or blouses. The
non-slip rubber coating prevents the garment from
slipping and keeps everything in order on the clothes
stand. Water repellent, with chrome-plated hook. 
High-quality product „Made in Germany“.

A Top-form hanger, length 40 cm,
price per pack of 100
6801.709.279.00 black (=0,99/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,89/pc.) 89,—

B Top-form hanger, length 46 cm, with skirt 
hook, price per pack of 100
6802.709.286.00 black (=1,19/pc.) 119,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,09/pc.) 109,—

C Combination hanger, length 40 cm, with 
skirt notches and bar, price per pack of 50
6802.709.309.00 black (=1,94/pc.) 97,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,78/pc.) 89,—

D Combination hanger, length 40 cm, with 
bar and 2 sliding clamps, price per pack of 50
6802.709.323.00 black (=2,78/pc.) 139,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,50/pc.) 125,—

E Knitwear hanger, length 40 cm, 32 mm wide, 
shoulder support extra wide, price per pack of 50
6802.709.293.00 black (=2,18/pc.) 109,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,98/pc.) 99,—

F Clothes hanger, length 36 cm, standard 
hanger for outerwear, price per pack of 100
6801.709.262.00 black (=0,99/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,89/pc.) 89,—

G Clamp hanger, length 26 cm, pack of 50
6801.709.330.00 black (=1,98/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,78/pc.) 89,—

H Trouser Hanger, length 35 cm, pack of 100
6802.709.347.00 black (=1,39/pc.) 139,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,25/pc.) 125,—

Boot Clip, length 11 cm, single clamp with 
strong metal spring. Non-slip coated in the 
clamping area for a fi rm and gentle fi t for boots 
and shoes. Nickel free, chrome-plated hook. 
High-quality product „Made in Germany“.

J side hook, price per pack of 250
6811.709.408.00   (=0,52/pc.) 129,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,48/pc.) 119,—

K front hook, price per pack of 150
6811.709.415.00   (=0,86/pc.) 129,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,79/pc.) 119,—

Durable and sturdy metal hanger with freely 
adjustable metal clamps and square tube. The 
clamps have a black non-slip coating in the clam-
ping area and leave no marks on garments and 
accessories. Nickel-free, chrome-plated metal 
hanger with fi xed hanging hook. High-quality 
product „Made in Germany“.

L Clamp Hanger, width 40 cm, for trousers 
and skirts, size M - XXL, price per pack of 100
6801.709.453.00   (=0,89/pc.) 89,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,79/pc.) 79,—

M Clamp hanger Quatro, width 40 cm,
heavy articles such as bath rugs, blankets etc.,
XL clamps length 6 cm, price per pack of 50
6801.709.477.00   (=2,98/pc.) 149,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=2,70/pc.) 135,—

N Clamp hanger Maxi, width 40 cm, for 
trousers and skirts, sizes M - XXL, XL clamps 
length 7 cm, price per pack of 100
6801.709.460.00   (=1,49/pc.) 149,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,35/pc.) 135,—

O Telescopic Skirt Hanger, size 26-50,
price per carton à 100 pieces
6803.709.491.00   (=1,49/pc.) 149,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=1,35/pc.) 135,—

P Clamp Hanger, width 30 cm, for trousers 
and skirts, size M - XL, price per pack of 100
6801.709.446.00   (=0,75/pc.) 75,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,69/pc.) 69,—

Q Clamp Hanger, length 12 cm, for gloves, 
fabrics and small items, price per pack of 100
6801.709.422.00   (=0,75/pc.) 75,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,69/pc.) 69,—

R Clamp Hanger, width 20 cm, for trousers, 
small skirts, fabrics and small items,
price per pack of 100
6801.709.439.00   (=0,75/pc.) 75,—
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,69/pc.) 69,—

S Product ring with hook, Ø 12 cm, practical 
attachment ring or all-purpose ring with hook, 
hinge and plug connection, nickel-plated,
price per pack of 5
6803.129.367.05   (=2,18/pc.) 14,90 10,90

from 0,89 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

Clamp Hanger

from 0,48 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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brass 
hooks

chrome-
plated hook

✓ straight

✓ angulated

height 90 cm

✓ for approx. 100 hangers

N Hanger stacker

only 29,90

length 45 cm

A Wooden clothes hanger

from 1,78 /piece

length 45 cm

J Wooden clothes hanger

from 1,38 /piece

length 45 cm

K Wooden clothes hanger

from 1,38 /piece

length 45 cm

L Wooden clothes hanger

from 2,18 /piece

length 45 cm

M Wooden clothes hanger

from 3,13 /piece

length 45 cm

B Wooden clothes hanger

from 1,79 /piece

length 45 cm

C Wooden clothes hanger

from 2,39 /piece

length 40 cm

D Clamp hanger

from 3,38 /piece

straight form, beech light, natural wood hanger 
with fl at profi le and chrome hanger hooks, solid 
wood „Made in Germany“ consists of beech 
wood from sustainable cultivation

A Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, 
shoulder pad 14 mm, price per pack of 50
6801.709.545.00   (=1,98/pc.) 99,—
% from 3 packs   (=1,78/pc.) 89,—

B Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, 
shoulder pad 14 mm, notches for skirt loops, 
price per pack of 100
6801.709.552.00   (=1,99/pc.) 199,—
% from 3 packs   (=1,79/pc.) 179,—

C Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, 
shoulder pad 14 mm, trouser bar,
price per pack of 100
6801.709.569.00   (=2,59/pc.) 259,—
% from 3 packs   (=2,39/pc.) 239,—

D Clamp hanger made of wood, length 40 cm,
with fl at profi le and chrome-plated metal clamps, 
price per pack of 50
6801.709.576.00   (=3,58/pc.) 179,—
% from 3 packs   (=3,38/pc.) 169,—

straight form, black, shaped hanger with brass
hook, solid beech wood, varnished, price per piece

E Wooden coat hanger with notches
6811.717.861.00 length 44 cm 3,30
% from 25 pieces    2,95

F Wooden clothes hanger
6811.717.861.01 length 44 cm 6,99
% from 25 pieces    6,30

G Wooden clothes hanger with bar
6811.717.861.02 length 44 cm 7,99
% from 25 pieces    7,40

H Wooden clamp hanger
6811.717.861.03 length 40 cm 4,55
% from 25 pieces    3,99

angulated, beech light, natural wood hanger with 
fl at profi le and chrome hanger hooks, solid wood 
„Made in Germany“ consists of beech wood from 
sustainable cultivation

J Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, 
shoulder pad 14 mm, price per pack of 50
6801.709.507.00   (=1,58/pc.) 79,—
% from 3 packs   (=1,38/pc.) 69,—

K Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, 
shoulder pad 14 mm, notches for skirt loops, 
price per pack of 50
6801.709.514.00   (=1,58/pc.) 79,—
% from 3 packs   (=1,38/pc.) 69,—

L Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm,
shoulder pad 14 mm, trouser bar, price per pack of 50
6801.709.521.00   (=2,38/pc.) 119,—
% from 3 packs   (=2,18/pc.) 109,—

M Wooden clothes hanger, length 45 cm, with 
integrated trouser and skirt tensioner for suits; 
price per pack of 40
6801.709.538.00   (=3,48/pc.) 139,—
% from 3 packs   (=3,13/pc.) 125,—

N Hanger stacker, chromium-plated metal,
for approx. 100 clothes hangers, price per piece
6803.238.380.00 height 90 cm 29,90

BEST
SELLER

length 44 cm

E Wooden coat hanger

from 2,95

length 44 cm

F Wooden clothes hanger

from 6,30

length 44 cm

G Wooden clothes hanger

from 7,40

length 40 cm

H Clamp hanger

from 3,99

Order now at decowoerner.com
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For hangers
Available sizes for A and B:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50,
52, 54, 56, 58
62, 68, 74, 86, 92, 98, 104, 110,
116, 122, 128, 134, 140, 146, 152,
158, 164 (children‘s sizes) gladly on 
request only.

A Size indicators, made of plastic,
with printed numbers, size fi nder with side slit, 
price per bag of 25
6804.421.447.00 black (=0,14/pc.) 3,50
6804.421.478.00 white (=0,14/pc.) 3,50

B Size indicators, made of plastic, with printed
numbers, size fi nder with side slit, for clothes hanger
labelling with colour system, price per bag of 25
6804.120.432.00 coloured (=0,14/pc.) 3,50

C Size indicators, red, for clothes hanger
labelling, with imprint, made of plastic, with side 
slit, price per bag of 25 
6803.435.444.06 %  (=0,16/pc.) 3,90
6803.435.444.07 Sale (=0,16/pc.) 3,90

SIZE DIVIDERS

For bars
Available sizes for E:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50,
52, 54, 56

D Size divider, made of plastic, Ø 11 cm,
price per pack of 10
6803.488.587.00 white (=1,09/pc.) 10,90
6803.488.594.00 black (=1,09/pc.) 10,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,99/pc.) 9,90

E Size divider, round, made of plastic,
Ø 11 cm, double-sided, price per pack of 10
6803.488.600.00 white (=1,29/pc.) 12,90
6803.488.785.00 black (=1,29/pc.) 12,90
% from 3 packs   (=1,19/pc.) 11,90
See below for available sizes!

For shelves
Available sizes for F and H:

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

F Size sticker for glass plates, up to 8 mm, 
plastic, price per pack of 10
6802.488.280.00 white (=1,49/pc.) 14,90
6802.488.389.00 black (=1,49/pc.) 14,90
See below for available sizes!

G Size plug for glass boards, red,
up to 8 mm, made of plastic, price per pack of 10
6803.710.251.01 %  (=0,99/pc.) 9,90
6803.710.268.01 Sale (=0,99/pc.) 9,90

H Size plug for shelves, up to 20 mm,
made of plastic, price per pack of 10
6802.488.419.00 white (=1,49/pc.) 14,90
6801.488.464.00 black (=1,49/pc.) 14,90
See below for available sizes!

J Size plug for shelf boards, red, up to
20 mm, made of plastic, price per pack of 10
6803.710.251.00 %  (=0,99/pc.) 9,90
6803.710.268.00 Sale (=0,99/pc.) 9,90

B Size indicators

only 0,14 /piece

C Size indicators

only 0,16 /piece

D Size divider

from 0,99 /piece E Size divider

from 1,19 /piece

F Size sticker for 
glass plates 

only 1,49 /piece

H Size plug for 
shelves

only 1,49 /piece

G Size plug for 
glass boards

only 0,99 /piece

J Size plug for 
shelf boards 

only 0,99 /piece

A Size indicators

only 0,14 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Half circle
booth rod

only 49,95

A Half circle booth rod, Ø 25 mm chrome-
plated round pipe, with eyelet for hanging and
100 cm metal wire, for additional ceiling mounting,
can be taken apart, delivered without curtain, 
price per piece
6803.465.458.00 100 x 90 cm  49,95

B Corner booth rod, Ø 25 mm chrome-plated 
round pipe, with eyelet for hanging and 100 cm 
metal wire, for additional ceiling mounting, can be 
taken apart, delivered without curtain,
price per piece
6803.465.441.00 100 x 100 cm 44,90

C Booth curtain, fl ame retardant,
200 x 140 cm (L x W), suitable as corner or half-
circle booth rods, made of polyester, 252 g/sqm, 
100% opaque, upper edge with 8 metal eyelets, 
Ø 40 mm, reinforced lower edge, certifi ed
according DIN4102 B1, more colours on
demand, price per side curtain
6803.601.276.13 beige  169,—
6803.601.276.15 grey  169,—
6803.601.276.18 black  169,—
% from 2 pieces    149,—

D XXL Snap hook, 12 x 8 cm (L x W), snap 
hook suitable as a holder or suspension, simple 
and safe fastening of hanging chair, hammock, 
swing, punching bag, sun sail, made of 1 cm 
thick aluminium, carabiner opening 5.5 cm - 
narrowest area 3 cm, max. weight load approx. 
80 kg, Attention: not suitable for climbing or as a 
personal safety device, price per piece
6800.601.351.43 silver  10,50

E Changing room, 200 x 90 x 90 cm (H x W x D),
9 kg, self-standing changing cubicle made of 
round tube Ø 22 mm, quick and easy to put 
together, delivery excl. curtain, price per piece. 
6801.658.980.01 silver  129,—

B Corner booth 
rod

only 44,90

.00 beige

.18 black

.41 grey 

✓ incl. 1 m metal rope for extra stability

✓ More colours 
on demand.

200 x 90 x 90 cm 
(H x W x D)

✓ can be plugged
together easily

✓ self-standing

only 129,–

SUPER
PRICE

D XXL Snap hook

only 3,90

C Booth curtain,
flame retardant

from 149,–

3,90

Changing rooms & flame retardant curtains
Order now at decowoerner.com
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SHOWCASES
WITH SAFETY LOCK

INFORMATION
The showcases from fig. D+E
are for self-assembly.
Assembly instructions included!

Cabinet, ESG safety glazing with polished glass 
edges for extra safety and durability, 4 adjustable 
5 mm glass shelves glide on aluminium profi les, 
glass wing door with cylinder lock, top and bot-
tom panels made of MDF in aluminium look with 
circumferential plastic edge, height-adjustable 
base plate to compensate for uneven surfaces, 
easy DIY assembly, price per piece 

D Round cabinet, 58,0 kg, height 180 cm,
54 cm Ø, curvy overall glazing
6801.481.557.00    799,—

E Square cabinet,
180 x 45 x 45 cm (L x W x H), 52,5 kg
6801.481.540.00    599,—
180 x 85 x 45 cm (L x W xH), 77,0 kg
6801.481.540.01    799,—

suitable for fi g. D and E:
Lighting for round and square cabinets, 
electric bar with 5 light emitters each 20 watts in 
low voltage version, price per piece
6801.481.540.99    198,—

Roller set for round and square cabinets,
4 steerable twin-rolls with lockable brake, plastic, 
are installed instead of base plate,
price per pack of 4 rolls
6801.486.309.00   (=7,48/rl.) 29,90

Upright glass case, with vertical, silver-anodised
aluminium profi les, rectangular profi le view, horizontal
enclosure with decor boards in silver metallic, 
4-sided glazing with ESG glass (highly impact 
and shock resistant), revolving double doors with 
secure cylinder lock incl. 2 keys, feet 9 cm in steel 
matt chrome fi nish, delivered already assembled, 
price per piece 

A Upright glass case
4 freely height-adjustable glass shelves
186 x 40 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 58 kg
6801.625.173.00    599,—
186 x 80 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 64 kg
6801.625.180.00    750,—
186 x 100 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 71 kg
6801.625.234.00    799,—

B Stand cabinet with storage compartment,
2 freely height-adjustable glass shelves, integrated
lockable storage cabinet height 47 cm in silver 
metallic
186 x 40 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 62 kg
6801.625.173.02    749,—
186 x 80 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 68 kg
6801.625.180.02    899,—
186 x 100 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 77 kg
6801.625.234.02    950,—

C Stand cabinet with lighting,
4 freely height-adjustable glass shelves, incl. low 
voltage rail lighting, plastic rail silver colour with 
5 freely height-adjustable as well as individual 
20 W spots that can be inclined and tilted, IP20 
transformer
186 x 40 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 59.8 kg
6801.625.173.01    850,—
186 x 80 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 65.8 kg
6801.625.180.01    950,—
186 x 100 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 72.8 kg
6801.625.234.01    999,—

SHOWCASES

186 x 40 x 40 cm 186 x 80 x 40 cm

186 x 100 x 40 cm

from 599,–

SUPER
PRICE

Fig. A-C: Delivery takes
place completely assembled

D Round cabinet

only 799,–

E Square cabinet

only 799,–

E Square 
cabinet

only 599,–

Lighting

only 198,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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new in our portfolio

C Barrier post for crowd guidance system,
silver, Ø 32 cm, 7.5 kg, personnel guidance system
to maintain the necessary distance and desired 
discretion. High functionality, attractive design and 
fl exible use characterise this demarcation stand 
with extendable demarcation tape. Any number 
of demarcation stands can be arranged in a row: 
4-way head with triple fastening option at a 90 
degree angle, heavy fl oor-protecting stand, made 
of polished stainless steel, for outdoor use. Scope 
of delivery: 1x demarcation stand with integrated 
band 230 cm long.
6803.720.250.00 92 m high 89,—

D Barrier post for crowd guidance system,
height 94 cm, Ø 32 cm, 8 kg, made of stainless-
steel, post with four holes for cords, comes 
without cords, price per piece
6813.622.141.00 chrome 89,—
6803.622.561.00 brass  99,—

Cord for barrier post, length 150 cm,
approx. Ø 4 cm, price per piece

E red, barrier cord made of velour
6812.622.141.01 hanger hooks silver 44,90
6802.622.561.01 hanger hooks brass 44,90

F black, elegant velvet cord made of
intertwined strands
6801.622.141.02 hanger hooks silver 54,90
6801.622.561.02 hanger hooks brass 54,90

G nature, elegant velvet cord made of
intertwined strands
6800.800.000.79 hanger hooks silver 54,90
6800.800.000.80 hanger hook brass 54,90

D Barrier post

from 89,–

C Barrier 
post

only 89,–

F Cord black

only 54,90

A Clothing 
stand 

only 269,–

B Clothing 
stand

only 399,–

G Cord nature

only 54,90

E Cord red

only 44,90
length 150 cm

A Clothing stand , 55 x 170 x 37 cm (W x H x D),
13,2 kg, 2 suspension rods, free-standing coat 
rack in a shapely and modern design, which is 
particularly stable due to its heavy metal base 
with concrete fi lling, price per piece 
6801.800.019.27 black/silver 269,—

B Clothing stand, 100 x 170 x 40 cm (W x H x D),
15,9 kg, free-standing coat rack in a shapely and 
modern design, which is particularly stable due to 
its heavy metal base with concrete fi lling,
price per piece 
6801.800.019.26 black/silver 399,—

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

92 m high

height 94 cm

55 x 170 x 37 cm (W x H x D)

100 x 170 x 40 cm (W x H x D)

height 94 cm

✓ heavy metal base 
with concrete filling

✓ freestanding coat 
rack

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B Grid cube

from 59,–

GRID CUBE
This modern shop shelf adds a new fl air and 
offers many presentation possibilities. These
mesh cubes are modular and perfectly 
showcase all kinds of products for a fl exible 
arrangement of goods in retail stores. They 
come in a trendy industrial look made of
Ø 6 mm concrete steel, also called
reinforced steel. Price per piece.

A 40 x 60 x 40 cm (W x H x D), 5,7 kg
high-quality powder coating
6801.686.426.14 white  89,—
6801.686.426.18 black  89,—
6801.686.426.44 copper  99,—
high-quality chrome-plated
6811.686.426.41 silver  99,—

B 40 x 40 x 40 cm (W x H x D), 5 kg
high-quality powder coating
6801.679.046.14 white  59,—
6801.679.046.18 black  79,90
6801.679.046.44 copper  79,90
high-quality chrome-plated
6811.679.046.41 silver  69,90

C Connector for grid cubes, plastic clamps for
secure and slip-free stacking, price per pack of 10
6800.705.998.00   (=0,19/pc.) 5,90 1,90

59,–
69,–

65,–

A Grid cube

from 89,–

B Grid cube

from 59,–

✓ 40 x 40 x 40 cm 
(W x H x D)

✓ 40 x 60 x 40 cm 
(W x H x D)

✓ in 4 colours

✓ in 2 versions

C Connector for 
grid cubes

only 0,19 /piece

.14 white .18 black

.41 silver .44 copper

Application Example

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.18 black

.42 gold

.14 white

height 60/75/90 cm

B Table set

from 149,–

45 x 45 x 45 cm

These modern designer table sets focus on 
the contrast between shapes and materials. 
The minimum thickness of a square frame 
gives it a simple purity and guarantees 
plenty of stability. The high-quality coating 
prevents rust and corrosion and guarantees 
durability and stability for your construction.

A Table set, height 30/35/40/45 cm,
seat: 15 x 15, 20 x 20, 25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm,
stable 10 mm square-cut pipe construction
made of metal, price per 4-piece set
Powder coating
6822.663.588.14 white  119,—
6811.663.588.18 black  119,—
High-gloss chrome plating
6822.663.588.42 gold  145,—

B Table set, height 60/75/90 cm, seat: 20 x 20,
25 x 25, 30 x 30 cm, stable 10 mm square-cut pipe
construction made of metal, price per 3-piece set
Powder coating
6812.663.601.14 white  149,—
6802.663.601.18 black  149,—
High-gloss chrome plating
6812.663.601.42 gold  198,—

C Metal table, 45 x 45 x 45 cm, stable 10 mm
square frame construction made of metal,
completely welded (no assembly required),
price per piece
Powder coating
6802.708.784.14 white  95,—
6822.708.784.18 black  95,—
High-gloss chrome plating
6812.708.784.42 gold  109,—

✓ high-quality coating

✓ modern design

✓ stable 10 mm frame

C Metal table

from 95,–

169,–

height 30/35/40/45 cm

A Table set

from 119,–

BEST
SELLER

Fig. A+B:

✓ stable 10 mm 
frame

woerner

only

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B Clamp profile 
„Ultra-Soft“

from 7,48 /piece

SHOP INTERIOR

Mitre

A3

A2

A4

C Foldable frame

from 9,90

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

✓ incl. suspension

Eyelet

wall mounting

Aluminium profile with 
folding mechanism

A Tension frame „Posterstrech“, this elegant 
and fi ne poster frame is suitable for wall mounting 
or for double-sided suspension from the ceiling,
made of oval aluminium profi le, two freely movable
eyelets for easy hanging, stable corner with 
tension springs and croco clamps for quick and 
easy picture changing, the frame can be easily 
assembled and disassembled, price per piece
6801.546.218.01 DIN A4  12,90
6804.546.218.02 DIN A3  13,90
6804.546.218.03 DIN A2  15,90
6804.546.218.05 DIN A1  19,90
6804.546.218.07 DIN A0  25,—

TERMINAL STRIPS & 
CLAMPING FRAMES

E Hanging strips

only 4,45 /piece

2-piece set
clear

plastic

✓ incl. eyelets for hanging

✓ extremely durable

✓ simple assembly

✓ extremely strong connection

22,90from 12,90

SUPER
PRICE

D Clamp rails 

from 4,95 /pce

B Clamp profi le „Ultra-Soft“, 2 foldable rails 
with snap function, movable eyelets for easy 
hanging and end caps, 25 mm aluminium profi le 
with rubber rail for perfect support, suitable for
3 mm banner thickness = 500 - 600 g/m²,
price per 2-piece set  1 set            5 sets
length 42 cm
6803.227.513.00   15,90 14,95
length 50 cm
6803.227.544.00   17,90 16,90
length 60 cm
6803.227.537.00   19,90 18,90
length 100 cm
6803.227.551.00   25,90 23,90
length 120 cm
6803.498.470.00   29,90 28,40

C Foldable frame, foldable frame made of 
aluminium with non-refl ecting protective foil and 
stable plastic ball, anti-glare cover foil made of 
UV-stabilised material protects the poster from 
fading and improves the readability from every 
angle, quick and easy poster change by opening 
the silver anodised profi le, remove the cover foil 
and exchange the poster, can be used in
horizontal and vertical format, with drilled holes
in the lower profi le for screws or suspension,
price per piece
6801.428.330.00 DIN A4  17,50
6803.428.347.00 DIN A3  23,90
6803.428.354.00 DIN A2  31,90

D Suspension kit, transparent, simple folding 
mechanism with high clamp capacity, for quick 
hanging and replacement of banners and posters, 
28 mm profi le made of plastic, for max. 1 mm 
thick paper, 2 rails with movable eyelets for
hanging, price per set
length 60 cm, DIN A1 portrait format
6803.352.635.00 transp. (=4,95/pc.) 9,90
length 100 cm
6803.352.611.00 transp. (=7,95/pc.) 15,90
length 140 cm
6803.352.581.00 transp. (=9,95/pc.) 19,90

E Hanging strips, length 100 cm,
width 14 mm, transparent, plastic, max. 2 mm 
paper, incl. 4 hangers, price per set of 2
6803.462.600.00   (=4,45/pc.) 8,90

9,90

27,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D Chalkboard foil, width 45 cm, self-adhesive 
on almost all surfaces, can be easily removed or 
wiped away, write with chalk and chalk markers, 
including 10 chalks, price per 2 m roll
6803.628.297.00 black  (=6,45/m) 15,90

E Spare foil, 0.5 mm plastic clear,
price per piece
6804.138.871.05 DIN A2  7,90
6804.138.888.05 DIN A1  11,90
6804.425.223.05 DIN A0  16,90
6800.425.216.05 50 x  70 cm 6,90
6800.425.209.05 70 x 100 cm 14,50

F Board foil, black, writable,
price per pack of 2
6800.410.595.20 A2   (=2,95/pc.) 14,90 5,90

9,90
9,90

11,90

12,90

✓ 45 x 200 cm

✓ incl. 10 chalks

✓ self-adhesive

D Chalkboard foil

only 6,45 /m

5,90

4,90

F Board foil

only 2,95 /piece

87
 -

 12
5 

cm

87
 -

 12
5 

cm

A Info stand „Premium“, height-adjustable 
87 - 125 cm, silver, aluminium information stand 
with stable foot plate for a stable stand, frame 
can be used in vertical or horizontal format, the 
viewing angle can be adjusted freely, 25 mm 
folding frame profi le with non-refl ecting
protective foil, price per piece
6801.508.445.00 DIN A4 / 5 kg 139,—
6801.508.445.01 DIN A3 / 6.5 kg 155,—

B Info stand „Premium“, black, Aluminium
information stand with stable and heavy base plate
for a secure stand, folding frame can be used in 
portrait or landscape format, price per piece.
DIN A4, 3,1 kg
6803.800.019.23 100 cm high 69,95
DIN A3, 5,3 kg
6803.800.019.24 120 cm high 139,—

DIN A3

DIN A3

DIN A4

DIN A4

DIN A4

WALL LITERATURE 
HOLDER

✓ Elegant design in a 
premium quality

✓ Flexible angle settings

✓ heavy base plate for a 
stable stand

✓ Portrait or landscape 
format

✓ 25 mm foldable frame

✓ Non-reflecting protective foil

✓ height adjustable

C Brochure stand „Plus“, silver,
25 x 128 x 33 cm (W x H x D), 3,8 kg, the 
practical aluminium brochure stand with stable 
base plate and central oval profi le comes with 
transparent A4 brochure tray made of robust 
polycarbonate. The A4 acrylic poster pocket 
attached at the top can be individually exchanged 
with your information. Price per piece
6803.800.019.25 DIN A4  99,—

from 139,–

SUPER
PRICE

B Info stand 
„Premium“

from 69,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com
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C Brochure stand 
„Plus“

only 99,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D Customer stopper

only 149,–

Customer stopper, 107 x 67 x 47 cm (H x W x D),
DIN A1, 15 kg, stainless steel double spring 
system for stability in stormy weather, the base 
consists of a water tank made of unbreakable 
plastic, quick and easy change of location due to 
wheels on the underside. This windproof poster 
stand is a very good solution for professional
presentation for changing advertising in the 
outdoor area. Perfect to always draw attention 
to the shop or trade fair stand, for example in the 
pedestrian zone, at an event or at meetings.

A „Wind“, double-sided, wind-proof/weather-
proof, made of anodised silver aluminium, poster
change via 32 mm foldable frame profi le, polypropylene
back with sealing rubber and UV stabilised cover 
foil, rollable base foot fi llable with sand or water, 
spring technology enable secure stand,
price per piece 
6801.531.573.00 silver  198,—
6801.531.573.18 black  199,—

Replacement foil for customer stopper „Wind“,
UV stabilised cover foil, price per piece
6801.531.573.01 DIN A1  22,90

B „Wind-Wood“, double-sided chalkboard,
writable, dry-wipeable and magnetic. Frame 
made of solid, dark varnished beech wood. 
6801.531.573.25 brown  199,—

C Poster stand „Boston“, 11 kg, silver, 
115 x 72 x 70 cm (H x W x D), double-sided, 
stable stand and weather-proof, modern design, 
powder-coated steel, UV resistant foil with
magnetic strips that stick to the back, poster 
change via magnetic poster bag, with rolls for 
easy placement of the stand, price per piece
6801.517.812.00 DIN A1  199,—

D Customer stopper, 113,5 x 69 x 73,5 cm
(H x W x D), poster size 61 x 91,4 cm, black,
14,5 kg, safe and stable, integrated button in the 
carrying handle for easy opening of the frame, 
anti-refl ective PET protective fi lm, two integrated 
castors in the feet and handle for easy transport, 
made of durable plastic. We recommend printing 
the posters on foil for outdoor use. Price per piece
6801.721.387.00 DIN A1  149,—

CUSTOMER STOPPER

✓ 100% water-proof

✓ Premium version

✓ stable water tank

✓ mobile through wheels

✓ double suspension 
for real stability

B Customer stopper 
„Wind-Wood“

only 199,–

✓ Frame made of hard-wearing plastic

✓ Mobile due to integrated rollers

✓ very stable and double-sided

✓ Posters are fixed with adhesive strips

A Customer stopper „Wind“

from 198,–

C Poster stand

only 199,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Please keep
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B Street poster stand

only 215,–

✓ useful folding
mechanism

only 189,–

SUPER
PRICE

BEST
SELLER

✓ water-proof via a 
protective foil with 
rubber insulation

✓ stainless steel rear wall

✓ with drainage channels
A Street poster stand

only 169,–

Street poster stand, 84 x 60 cm (H x W), 
silver, 7,5 kg, ideally suitable for outdoor use, 
double-sided with non-refl ecting protective foil, 
posters can be exchanged via 32 mm folding 
frame profi le, zinc-plated back board with PVC 
clamp rail at the bottom to protect from stagnant 
moisture, water drainage holes in lower profi le, 
stable standing frame made of aluminium square 
cut pipe, price per piece

A „Professional Line“, weather-proof, mitre profi le
6803.532.662.00 DIN A1  169,—
Replacement foils bag, for mitre profi le,
DIN A1, non-refl ecting synthetic protective foil
6803.532.754.00 DIN A1  19,90

B „Outdoor“, Rondo profi le, even in continuing 
wet conditions, 100% water-proof
6802.532.662.02    215,—
Replacement foils bags, Rondo profi le, DIN A1,
with rubber sealing, price per pack of 2
6801.532.662.10   (=27,45/pc.) 54,90

suitable for images A + B:

C Brochure basket, 30 x 21 cm (W x H), fl yers 
and brochures to go - metal brochure basket for 
hanging on customer stoppers with crossbar, 
for grid walls or as a display stand, incl. hanging 
hooks for fl at metal bars, price per piece.
6804.130.127.00    19,90

D Customer stopper „Easy“, 12,6 kg,
110 x 64 x 72 cm (H x W x D), silver, weather-
proof, for outdoor use, double-sided, made of 
anodised aluminium, poster change via 30 mm 
foldable frame profi le, rust-free metal back wall 
with integrated seal and UV stabilised cover foil, 
folding mechanism with lever prevents jamming of 
fi ngers during open or close, price per piece 
6801.616.263.00 DIN A1  189,—
Replacement foils, 0.5 mm plastic clear,
price per piece
6801.616.263.01 DIN A1  15,90

C Brochure basket

only 19,90

30 x 21 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Article presenter set

only 44,95

D Square 
column set

only 44,95

B Article presenter set

only 55,–

C Article presenter set

only 69,90

ACRYLIC
BRIDGES
Individual application possibilities through 
diverse combinations - this merchandise 
bridge highlights your products in a targeted 
manner and is perfect for optimal use of 
space in a confi ned area. In the shop window 
or in the showroom, the acrylic display fi ts 
in perfectly thanks to its transparent clarity. 
High-quality workmanship with curved and 
polished edges, 4 mm material thickness. To 
avoid scratches during transport, a coloured 
protective fi lm is attached which can be 
easily removed.

A Article presenter set, 18 x 10 cm (W x D),
height 7, 14, 21, 28 cm, acrylic, price per 4-pce set
6801.349.222.00     53,20

B Article presenter set, 27 x 10 cm (W x D),
height 7, 14, 21, 28 cm, acrylic, price per 4-pce set
6803.349.154.00     72,60

C Article presenter set, 27 x 18 cm (W x D),
height 7, 14, 21, 28 cm, acrylic, price per 4-pce set
6812.349.161.00     91,60

D Square column set, 10, 15, 20 and 30 cm high,
made of crystal-clear acrylic, individual application
possibilities due to various combinations, to avoid
scratches on the presenters, a colourful protective
foil is attached which can be easily removed, 
price per set of 4 pcs.
6803.800.018.49     44,95

18 cm 10 cm
10 cm

18 
cm

27 cm

27 cm

28
 c

m

21
 c

m

14
 c

m

7 
cm

44,95

55,–

69,90

BEST
SELLER

made
in

Germany

E Cube box with lid, made of crystal clear 
acrylic, removable lid with fi xation pins to prevent 
slipping, a colourful protective foil is applied on 
the box to avoid scratches, it can be removed 
easily, price per piece
6801.509.756.02 30 x 30 x 30 cm 89,90
6801.509.756.00 40 x 40 x 40 cm 119,—

fr. 89,90

SUPER
PRICE

Box with lid
40 x 40 x 40 cm

30 x 30 x 30 cm

ACRYLIC
BOXES

made
in

Germany

You can find individual parts online

www.decowoerner.com

30
 c

m

20
 c

m

15
 c

m

10
 c

m
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BEST
SELLER

ACRYLIC
DISPLAY STAND

5 cm2 cm

7,5 cm

10 cm

B Acrylic cylinder set

only 89,95

Acrylic set, made of crystal-clear acrylic,
individual application possibilities due to various
combinations, to avoid scratches on the presenters,
a colourful protective foil is attached which can be 
easily removed, price per set of 4 pcs.

A Columns, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 cm high
6813.800.018.50    44,95

B Cylinders, 2/ 5/ 7,5 and 10 cm high
6813.800.018.51    89,95

C Leather goods presenter, clear, made of 
acrylic, for presenting wallets or a clutch bag, 
price per piece
width 3 cm
6803.617.987.00 height  7 cm 10,90
% from 6 pieces    9,90
width 4.5 cm
6803.617.987.01 height 12 cm 13,90
% from 6 pieces    12,90

D Slant-Presenter, 3 mm acrylic, width 3 cm, 
price per pack of 3
6803.106.146.01 11 cm (=4,30/pc.) 18,90
6803.106.153.01 14 cm (=4,63/pc.) 18,90
6803.106.160.01 18 cm (=5,30/pc.) 19,90

made
in

Germany

height 18 cm

height 14 cm

height 7 cm

height 12 cm

C Leather goods 
presenter

from 9,90

from 4,30 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

12,90
13,90
15,90

10 cm
7,5 cm

2,5 cm
5 cm

A Acrylic 
column set

only 44,95

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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height 75 cm

PROMOTIONAL 
BASKETS

✓ foldable to save space

height 80 cm

Ø 60 cm, 
depth 25 cm

Ø 65 cm, 
depth 30 cm

C Sales basket 
foldable

only 99,95

✓ acrylic insert 
removable

60 x 80 x 60 cm
(W x H x D)

41 x 37 x 116 cm
(W x D x H)

only 259,–

SUPER
PRICE

D Sales bin mobile

only 179,–
total height 62 cm

he
ig

ht
 7

5 
cm

G Sales bin

only 129,–

B Basket stand

only 99,95

Practical and attractive wicker basket display
with a natural look. Ideal as a product display
in front of the shop entrance outdoors, for example
in organic food shops, health food shops,
natural food shops, pharmacies or drugstores.

A Sales stand, height 80 cm, light brown,
black 8 mm iron frame, frame height 72 cm,
2 separate parts, price per piece
Ø 60 cm, depth 25 cm
6802.427.142.00    59,90
Ø 65 cm, depth 30 cm 
6802.427.135.00    64,90

B Basket stand, 41 x 37 x 116 cm (W x D x H),
lacquered iron stand with 3 separately removable
rattan baskets, each 35 x 26 cm (w x h), price per piece 
6811.723.619.14 grey/white 99,95
6801.723.619.15 black/vintage grey 99,95

Practical sales aid for the sale of promotional
products or as a dispenser for bulk goods 
in drugstores and perfumeries in which the 
goods are visible at all times.

C Sales basket foldable, 45 x 75 x 55 cm
(W x D x D), standing fi rm, silver, practical sales
basket for the sale of promotional goods, easy
handling with 3-fold height-adjustable inner shelf
for optimal and clearly visible presentation of different
quantities of goods, sturdy wire construction 
made of chrome-plated iron wire, space-saving 
foldable, price per piece
6802.338.844.00    99,95

D Sales bin mobile, total height 62 cm, 11.5 kg,
basket dimensions 39 x 60 x 60 cm (H x W x D), 
rectangular wire basket bin with 80 mm wheels, 
basket made of iron wire Ø 6 mm, with board 
shelf made of wood, price per piece 
6801.686.440.01 black  179,—

E Goods basket, 60 x 80 x 60 cm (W x H x D),
stable sales stand with transparent, removable
acrylic frame inlay and powder-coated frame made
of square-cut pipe (height 70 cm), a protective foil is
applied to avoid scratches on the acrylic surface,
it can be removed easily, price per piece 
6801.674.003.00 white  259,—
Replacement frame, clear, 60 x 60 x 19 cm,
5 mm acrylic frame without base, can be
exchanged quickly and easily, price per piece 
6801.674.003.01 clear  139,—

F Sales bin „Solid“, height 130 cm, with test 
box and DIN A5 poster holder and removable 
shelf, acrylic bowl Ø 50 cm installed at an angle, 
at 80 cm height, stable chrome-plated metal 
base, total price
6802.337.632.00 complete 299,—

G Sales bin „Basic“, height 75 cm, consists 
of 2 elements which are simply plugged together, 
very sturdy, chrome-plated frame with exchangeable
acrylic spherical tray 50 cm Ø, price per piece 
6801.337.670.00 complete 129,—
6801.337.687.00 Replacement bowl 79,—

✓ with Tester box

✓ removable board

✓ incl. poster holder

Ø 50 cm Ø 50 cm

F Sales bin „Solid“

only 299,–

he
ig

ht
 13

0 
cm

he
ig

ht
 8

0 
cm

A5

A Sales stand

from 59,90
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MARKET TROLLEY

Application examples

Put your products in the spotlight with the 
extraordinary and mobile presentation trolley! The 
market trolley can be used in many different ways 
as a sales table in the shop, a presentation table 
in the supermarket or as a buffet trolley for large 
and small occasions in gardens or event areas. 
The decorative trolley is weatherproof and very 
durable thanks to the high-quality manufacturing 
process. The total load capacity of the trolley is 
approx. 65 kg.

The base frame is made of robust, varnished 
metal with wheels and low-maintenance, solid 
rubber tires. A solid wooden brake block is
included to prevent the trolley from rolling away. 
The wooden board is made of robust mango 
wood with a rough grain, which can be used in 
the manufacturing of furniture as well as other 
areas. The board is covered with clear varnish, 
which makes it weather-proof and suitable for 
outdoor use. Delivered in a disassembled state 
with instructions for a simple DIY assembly.
Please note a delivery time of 6 weeks. 

„BASIC“, 150 x 82 x 90 cm (W x H x D)

A 6801.716.291.00 nature/black 799,—

„BASIC“, 170 x 83 x 97 cm (W x H x D)

without superstructure

B 6803.800.019.20 white/gold 1.550,—

C 6803.800.019.00 white/white 1.550,—

D 6803.800.019.19 white/negro 1.550,—

E 6803.800.019.18 nature/black 1.199,—

„EMPIRE“, 170 x 127 x 97 cm (W x H x D)

with superstructure

F 6803.800.019.17 white/gold 2.229,—

G 6803.800.019.15 white/white 2.229,—

H 6803.800.019.16 white/black 2.229,—

J 6803.800.019.13 nature/black 1.999,—

Order now at decowoerner.com
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REAL WOOD BOXES WITH NATURAL GRAIN
Wooden boxes set, practical wooden boxes in
3 complementing sizes. The small decorative 
boxes are very versatile and can be used as bins, 
shelves or stacks, a simple and universal box 
system made of light, raw 5 mm plywood.
Price per 3-piece set.

A hexagonal, 13 x 35 x 35, 14 x 37 x 37,
40 x 15 x 40 cm (H x W x D)
6810.676.038.00    39,90

B square, 11 x 23,5 x 23,5, 13 x 27 x 27,
15 x 30 x 30 cm (H x W x D)
6810.676.052.00    29,90

C rectangular, 15 x 27 x 20, 16,5 x 31 x 23,
18 x 35 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
6820.676.045.00    29,90

Wooden Crate, natural fi nish, multi-purpose
boxes in a vintage design are popular and versatile
accessories to put together furniture or decorations.
The robust box in a trendy used look can be
utilised as a storage box or stacked into a shelf. 
The natural grain and individual wood colour make
each wooden box unique. Made of natural wood, 
with varnished black edges, thickness 7 mm.
Price per piece.

D 6810.685.986.00 40 x 40 x 20 cm 49,90

E 6800.685.993.00 60 x 40 x 20 cm 59,90

width 35 - 40 cm width 23.5 - 30 cm width 15 - 18 cm

C Wooden boxes 
set rectangular

only 19,90
B Wooden boxes 

set square

only 19,90

A Wooden boxes 
set hexagonal

only 19,90

40 x 30 x 17 cm
35 x 24 x 17 cm
29 x 18 x 16 cm

G Crates

only 19,90

each 3-piece set

21 x 14 x 32 cm
26 x 16 x 37 cm
18 x 31 x 42 cm

19,90

19,90

19,90

F Crates, 3-piece

only 19,90

Wooden boxes set

only 19,90

60 x 40 x 20 cm

40 x 40 x 20 cm

29,95

29,80

Wooden Crate

from 29,80

F Crates, 14 x 21 x 32, 16 x 26 x 37 and
18 x 31 x 42 cm (H x W x D), natural multi-
purpose boxes, price per 3-piece set
6820.676.267.01    38,90

G Crates, 40 x 30 x 17, 35 x 24 x 17 and
29 x 18 x 16 cm (H x W x D), multi-purpose in a 
wiped white vintage look, price per 3-piece set
6810.666.916.00 white  49,90 19,90

19,90

Application Example

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Application Example

Application Example

Crates, decorative, colourful wooden boxes with 
a deliberately irregular lacquer fi nish in shabby 
chic style. The decorative boxes are ideal for 
decorating and presenting your goods. As a wall 
shelf, fl ower holder or stacked, the wooden boxes 
can be used in many ways. 7 mm thick wood. 
Price per 3-piece set.
28 x 10 x 22, 34 x 11 x 27,5, 40 x 12 x 32,5 cm 
(W x H x D)
6831.684.637.00 natural fi nish 36,90
6831.684.637.04 orange  36,90
6831.684.637.11 yellow  36,90
6811.684.637.22 dark pink 36,90
6821.684.637.23 lilac  36,90
6831.556.767.00 white  36,90

11 x 28 x 34, 12 x 33 x 40, 14 x 38 x 45 cm
(H x W x D)
6801.556.798.06 light blue 36,90
6811.556.798.33 pink  36,90

COLOURFUL
WOODEN BOXES

from 29,95

SUPER
PRICE

29,95
29,95

natural 
finish

orange

yellow

dark pink

lilac

white

light blue

pink
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G Grid cube

only 49,90

A Table set 
„Hexagon“

only 35,90

24 x 28 cm
30 x 36 cm

BEST
SELLER

A Table set „Hexagon“, 24 x 28/30 x 36 cm
(H x W), stylish, easy to mix and match and fl exible -
this table set in an industrial style opens up many
possibilities. The combination of nature and a modern
metal design adds a sense of lightness to your rooms.
The modern side table set is based on a 2 cm thick
board made of real wood and a stable metal frame,
3 mm round pipe with metal varnish. 2-piece set.
6800.664.141.00    54,90

Metal presenter, side table, room divider, book 
box and plant container in one - this practical 
all-rounder in a simple, Scandinavian design can 
be adapted to every style of furnishing. These 
metal presenters can be used as room dividers 
and offer business premises and entrance areas 
an impressive ambience and enhances dark 
corners. Two metal boxes in different sizes in a 
trendy matt black fi nish. Powder-coated surface 
for longevity. Round tube frame Ø 10 mm and 
extension are supplied separately, easy self-
assembly (assembly key included).
Price per 2-piece set.

B Cuboid, height 47.5/62.5 cm,
container 50 x 22.5 x 12/60 x 25 x 12 cm
6800.688.451.00    99,—

C Cube, height 75/80 cm,
container 25 x 25 x 22.5/22 x 22.5 x 20 cm
6800.688.468.00     89,—

D Wall shelf, black/natural, modern shelf in a 
stylish metal wood mix, natural wooden board 
with a beautiful grain, metal substructure
varnished matt black, price per piece
6800.683.326.00 23 x 57 x 19.5 cm 34,90

E Hanging shelf, black matt, made of 10 mm 
square-cut pipe, with chain suspension,
price per piece
6810.700.153.00 65 x 80 x 30 cm 29,90

F Shelf “Cube”, 20 x 20 x 20/30 x 30 x 30 cm
(L x W x D), this black metal shelf set in a minimalist
design is the perfect complement for offi ces and 
showrooms. Ideal for decorative accessories or 
exhibits. The subtle object consists of a metal 
plate with 4 ball feet and an open frame made of 
10 mm square tubing and a matt fi nish.
Price per 2-piece set.
6801.700.191.00 black matt 44,90

G Grid cube, black, stable grid cube without
back wall, made of welded 5 mm metal wire. Ideally
suited for the creative design and presentation of 
your goods: functions as a side table on its own 
or can be used as a shelf. Price per piece.
6801.687.560.00 40 x 40 x 40 cm 49,90

SIDE TABLES

35,90

9,90

29,90

19,90

E Hanging shelf

only 19,90
65 x 80 x 30 cm 
(L x W x D)

23 x 57 x 19.5 cm

D Wall shelf

only 9,90

20 x 20 x 20/
30 x 30 x 30 cm 
(L x W x D)

F Shelf “Cube”, 2-pce

only 29,90

40 x 40 x 40 cm

C Metal presenter 
Cube, 2-piece

only 29,90

B Metal presenter 
Cuboid, 2-pce

only 39,90

39,90

29,90

height 75/80 cm

height 47.5/62.5 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Table set

only 49,90

D Manager Shelf

only 119,–
E Back wall 

display

only 199,–

C Table set

only 99,–

height 35/40 cm

75 x 120 x 25 cm 
(W x H x D)

78 x 200 x 25 cm 
(W x H x D) 48 x 45 x 25 cm

55 x 52 x 31 cm
(W x H x D)

A Table set, height 35/40 cm, seat: 35 x 20,
40 x 20 cm, powder coating, stable 5 mm 
square-cut pipe construction made of metal, the 
high-quality coating prevents rust and corrosion 
and offers durability for the construction, with
4 replaceable boards, price per 2-piece set
6800.663.595.18 black  49,90

B Birdcage shelf, height 140 cm, Ø 30/35/40 cm,
open iron cage with shelf function, three stackable
individual parts with metal base, price per piece
6824.662.628.00 gold  139,—
6812.662.628.01 black  139,—

C Table set „Mandala“, 48 x 45 x 25/
55 x 52 x 31 cm (W x H x D), two side tables in 
modern, straight-lined design, black metal frame 
with top made of fi r wood, price per set of 2 pcs.
6822.723.558.00 black/brown 99,—

D Manager Shelf, 75 x 120 x 25 cm (W x H x D),
high stability and modern design, iron frame made 
of 25 mm square tube, with stand plate, 6x rungs 
made of 10 mm round tube, each with 18 cm 
spacing, high quality matt lacquer fi nish, delivery 
is completely assembled, price per unit 
6811.724.982.00 black  119,—

E Back wall display, 78 x 200 x 25 cm
(W x H x D), High stability and modern design 
made of metal, 4 cm square frame with 35 mm 
slide-in guide for the back panel, with stand
plate, high-quality matt lacquer fi nish, delivery
is completely assembled, price per unit 
6801.725.026.00 black  199,—

MODERN TABLE SETS 
MADE OF METAL

height 140 cm

Ø 30/35/40 cm

B Birdcage shelf

only 139,–

✓ stackable

Application Example
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A Shelf set, 29 x 56 x 26/37 x 63 x 27/
45 x 70 x 30 cm (W x H x D), different height 
standing shelves in very rustic style, each with 
two shelves, price per set of 3 pcs.
6821.800.021.77    199,—

B Wooden pallets set, 45 x 45 x 3 cm (L x W x H),
made of natural wood, price per 3-piece set
6801.685.979.00 natural (=8,32/pc.) 44,90

C Hanging shelf, silver, round shelf made of 
metal, with 14 cm wide wooden shelf and chain 
suspension, price per piece
6812.718.776.00 Ø 35 cm 29,95
6811.718.776.01 Ø 45 cm 36,95

D Wooden Crates, 46 x 24 x 12 and
2x 19.5 x 19.5 x 12 cm (L x W x H), seed box 
made of wood, large box without base,
price per 3-piece set
6804.550.345.00 grey wiped 34,90

Crates, versatile multi-purpose boxes with jute 
cord for hanging. Can be used as hanging shelf, 
stackable box or decorative wooden box in 
almost any decoration. Price per 2-piece set 

E 43 x 30 x 23/48 x 36 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
untreated
6802.670.449.00 brown  59,90
varnished
6810.670.449.14 white  59,90

F 35 x 35 x 23/40 x 40 x 26 cm (H x W x D)
untreated
6810.670.456.00 brown  56,90
varnished
6814.670.456.14 white  56,90

25,90

24,95

43 x 30 x 23 cm
48 x 36 x 26 cm 
(H x W x D)

46 x 24 x 12,
2x 19.5 x 19.5 x 12 cm
(L x W x H)

35 x 35 x 23 cm
40 x 40 x 26 cm 
(H x W x D)

49,90

39,90

45,90

45,90

Crates

from 39,90

D Wooden Crates

only 25,90

C Hanging shelf

from 29,95

Ø 45 cm

Ø 35 cm

45 x 45 x 3 cm
(L x W x H)

29 x 56 x 26/37 x 63 x 27/
45 x 70 x 30 cm (W x H x D)

B Wooden pallets set

only 8,23 /piece

A Shelf set

only 199,–

3-pce set

3-pce set
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A Ladder shelf, 100 x 150 x 38 cm (W x H x D),
the Maxi version of this vintage ladder in a country 
home style has three levels and offers plenty of 
room for things such as fl owers and decorative 
accessories. Three wooden boards with guide 
rail fi xate the ladder and prevent accidental 
collapsing. Shelf dimensions: 50 x 30 cm, 80 x 30 
and 110 x 30 cm (L x W). Folding ladder made of 
white limed wood. Price per piece. 
6842.617.857.21 brown  129,—
6814.617.857.14 white wiped 129,—

B Crate Vintage, 40 x 30 x 50 cm (W x H x L), 
original box with signs of wear and tear, made of 
natural wood, price per piece
6862.653.329.00 limed white 22,90
6833.678.797.00 natural finish 22,90

Decorative wooden boxes with a beautiful patina 
and signs of wear and tear add a unique and 
creative ambience to your rooms. The robust 
multi-purpose box in a trendy used look can 
be utilised as a fruit box, wine box, shelf, side 
table or seating element. By utilising the used 
wooden box you also contribute to the upcycling 
process. The natural grain and individual wood 
colour make each wooden box unique. Signs of 
weathering, wear and tear are intended and not a 
defect. Price per piece.

C Wine box original
6813.536.356.00 31 x 25 x 46 cm 25,90
% from 3 pieces    23,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

D Fruit box Original
6811.559.799.00 40 x 28 x 50 cm 19,90
% from  6 pieces    12,50
% from 12 pieces    10,50

13,90

14,95

40 x 30 x 50 cm40 x 30 x 50 cm

B Crate Vintage

from 14,95

100 cm

15
0 

cm

38 cm

Application Example

A Ladder shelf

only 129,–

31 x 25 x 46 cm 40 x 28 x 50 cm

D Fruit box Original

from 10,50
C Wine box original

from 19,90
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90 x 90 x 40 cm 
(H x W x D)

Shelves set

only 99,–

38 x 36 x 9 cm 
(L x W x D)

44 x 24, 51 x 30,
58 x 38 cm (W x H)

35 x 35, 42 x 42, 
50 x 50 cm

100 x 40 cm (L x W)

100 x 60 cm (H x W)

30 x 25, 50 x 28 and
70 x 30 cm (H x W)

42 x 25 x 30 and 
31 x 15 x 25 cm

2-pce set

3-pce set

B Wooden 
boxes set

only 24,90

H Wooden stairs

only 44,50

G Wooden 
runner

only 29,90

F Real wood 
panel Vintage

only 19,95

A Decor. house

only 119,–

A Decorative house, this decorative house 
comes in a Scandinavian style and can be used 
to effectively present your goods. The simple 
construction with the open front features a frame 
made of light, natural wood and represents a 
decorative showcase. The wooden house can 
be folded fl at after use for space-saving storage. 
Price per piece.
6800.670.333.00 90 x 90 x 40 cm 199,—

B Wooden boxes set, 42 x 25 x 30 and
31 x 15 x 25 cm (L x W x H), classic decorative 
boxes with recessed grips, made of bi-coloured 
wood, price per 2-piece set
6800.550.321.00 brown wiped 37,90

Attractive and contemporary retro design with
rounded edges meets useful storage space - the
practical shelf set contains three sizes for storage
and display, allowing all kinds of decorative ideas
to be realised. Made of 2 cm thick MDF with glossy
lacquer, the Cubes offer a high load-bearing 
capacity. Dynamically and creatively stacked on 
top of each other or individually as a small side 
table, the Cube shelves are a modern eye-catcher 
in every room. Price per 3-piece set.

C „Lounge“, 44 x 24, 51 x 30, 58 x 38 cm
6800.436.816.25 nut brown 99,—

D „Cube“, 35 x 35, 42 x 42, 50 x 50 cm
6811.436.823.25 nut brown 99,—

E Wooden frame, 38 x 36 x 9 cm (L x W x D), 
natural frame made of 3 cm thick wooden rails, 
with wire grill, price per piece
6800.666.794.00    24,90

F Real wood panel Vintage, grey wiped,
Real wood panel in rustic vintage look, as wall 
facing or wall decoration, ready-to-use wooden 
element for vertical installation, price per piece
6811.676.298.00 100 x 40 cm (L x W) 34,90

G Wooden runner, can be used as a runner
or roof stand, with metal hinges for folding,
price per piece
6800.658.140.00 100 x 60 cm (H x W) 79,90

H Wooden stairs, 30 x 25, 50 x 28, 70 x 30 cm
(H x W), made of natural wood, middle and largest
column is open at the side for space-saving placement,
step width is variable, price per 3-piece set.
6800.649.131.00    149,—

119,–

12,90

44,5024,90

19,95

29,90

E Wooden 
frame

only 12,90

✓ for space-saving 
assembly

Order now at decowoerner.com

You save up to 63%

from 12,90 €

only while stocks last

AccessAccess
quickly!quickly!
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height 20 cm

height 30 cm

height 80 cm

height 70 cm

height 80 cm

height 94 cm

height 60 cm

height 60 cm

A Wooden 
miniature 
columns set

from 29,95

F Wooden columns set

only 159,– G Decorative pillar set

only 109,–

A Wooden miniature columns set Nature, 
20 x 30 x 20 and 17 x 20 x 17 cm (W x H x L), 
decorative wooden columns are perfect for
jewellery, decorative objects or small sculptures, 
ideal for stylish and custom design of showcases 
and counters, price per 2-piece set
6804.710.084.00 natural fi nish 35,90
6810.710.084.14 Vintage 35,90

B Mirror cube Side table, silver, decorative 
mirror cube for presenting goods, made of MDF 
and mirror foil, a protective foil is applied to avoid 
scratches during transport. It can be easily
removed before use. Price per piece
6802.715.423.00 21 x 21 x 21 cm 34,90

C XXL Coat hanger, giant coat hanger made 
of natural wood and metal hanger, price per piece
6801.718.752.00 90 cm wide 14,95

D Ladder, 25 x 190 cm (W x D), made of wood, 
in vintage look, traces of use are intentional and 
do not represent defects, with sisal suspension 
for horizontal hanging, price per piece 
6821.718.790.00 white  44,95

E Ladder, 25 x 190 cm (W x D), made of wood, 
with sisal suspension for horizontal hanging,
price per piece
6800.718.783.00 brown  44,95

F Wooden columns set, 17 x 60 x 17/
25 x 80 x 25 / 33 x 94 x 33 cm (W x H x L), made
of untreated, solid wooden discs, can be stacked
and placed inside each other, price per 3-pce set
6801.715.904.00 natural fi nish 159,—

G Decorative pillar set, 20 x 60 x 20/
25 x 70 x 25/30 x 80 x 30 cm (W x H x D), sturdy 
wooden decorative columns, can also be used 
as fl oor-level decorative vases, can be nested to 
save space, price per set of 3.
6833.800.019.08 brown  109,—

90 cm wide

25 x 190 cm (W x D)

29,95

35,90

C XXL Coat hanger

only 14,95

Ladder

from 35,90

#Decorating tip
A trend that is currently 
causing a sensation: airy, 
light hanging decorations 
made of wooden ladders. 
This floating ladder
construction is practical, 
effective and can be used in 
a wide range of applications.
Hang lamps, crockery or
textiles, for example. Your
goods are sure to be perfectly
presented and become a real 
eye-catcher.

B Mirror cube 
Side table

only 34,90
21 x 21 x 21 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Attractive and contemporary retro design with
rounded edges meets useful storage space - the
practical shelf set contains three sizes for storage
and display, allowing all kinds of decorative ideas
to be realised. Made of 2 cm thick MDF with glossy
lacquer, the Cubes offer a high load-bearing 
capacity. Dynamically and creatively stacked on 
top of each other or individually as a small side 
table, the Cube shelves are a modern eye-catcher 
in every room. Price per 3-piece set.

A „Cube“, 35 x 35, 42 x 42, 50 x 50 cm
6811.436.823.00 white  99,—
6821.436.823.18 black  99,—
6821.436.823.25 nut brown 99,—

B „Lounge“, 44 x 24, 51 x 30, 58 x 38 cm
6800.436.816.00 white  99,—
6800.436.816.06 pale blue 99,—
6810.436.816.25 nut brown 99,—

C Shelves set, 1x 56 x 30, 2x 25 x 25,
2x 20 x 20 cm, depth 15 cm, versatile shelf 
elements in purist design with varnished surface, 
price per 5-piece set.
6821.545.341.00 black  89,—
6814.545.341.14 white  89,—

25 x 25 x 15 cm

56 x 30 x 15 cm

20 x 20 x 15 cm

✓ 5-piece set

✓ deluxe varnish look

only 89,–

SUPER
PRICE

.00 white .00 white .25 nut brown.18 black .06 pale blue.25 nut brown

SHELVES
Shelves set

only 99,–

D Decorative 
column

from 179,–

46.5 x 46 x 29,
53.5 x 57 x 37 cm
(H x W x D)

E Table set 
„Glossy“

only 89,–

D Decorative column, black, base area
35 x 35 cm, 12 kg, made of MDF with high-quality
vinyl coating, high-gloss look, open base, various 
decor options for interior design, price per piece.
6801.601.795.00 h.  90 cm/12 kg 179,—
6801.601.795.01 h. 120 cm/15 kg 215,—

E Table set „Glossy“, 46.5 x 46 x 29 and
53.5 x 57 x 37 cm (H x W x D), deluxe Art 
Nouveau table with high-quality mirror fi nish, 
made of 12 mm wood, price per 2-piece set
6800.612.173.00 black varnish 199,— 89,–

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Sales shelf, capacity for each base approx. 
4 kg, 38 x 38 cm, elegant combination of opal 
acrylic and profi le frame made of metal, fi rm stand 
thanks to stable construction made of chrome-
plated metal, delivered in unassembled state, 
price per piece
1 inset base, 4 kg
6803.466.080.00 height  38 cm 89,—
2 inset bases, 7 kg
6803.466.097.00 height  74 cm 129,—
3 inset bases, 10 kg
6802.466.103.00 height 110 cm 169,—
4 inset bases, 13 kg
6802.466.110.00 height 146 cm 199,—

B Sales shelf „Factory Style“, silver, capacity
for each base approx. 3 kg, 40 x 40 cm, a practical
and attractive addition for modern sales rooms,
exhibitions as well as offi ce spaces, the solid
presentation shelf is made of Ø 25 mm chrome-
plated round pipe in factory style and shelf board 
made of acrylic in frosted look, ideal for shoes, 
handbags, cosmetics, books or folders, delivered 
in a disassembled state, price per piece
1 inset base, 5.2 kg
6802.659.499.00 height 40 cm 79,—
2 inset base, 8,6 kg
6802.659.499.01 height 80 cm 119,—

ARTICLE
PRESENTATION

height 40 cm

B Sales shelf

only 79,–

height 80 cm

B Sales shelf

only 119,–

height 38 cm

A Sales shelf

only 89,–
height 74 cm

A Sales shelf

only 129,–

height 110 cm

A Sales shelf

only 169,–

height 146 cm

A Sales shelf

only 199,–

DIY Cube glass showcase, practical DIY
showcase for the beautiful presentation of goods
in offi ces, entrance areas, trade fairs or exhibitions.
The plug showcase can be disassembled and
reassembled again and again or extended according
to your wishes. You only require a standard wide 
slot screwdriver for the assembly. Price per piece

C 125 x 40 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 3 compartments
with back walls, consists of 13x 4 mm glass 
boards (40 x 40 cm) and metal connectors
(12x 2-way, 12x 3-way connectors)
6801.653.008.01    169,—

D 165 x 83 x 40 cm (H x W x D), 8 compartments
with back walls, consists of 30x 4 mm glass 
boards (40 x 40 cm) and metal connectors
(16x 2-way, 28x 3-way, 8x 4-way connectors)
6801.111.010.00    469,—

8 compartments without back walls, consists
of 22x 4 mm glass boards (40 x 40 cm) and metal
connectors (8x 2-way, 16x 3-way, 6x 4-way connectors)
6801.111.027.00    329,—

GLASS COUNTERS

C Cube glass showcase

only 149,–

165 x 83 x 40 cm125 x 40 x 40 cm

E Cube glass showcase

from 209,–

149,–

298,–

209,–

✓ 3 compartments 
with back walls

✓ 8 compartments with back walls

✓ 8 compartments without back walls

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Tailor busts cover, length 73 cm, red/white, 
neck block closed, printed stretch cover made 
of 95% polyester and 5% lycra, one size fi ts all, 
price per piece

A „Sale“, all-over print
6803.618.717.00    15,90

B „Discounted“, allover print
6803.679.404.00    15,90

C Female Tailor‘s Bust, dress size 36/38,
height adjustable 148 - 178 cm, bust length 72 cm,
shoulder height 68 cm, stand length 75 cm,
corpus made of durable and easily pluggable hard
foam, with fabric cover, neck block and stand 
made of wood, delivery time approx. 4-6 weeks
6812.481.984.14 white/white 85,—
% from 5 pieces    75,—

D Column display „Stark reduziert“ (Big sale),
43 x 16 cm (W x D), fully printed ellipses display 
with 2 interior stand support, made of stable 
cardboard, can be folded to save space,
price per piece
6803.527.507.00 red/white 28,90

E Roof presenter „Stark reduziert“ (Big sale),
42 x 30 x 14 cm (H x W x D), cardboard presenter 
with double-sided print, with lock at the bottom, 
price per piece
6803.498.531.00 DIN A3  12,90
% from 6 pieces    10,90

F „SALE“ letters, red, made of 1 cm thick 
wood, painted on both sides, with adjustable feet, 
price per 4-piece set
6803.522.380.00 50 x 170 cm 39,90

G Sale paper „Percent symbol“,
width 50 cm, red/natural, portrait format,
50g/sqm, kraft paper with single-sided print,
ideal as banner for large shop window
advertising, price per 50 m roll
6800.556.248.00   (=0,30/m) 29,90

H Jersey dress „Percent“, size 38, printed
cover made of 95% cotton and 5% spandex,
one size, stretchable, price per piece
6801.632.980.00 red/white 29,90
% from 3 pieces    26,90

Foldable cube, red, high-quality colour print 
made of stable corrugated cardboard, foldable

J 32 x 32 x 32 cm
6802.664.899.00 „Percent“ 21,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

K 10 x 10 x 10 cm
6803.552.813.00 „Percent“ 8,90
% from  6 pieces    7,90
% from 12 pieces    6,95

L 3D SALE letters, red, 4 self-standing letters 
made of varnished hard foam, price per set
6802.642.637.01 height 40 cm 49,90

M Event barrier ribbon, width 10 cm, 80 my, 
foil ribbon with percent print for sales events, 
repeat length 251 mm, price per 50 m roll
6803.663.984.00 red/white (0,24/m) 11,90
% from 3 pieces   (0,20/m) 9,90
% from 6 pieces   (0,18/m) 8,90

N Barrier ribbon, width 10 cm, 80 my,
foil ribbon with a print on one side, repeat
length 251 mm, price per 50 m roll
6801.663.984.01 red/white (0,16/m) 9,90

height 135 cm

D Column display 
„Stark reduziert“ 
(Big sale)

only 28,90

29,90

12,90

14,90

G Sale paper
„Percent symbol“

only 0,30 /m

J Foldable cube 
„Percent“

from 19,90

L 3D SALE 
letters

only 49,90

10 x 10 x 10 cm

32 x 32 x 32 cm

height 40 cm

K Foldable cube „Percent“

from 6,95

Attention
guaranteed!

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

7,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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SALES 
EVENTS

A Banner „Happy sale“, red, one-sided printed
and UV-resistant textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-
retardant quality - fi re protection class DIN 4102-1,
incl. hanging strip as well as stabilising rod at the 
bottom hem for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and 
outdoors, price per piece
6811.709.149.00 100 x 140 cm (W x L) 34,90

B T-Shirt „Percent“, clothing size L,
100% cotton, with front print, price per piece
6802.672.832.00 red/white 14,90
% from 6 pieces    12,90

C Clothes hanger Soft Touch „SALE“, red, 
support width 15 mm, with notches and slight 
shoulder extension, shaped hanger printed on 
one side with slightly wider shoulders, made of 
robust ABS plastic, price per piece
6802.670.975.00 length 44 cm 2,65

D Balloon „Percent“, red/white, outline 85 cm, 
price per pack of 100
6803.434.867.01   (=0,25/pc.) 24,90

E Roof presenter „Sale“, 42 x 30 x 14 cm 
(H x W x D), red/white, cardboard presenter with 
double-sided print, with lock at the bottom,
price per piece
6803.515.474.00 DIN A3  13,90
% from 6 pieces    11,50

F 3D percent symbol, red, made of hard foam,
varnished, depth 8 cm, self-standing, price per piece
width 50 cm
6802.625.630.00 height 60 cm 29,90
width 80 cm
6802.625.630.01 height 90 cm 59,90

G XXL Captive balloon, red/white, Ø 80 cm, 
made of silk paper, foldable, price per piece
6813.683.623.01 length 100 cm 24,90

H Hanger stand NOVUS, 138 x 65 cm (H x W),
fi xed height, 10,2 kg, max. capacity up to 50 kg,
two hanging arms with edge pin and fi xed height,
118.5 cm and 138 cm in height and an arm length
of 35 cm and 65 cm respectively, made of 20 mm
square-cut frame, stable base plate, high-quality
powder coating creates the matt look and prevents
rust and corrosion for longevity and durability
6814.708.814.00 black matt 79,—

Symbol Neon Flex, LED warm, rope light width 
15 mmmm, 24 V, lead cable 500 cm, IP 20, PVC 
cable, cable clear, for indoor use, light object 
made of bright LED rope light and white metal 
frame, IP20 transformer plug power supply,
price per piece

J Percent, 12 watts
6800.675.864.00 50 x 30 cm 94,—

K Sale, 14 watts
6800.675.864.01 30 x 55 cm 99,—

3D percent symbol mesh, this giant percent 
presenter draws a lot of attention to your special 
sale thanks to its vibrant red colour. The presenter 
is made of hard foam and can be placed on the 
fl oor or attached to walls. Depth 8 cm.
Price per piece.

L gold
width 80 cm
6800.680.516.01 height  90 cm 69,—

M red
width 100 cm 
6800.680.523.02 height 110 cm 99,—

B T-Shirt 
„Percent“

from 12,90

A Banner 
„Happy sale“

only 9,90

E Roof presenter 
„Sale“

from 11,50

F 3D percent 
symbol

from 29,90

D Balloon „Percent“

only 0,25 /piece

You will find more
clothes racks on p. 225.

9,90

9,90

J Percent symbol 
Neon Flex,
50 x 30 cm

only 29,95

K Sale symbol 
Neon Flex,
30 x 55 cm

only 35,–

height 90 cm height 110 cm

39,–

55,–

29,95

35,–

1,99

Order now at decowoerner.com
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LABELS

STICKER

We offer fi tting sales stickers for any sales
campaign! Removable adhesive button for 
retailers to display discounts and sales details for 
your customers in shop windows. Round window 
sticker with white lettering on a special adhesive 
foil, which can be removed easily and without any 
adhesive residue. Price per piece.

D Sticker „Percent“, red/white,
self-adhesive foil, price per piece
6803.439.190.00 Ø 48 cm 10,90
% from 5 pieces    9,90

E Sticker, Ø 33 cm, red/white,
self-adhesive foil, price per piece
6803.436.953.02 20 %  8,95
6803.436.953.03 30 %  8,95
6803.436.953.04 40 %  8,95
6803.436.953.05 50 %  8,95
6803.436.953.07 70 %  8,95
% from 5 pieces    7,95

F Sticker, 52 x 24 cm, red/white,
self-adhesive white foil, price per piece 
6803.537.889.01 „Auf Alles“ 8,95
6803.537.889.02 „20 %“  8,95
6803.537.889.03 „30 %“  8,95
6803.537.889.05 „50 %“  8,95
6803.537.889.06 „%“  8,95
% from 5 pieces    7,95

Window sticker, 98 x 22 cm, red transparent, 
self-adhesive foil, price per piece

G 6802.642.668.02 „percentage sign“ 11,90
% from 5 pieces    10,90

H 6802.642.668.03 „Reduced“ 11,90
% from 5 pieces    10,90

J Sticker transparent „Percentage sign“,
red, self-adhesive, transparent foil with red
lettering, price per piece
6802.440.851.00 32 x 50 cm 12,90
% from 5 pieces    11,50

Ø 33 cm 

E Sticker

from 7,95

Ø 48 cm

D Sticker 
„Percent“

from 9,90

52 x 24 cm

F Sticker

from 7,95

Transparent sticker

from 10,90

C Labels

from 10,90

for writing

Labels, neon red, self-adhesive promotional 
labels are ideal for quickly labelling discounted 
goods, offers or clearance products. The black 
print on the bright red action label immediately 
catches the eye and attracts the attention of your 
customers. The permanent paper labels can be 
easily and quickly attached onto your articles by 
hand with the help of the compact roll.
Price per roll of 1000.

writable

A „Sonderpreis“ (Special price), Ø 30 mm
6803.712.248.00    10,90
% from 6 rolls    9,90

B „Reduziert“ (Reduced), Ø 30 mm
6803.343.299.00    14,90
% from 6 rolls     13,90

C with discount, Ø 30 mm
6803.612.043.01 „20 %“  11,90
6803.612.043.02 „30 %“  11,90
6803.612.043.03 „50 %“  11,90
% from 6 rolls    10,90

✓ 1000 pcs per roll

Labels

from 9,90

11,90
10,90

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Sticker, red/white, quick lettering for shop windows
for a more effective sales promotion. The XXL 
window sticker can be used on smooth surface 
and can be removed easily. Foil stickers for sales 
events, promotions, discounts or special offers.

A „SALE“
6803.635.400.00 250 x 15 cm 14,90
% from 3 pieces    13,50

B „Reduziert“ (Reduced)
6803.635.417.00 250 x 15 cm 14,90
% from 3 pieces    13,50

C „Percent“
6803.620.628.00 250 x 15 cm 14,90
% from 10 pieces    13,50

D „Total Räumungsverkauf“ (Total clearance sale)
6803.602.310.00  99 x 30 cm 9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90

E „Total Räumungsverkauf“ (Total clearance sale)
6803.602.310.01 138 x 42 cm 15,90
% from 3 pieces    13,90

F „Räumungs-Verkauf“ (End sale)
6803.437.257.00 98 x 34 cm 9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90

G „Everything has to go!“
6803.407.694.00 70 x 20 cm 9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90

H „50 % reduziert“ (50 % discount)
6803.635.356.00 70 x 25 cm 9,90
% from 3 pieces    8,90

J „Clearance sale“, due to closure of business
6803.475.013.00 68 x 24 cm 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90

K „Clearance sale“, due to renovation
6803.475.006.00 68 x 24 cm 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90

L „We are open
6801.725.910.00 Ø 32 cm 6,90

99 x 30 cm

98 x 34 cm

138 x 42 cm

70 x 20 cm

68 x 24 cm

68 x 24 cm

L

Ø 32 cm

70 x 25 cm

✓ 3D look

Sticker

from 13,50
250 x 15 cm

✓ XXL length 250 cm

BEST
SELLER

Sticker

from 5,90

6,90
5,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Hanger clip „SALE“, height 1.5 cm,
width 4.5 cm, for labelling clothes hangers,
made of plastic, with a SALE print and side slot,
price per pack of 10
6802.670.982.00 red (=0,99/pc.) 9,90

B Hanger fl ags „Percent“, 4 x 2 cm,
double-sided fabric fl ags to label clothes
hangers, price per pack of 50
6803.679.299.00 red (=0,40/pc.) 19,90

C Size indicators, red, for clothes hanger 
labelling, with % imprint, made of plastic, with 
side slit, price per bag of 25 
6803.435.444.01 20 % (=0,16/pc.) 3,90
6813.435.444.06 %  (=0,16/pc.) 3,90
6813.435.444.07 Sale (=0,16/pc.) 3,90

Bargain sign, 23 x 8,5 cm (L x W), red/white,
plastic, double-sided, suitable for round and oval 
pipes, price per pack of 10

D „Sale“
6801.487.504.01   (=2,99/pc.) 29,90

E „Percent“
6802.487.504.02   (=2,99/pc.) 29,90

F Ring, red, Ø 9 cm, hole Ø 4 cm, round, made 
of plastic, double-sided, for sorting of merchandise 
on clothes rails, price per pack of 10
SALE
6802.700.917.00   (=1,49/pc.) 16,90
REDUZIERT (REDUCED)
6802.700.917.01   (=1,49/pc.) 16,90
20 %
6802.700.917.02   (=1,49/pc.) 16,90
50 %
6802.700.917.03   (=1,49/pc.) 16,90

G Poster stand, 32 - 62 cm high, extractable 
metal pipe, can be used in landscape or portrait 
format, frame and base plate made of plastic, 
with insertion slot, plastic cover is not included, 
price per piece
DIN A5
6802.131.995.01 red  11,70
DIN A4
6803.131.971.01 red  14,90
6803.131.971.15 grey  14,90
DIN A3
6803.131.957.01 red  14,90

Fits all poster frames:

H Plastic cover, 0.2 mm clear plastic
non-refl ecting, suitable for all poster frames
6803.227.087.00 DIN A3  4,90

J Sign frame, made of break-proof plastic, can 
be used vertically and horizontally, for hanging or 
placement, insert opening for cardboard posters 
and clear sleeves at the top, price per piece
DIN A5
6803.131.223.01 red  2,95
6803.131.223.14 white  2,95
6803.131.223.15 grey  2,95
DIN A4
6803.131.247.01 red  3,50
6803.131.247.14 white  3,50
DIN A3
6803.131.209.01 red  4,20
6803.131.209.14 white  4,20
6803.131.209.15 grey  4,20

Pop-up presenter „Sale“, red, you can buy 
this self-opening decorative cube only at Deko 
Woerner. Printed displays are practical advertising 
media with a strong halo effect and a great way to 
effectively stage promotional products. Light and 
easy to use, the cubes are ideal advertising media 
for marketing events at trade fairs. Thanks to the 
self-opening POP UP system, there is no need 
for gluing or folding. Stable cardboard with white 
printing on all sides. Delivery is folded.
Price per piece.

K 30 x 30 x 30 cm (W x H x D),
folded dimensions 65 x 65 x 7 cm
6800.713.405.00    49,—

L 45 x 45 x 45 cm (H x W x D),
folded dimensions 65 x 65 x 7 cm
6800.713.412.00    69,—

M 90 x 30 x 30 cm (H x W x D),
folded dimensions 95 x 95 x 10 cm
6800.713.405.01    145,—

N 132 x 45 x 45 cm,
folded dimensions 95 x 95 x 10 cm
6800.713.412.01    189,—

B Hanger flags 
„Percent“

only 0,40 /piece

4 x 2 cm
C Size indicators

only 0,16 /piece

A Hanger clip „SALE“

only 0,99 /piece

width 4.5 cm

Bargain sign

only 2,99 /piece

F Ring

only 1,49 /piece

32
 –

 6
2 

cm

✓ can be used in portrait 
and horizontal format

✓ extendible

A5
A4
A3

from 10,90

SUPER
PRICE

DIN A5
DIN A4

DIN A3More colours on demand

J Sign frame

from 1,90

H Plastic cover

only 2,90
Pop-up
presenter „Sale“

from 19,90

10,90

14,90

14,90

14,90

14,90

1,90

2,50

3,50

1,90

2,50

3,50

1,90

3,50

24,90

19,90

59,90

49,90

30 x 30 x 30 cm 
(W x H x D)

90 x 30 x 30 cm 
(H x W x D)

45 x 45 x 45 cm
(H x W x D)

132 x 45 x 45 cm
(H x W x D)

Folding dimens.
65 x 65 x 7 cm

Folding dimens.
95 x 95 x 10 cm

Pop-up system
self-opening

2,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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11SALES EVENTS

Promotional decorations for sales, clearance sale, 
special sale or clearance sale. With eye-catching 
advertising posters you can draw attention to 
your campaign in the shop window and in the 
sales room - perfect for a successful sale. Paper 
printed on one side.

Banner, 48 x 138 cm, red/white

C „Butterfl y“
6802.612.395.00    8,90

D „Percent“
6803.422.017.00    14,90

E „Everything has to go“
6803.436.885.00    14,90

F „Reduced/Percent“
6803.440.905.00    14,90

PAPER BANNER

PAPER STRING Poster, DIN A1, red/white, sales poster made of 
paper printed on one side, price per piece

G 6803.437.370.00 Percent 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90

H 6803.474.931.00 Stark reduziert 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90

J 6803.498.548.00 Alles muss raus 8,90
% from 3 pieces    7,90

K 6801.725.910.01 We are open 6,90

Paper string, Ø 15 cm, red/white, sales string 
printed on both sides made of cardboard

A „Percent-Circles“
6803.465.564.00 length 200 cm 12,90
% from 3 pieces    11,50

B „Greatly reduced“
6803.474.924.00 length 200 cm 12,90
% from 3 pieces    11,50

✓ 48 x 138 cm

✓ DIN A1

Paper banner

from 8,90

Paper poster

from 7,90

suitable clamp rails can
be found on page 246

Banner, red, one-sided printed and UV-resistant 
textile fabric (110 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant quality 
- fi re protection class DIN 4102-1, incl. hanging 
strip as well as stabilising rod at the bottom hem 
for wrinkle-free hanging indoors and outdoors, 
price per piece

L „Sale“
6814.709.156.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

M „Summer sale“
6814.709.163.00 100 x 200 cm (W x L) 39,90

✓ 100 x 200 cm (W x L)Application example for Fig. G-K 
with poster stand (see p. 248)

Paper string

from 11,50

Banner

only 14,95

14,95

14,95

K Poster

only 4,95

length 200 cm

4,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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LABEL GUN

✓ Professional device

✓ Entry level model

B Label gun Arrow 9 S

only 9,95

A Label gun

only 39,95

✓ 10 mm material thickness for
trainers, scarves and accessories

✓ Professional device

✓ Entry level model

E Label gun 
Banok 503 X

only 49,95

F Label gun Arrow 9 F

only 15,95

✓ 7 mm material thickness for 
fine fabrics such as T-shirts

STANDARD NEEDLE
A Label gun Banok 503 S, Professional 
device, Standard needle, needle length 2 cm, 
Needle diameter 2 mm, max. material thickness 
10 mm, grey/blue, professional attachment gun 
for quickly attaching labels to fabrics, shoes, 
clothes and accessories such as scarves and 
gloves, price per piece
6801.553.476.00    39,95
Replacement needle Banok Mark I Standard,
Standard, suitable for Banok 503 S, tagging gun 
with separate blade, price per pack of 5
6801.553.476.01   (=3,19/pc.) 15,95

B Label gun Arrow 9 S, Entry level model, 
Standard needle, needle length 2 cm, needle 
diameter 2 mm, max. material thickness 10 mm, 
grey/blue, Tagging gun is a great value for money 
and easy to maintain, ideal for marking fi rm
materials up to a thickness of 1 cm, e.g. shoes 
and hats, as well as for the processing of hanging
labels, cardboard labels and labels, price per piece
6801.707.442.00    9,95
Replacement needle label gun Arrow 9 S 
Mark II Standard, Standard, suitable for Arrow
9 S, combo needle with integrated blade,
price per pack of 5
6801.707.442.01   (=1,74/pc.) 8,70

suitable for image A + B:
Standard tacking threads, high-quality fi xation 
threads made of tear-proof nylon, for quick and 
permanent attachment of prices to fabrics,
suitable for all standard tagging guns, 100 pins 
of 50 tacking threads each, 50 threads on a coil, 
price per pack of 5.000

C 6803.707.497.01 length 25 mm 8,95
 6803.707.497.00 length 40 mm 8,95
 % from  5 packs   7,95
 % from 10 packs   6,95

D 6803.707.503.01 l. 25 mm/red 12,95
 6803.707.503.00 l. 40 mm/red 12,95
 % from  5 packs   11,95
 % from 10 packs   10,95

FINE NEEDLE
E Label gun Banok 503 X, Professional device,
fi ne needle, needle length 1.6 cm, needle diameter
1.4 mm, max. material thickness 7 mm, grey/red, 
the original Banok tagging gun is designed for 
heavy duty and long-lasting use, it is ideally suited 
for labelling fabrics such as silk, organza or lace, 
the casing is made of unbreakable plastic, the 
blade for cutting the initial thread is located in the 
casing of the tagging gun and can be replaced 
separately from the needle, price per piece
6801.707.466.00    49,95
Replacement needle Banok Mark I Fine, 
Fine, suitable for Banok 503 X, tagging gun with 
separate blade, price per pack of 5
6801.707.466.01   (=3,19/pc.) 15,95

F Label gun Arrow 9 F, Entry level model, 
fi ne needle, needle length 1.4 cm, needle diameter
1.4 mm, max. material thickness 8 mm, grey/
red, tagging gun for labelling fabrics such as silk, 
organza or lace, combo needle with integrated 
blade for optimum separation of the stitching 
threads from the split pin, which helps to avoid
thread jamming due to blunt blades, price per piece
6801.707.459.00    15,95
Replacement needle label gun Arrow 9 F 
Mark II Fine, Fine, suitable for Arrow 9 F, combo 
needle with integrated blade, price per pack of 5
6801.707.459.01   (=2,19/pc.) 10,95

suitable for images E + F:

G Tacking threads Fine, for tagging of
cardboard labels to fi ne fabrics, suitable for all
fi ne tagging guns, 100 pins of 50 tacking threads
each, 50 threads on a coil, price per pack of 5.000
6803.707.480.01 length 20 mm 14,95
6803.707.480.00 length 50 mm 14,95
% from  5 packs    13,95
% from 10 packs    12,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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PRICE SIGN

A Price gun savings package, 1 line,
6 characters, Currency: €, label size 21 x 12 mm, 
CreenLine hand labeller Made in Germany - A solid
price labeller including replacement roller and 
11 label rolls in 3 neon colours. The ergonomic 
design ensures effi cient processing and maximum 
legibility of the labels. Benefi t from our great value 
for money.
6801.716.796.00 black    79,90

B Price label Creen Line CL6, 1 line,
6 characters, Currency: €, label size 26 x 12 mm, 
robust and durable hand labeller with black
plastic case, with interior label roll protected 
against moisture and dirt, quick and easy label 
change, made in Germany, price per piece
6802.612.654.00 black    98,90

Inking rollers, suitable for model „Creen Line 
CL14“, price per pack of 5
6803.612.661.01   (=4,98/pc.) 24,90

Adhesive Labels, for model Creen Line CL6,
26 x 12 mm, roll of 1500 labels
Price per roll from   1 rl.       10 rl.    20 rl.
white
6803.115.698.00   8,90  
yellow
6803.115.711.00   5,90 5,50 4,50
neon red
6803.492.706.00   6,90 6,50 5,50

C Price label Creen Line CL14, 2 lines,
8/7 characters, Currency: €, label size 26 x 16 mm,
robust and durable hand labeller with black
plastic case, with interior label roll protected 
against moisture and dirt, quick and easy label 
change, made in Germany, price per piece
6802.612.661.00 black    129,—

Inking rollers, suitable for model „Creen Line 
CL14“, price per pack of 5
6813.612.661.01   (=4,98/pc.) 24,90

Adhesive Labels, for model CL14, S14, 
SP2/2616, 26 x 16 mm, roll of 1200 labels
Price per roll from   1 rl.        10 rl.    20 rl.
white
6803.115.827.00   6,50  5,90
orange
6803.115.841.00   3,90   
neon red
6803.492.690.00   6,90 6,50 5,50

C Price label
Creen Line CL14

only 129,–

B Price label
Creen Line CL6

only 98,90

✓ 1 line,
6 chars, 
currency: €

✓ 1 line,
6 chars, 
currency: €

✓ 2 lines,
8 / 7 characters, 
currency: €

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

A Savings package

only 79,90

PRICING LABELS
Order now at decowoerner.com
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PRICE LABEL HOLDER
Price tag holder, clear, polycarbonate, flexible 
ball joint, base plate Ø 5 cm

A with clip, price per pack of 10
height 5 cm
6801.509.336.00  (=2,30/pc.) 26,90
height 11 cm
6802.509.336.05  (=2,99/pc.) 35,50

B with insert, price per piece
6803.509.312.00 height  4 cm 3,90
% from  6 pieces     3,50
% from 12 pieces     2,90
6803.509.312.05 height 10 cm 3,90
% from  6 pieces     3,50
% from 12 pieces     2,90

C Price tag holder with insert, price per piece
6803.509.329.00 height 10 cm 4,90
% from  6 pieces     4,50
% from 12 pieces     3,90

22,95

29,90

he
ig

ht
 9

6 
cm

 

D Wooden board Easel, 15 x 23 x 18 cm
(W x H x D), writing surface 27 x 20 cm, wooden 
easel with inscribable board, 15 x 13 cm writing 
surface, gold chain included, price per piece
6800.721.967.00 black  24,90

E Coin Plate, made of oak, concave form,
with rubber stoppers for stability, price per piece
6801.546.980.00 14 x 14 x 2 cm 24,90
% from 6 pieces    19,90

F Wooden board Easel, 31 x 38 x 20 cm
(W x H x D), writing surface 27 x 20 cm, made 
of wood, chalk board writable with school chalk, 
with stand price per piece
6820.676.076.00 natural  8,95

G Price sign stand, price and information label 
holder made of metal in aluminium silver, plastic 
pocket with insert for the information label
16 x 8.5 cm (H x W), the angle stand is ideal
for car dealerships, trade fairs or museums,
price per piece
6803.413.916.00 height 96 cm  29,90
% from 5 pieces   24,90

H Info stand „Basic“, silver, height-adjustable 
70 – 107 cm, 1.8 kg, versatile aluminium info 
stand, can be used in horizontal or vertical
format, the viewing angle can be freely adjusted, 
25 mm foldable frame profile with non-reflecting 
protective foil for quick exchange of motifs as 
well as a round base plate for a more secure 
stand, price per piece
6802.685.740.00 DIN A4 89,90

G Price sign stand

from 24,90

✓ with slide-in

✓ with clamp 
and slide-in

height 10 cm

height 4 cm

height 10 cm

BEST
SELLER

made
in

Germany

Images A–C:

14 x 14 x 2 cm

height 38 cm

F Wooden 
board Easel

only 8,95

D Wooden 
board Easel

only 14,90

14,90

E Coin Plate

from 19,90

B Price tag holder 
with insert

from 2,90

23
 c

m
 h

ig
h

C Price tag holder

from 3,90

DIN A4

H Info stand 
„Basic“

only 89,90

70
 –

 10
7 

cm

✓ height adjustable

✓ can be used in a portrait 
or landscape format

✓ with clip

height 5 cm

height 
11 cm

A Price tag holder 
with clip

from 2,30 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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In a value pack
5000 pces each.

E

E
F G

F

G

12PRICING LABELS

11 x 29 mm 15 x 24 mm 18 x 29 mm 22 x 35 mm 28 x 43 mm 36 x 53 mm 45 x 65 mm

A Hanging label

from 14,90
Suitable labelling guns can
be found on p. 270.

A Hanging label with thread, white, hangtags
made of cardboard for easy, manual application to the
goods, for self-labelling for price and goods labelling,
price per pack of 1.000 pieces
6802.210.430.00 11 x 29 mm 19,90
6802.210.478.00 15 x 24 mm 19,90
6802.210.461.00 18 x 29 mm 19,90
price per pack of 500 pieces
6803.210.454.00 22 x 35 mm 14,90
6803.210.447.00 28 x 43 mm 14,90
6803.227.483.00 36 x 53 mm 14,90
price per pack of 400 pieces
6803.227.490.00 45 x 65 mm 14,90

B Carton label, white, round corners,
perforated price label hanger for fabric guns,
price per pack of 1000
6801.116.589.00 40 x 50 mm 24,90

Carton label, white, perforated price label
hanger for fabric guns, price per pack of 1000

C pointy corners
6803.118.439.00 30 x 40 mm 12,90
6803.118.446.00 35 x 45 mm 13,50
6803.118.453.00 45 x 55 mm 14,90

D Carton continuous labels, white, perforated 
cardboard labels with drilled hole for label guns, 
blank roll, price per roll of 1000
6803.343.220.00 30 x 50 mm 10,90
6803.343.206.00 30 x 58 mm 13,90

E Grid hanger, quick and easy attachment 
of small pieces as well as price labels without a 
labelling device, the loops can be adjusted for 
different sizes, made of tear-proof, colourless 
nylon, price per pack of 5000
6801.111.324.00 l. 12,5 cm/Ø 4 cm 23,50
6801.111.324.01 l. 15 cm/Ø 5,5 cm 39,90

Safety threads, loop pins are a quick and easy 
way to attach prices without a labelling device, 
the secure threads are suitable for labels on 
fabrics, leather or shoes, the fi rm attachment to 
these articles can only be undone by cutting them 
loose, made of tear-proof, colourless nylon,
price per pack of 5000

F length 12 cm
6801.716.994.00 Ø 4.5 cm 16,90

G length 22 cm
6801.716.994.01 Ø 5.5 cm 16,90

B Carton label 1000 pces

only 19,90

19,90

C Carton label,
1000 pieces

from 12,90
D Carton continuous labels

from 7,90

✓ blank roll each 
with 1000 pcs

✓ with hole

✓ ideal for label guns

✓ pointed corners
30 x 40 mm -
45 x 55 mm

7,90
9,90

Ø 5.5 cm

Ø 4.5 cm

Ø 4 cm
Ø 5,5 cm

BEST
SELLER

Safety threads

from 16,90

19,90

✓ round corners
40 x 50 mm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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SUPER
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B
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C Brochure holder Flexi, fi llable depth 30 mm,
transparent, the practical and versatile fl yer holder 
is particularly suitable for large brochures thanks 
to the removable stand. It can also be attached to 
the wall and removed again with the help of a wall 
mount. Made of approx. 3 mm crystal-clear
polystyrene, the high-quality material results in 
fewer traces of wear and tear, for an optimum
visibility of fl yers and brochures even after
frequent use. Price per piece.

outer dimensions 11,5 x 12 x 3,5 cm (W x H x D)
6802.138.994.00 DIN A6  5,95
% from 5 pieces    5,30
outer dimensions 16 x 19 x 3 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.970.00 DIN A5  6,95
% from 5 pieces    6,20
outer dimensions 23,5 x 23 x 3,5 cm (W x H x D)
6801.138.987.00 DIN A4  9,90

A Brochure holder foldable, PVC, comes in 
fl at state, price per piece
fi ll depth 35 mm, 
29 x 10.6 x 5.5 cm (H x W x D)
6800.503.228.00 DIN long 4,30
fi ll depth 40 mm, 
19.4 x 15.7 x 6 cm (H x W x D)
6800.503.228.01 DIN A5  4,90
fi ll depth 46 mm,
26.5 x 23 x 6.6 cm (H x W x D)
6800.503.228.02 DIN A4  7,30

BROCHURE HOLDER

B Brochure holder Classic, fi llable depth 30 mm,
transparent, classic, beautiful brochure presenter -
ideally suited for an effective presentation of 
fl yers and brochures on tables and counters, the 
elongated slanted design on the back makes it 
possible to use large brochures without any risk 
of falling over, made of approx. 3 mm crystal-clear 
polystyrene, the high-quality material results in 
fewer traces of wear and tear, for an optimum 
presentation of fl yers and brochures even after 
frequent use, price per piece

outer dimensions 11 x 17,5 x 6,5 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.918.00 DIN A6  4,95
% from 5 pieces    4,50
outer dimensions 16 x 21 x 7 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.901.00 DIN A5  5,95
% from 5 pieces    4,95
outer dimensions 32 x 24,5 x 8,5 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.895.00 DIN A4  8,95
% from 5 pieces    7,95

8,95

2,90

1,75

3,25

✓ fillable depth 30 mm

✓ with removable base stand

✓ also for wall attachment

DIN A4 DIN A5 DIN A6

DIN A6 DIN A5

DIN A5

DIN A4

DIN A4

✓ with stable base stand

✓ fillable depth 30 mm

C Brochure holder Flexi

from 5,30

from 4,50

SUPER
PRICE

DIN long

BEST
SELLER

Only while
supplies last.

A Brochure holder

from 1,75

✓ foldable

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Brochure holder Maxi, fi llable depth 60 mm,
transparent, the high capacity distinguishes 
this stand from other stands - the extra-large 
fi llable depth also allows stocking more extensive 
handouts and brochures for trade fairs or events; 
the base is ripped for a better support of the 
fl yers. Beautiful and high-quality product made 
of approx. 3 mm crystal-clear polystyrene. The 
brochure stand is equipped with holes for a 
space-saving wall attachment. Price per piece.

6803.509.749.02 DIN long 11,90
6802.509.749.01 DIN A5  13,90
6802.509.749.00 DIN A4  17,90

LITERATURE HOLDER

C Brochure holder Vario, transparent, multi-
brochure display with three compartments for 
different brochures and catalogues. A slight angle 
gives the brochure holder an optimal reading 
angle for your brochures. High-quality product 
made of approx. 3 mm crystal-clear polystyrene. 
The brochure stand is equipped with holes for a 
space-saving wall attachment. Price per piece.

fi ll depth 31 mm
10,7 x 26,2 x 11,8 cm (H x W x D)
6802.503.259.00 DIN A6  9,90
15,2 x 28,2 x 12,1 cm (W x H x D)
6803.503.259.01 DIN A5  10,90

fi ll depth 34 mm
23,1 x 34,5 x 13,8 cm (W x H x D)
6801.503.259.02 DIN A4  20,90

8,90

14,90

7,90

B Brochure holder Multi, fi llable depth 30 mm,
transparent, versatile table stand for different
brochures and fl yers - your brochures are all 
clearly visible thanks to the rear-mounted storage 
compartments. High-quality product made of 
approx. 3 mm crystal-clear polystyrene. The
brochure stand is equipped with holes for a 
space-saving wall attachment. Price per piece.

outer dimensions 11 x 26 x 15 cm (W x H x D)
6803.281.423.00 4 x DIN A6 10,90
% from 5 pieces    9,90
outer dimensions 16,5 x 26 x 16 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.949.00 4 x DIN A5 12,50
% from 5 pieces    11,20
outer dimensions 23 x 33 x 17 cm (W x H x D)
6803.138.932.00 3 x DIN A4 19,90
% from 5 pieces    18,50

✓ fill depth 34 mm

✓ fillable depth 30 mm

✓ multilevel

✓ fill depth 31 mm ✓ fill depth 31 mm

✓ 3 levels

✓ also for wall attachment

✓ serrated base

✓ also for wall attachment

✓ extra large fill depth (60 mm)

from 7,90

SUPER
PRICE

BEST
SELLER

3 x DIN A6/
DIN long

3x DIN A5

3x DIN A4

4x DIN A6

4x DIN A5

3x DIN A4

DIN long

DIN A5

DIN A4

A Brochure 
holder Maxi

from 11,90 

B Brochure 
holder Multi

from 9,90 

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ Portrait format A6, A5, A4

✓ Portrait format ✓ Portrait format A4, A3

A4
A4

A5 A5

A6
A6

A Table presenter

from 3,90

✓ Landscape Format A6, A5, A4
B Table presenter

from 3,90

Table presenter, high-quality T-stand for a double-
sided presentation of day passes, promotional or 
information signs, with side insert and polished 
edges, made of crystal-clear polystyrene

A portrait format
price per piece  from                 1 pcs      5 pcs
6803.503.327.02 DIN A6 4,50 3,90
6803.503.327.01 DIN A5 5,50 4,90
6803.503.327.00 DIN A4 8,50 7,50

B Landscape format
price per piece  from                 1 pcs      5 pcs
6803.503.327.10 DIN A6 4,50 3,90
6803.503.327.11 DIN A5 5,50 4,90
6803.503.327.12 DIN A4 8,50 7,50

C Card stand, table display with beech wood 
base and UV-resistant, scratch-proof insert 
pocket made of 2 mm acrylic glass; the full DIN 
format remains visible when inserted into the 
socket and ensures a „fl oating“ effect; fl exible, 
double-sided use as a picture frame, menu holder 
or pricing sign, price per piece
6803.558.662.01 DIN A5  16,90
6802.558.662.02 DIN A4  19,90

Poster cover, U-shaped bag made of crystal 
clear acrylic for one or two paper inserts, ideally 
suited as information board in shop windows and 
sales areas, 2 drilled holes for hanging, a colourful 
protective foil is applied on the cover to avoid 
scratches, it can be removed easily,
price per piece

D portrait format
Price per piece from           1 pcs      5 pcs
DIN A4
6803.119.023.00     9,90 8,90
DIN A3
6803.119.054.00     15,90 14,50

E landscape format DIN A5
Price per piece from           1 pcs      5 pcs
6801.430.548.00     5,90 3,90

F Acrylic roof stand, 10 x 4 cm (w x h), 2 mm 
acrylic glass, roof presenter with double-sided 
insertion, suitable as table sign or name sign as 
well a display of prices and information, ideal for 
exhibitions, seminars, conventions, trainings, a 
colourful protective foil is applied on the stand to 
avoid scratches, price per piece
landscape
10 x 4 cm (w x h)
6803.119.252.00   5,50 4,90 4,50
10 x 7 cm (w x h)
6803.119.207.00   5,50 4,90 4,60
DIN A6
6803.119.214.00   6,90 6,50 5,90
DIN A5
6802.119.245.00   9,90 8,90 7,90

A5

A4 A4C Card stand

from 16,90

2 mm acrylic

10 x 4 cm
10 x 7 cm

DIN A6 landscape

14,8 x 10,5 cm

DIN A5 landscape

21 x 14,8 cm

can be used as 
name tag

D Poster cover 
portrait format

from 8,90

✓ Landscape format A5

A5E Poster cover 
landscape format

from 3,90

QUALITY/PRICE

TIP
F Acrylic roof stand

from 4,50

BEST
SELLER

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Table setup

from 4,70

A Business Card Holder, 5,4 x 9,5 x 2 cm
(H x W x D), 19 mm fi lling depth, made of
polystyrene, price per set of 2 pcs.
6803.266.406.00   (=2,–/pc.) 3,99
% from  3 sets   (=1,80/pc.) 3,59
% from  6 sets   (=1,65/pc.) 3,29
% from 12 sets   (=1,50/pc.) 2,99

B Book stand, fi llable depth approx. 30 mm, 
made of 2 mm thick, crystal-clear acrylic, for 
presenting single books or as a article support, 
price per piece
6803.641.852.00 DIN A4  15,90
% from 5 pieces    13,90

Table setup, L-stand made of high-quality acrylic 
glass with insert at the side, UV, scratch-proof 
and good stability thanks to the 2 mm thick
acrylic, a colourful protective foil is applied to 
avoid scratches, it can be removed easily;
price per piece  from  1 pcs 5 pcs 10 pcs

C Landscape format
6803.119.382.00 A6  5,90 5,10 4,70
6803.119.412.00 A5  9,50 8,50 7,90
6803.119.450.00 A4  12,90 11,50 10,90

D Portrait format
6803.119.368.00 A6  5,90 5,30 4,90
6803.119.405.00 A5  9,50 8,20 7,90
6803.119.436.00 A4  12,90 11,70 11,20

Acrylic L presenter, 2.5 mm acrylic glass, clear 
glass material, an optimal reading angle for the 
angled presentation of your fl yers and paper 
inserts, size: W x H, an easily removable, colourful 
protective foil is applied on the presenter to avoid 
scratches, price per pack of 10

E Landscape format:
Size 1: 52 x 34 mm
6803.113.410.00    (=0,79/pc.) 10,90
Size 2: 74 x 52 mm
6802.113.458.00    (=1,99/pc.) 21,90
Size 3: 105 x 74 mm
6803.113.540.00    (=2,99/pc.) 41,50

F Portrait format:
Size 4: 37 x 52 mm
6801.113.434.00   (=1,29/pc.) 21,90

G Table presenter, black, write text and wipe it 
on the L display with glow chalk or neon marker, 
price per pack of 5
105 x 74 mm (W x H)
6803.627.825.00 A7 (=3,58/pc.) 19,90
85 x 55 mm (W x H)
6803.627.825.01  (=3,58/pc.) 19,90
148 x 105 mm (W x H)
6803.627.825.02 A6 (=3,78/pc.) 20,90

2.5 mm acrylic

F Acrylic L presenter

only 1,29 /piece

C Table setup

from 4,70

D Table setup

from 4,90

E Acrylic L presenter

from 0,79 /piece

✓ writable with 
neon pens

DIN A6 85 x 55 mm DIN A7

17,90

7,90

19,90

29,90

12,90

17,90

18,90

5,4 x 9,5 x 2 cm

QUALITY/PRICE

TIP
A Business Card Holder

from 1,50 /piece

B Book stand

from 13,90

DIN A4

✓ fillable depth approx. 30 mm

37 x 52 mm

105 x 74 mm

74 x 52 mm

52 x 34 mm

DIN A6 - A4

BEST
SELLER

fr. 3,58 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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BUILD SOMETHING GREAT WITH INSTALLATION TOOLS

from 6,20

SUPER
PRICE

✓ 100 x 50 cm

✓ 130 x 70 cm

✓ 150 x 70 cm

C Decorations with 
suspension chain

only 29,90

Plant hangers can be
found on p. 201.

BEST
SELLER

A Decorative ceiling grill

from 22,–

gold

Ø 50/63/75 cm
A Decorative ceiling grill, square, made of
4 mm varnished metal, 10 cm grid size,
price per piece 
100 x 50 cm
6801.518.376.00 white  24,90
% from 6 pieces    22,—
130 x 70 cm
6802.518.376.01 white  44,90
6802.701.846.01 black  44,90
% from 6 pieces    39,90
150 x 70 cm 
6803.518.376.02 white  49,90
6803.701.846.02 black  49,90
% from 6 pieces    44,90

B Decorative ring, black, 4 mm round pipe,
metal ring for hanging and decoration,
price per piece
6824.700.160.00 Ø  60 cm 6,90
% from 6 pieces    6,20
6814.700.160.01 Ø  80 cm 9,90
% from 6 pieces    8,90
6814.700.160.02 Ø 100 cm  19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

C Decorative rings, gold, 3 mm round pipe,
metal rings incl. suspension string and hook, for 
hanging and decoration, price per 3-piece set
6812.714.501.00 Ø 50/63/75 cm 29,90

Deco trend
„Decorated Rings“

Order now at decowoerner.com
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BUILDING TOOLS

✓ applicable as a wall
or ceiling grill

✓ quick modification

✓ effective use of space

120 x 10 x 50 cm

H Ceiling grill 
square

only 79,90

Ceiling grill ring

A Ø 40 cm
6803.501.712.00 white  19,90
6803.645.881.01 black  19,90
% from 6 pieces    17,90

B Ø 70 cm 
6803.501.712.01 white  29,90
6803.645.881.02 black  29,90
% from 6 pieces    26,90

C Ø 100 cm
6803.501.712.02 white  39,90
6803.645.881.03 black  39,90
% from 6 pieces    35,90

D Giant ceiling grid ring, white
6802.559.409.00 Ø 120 cm, 5 kg 109,—
% from 6 pieces    99,—
6802.559.409.01 Ø 150 cm, 6 kg 139,—
connectable 
6802.559.409.02 Ø 200 cm, 7 kg 159,—

E Ceiling grill square
80 x 120 cm (W x L)
6802.515.818.02 white  36,95
100 x 150 cm (W x L)
6803.515.818.03 white  45,90

Decorative ring, 8 mm round pipe, metal ring with
eyelet, for hanging and decorating, price per piece

F silver
6801.724.951.00 Ø 64 cm  19,95
6801.724.951.01 Ø 94 cm  29,95

G gold
6801.724.944.00 Ø 64 cm  19,95
6801.724.944.01 Ø 94 cm  29,95

H Ceiling grill square, black matt, made of 
10 mm square-cut pipe, with eyelets for hanging, 
price per piece 
6801.663.854.00 120 x 10 x 50 cm 119,—

✓  80 x 120 cm (W x L)

✓ 100 x 150 cm (W x L)

✓ made of stable 5 mm metal

✓ Ø 40-200 cm

✓ with eyelets for hanging

E Ceiling grill 
square

from 36,95

79,90

✓ Ø 40-200 cm

Ø 64 cm

Ø 94 cm

from 17,90

SUPER
PRICE

Decorative ring

from 19,95

Ø 64 cm
Ø 94 cm

G

#Decorating tip
Decorative grills are very useful to present goods in a 
striking way. The grill display is an essential accessory 
for presenting products thanks to its versatility and 
effective use of the space. A number of variations 
allow you to easily change the presentation and 
give your shop windows an interesting and pleasant 
appeal. After you installed the display, the creative 
possibilities are endless and you can either present 
decorations or a selection of products. Light sources 
above the grill and on the ceiling are still the best 
placement for the light thanks to the „transparency“ 
of the grill.

Order now at decowoerner.com
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TIP
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F Metal stand

from 69,95

30 - 100 cm

25 cm
10 cm

73 cm

70 cm

25
 cm

15 cm

11 cm

11 cm

height 55 cm

C Metal stand 

only 29,95

1 shelf:
Ø 3 cm, height 15 cm

G Metal stand

only 29,95

5 shelves:
Ø 7 cm, height 15 cm

K Metal stand

only 119,–

5 shelves:
Ø 5.5 cm, height 15 cm

J Metal stand

only 89,–

3 shelves:
Ø 2.5 cm, height 15 cm

H Metal stand

only 59,90

height 120 cm

B Metal stand 

only 46,90

Metal stand, silver, high-quality powder coating, 
price per piece

A board 11 x 11 cm, 4 mm thick base plate 
with 5 mm metal rod
6803.346.177.00 height  30 cm 15,90
6803.280.716.00 height  50 cm 16,90
6803.280.808.00 height  70 cm 17,90
6803.294.072.00 height 100 cm 19,90

B Board 25 x 25 cm, 2.8 kg, 5 mm thick base 
plate with 7 mm metal rod
6801.653.183.00 height 120 cm 46,90

C Metal stand, height 55 cm, 8 mm thick 
base plate 15 x 10 cm, 5 mm metal rod with two 
rings Ø 4 cm
6831.645.874.00 silver  29,95

Metal stand, solid base plate for birch trunks 
with drilled hole, high-quality powder-coating, 
price per piece.

D 40 x 60 cm (L x W), 6 pins Ø 10 mm,
6.5 kg, height 14.5 cm, thickness 3.5 mm
6813.519.830.02 silver  69,90

E 40 x 70 cm (L x W), 6 pins Ø 16 mm,
13 kg, height 30 cm, thickness 5 mm,
for 2.5-3 m high birch trunks
6811.519.830.03 silver  99,—

F 40 x 40 cm, 1 pin Ø 16 mm,
7 kg, height 25 cm, thickness 5 mm
6812.698.832.14 white  99,—
6822.519.830.01 silver  99,—

Metal stand, price per piece

G Ø 25 cm, height 15 cm, 1 kg,
base plate with slot Ø 3 cm
6801.538.695.14 white  29,95
6801.538.695.43 silver  29,95

H 16 x 73 cm (W x L), height 15 cm, 7 kg,
base plate with 3 slots, each Ø 2.5 cm
6812.508.643.00 white  59,90
6812.508.643.43 silver  59,90

J 70 x 20 cm (L x W), height 15 cm, 8 kg,
base plate with 5 slots, each Ø 5.5 cm
6821.494.977.43 silver  89,—

K 78 x 15 cm (L x W), height 15 cm, 7 kg,
Base plate with 5 slots, each Ø 7 cm
6811.508.650.43 silver  119,—

height 14.5 cm

height 30 cm

D Metal stand

only 69,90

E Metal stand

only 99,–

height 25 cm

40 cm 40
 cm

70 cm

60 cm

40 cm

40 cm
89,–
69,95

A Metal stand

from 15,90

Metal stand
High-quality, powder-coated
metal stand for decoration
and presentation of artificial
flowers or branches and 
much more.

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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BEST
SELLER

length 11 cm

length 12 cm

length 9 cm

S-Hook

only 0,99 /piece

A S-hook 
flat

from 1,90

B S-hook 
round

from 1,90

S-hook fl at, length 12 cm, 5 mm iron, nickel-plated

A S-hook fl at
6803.619.004.00 silver matt 2,50
% from  5 pieces    2,20
% from 10 pieces    1,90
6813.619.004.01 anthracite matt 2,90
% from  5 pieces    2,50
% from 10 pieces    1,90

B S-hook round
6823.619.011.00 shiny silver 2,90
% from 10 pieces    2,50
% from 25 pieces    1,90

C XXL Snap hook, silver, made of 1 cm thick 
aluminium, carabiner opening 5.5 cm - narrowest 
area 3 cm, max. weight load approx. 80 kg,
Attention: not suitable for climbing or as a
personal safety device, price per piece
6810.601.351.43 12 x 8 cm (L x W) 10,50

D Industrial hook, red/brown, made of metal, 
used look varnish, with rope and suspension, 
price per piece
6800.558.884.00 50 x 15 cm (L x W) 29,90

S-Hook, 3 mm iron wire, price per pack of 10

E length 9 cm, anodised
6801.678.261.00 rose gold (0,99/pc.) 13,90

F length 11 cm, nickel-plated
6803.129.350.10 silver (0,99/pc.) 10,90

G C hook, 2 mm iron wire, zinc-plated,
price per pack of 100
6813.129.343.00 3,9 cm (0,10/pc.) 9,90
6813.471.374.00 6 cm (0,11/pc.) 10,90

Goods ring, Ø 12 cm, with hinge and plug
connection, nickel-plated, price per pack of 5

H round
6803.129.374.05   (1,50/pc.) 9,90

J with hook
6813.129.367.05   (2,18/pc.) 14,90

K Disc magnet, thickness 2 mm, „Power“ 
magnet with high magnetic force, nickel-plated 
neodymium magnet point for uses like pulling, 
holding and positioning, ideal for model making, 
handicrafts, closing of folders, small boxes or 
envelopes and also as pins for magnet walls,
price per pack of 50
6 mm Ø, adhesive force approx. 500 g
6800.642.743.00    (=0,12/pc.) 9,90
Ø 10 mm, adhesive force approx. 1000 g
6800.642.743.01    (=0,22/pc.) 19,90

L Spiral mobile, max. length 150 cm,
retractable spring for fl exible hanging of light 
signs, spring can be extended to desired length 
and remains there, price per pack of 50
max. load from 0.4 - 1.0 kg
6803.462.051.00   (0,17/pc.) 8,50
% from 3 packs   (0,16/pc.) 7,90
max. load from 1.5 - 3.5 kg
6803.462.068.00   (0,25/pc.) 12,50
% from 3 packs   (0,24/pc.) 11,90

M Double hooks, zinc-coated universal hooks 
for hanging of posters and signs, 2 mm wire 
thickness, hook heads Ø 17 mm,
price per pack of 25
6803.276.009.00 25 cm  (0,30/pc.) 7,50
6803.276.016.00 50 cm (0,34/pc.) 8,50
6803.276.023.00 75 cm (0,40/pc.) 9,90

length 25 - 75 cm

max. length 150 cm

M Double hooks

from 0,30 /piece

long. 12 cm

C XXL Snap 
hook

only 3,90

50 x 15 cm (L x W)

D Industrial hook

only 14,90

L Spiral mobile

from 0,16 /piece

9,90

9,90

Ø 12 cm

J Product ring 
with hook

only 2,18 /piece

Ø 12 cm

H Goods ring round

only 1,50 /piece

10,90

7,50

3,90

14,90

height 6 cm

height 3,9 cm

G C hook

from 0,10 /pce

10,90
5,90

K Disc magnet

from 0,12 /piece

1000 g

500 g

Order now at decowoerner.com
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23 x 11 x 8 cm

30 mm

Pins „Prym“

J Pins „Prym“

only 29,90

K Pins „Prym“

only 45,90

H Dry foam material

from 1,65

✓ for office and craft supplies

✓ for clothes

✓ Ø 6 cm 

✓ DIN 4102-1
only 4,90

SUPER
PRICE

3,5 cm

24 cm

5,5 cm 2,3 cm

E Prym Arm
pincushion magnetic

only 12,90

A Flame Resistant Spray, 400 ml, impregnation of
fi re protection for indoor areas according to DIN4102/B1,
suitable for absorbent materials, made in Germany
6833.128.094.00   (1 l: 39,75) 15,90
% from 3 pieces   (1 l: 32,25) 12,90
% from 6 pieces   (1 l: 24,75) 9,90

B Adhesive Spray, for fl oristic, model building, 
photo and handicrafts, quick drying colourless, 
for price per 400 ml can
6803.118.309.00   (1 l: 34,75) 13,90
% from 3 Tin cans   (1 l: 31,25) 12,50
% from 6 Tin cans   (1 l: 27,25) 10,90

C Wrist pincushion, with clasp for the arm,
sorted by colour and is available in red, yellow, 
blue or green, price per piece
6800.124.614.00 Ø 6 cm   6,90

D Clip needle pillow, with clip, sorted by
colour and comes in red, yellow, blue or green
6800.200.714.00 Ø 6 cm   6,90

E Prym Arm pincushion magnetic,
2,3 x 24 cm, Magnetic disk 5,5 x 3,5 cm,
Arm pin cushion with high-quality silicone 
slap band, large metal plate made of brushed 
stainless steel with a strong, integrated magnet 
for pins, sewing needles, pens, hairpins and hair 
clips, price per piece
6801.719.254.00 pink  12,90

F Garment bag „Travel“, black, interior made 
of breathable fl eece fabric, outer layer made of 
water-resistant plastic, with zipper, foldable in two 
steps, shirt pocket and inspection window, easy 
handling for travel, price per piece
6800.604.161.00 110 x 60 cm (L x W) 8,90

G Garment bag „Classic“, black, made of 
fl eece material, 80g/sqm, with zipper, window 
and eyelet, price per piece
6800.604.154.00 120 x 60 cm (L x W) 9,90

H Dry foam material, brown, dust-free plug 
foam brick for handicrafts and dry arrangements, 
price per piece
6812.653.534.00 23 x 11 x 8 cm 2,30
% from  5 pieces    1,95
% from 10 pieces    1,65

J Pins „Prym“, silver, bendable iron, protected 
against rust, price per pack of 500 g
length 26 mm, thickness 0.7 mm
6801.118.798.00   (1 kg: 59,80) 29,90
length 30 mm, thickness 0.9 mm
6802.196.970.00   (1 kg: 59,80) 29,90
length 38 mm, thickness 1.05 mm
6803.273.961.00   (1 kg: 59,80) 29,90
length 50 mm, thickness 1.2 mm
6802.118.774.14   (1 kg: 59,80) 29,90

K Pins „Prym“, length 30 mm, extra slim, 
nickel-plated, thickness 0.6 mm, protected 
against rust, for clothing, price per pack of 500 g
6801.118.705.00   (1 kg: 91,80) 45,90

L Suction Cups, Ø 3 cm, price per pack of 12
6803.700.542.00 transp. (=0,33/m) 3,95

Adhesive hooks, white, self-adhesive
suspension with hooks made of plastic and
foam glue point, price per pack of 10

M square, 25 x 25 mm, load capacity approx. 250 g
6803.462.006.00   (=0,70/pc.) 7,90

N with metal hooks, Ø 40 mm, load cap. appr. 400 g
6803.129.275.00   (=0,70/pc.) 10,90

Ceiling clip, mounting without drilling - Accessories 
for ceiling suspension for clamping on T-rails, with 
closed eyelet, made of plastic, for hanging signs, 
posters or decorative elements, price per pack of 10

O with loop
6803.461.986.00   (=0,60/pc.) 8,50

P with hook
6803.461.979.00   (=0,80/pc.) 8,50

Q Gutter brackets for rope lights, white, 
suitable for rope lights or hoses with a diameter
of up to 10 mm, easy installation,
price per pack of 24
6803.700.535.00 5 x 2 cm (=0,12/m) 2,95

4,90

4,90

6,95

6,95

5,95

7,95

26 mm

30 mm

38 mm

50 mm

Pins „Prym“

110 x 60 cm (L x W)

5,90

120 x 60 cm (L x W)

3,50

✓ Folded up,
portable as a bag

only 3,50

SUPER
PRICE

F Garment 
bag „Travel“

only 5,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ Magnetic hooks

BEST
SELLER

10 kg

4 kg

22 kg 35 kg

28 kg

11,5 kg

Ceiling magnet, white, round magnet with hook, 
price per piece

iron coating

F 22 kg adhesive strength
6803.129.206.00 Ø 5 cm  4,90
% from 25 pieces     4,50
% from 50 pieces     4,20

G 35 kg adhesive strength
6802.273.435.00 Ø 6,3 cm 7,20
% from 25 pieces     6,90
% from 50 pieces     6,50

H 28 kg adhesive strength
6803.129.237.00 Ø 5.7 cm 7,90
% from 25 pieces     7,70
% from 50 pieces     7,50

J 4 kg adhesive strength
6803.129.190.00 Ø 2.5 cm 3,30
% from 25 pieces     2,90
% from 50 pieces     2,60

plastic covered

K 10 kg adhesive strength
6803.273.428.00 3.4 x 2.9 cm 5,90
% from 25 pieces     5,30
% from 50 pieces     4,90

L 11,5 kg adhesive strength
6802.707.879.00 5,7 x 1,5 cm 6,90
% from 25 pieces     5,50
% from 50 pieces     4,90

MAGNETS

A Perlon thread, transparent nylon thread on a
ring coil, for threading and handcrafting, price per roll
tear force 1 kg, 0.2 mm, 200 m
6803.118.460.00   (=0,017/m) 3,30
% from  6 rolls   (=0,016/m) 3,15
% from 12 rolls   (=0,013/m) 2,60
tear force 4 kg, 0.3 mm, 200 m
6803.118.590.00   (=0,019/m) 3,70
% from  6 rolls   (=0,018/m) 3,50
% from 12 rolls   (=0,015/m) 2,95
tear force 6.6 kg, 0,4 mm, 200 m
6803.118.613.01   (=0,029/m) 5,80
% from  3 rolls   (=0,028/m) 5,50
% from 12 rolls   (=0,025/m) 4,95
tear force 10 kg, 0,5 mm, 200 m
6803.118.644.01   (=0,036/m) 7,20
% from  6 rolls   (=0,035/m) 6,90
% from 12 rolls   (=0,033/m) 6,50
tear force 25 kg, 0.8 mm, 100 m
6803.118.507.00   (=0,078/m) 7,80
% from  6 rolls   (=0,075/m) 7,50
% from 12 rolls   (=0,070/m) 6,95

B Perlon thread bobbin, transp. nylon thread
for threading and handcrafting, price per 1000 m roll
tear force 4 kg, 0.3 mm
6802.118.545.00   (=0,014/m) 13,90
% from  6 rolls   (=0,013/m) 12,50
% from 12 rolls   (=0,011/m) 10,90
tear force 10 kg, 0,5 mm
6803.118.583.00   (=0,026/m) 25,90
% from  6 rolls   (=0,022/m) 21,90
% from 12 rolls   (=0,020/m) 19,90

C Shoe cover, size 43 - 47, shoe cover for shop
window decoration, made of cord, price per pair
6802.521.093.01 beige  13,90

D Staples, per pack of 5000 pieces
6803.211.956.00 37/4 mm 6,90
6803.211.963.00 37/6 mm 6,90
6803.211.970.00 37/8 mm 6,90

E Staple gun „Rapid 23“, 0.6 kg, all-round 
staple gun made of steel with high impact power, 
little recoil, with jamming protection, for clamps 
37/4 - 8, price per piece
6801.119.429.00    39,90

PERLON THREAD

✓ up to 25 kg tear force

✓ practical ring coils

✓ up to 10 kg tear force

✓ Large rolls 1000 m

C Shoe cover

only 11,90

E Staple gun 
„Rapid 23“

only 39,90

A Perlon thread

from 0,013 /m
B Perlon thread bobbin

from 0,011 /m

11,90

Ceiling magnet

from 2,60

Order now at decowoerner.com
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C Bag linen

from 2,40

.13 cream

✓ 7 colours

from 4,90

SUPER
PRICE

B Hessian table runner

from 0,99 /m

.99 bordeaux.01 corn yellow

.07 ivory

.14 red .37 marine blue

.80 white .66 grey

.46 light green

.79 black

D Rep fabric

from 4,95
✓ 9 colours

Note:
Due to print-related issues the displayed colour 
samples may differ slightly from the original.

D width 120 cm, 100 % viscose, 165 g/sqm, 
fi rm, tightly woven fabric with string-like rips close 
together, rep fabric is robust and offers a fi rm,
durable structure, which make the fabric resistant
to abrasion and tearing, all rep fabrics are available
in any desired length, custom cuts with varying
dimensions are possible, the price for every
custom cut is 2.50 €, price per m s c p
6812.194.334._ _    6,90
% from 10 meters    5,95
% from 30 meters    5,50
% from 60 meters    4,95

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Corduroy, price per piece
6801.109.079.00    10,—

VISCOSE FABRIC RIPS

JUTE
A width 130 cm, 280 g/sqm, natural product 
made of 100% jute, also known as sack linen, 
very suitable for handicraft and decoration ideas 
as well as creating costumes or wall hanging, 
price per m x q c
6803.197.366.03 natural  5,90
% from 10 meters    5,40
% from 30 meters    4,90

6801.197.366._ _    8,90
% from 10 meters    8,20
% from 30 meters    7,50
Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Hessian, price per piece
6801.109.093.00    10,—

B Hessian table runner, width 30 cm,
100% jute, price per 10 m roll x q c
6802.635.462.00 natural (=1,09/m) 11,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,99/m) 9,90
6801.635.462.01 red (=1,69/m) 16,90
6801.635.462.08 green (=1,69/m) 16,90
6801.635.462.19 brown (=1,69/m) 16,90
% from 5 rolls   (=1,49/m) 14,90

C Bag linen, natural, 110 g/sqm, made of 100%
jute, loosely weaved with selvedges at the side,
very suitable for handicraft and decoration ideas
as well as creating costumes or wall hanging, 
custom cuts with varying dimensions are possible,
the price for every custom cut is 2.50 €,
price per m x q c
6823.220.071.00 width 150 cm 3,20
% from 10 meters    2,80
% from 30 meters    2,40

10,90

.01 red.03 natural .04 orange .08 green .09 light green

.19 brown

Order now at decowoerner.com
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14FABRICS, FOILS

FABRICS, 
FOILS

A Cotton fabric

from 2,50

ecru white

✓ robust and 
natural

COTTON FABRICS

.18 black.01 red .15 grey

width 160 cm, 100% cotton,
price per m x g p c h

A Nettle, 160 g/m², is a robust and natural 
fabric, it can be used for sewing, gluing, stapling 
and can be dyed and impregnated easily.
As window or wall cover and creates a pleasant 
interior atmosphere. Can be used as a sun
protection or awning, it can also withstand
a quick shower if it is impregnated.
6801.673.785.00 ecru  3,50
% from 10 meters    2,90
% from 30 meters    2,50

B Cretonne, 137 g/m², can be used as a 
fl ag cloth. The eco-friendly and skin-friendly 
cotton fabric is fi rm and thick and has two 
absolutely identical sides. The cretonne has a 
relative hard grip, it looks slightly rough but is 
still very light.
6801.673.792.00 white  3,90
% from 10 meters    3,50
% from 30 meters    2,90

C Cotton fabric, width 145 cm, 70 g/m²,
100% cotton, cotton fabrics are the absolute
classics among fabric types! Due to their 
properties, they can be used in many ways in 
textile production, as tableware or for creative 
decorations. The textile is particularly skin-friendly, 
breathable, easy to wash, extremely robust and 
easy to process. Price per m. s g p h
6802.721.226.01 red  7,50
6802.721.226.15 grey  7,50
6802.721.226.18 black  7,50
% from 10 meters    6,70
% from 30 meters    6,10

Cotton fabric sample card
6801.721.226.00    10,—

D Silk ribbon, 7 cm wide, fabric ribbon made of 
100% recycled silk, suitable for decorations of all 
kinds, fl oristry or original gift packaging,
price per piece of 25 m
6812.720.663.11 must. yellow (=0,52/m) 12,95
6802.720.663.15 grey (=0,52/m) 12,95
6812.720.663.22 pink (=0,52/m) 12,95
6802.720.663.34 turquoise (=0,52/m) 12,95
6802.720.663.60 cream (=0,52/m) 12,95

E Decorative cushions „Face“, beige,
removable and washable cover made of 100% 
cotton, fi lling 100% polyester, one side with hip, 
abstract face motif, price per piece
6811.720.137.00 45 x 45 cm 19,95

C Cotton fabric

from 6,10

D Silk ribbon

only 0,52 /m

E Decorative 
cushions „Face“

only 19,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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width 145 cm, approx. 129 g/sqm, 55% nylon, 
45% polyester, beautiful, changing taffeta with 
baroque velvet fl ock ornaments, for decorative 
scarves, table cloths or decorations, price per m 
s g h o c
6802.505.819._ _    9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 25 meters    7,90

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Taffeta with fl ock prints
6801.505.819.00    10,—

Taffeta with velvet flock

from 6,90

TAFFETA WITH
VELVET FLOCK

OUR SERVICE 
FOR YOU:
Custom cuts of the desired 
length are also available!

only 2,50 €  per cut

.66 bordeaux

.18 black

.01 red

8,90
7,90
6,90

.11 yellow

.34 turquoise

.03 ruby coloured

.32 cream

.27 neon orange

.10 pine green

.06 light blue

.17 grey

.09 pale green

.14 white

.01 red

.08 grass-green

.05 royal blue

.18 black

.23 lilac

width 150 cm, 174gr/m², 100 % polyester,
fi rm and grippy fabric, softly fl owing and knitter-
resistant, versatile product, for draping, covering 
or costumes, minimum order length 5 m,
price per m t g o c h
6813.464.024._ _
from 5 m    5,20
% from 10 meters    4,60
% from 30 meters    3,15
% from 60 meters    2,80

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Decorative fabric Uni,
price per piece
6801.468.848.00    10,—

UNIVERSAL FABRIC UNI

3,50
3,90

2,70
2,30

✓ 15 colours

✓ durable

✓ fuzz free

✓ for draping
or covering

from 2,30

SUPER
PRICE

Flame retardant
on request.

.14 white

.43 silver

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.32 ivory.21 light blue

.06 red

.25 royal blue

.07 ruby red

.18 dark blue

.08 burgandy

.29 light green

.12 pink

.81 pine green

.38 white

.30 leaf green

.33 beige .41 grey.36 mocca .39 silver grey .42 black

100% cotton, 150 g/sqm, the roughened 
surfaced of molleton absorbs sound and light, 
opaque and tear-proof quality, suitable for
decorating rooms, for covering walls and ceilings

MOLTON,
A TRUE CLASSIC

width 130 cm, price per m s g h q c
6801.241.250._ _    5,90
% from 10 meters    5,50
% from 30 meters    4,90
% from 60 meters    4,50

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

width 130 cm, fl ame retardant cotton,
price per 30 m bale x g h q c
6801.352.475._ _   (=6,60/m) 198,—
  
Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

Please note a delivery time of approx.
2 weeks for fl ame retardant articles.

Fabric sample card Molton, price per piece
6801.109.055.00    10,—

Note:
Because of printing reasons, the displayed colour 
samples may vary slightly from the original.

FLAME
RETARDANT

✓ 17 colours

✓ 100 % cotton

✓ opaque and tear-proof

✓ also in a B1 quality

from 4,50

SUPER
PRICE

OUR SERVICE 
FOR YOU:
Custom cuts of the desired 
length are also available!

only 2,50 €  per cut

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.11 yellow .01 red

.34 turquoise

.14 white

.42 caramel-gold

.20 chestnut brown

.33 pink .07 blue

.09 green

.18 black

.43 silver

ORIGINAL SIZOWEB
A width 60 cm, special tear-proof, water-resistant 
and colourfast artifi cial fabric made of 80% polyester 
and 20% polyamide. The structured, coarse meshed 
and very decorative Sizoweb can be used as a table 
band or table runner for designs, crafting gifts or 
cards. It can be used in a fl oristry environment as 
well. Creases can be ironed out at low temperatures. 
Price per 25 m roll
6801.713.757.14 white (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.01 red (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.07 blue (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.09 green (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.11 yellow (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.18 black (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.20 chestnut brown (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.33 pink (=1,44/m) 35,90
6802.713.757.34 turquoise (=1,44/m) 35,90

6802.713.757.42 caramel-gold (=1,60/m) 39,90
6802.713.757.43 silver (=1,60/m) 39,90

.01 red .22 dark pink

.23 purple

.14 white .18 black

B width 73 cm, 100 % polypropylene, 25g/sqm,
this fabric-like artifi cial fi bre material is a light, slightly
transparent material and is tear-proof, durable 
and robust, easy to cur, the cut edges do not 
fringe, beautiful and affordable table decoration 
for parties, events, weddings or birthdays as well 
as for handcrafting and packaging,
price per 10 m roll x
6802.524.520.01 red (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.22 dark pink (=1,29/m) 12,90
6812.524.520.23 purple (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.14 white (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.18 black (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.11 yellow (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.04 orange (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.33 pink (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.05 blue (=1,29/m) 12,90
6802.524.520.09 light green (=1,29/m) 12,90

DECOR. FLEECE ROLL

TABLE RUNNER

B Decorative fleece roll

only 1,29 /m

C Table runner, width 30 cm, natural fi nish,
elaborately worked table ribbon made of 100% 
cotton with fringes, for natural table decorations 
or other decorations, price per piece 
x q d
6802.720.687.00 140 cm long 9,95

D Decorative ribbon, width 30 mm, decorative 
paper ribbon for creative wrapping of gifts or 
as accessory in decoration, table decoration or 
fl ower arrangements, price per roll à 5 m
6802.720.700.00 brown (=2,19/m) 10,95
% from 3 rolls   (=2,10/m) 10,50
% from 6 rolls   (=1,99/m) 9,95

D Decorative 
ribbon

from 1,99 /m

from 1,44 /m

SUPER
PRICE

C Table 
runner

only 9,95

.11 yellow .04 orange

.33 pink

.05 blue .09 light green

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.11 yellow

.24 dark pink

.05 blue

.10 dark green

.04 orange

.33 pink

.14 white

.15 silver gray

.01 red

.09 light green

.66 bordeaux

.20 brown .34 light blue

Chiffon fabric, width 145 cm, 100% nylon,
42 g/sqm, very delicate, veil-like and very
transparent fabric with soft-fl owing fall, minimum 
order length 5 m, price per m s o
6813.556.484._ _    
from 5 meters     3,90
% from 10 meters    3,10
% from 30 meters    2,80

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Chiffon fabric,
price per piece
6801.556.484.00    10,—

from 1,99

SUPER
PRICE

✓ 13 colours

2,90
2,50
1,99

Flame retardant
on request.

✓ 13 colours

✓ soft as silk

✓ light, airy quality

✓ beautiful shine

Silk taffeta

from 1,90

Silk taffeta, width 150 cm, 100% polyester, 
approx. 53g/m², slightly transparent fabric with 
silky-soft surface, price per m t g o c 
6803.536.219._ _    2,90
% from 10 meters    2,50
% from 30 meters    2,20
% from 60 meters    1,90

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Silk taffeta, price per piece
6801.536.219.00    10,—

OUR SERVICE 
FOR YOU:
Custom cuts of the desired 
length are also available!

only 2,50 €  per cut

.03 Christmas red

.37 lilac

.34 turquoise

.25 ivory

.15 sandy grey .14 white

.22 rose

.05 marine blue

.10 pine green

.09 jade green

.18 black

.11 yellow .01 red

Order now at decowoerner.com
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width 137 cm, 450 g/sqm, strongly adhesive fi ne
and rough glitter on cream-coloured fabric holder
material, thanks to the special production process
the fabric barely loses any glitter particles, the
shimmering glitter fabric is inherently stable and
ideally suited as a wall paper, for various decorations
and handicraft applications, price per m
6802.621.342.__    17,90
% from 10 meters    15,90
% from 30 meters    14,50

Fabric sample card Glitter fabric,
price per piece
6801.621.342.99    10,—

Please add the appropriated colour number 
to the order number.

.42 gold

.03 red

.18 black .32 vanilla .44 copper

.34 turquoise.24 pink

.43 silver

Fabric carrier fabric

.60 champagne gold .14 white

GLITTER FABRIC

✓ firmly adhesive glitter

✓ suitable for covering walls 
and floors

✓ brilliant colours

✓ beautiful light reflections

✓ inherently stable

Glitter fabric

from 14,50

OUR SERVICE 
FOR YOU:
Custom cuts of the desired 
length are also available!

only 2,50 €  per cut

✓ softly flowing

✓ Metallic look

✓ bi-elastic

✓ 100 g/m2

FOIL JERSEY
SHINY

width 106 cm, 100 g/m², 100% polyester,
bi-elastic, softly falling foil jersey with a beautiful 
light effect, metallised surface, price per m
s g h m e
6803.334.938._ _    8,90
% from 10 meters    7,90
% from 30 meters    6,90

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

Fabric sample card Foil Jersey,
price per piece
6801.334.976.00    10,—

.01 red .60 pearly beige .42 gold.05 blue .15 pearl grey .43 silver

Foil Jersey

from 6,90

✓ softly flowing

✓ holographic look

✓ bi-elastic

✓ 140 g/m2

HOLOGRAM
FOIL JERSEY

width 140 cm, 140 g/sqm, 100% polyester,
effective bi-elastic foil jersey, coated with
hologram dots on one side, price per m
w g m e
6801.678.148._ _    10,90
% from 10 meters    9,90
% from 30 meters    8,90

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

.01 red .22 dark pink .18 silver.33 pink

8,90
7,90
7,10

from 7,10

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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width 150 cm, 100% polyester, approx. 160g/sqm,
bi-elastic and elastic, the shiny and refl ecting 
surface gets its pattern by ironing or pressing, 
minimum order length 5 m, price per m
s g h o
6803.191.395._ _
from 5 meters    5,95
% from 10 meters    5,70
% from 30 meters    3,99
% from 60 meters    2,90

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Velveteen, price per piece
6801.190.039.00    10,—

3,70
3,30
2,90
2,50

.20 caramel

.01 white

.02 red

.06 light blue .07 blue

.08 turquoise green.09 lime green

.19 silver

.21 dark brown

.23 lilac

.30 yellow

.32 ivory

.97 black

.33 pink

.72 bordeaux

.47 emerald-green

✓ glossy material

✓ Fabric gets special
look from flat ironing

✓ 16 colours

from 2,50

SUPER
PRICE

width 112 cm, 160 g/sqm, 70% acetate and 
30% viscose, soft fabric with silky shine and 
deep, vibrant colours, price per m
s o g h
6801.415.323._ _    19,90
% from  5 meters    18,80
% from 10 meters    17,—

Please complete the order number with the 
corresponding last colour numbers.

Fabric sample card Plush velvet, price per piece
6801.415.521.00    10,—

.34 aqua

.60 cream

.36 petrol blue .08 pine green

.66 bordeaux

.18 black

17,90
16,90
14,90

✓ intense, vibrant colours

✓ velvety pile surface

✓ thick quality

✓ 6 colours

✓ 160 g/m²

Plush velvet

from 14,90

Flame retardant
on request.

OUR SERVICE 
FOR YOU:
Custom cuts of the desired 
length are also available!

only 2,50 €  per cut

PANNÉ-VELVET

PLUSH VELVET

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Motif foils

from 4,95

The non-adhesive and reusable decorative 
foil made of 100% PVC is ideal for decorating 
surfaces. The smooth surface is easy to wash 
and the soft material makes it easy to cover fl oors 
and walls. All decorative foils can be ordered in 
custom lengths. Custom cuts with varying
dimensions are possible, the price for every 
custom cut is 2.50 €. Price per m.

Images A – J: 100% polyester, back side made 
of 100% cotton, price per m

A „Jungle leaves“, yellow/green, 200 my,
with structured surface
6803.720.984.00 width 140 cm 6,90
% from 10 meters    6,30
% from 30 meters    5,90

B „Palm leaf“, green/blue, 150 my
6803.720.977.00 width 140 cm 6,90
% from 10 meters    6,30
% from 30 meters    5,90

C „Wooden boards“, gray, 150 my
6803.623.025.00 width 140 cm 8,90
% from 10 meters    7,90
% from 30 meters    7,20

D „Vintage wood“, gray, 200 my
6803.623.001.00 width 140 cm 8,90
% from 10 meters    7,90
% from 30 meters    7,20

E „Wooden discs“, brown, 200 my
6803.623.063.00 width 140 cm 8,90
% from 10 meters    7,90
% from 30 meters    7,20

F „Wood“, beige, 320 my
6802.664.677.00 width 140 cm 7,90
% from 10 meters    7,50
% from 30 meters    6,90

G „Corrugated Metal“, silver grey, 390 my, 
with pattern imprint
6800.476.287.00 width 130 cm 11,80
% from 10 meters    6,30
% from 30 meters    5,90

H „Bavarian rhomb“, white/blue, 240 my
6803.194.402.00 width 130 cm 6,90
% from 10 meters    6,30
% from 30 meters    5,90

J „Plaid“, red/white, 150 my
6800.623.056.00 width 140 cm 8,90

Images K - O: fl ame retardant
K „Sand“, beige, 180 my, 100% polyester,
back side made of 100% cotton
6803.194.341.00 width 130 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90
L „Water“, blue, 180 my, 100% polyester,
back side made of 100% cotton
6803.193.412.00 width 130 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90
M “Pebbles“, grey, 180 my, 100% polyester, 
back side made of 100% cotton
6812.555.463.00 width 135 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90
N “Chess board“, black/white, 180 my,
100% polyester, back side made of 100% cotton
6802.227.407.00 width 135 cm 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90
O „Quilted“, width 130 cm, 280 g/m²,
100% PVC, back side white
6800.649.537.42 gold  19,90
% from  5 meters    6,30
% from 10 meters    5,90
Sample card Decorative foils, price per piece
6801.625.883.00    10,—

Motif foils

6,30
6,90

6,90

6,90

6,30

6,30

5,90

5,90

5,90

6,90

6,90

6,90

6,90

6,30

6,30

6,30

6,30

5,90

5,90

5,90

5,90

4,95

6,90

6,906,90
6,30
5,90
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Motif fabrics

„Boards“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant,
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h

A 6801.555.449.00 brown 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

B 6821.450.713.00 light brown 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

„Wooden boards“, width 140 cm, 266 g/m², 
made of 80% cotton, 20% polyester, printed on 
one side, price per m s p

C 6813.614.931.20 brown 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

D 6803.614.931.19 gray  9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

„Stone wall“, width 140 cm, 266 g/m², made of 
80% cotton, 20% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s p

E 6803.614.924.19 brown 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

F 6803.614.924.15 grey  9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

G „Brick Wall“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant, 
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6801.706.155.00 white  14,90
% from 10 meters    13,90
% from 30 meters    12,50

H „Cobblestone“, width 150 cm, fl ame
retardant, 120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed
on one side, price per m s o h
6811.519.335.00 grey/green 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

J “Straw“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant, 
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6801.445.474.00 brown  14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

K „Grass“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant, 
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6802.450.676.00 dark green 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

L „Ivy“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant,
120 g/m², 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6801.456.197.00 green  14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

M „Pebbles“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant, 
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6801.453.233.00 grey  14,90
% from 10 meters    13,50
% from 30 meters    12,50

N „Clouds“, width 150 cm, fl ame retardant, 
120 g/sqm, 100% polyester, printed on one side, 
price per m s o h
6802.464.246.00 blue/white 14,90
% from 10 meters    13,90
% from 30 meters    12,50

O „Jungle leaves“, width 140 cm,
120 g/sqm, 100% viscose, motif on both sides, 
price per m s p
6802.716.420.00 black/colourful 7,90
% from 10 meters    7,10
% from 30 meters    6,50

„Tartan“, width 145 cm, 261 g/sqm,
100% cotton, woven, price per m s p

P 6802.715.744.01 red/dark blue/green 12,90
% from 10 meters    11,50
% from 30 meters    10,50

Q 6802.715.744.08 green/blue/red 12,90
% from 10 meters    11,50
% from 30 meters    10,50

R „Lozenges“, width 140 cm, 120 g/sqm, 
100 % cotton, woven, price per m s c p
6802.498.081.01 red/white 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

S „Bavaria“, width 150 cm, 120 g/sqm, leg 
length diamond 10.5 x 10.5 cm, 100% cotton, 
printed on one side, price per m s p
6813.652.964.00 white/blue 9,90
% from 10 meters    8,90
% from 30 meters    7,90

Fabric sample card Decorative fabrics
6801.405.768.15    10,—

Horizontal motif Vertical motif

motif on both sides weavedweaved weaved

Vertical motif Vertical motif

more motif fabrics online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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14 FABRICS, FOILS

GLOSSY VARNISH FOIL

Please note:
Due to production-related reasons all PVC comes 
rolled in two layers. The shiny sides are laying 
facing each other. So if you order 10 m of kiss 
laminated will arrive as 5 m. Just pull the PVC 
apart.

✓ 20 colours

from 2,99 /m

SUPER
PRICE

✓ tear-proof premium quality

✓ suitable for outdoor use

✓ opaque, 180 my, approx. 240 g/m2

✓ light-fast and colour-fast

✓ flame retardant upon request

✓ heat sealable and form adaptable

✓ 30 m roll B1 quality 
on demand.

.11 yellow

.23 purple .06 light blue

.10 moss green

.04 orange

.05 royal blue

.02 coral

.07 navy blue

.14 white

.01 red

.98 mint green

.32 almond

.66 wine red

.33 pink

.08 sage green

.15 grey

.22 powder pink

.09 green

.18 black

.95 grasgreen

METALLIC FOIL

B Metallic foil

from 15,95

B width 130 cm, 200 my, fl ame retardant 
quality, front side made of metallised polyester 
foil, back side soft PVC, suitable for covering 
surfaces or backgrounds and is often used for 
restaurants, parties or catering services as well as 
fairs and exhibitions, price per m

A width 130 cm, 180 my, ca. 240 g/m², PVC,
our lacquer foil impresses with its premium quality 
fi nish - tear-resistant, lightfast, colourfast and also 
available in fl ame-retardant on request. Due to its 
thickness, lacquer foil is ideal for use as a stretch 
ceiling. Lacquer foil is used as a surface covering 
for events, trade fair construction, exhibitions 
and market stalls. It is ideal for marquee sets, 
festivities, summer parties and outdoor events, 
in the catering sector and for party and catering 
services. For individual and fancy decorations or 
costumes, lacquer foil is very easy to process, 
cut, glue, weld or staple. The fi lm has a glossy 
fi lm and is opaque, conformable, easy to clean 
and wipe clean. Choose from our wide range of
colours and benefi t from our great price/performance
ratio. The lacquer fi lm is supplied duplicated for 
production reasons and is supplied, for example, 
as a 2 x 1 m blank when ordering 2 m, with the 
glossy sides on top of each other for protection. 
Price per m.
6803.722.971._ _    4,99
% from 10 meters    3,99
% from 30 meters    2,99

Sample card Glossy foil, price per piece
6801.109.000.00    10,—

6802.250.337.00 gold  19,95
6822.250.375.00 silver  19,95
6802.555.456.00 red  19,95
% from 10 meters    17,95
% from 30 meters    15,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.01 red metallic .33 pink metallic .23 lilac metallic .06 metallic ice blue

.18 black .14 white .03 red silver holographic

.07 metallic blue .10 metallic green .44 copper metallic Snow fl ake transparent

.42 gold metallic .43 silver metallic iridescent white Snow fl ake shiny

16 COLOURS TO CHOOSE FROM
Shine and glitter - with this extraordinary fi lm in
fl ower shape you can achieve impressive decorations
and effects. With it, any sophisticated design will fi nd
exactly what it‘s all about - attention! The decorative
fi lm is fl ame retardant and ideal for decorations in
public buildings, shopping centres or at trade fairs.
The 35 my vinyl fi lm consists of fl owers punched 
out on one side and is a great eye-catcher on 
presentation surfaces, in shop windows as wall 
or fl oor coverings, as table decorations, as party 
decorations or in costume and carnival areas. 
Please note: for technical reasons, you will receive 
rolls of 9.2 m or more per roll. Individual cuts with 
different dimensions are possible, the cutting 
price per cut is 2,50 €. Price per m.

width 90 cm
6803.494.236.01 red metallic 19,90
6803.494.236.33 pink metallic 19,90
6803.494.236.23 lilac metallic 19,90
6803.494.236.06 metallic ice blue 19,90
6803.494.236.07 metallic blue 19,90
6803.494.236.10 metallic green 19,90
6803.494.236.44 copper metallic 19,90
6803.508.193.00 Snow fl ake transp. 19,90
6803.494.236.42 gold metallic 19,90
6803.494.236.43 silver metallic 19,90
% from  9 meters     17,90
% from 46 meters     15,90

6803.494.236.03 red   16,90
6813.494.236.18 black  16,90
6803.494.236.14 white  16,90
% from  9 meters     14,90
% from 46 meters     11,90

6803.494.250.01 Snow fl ake shiny 22,90
% from  9 meters     20,90
% from 46 meters     18,90

6803.494.250.00 iridescent white 22,90
6803.494.250.02 silver holographic 22,90
% from  9 meters     16,90
% from 46 meters     14,90

Sample card Foil Punched out, price per piece
6801.494.311.00     10,—

FLAME RETARDANT FOIL IN A PUNCHED-OUT DESIGN

from 11,90 /m

SUPER
PRICE

✓ Flame retardant vinyl film

✓ great effects

✓ unique flower optics

✓ 16 colours

17,90
16,90
14,90

Order now at decowoerner.com

Exclusive
to

protected by law
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.09 green .18 black

✓ UV-stable

✓ fire-resistant

✓ inside & outside

✓ Trade fair halls
and exhibitions

✓ Terrace & balcony

✓ very hard-wearing

A Standard
artificial turf mat

from 14,95 /m2

B Standard
artificial turf roll

only 14,95 /m2

C Premium
artificial turf

only 39,90 /m2

D Artificial turf 
mat

only 39,95 /m2

from 14,95 /m2

SUPER
PRICE

Artifi cial turf is the perfect fl ooring for many indoor 
and outdoor areas. It creates a natural atmos-
phere on the terrace or balcony and is the perfect 
solution for commercial areas such as trade fairs, 
events, hotels, etc. as it complies with fi re safety 
standards in public buildings. The high-quality 
production of environmentally friendly polypropy-
lene makes it extremely durable and sturdy - arti-
fi cial turf is colour-fast, easy to clean, withstands 
high loads and straightens up immediately. Its 
particularly soft structure is the result of the tufted 
production process. Latex back coating for better 
stability. The lawn carpet can be easily cut to the 
appropriate size without fraying, which makes it 
easy to install.

A Standard mat, 200 x 100 cm, 7 mm pile 
height, fi re safety classifi cation EN 13501-1,
class Cfl -s1, price per piece
880 g/m²
6800.674.355.18 black (14,95/m2) 55,90
1100 g/m²
6801.674.355.09 green (24,95/m2) 49,90

B Standard roll, width 200 cm, 7 mm pile
height, fi re safety classifi cation EN 13501-1,
class Cfl -s1, price per 10 m roll
1100 g/m²
6801.674.362.09 green (14,95/m2) 299,—

C Premium artifi cial turf, width 100 cm,
20 mm pile height, approx. 1781 g/m², fi re safety 
classifi cation EN 13501-1, class Cfl -s1, UV fast: 
According to DIN 53387 standard (6000 hours), 
natural look, back coating made of latex with 
drain holes. Price per 10 m roll.
6801.674.225.01 green (39,80/m2) 498,—

D Artifi cial turf mat, green, grass blade height 
2.2 cm, artifi cial lawn in amazing real grass 
look for indoor and outdoor use, for decoration 
in commercial areas such as trade fairs, sales 
stands, exhibitions as well as for living areas on 
balconies or terraces, price per piece
6833.800.018.85 100 x 100 cm 39,95

398,–

Flame retardant artificial turf

29,90

7 mm pile height

C

20 mm pile height

Grass blade
height 2.2 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ structured surface

✓ firmly adhesive, real sand

✓ light-fast

✓ light fabric carrier

✓ Wall or floor decoration

✓ for handcrafting such as
book covers, cards or bags

A Sand fabric, width 109 cm, beige, 450 g/m²,
cream-coloured textile carrier with real, fi ne-grained,
abrasion-resistant sand, due to the special
production the sand foil loses almost no sand
particles, the fabric is dimensionally stable and
is perfect for your summer decoration,
price per roll à 3 m
6810.800.024.46   (=16,65/m) 49,95
price per roll à 10 m
6810.800.024.47   (=16,–/m) 159,95

B Quartz sand

only 4,70

Sand fabric with real sand

from 16,– /m

SUPER
PRICE

C Mussels

from 8,50

B Quartz sand, very fi ne, untreated and natural 
scatter sand, approx. for 2 sqm of fl oor space, 
price per 2 kg pack
6893.252.355.00 natural (1 kg: 2,35) 4,70

C Mussels, natural fi nish, various natural
mussels and snails, price per pack
6833.707.299.00  600 g (1 kg: 14,17) 8,50
6843.707.299.01 1400 g (1 kg: 12,11) 16,95

Order now at decowoerner.com

Exclusive
to

protected by law
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15 GIFT PACKAGING

D  green/blue G  whiteE  blue F  green/grey

from 0,55 /m

SUPER
PRICE

A Seagrass Cord, untreated braiding cord, 
which is particularly suitable for decorations of all 
kinds, creative packaging, fl ower arrangements, 
in fl oristry, but also for braiding baskets and bowls 
due to its robustness
width 3 mm, price per roll à 50 m
6812.720.670.00   (=0,16/m) 7,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,15/m) 7,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,14/m) 6,95
width 6 mm, price per roll à 25 m
6812.720.670.01   (=0,32/m) 7,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,30/m) 7,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,28/m) 6,95

B Decorative ribbon, width 30 mm, decorative 
paper ribbon for creative wrapping of gifts or 
as accessory in decoration, table decoration or 
fl ower arrangements, price per roll à 5 m
6812.720.700.00 brown (=2,19/m) 10,95
% from 3 rolls   (=2,10/m) 10,50
% from 6 rolls   (=1,99/m) 9,95

C Table runner, natural fi nish, width 30 cm, 
elaborately worked table ribbon made of 100% 
cotton with fringes, for natural table decorations 
or other decorations, price per piece 
x q d
6812.720.687.00 140 cm long 9,95

Welcome to the Jungle! Wrap your gifts in
modern jungle style and discover the great motifs 
of the jungle. With our high-quality gift wrap paper 
in the practical Secare roll you will awaken the 
desire to give presents and make eyes shine.

Gift paper, width 50 cm

D „Ginkgo Leaves“, green/blue, 60 g/m², 
ribbed kraft paper, FSC©-certifi ed paper,
price per roll of 100 m
6802.721.110.00   (=0,60/m) 59,95
% from 10 rolls   (=0,55/m) 54,95

E „Palm Leaves“, blue, 70 - 80 g/m², coated
white, FSC©-certifi ed paper, price per roll of 100 m
6802.721.103.00   (=0,60/m) 59,95
% from 10 rolls   (=0,55/m) 54,95

F „Jungle Flower“, green/grey, 70 - 80 g/m²,
coated white, price per 50 m roll
6802.710.114.01   (=0,60/m) 29,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,54/m) 26,90

G „Jungle Sunray“, white, 70 g/m²,
recycled Kraft paper, price per 50 m roll
6802.710.114.02   (=0,60/m) 29,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,54/m) 26,90

H Raphia bast, natural bast for handicrafts,
decoration or improvement, price per 50 g bundle
6800.428.255.00 natural (100 g: 3,90) 2,50

B Decorative 
ribbon

from 1,99 /m A Seagrass 
Cord

from 0,14 /m

C Table runner

only 9,95

1,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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GIFT
PACKAGING

A Curly ribbon, 10 mm wide, gift and decorative
ribbon made of 100% natural cotton, we do not 
use a plastic or cardboard roll, it is delivered in 
a practical box, which can easily be used as a 
storage box, suitable for splitting and curling, 
price per 100 m roll
6802.715.683.01 red (=0,08/m) 7,50
6802.715.683.09 apple green (=0,08/m) 7,50
6802.715.683.11 yellow (=0,08/m) 7,50
6802.715.683.15 grey (=0,08/m) 7,50
6802.715.683.60 cream (=0,08/m) 7,50
% from 3 rolls   (=0,07/m) 6,70
% from 6 rolls   (=0,06/m) 5,90

B Paper Raffi a, 7 mm wide, waterproof gift and 
decoration ribbon made of 100 % renewable raw 
materials, biodegradable and without roll core, 
price per roll à 150 m 
6802.720.939.01 red (=0,06/m) 8,95
6802.720.939.09 spring green (=0,06/m) 8,95
6802.720.939.11 yellow (=0,06/m) 8,95
6802.720.939.60 cream (=0,06/m) 8,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,06/m) 8,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,05/m) 7,95

C Eco-friendly fabric ribbon, width 15 mm, soft
gift ribbon made of 100% recycled material (PET
bottles) with beautiful triangle pattern, the plastic coil
is also made of recycled material, price per 25 m roll
6802.715.676.01 red (=0,36/m) 8,90
6802.715.676.60 cream (=0,36/m) 8,90
% from 3 rolls   (=0,32/m) 8,10
% from 6 rolls   (=0,29/m) 7,30

D Carrying bag made of grass paper, beige,
125 g/m², sustainable tote bag made of FSC-recycled
paper with approx. 30% grass content, free of
chemicals and 100% recyclable, with folded paper
handles that are comfortable to hold, price per pack of 50
22 x 30 + 8 cm
6803.715.607.00   (=0,30/pc.) 38,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,28/pc.) 34,90
32 x 40 + 12 cm
6803.715.607.01   (=0,46/pc.) 22,95
% from 3 packs   (=0,40/pc.) 19,95

E Gift cardboard box, brown, extremely stable,
delivered in a fl at state, price per pack of 10
24 x 22 x 9.5 cm (L x W x H)
6802.706.360.10   (=4,49/pc.) 44,90
% from 3 packs   (=3,99/pc.) 39,90
30 x 23 x 11 cm (L x W x H)
6802.706.360.11   (=5,49/pc.) 54,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=4,99/pc.) 49,90
38 x 26 x 13 cm (L x W x H)
6802.706.360.12   (=6,99/pc.) 69,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=6,29/pc.) 62,90
45.5 x 32 x 15 cm (L x W x H)
6802.706.360.13   (=7,89/pc.) 78,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=7,19/pc.) 71,90

✓ extremely stable

24 x 22 x 9.5 cm
30 x 23 x 11 cm

38 x 26 x 13 cm

45.5 x 32 x 15 cm

22 x 30 + 8 cm
32 x 40 + 12 cm

from 3,99 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

C Eco-friendly
fabric ribbon

from 0,29 /m

B Paper Raffia

from 0,05 /m

D Carrying bag made of grass paper

from 0,28 /piece

SUSTAINABLE
PACKAGING

GO GREEN!

14,95
13,95

32 x 40 + 12 cm
22 x 30 + 8 cm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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D Jute ribbon, width 40 mm, 100% jute,
price per 25 m roll
6803.549.417.25 natural (=0,20/m) 5,90
% from 3 rolls   (=0,18/m) 5,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,16/m) 4,95
6802.549.417.11 yellow (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.04 orange (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.01 red (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.06 dove blue (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.09 light green (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.21 chocolate (=0,24/m) 5,90
6802.549.417.60 cream (=0,24/m) 5,90
% from 3 rolls   (=0,22/m) 5,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,20/m) 4,95

E Jute cord, 100% Jute, Ø 1.5 mm, for
handicrafts and decoration, price per 50 m roll
6801.653.879.01 red (=0,10/m) 4,99
6801.653.879.04 orange (=0,10/m) 4,99
6801.653.879.09 light green (=0,10/m) 4,99
6801.653.879.25 natural (=0,10/m) 4,99
% from 3 rolls   (=0,09/m) 4,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,08/m) 3,99

JUTE RIBBON & CORD

4,90
4,50
3,90

.01 red.04 orange .21 chocolate.09 light green .25 natural fi nish.06 dove blue .60 cream

D Jute ribbon

from 0,16 /m

C Paper Raffia

from 0,05 /m

E Jute cord

from 0,08 /m

C Paper Raffi a, 7 mm wide, waterproof gift and 
decoration ribbon made of 100 % renewable raw 
materials, biodegradable and without roll core, 
price per roll à 150 m
6812.720.939.01 red (=0,06/m) 8,95
6812.720.939.09 spring green (=0,06/m) 8,95
6812.720.939.11 yellow (=0,06/m) 8,95
6812.720.939.60 cream (=0,06/m) 8,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,06/m) 8,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,05/m) 7,95

WRAPPING PAPER
WITHOUT FOIL WRAPPING
A Gift paper „Pure Nature“, 70 x 200 cm
(W x L), colourful, ca. 70 g/m²,
price per carton à 25 rolls
6800.800.024.18   (=1,99/rl.) 49,95

B Gift paper „Urban Nature“, 70 x 200 cm
(W x L), colourful, ca. 60 g/m²,
price per carton à 25 rolls
6800.800.024.19   (=1,99/rl.) 49,95

A „Pure Nature“
70 x 200 cm

only 1,99 /roll

B „Urban Nature“
70 x 200 cm

only 1,99 /roll

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Suitable fabric ribbons can be 
found from page 299.

from 0,60 /m

SUPER
PRICE

Eco-friendly recycled gift paper, width 70 cm,
70 g/m², 100 % recycled, the muted pastel shades
of the versatile gift wrapping paper in an inexpensive
Secare roll can be easily combined with each 
other thanks to their soft shades, making them 
ideal for every occasion. The brown plain back 
makes the paper also suitable for use as double-
sided gift wrapping paper. Price per roll à 50 m
6801.674.164.09 yellow green (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.04 apricot (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.01 red (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.22 rose (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.37 lilac (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.06 blue grey (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.34 turquoise (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.10 pine green (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.13 sand (=0,66/m) 32,90
6802.674.164.18 black (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.42 gold (=0,66/m) 32,90
6801.674.164.43 silver (=0,66/m) 32,90
% from 5 rolls  (=0,60/m) 29,90

.09 yellow green

.22 rose.01 red

.37 lilac .06 blue grey

.04 apricot

.42 gold

.18 black.13 sand

.43 silver

.10 pine green.34 turquoise

✓ width 70 cm, length 50 m

✓ 70 g/m2

✓ eco-friendly

✓ muted colours

ECO-FRIENDLY
AND RECYCLED

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ tear-proof

✓ good folding properties

✓ vibrant colours

✓ very good quality

bi-coloured, tightly ripped
natron Kraft paper, 60 - 70 g/m2

BICOLOUR

from 0,44 /m

SUPER
PRICE

G 6802.642.804._ _
 red/silver

H 6802.539.661._ _
 pink/yellow

F 6802.713.177._ _
 blue/silver

B 6802.552.158._ _
 pink/orange

A 6803.524.605._ _
 pink/lime

D 6802.665.148._ _
 black/gold

E 6803.713.160._ _
 gold/silver

C 6802.642.798._ _
 orange/yellow

Suffi x Price per roll from 5 rolls

100 m roll
width 50 cm
width 70 cm

.00

.01
 49,90 (=0,50/m)
 71,90 (=0,72/m)

 45,90 (=0,46/m)
 64,90 (=0,65/m)

250 m roll
width 50 cm
width 70 cm

.02

.03
122,— (=0,49/m)
169,— (=0,68/m)

110,— (=0,44/m)
155,— (=0,62/m)

Available in 4 sizes:
100 m roll / width 50 & 70 cm
250 m roll / width 50 & 70 cm

Please complete the order
number with the corresponding
end number.

Available in
100 m - roll / 50 & 70 cm width
250 m - roll / 50 & 70 cm width

even more colour variations online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B  Colourful E  red/greenC  Colourful D  Colourful

A Environmentally friendly cotton cord, 3 mm
wide, robust and twisted cord made of 100%
naturally degradable cotton, without roll core, delivered
in a practical cardboard box which can easily be 
used as storage box, price per roll of 30 m
6802.720.922.01 red (=0,23/m) 6,95
6802.720.922.06 light blue (=0,23/m) 6,95
6802.720.922.09 apple green (=0,23/m) 6,95
6802.720.922.60 cream (=0,23/m) 6,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,21/m) 6,25
% from 6 rolls   (=0,18/m) 5,50

B Gift paper „Fruits“, width 50 cm, colourful, 
70 - 80 g/m², coated white, price per roll à 100 m
6802.721.134.00   (=0,59/m) 58,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,53/m) 52,90

C Gift paper „Boho“, width 50 cm, colourful, 
70 - 80 g/m², coated white, price per roll à 100 m
6802.721.127.00   (=0,59/m) 58,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,53/m) 52,90

D Gift paper „Colourful Dots“, width 50 cm, 
colourful, 70 - 80 g/m², coated white,
price per 50 m roll
6802.710.121.03   (=0,66/m) 32,90
% from 5 rolls   (=0,60/m) 29,90

E Gift paper „Melon“, red/green, 70 -80 g/m², 
width 50 cm, tear-proof, coated paper with melon 
motif on both sides, price per 50 m roll
6802.685.573.00  (=0,79/m) 39,90
% from 3 rolls  (=0,69/m) 34,90

F Multi polyband coil, width 5 mm, 6 different 
poly ribbons on a spool, for curling and splitting, 
10 m each colour, price per 60 m roll
6801.634.670.00 colourful 2,50

A Environmentally 
friendly cotton cord

from 0,18 /m

Gift paper

from 0,53 /m

F Multi
polyband coil

only 2,50

Order now at decowoerner.com
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Wrapping paper „Uni“

from 0,68 /m

Gift paper

from 0,64 /m

F Golden Fan

✓ width 50 cm, length 50 m

✓ width 50 cm, length 50 m

✓ 70 – 80 g/m2

✓ applies only to white:

✓ cast-coated paper

✓ very reflective high 
gloss

✓ 70 – 80 g/m2

GIFT PAPER

WRAPPING PAPER 
UNI

Gift paper, width 50 cm, 70 -80 g/m², tear-proof, 
coated paper with coated white back side,
price per 50 m roll

A „Golden stripes“, white/gold/black
6802.679.695.00   (=0,68/m) 33,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,64/m) 31,95

B „Golden Dots“, white/gold
6802.679.695.01   (=0,68/m) 33,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,64/m) 31,95

C „Golden Square“, gold
6802.679.695.02   (=0,68/m) 33,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,64/m) 31,95

D „Femme“, black, leaf sample,
gift paper with glossy relief decor
6802.526.081.00   (=0,68/m) 33,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,64/m) 31,95

E Gift paper „Stars“, width 50 cm, 80 g/m², 
black/gold, tear-proof, coated paper, double-
sided with stars and dots, price per 50 m roll
6802.651.134.00   (=0,70/m) 34,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,64/m) 31,95

F Gift paper „Golden Fan“, width 50 cm, 
75 g/m2, black/gold, 100% recycled and black 
dyed kraft paper, printed on one side with a noble 
shimmering, golden fan motif, particularly high 
tear resistance and very good folding properties, 
price per roll à 50 m
6802.725.361.00   (=0,90/m) 44,95
% from 5 rolls   (=0,84/m) 41,95

width 50 cm, classic wrapping paper, perfect 
for many occasions such as birthdays, Mother‘s 
Day, weddings or anniversaries.
Price per roll of 50 m.

G 70 g/m²
6803.557.597.00 red (=0,74/m) 36,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,68/m) 33,95

H 80 g/m², cast-coated,
almost refl ective high-gloss
6803.557.603.00 white (=0,74/m) 39,90
% from 3 rolls   (=0,68/m) 35,90

A Golden stripes B Golden Dots

C Golden Square D Femme

red white

E Stars

36,95
33,95

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Packaging and flower foil, 20 my

Wrap your gifts with this transparent foil in a 
premium and water-resistant way. This crystal 
clear plastic foil is an impressive alternative to 
classic gift paper. The gift foil is tear-resistant, 
can be draped beautifully and is easy to process. 
It is versatile for all kinds of gifts as well as for 
wrapping fl owers in combination with colourful 
gift ribbons.

Small roll
width 50 cm, price per 50 m roll
6802.710.213.00  (=0,17/m) 8,50
width 75 cm, price per 50 m roll
6802.281.430.00  (=0,20/m) 15,30

Large roll
width 50 cm, price per 200 m roll
6802.423.359.00  (=0,12/m) 26,50
width 75 cm, price per 200 m roll
6801.423.366.00  (=0,17/m) 35,90
width 50 cm, price per 500 m roll
6801.132.596.00  (=0,10/m) 47,90
width 75 cm, price per 500 m roll
6801.132.626.00  (=0,14/m) 69,90

GIFT FOIL
CLEAR

READY-TO-USE
RIBBONS

A Gift foil

from 0,10 /m

9,90

24,90

34,90

✓ Available widths: 
50 & 75 cm

✓ Available lengths: 
50 & 200 & 500 m

GIFT FOIL
WITH MOTIF PRINT
Gift foil, tear-proof clear foil with motif print

B „Stars“, width 70 cm, 15 my, with golden 
print, price per 100 m roll
6801.505.871.00   (=0,35/m) 34,90
% from 3 rolls   (=0,32/m) 31,90

C „Hearts“, width 70 cm, 25 my,
price per roll of 100 m
6801.711.470.00   (=0,30/m) 32,90

D Rainbow foil, width 100 cm, 15 my, 17 g/m², 
extremely tear-proof gift foil with iridescent effect, 
draping or crumbling creates some special colour 
effects, price per 10 m roll
6802.646.284.00   (=3,49/m) 34,90
% from 3 rolls   (=3,19/m) 31,90

Gift foil

from 0,30 /m

Ready-to-use ribbons with rubber band, elastic
decorative rubber band with wing bow Ø 7 cm, 
3 mm wide rubber band, ideally suited for small 
boxes or packages, price per pack of 100

E red/gold
6801.634.755.00 20 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6801.634.755.01 40 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90

F silver
6801.634.762.00 20 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6801.634.762.01 40 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90

G gold
6801.634.779.00 20 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6801.634.779.01 40 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90

*l. = Strap length

✓ With elastic band

Ready-to-use ribbons with rubber band

only 0,40 /piece

29,90

Order now at decowoerner.com
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J Ribbon 
dispenser

only 69,–

G Tape 
dispenser 
attachment

only 99,–

E Dispenser 
attachment

only 159,–

C Sub-table dispenser

from 139,–

B Table dispenser

only 165,–

H Tape dispenser 
for sub-table

only 99,–

A Wall dispenser

from 129,–

EXCLUSIVE SERIES VARIO

The VARIO line comes with a serrated blade as 
standard for tearing paper or various foils. The 
rolls can be changed quickly and easily because 
the VARIO unwinder has a foldable tearing rail and 
comes with an extended axle fi xture. The VARIO 
system offers a very sturdy construction which 
makes it possible to be operated with only one 
hand. Springy tearing rail for consistent pressure 
und optimised tearing, replaceable rigged rail for 
paper and foil as well as matt black carrying
elements made of high-quality polyamide.
Applicable for paper and foil rolls up to Ø 24 cm and
max. 24 kg. - „Made in Germany“ is synonymous 
for safety and quality. Price per piece.

A Wall dispenser
roll width 50 cm
6801.132.992.00 56,5 x 19 cm 169,—
roll width 75 cm
6801.133.005.00 82 x 19 cm 179,—

B Table dispenser
roll width 75 cm
6801.132.916.00    198,—

C Sub-table dispenser
Roll width 50 cm
6801.132.978.00    189,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.132.985.00    198,—

D Vertical dispenser
roll width 75 cm
6801.133.029.00 81 x 19 cm 189,—

E Dispenser attachment
roll width 50 cm
6801.132.947.00    198,—

F Tape dispenser for walls, fi ts all spool sizes, 
for 4 rolls, roll guidance with integrated cutter 
above every roll, price per piece
6801.132.930.00 75 x 12 cm 82,—

G Tape dispenser attachment, for 4 rolls, roll 
guidance with integrated cutter above every roll, 
price per piece
6801.132.923.00 width 74 cm 125,—

H Tape dispenser for sub-table, 74 x 20.5 cm,
for 4 rolls, roll guidance with integrated cutter 
above every roll, price per piece
6801.557.672.00    119,—

J Ribbon dispenser, stable quality for
6 - 8 rolls, integrated cutter with replaceable 
blade, price per piece
6803.280.549.00 heigth 39 cm 99,—

✓ Space-saving 
vertical dispenser

D Vertical dispenser

only 159,–

✓ jagged knife for 
paper and foil

129,–

149,–

165,–

139,–

149,–

159,–

159,–

99,–

99,–

69,–

69,–

F Tape dispenser for walls

only 69,–

Wall/table dispenser

from 129,–

UNWINDER
made
in

Germany

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ acrylic

✓ smooth knife for paper

✓ Cutting knives

✓ available with smooth 
or toothed rail

✓ jagged knife for 
paper and foil

✓ Mounting on 
the table

✓ Mounting
under the table

✓ Space-saving 
vertical dispenser

H Under-table 
dispenser

only 85,–

G Wall dispenser

from 69,–
SERIES ZAC

J Gift paper roller

only 86,–

H Table dispenser

only 75,–

UNWINDER

SERIES STANDARD
The main features of this dispenser series is the 
proven and practical one-handed operation and 
its outstanding stability. The robust steel profi le 
frame is varnished in a light grey colour ensures 
constant pressure and good separation incl. a 
springy tear-off rail. Dispensers of the Standard 
series are suitable for paper and foil rolls with a 
diameter of up to 22 cm and a weight of max. 
20 kg. „Made in Germany“ stands for safety and 
quality. Price per piece

A Wall dispenser
smooth rail for paper
Roll width 50 cm
6801.132.862.00 58 x 30 cm 125,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.132.879.00 83 x 30 cm 149,—

B Table dispenser
smooth rail for paper
Roll width 50 cm
6801.132.794.00 58 x 30 cm 119,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.132.800.00 83 x 30 cm 139,—

serrated rail for foil
Roll width 50 cm
6801.557.696.00 58 x 30 cm 139,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.557.696.01 83 x 30 cm 159,—

C Dispenser for under table
smooth rail for paper
Roll width 50 cm
6801.132.848.00 65.5 x 16,5 cm 79,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.132.855.00 80 x 16.5 cm 99,—

D Vertical dispenser
smooth rail for paper
Roll width 50 cm
6801.132.886.00 60 x 29.5 cm 144,—

E Dispenser attachment
smooth rail for paper
Roll width 50 cm
6801.557.702.00 58 x 30 cm 95,—
Roll width 75 cm
6801.557.702.01 83 x 30 cm 119,—

F Tape dispenser attachment, fi ts all dispensers,
incl. cutter, replaceable blade, incl. 2 connector 
clamps, price per piece
6801.132.817.00 height 16 cm 55,—

SERIES ZAC
The practical one-handed operation and overall 
functionality of this dispenser series stand out.
The springy tear-off rail ensures constant pressure,
good separation and reels can be changed 
quickly and easily by simply folding. Dispensers 
of the series „ZAC“ are suitable for paper and foil 
rolls with a diameter of up to 22 cm and a weight 
of max. 20 kg thanks to the standard tear-off rail. 
„Made in Germany“ stands for safety and quality. 
Price per piece

G Wall dispenser
roll width 50 cm
6801.414.685.00 61 x 21 cm 94,—
roll width 75 cm
6801.414.715.00 82 x 21 cm 99,—

H Table dispenser / Under-table dispenser
roll width 50 cm
6801.414.616.00 61 x 22 cm 99,—
roll width 75 cm
6801.414.630.00 84 x 22 cm 109,—

J Gift paper roller, 35.5 x 27.3 x 12 cm
(H x W x D), 1.44 kg, made of 6 mm acrylic,
solid quality, with cutting knife and rubber knobs 
on the bottom side, 2 band compartments
26 x 11 x 4.5 cm (L x W x D), price per piece
6801.601.290.00 clear  86,—

B Table dispenser

from 99,–

E Dispenser 
attachment

from 79,–

D Vertical dispenser

only 115,–

A Wall dispenser 

from 99,–

SERIES STANDARD

99,–

109,–

99,–

109,–

109,–

125,–

115,–

89,–

85,–

69,–

79,–

79,–

49,–

69,–

75,–

75,–

from 69,–

SUPER
PRICE

made
in

Germany
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„Dots“, 80 g/m², made of stable Kraft paper, 
all-over print with classic dots design, with folded 
paper handles that fi t comfortably in the hand, 
durable and stable thanks to side folds and
bottom fold, price per pack of 50

C 22 x 18 x 8 cm  (H x W x D)
pastel blue
6803.674.218.06   (=0,26/pc.) 16,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,23/pc.) 11,50
dark pink
6803.674.218.22   (=0,26/pc.) 16,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,23/pc.) 11,50

D black
31 x 22 x 11 cm  (H x W x D)
6803.642.484.18   (=0,36/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,32/pc.) 15,90
42 x 32 x 14 cm  (H x W x D)
6803.642.514.18   (=0,50/pc.) 27,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,45/pc.) 22,50

E red
31 x 22 x 11 cm  (H x W x D)
6803.642.484.01   (=0,36/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,32/pc.) 15,90
42 x 32 x 14 cm  (H x W x D)
6803.642.514.01   (=0,50/pc.) 27,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,45/pc.) 22,50

B Paper bag 
„Happy“

from 0,35 /piece

22 x 18 x 8 cm  
(H x W x D)

31 x 22 x 11 cm  
(H x W x D)

31 x 22 x 11 cm  
(H x W x D)

42 x 32 x 14 cm  
(H x W x D) 42 x 32 x 14 cm  

(H x W x D)

17,90

12,90

12,90

24,90

17,90

24,90

Carrying bag „Dots“

from 0,32 /piece

C Carrying bag

from 0,23 /piece

F Carrying bag „triangle“

from 0,14 /piece

A „Ornament“, white/black, 80 g/m², elegant
carrier bag made of sturdy kraft paper, printed on
both sides with ornament motif, with twist cord
handle, resistant and stable thanks to white side
gussets and bottom gusset, ideal for gifts, textiles,
shoe boxes or souvenirs, price per pack of 50 pcs.
28 x 22 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
6803.699.709.00   (=0,38/pc.) 18,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,35/pc.) 17,50
35 x 26 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
6802.699.709.01   (=0,44/pc.) 21,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,40/pc.) 19,90

B „Happy“, white/coloured, 80 g/m², made of 
durable Kraft paper. Standing upright on stable 
block base and side folds. Made in Germany.
Price per pack of 50.
22 x 18 x 8 cm (H x W x D)
6802.654.159.00   (=0,38/pc.) 18,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,35/pc.) 17,50
35 x 26 x 11 cm (H x W x D)
6802.654.159.01   (=0,44/pc.) 21,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,40/pc.) 19,90

28 x 22 x 10 cm 22 x 18 x 8cm
35 x 26 x 12 cm

35 x 26 x 11 cm

A Paper bag „Ornament“

from 0,35 /piece

F „Triangle“, 31 x 22 x 11 cm  (H x W x D),
80 g/m², elegant carrier bag made of sturdy kraft 
paper, all-over print with modern triangular motif, 
folded paper handles that are comfortable to 
hold, resistant and stable thanks to side gussets 
and bottom gusset, ideal for gifts, textiles or 
souvenirs, price per pack of 50
6803.721.370.01 red (=0,16/pc.) 7,90
6803.721.370.06 light blue (=0,16/pc.) 7,90
6803.721.370.18 black (=0,16/pc.) 7,90
6803.721.370.22 pink (=0,16/pc.) 7,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,14/pc.) 6,90

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

PAPER CARRIER BAGS

Order now at decowoerner.com
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B Paper bag 
„Tropical“

from 0,40 /pce

D Paper bag 
„Rose Dream“

from 0,40 /pce

C Paper bag 
„Hummingbird“

from 0,56 /pce

22 x 28 x 10 cm
18 x 22 x 8 cm

24 x 32
x 8 cm

26 x 35
x 12 cm

26 x 35
x 12 cm

22 x 28 x 10 cm

A Paper carrying bag „Uni“, 110 g/m², made 
of highly tear-proof Kraft paper, with white twist 
cord grip, price per pack of 50
18 x 24 x 8 cm (W x H x D)
6803.601.580._ _   (=0,30/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,28/pc.) 18,50 
22 x 29 x 10 cm (W x H x D)
6803.601.603._ _   (=0,41/pc.) 22,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,37/pc.) 20,90
36 x 41 x 12 cm (W x H x D)
6803.601.610._ _   (=0,52/pc.) 31,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,48/pc.) 28,90
Available colours:
.01 red    .04 orange .06 light blue
.07 dark blue .09 green  .11 yellow
.18 black    .33 pink
Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

Paper bag, 80 g/m², all-over print, with twist 
cord handle, resistant and stable,
price per pack of 50 pcs

B „Tropical“, colourful, sturdy kraft paper
22 x 28 x 10 cm (W x H x D)
6802.711.555.00   (=0,43/pc.) 21,50
% from 3 packs    (=0,40/pc.) 19,90
26 x 35 x 12 cm (W x H x D)
6802.711.555.01   (=0,51/pc.) 25,50
% from 3 packs    (=0,47/pc.) 23,50

C „Hummingbird“, colourful, sturdy kraft paper
18 x 22 x 8 cm (W x H x D)
6800.800.023.65   (=0,56/pc.) 27,95
24 x 32 x 8 cm (W x H x D)
6800.800.023.66   (=0,60/pc.) 29,95

D „Rose Dream“, pink, sturdy FSC-certifi ed 
kraft paper
22 x 28 x 10 cm (W x H x D)
6802.721.363.00   (=0,44/pc.) 21,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,40/pc.) 19,90
26 x 35 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
6803.721.363.01   (=0,52/pc.) 25,90
% from 3 packs    (=0,47/pc.) 23,50

Paper tote bag, made of tearproof kraft paper. 
The block bottom provides additional stability and 
the side gussets and bottom gusset make it easy 
to erect and fi ll. Size: width x height + bottom 
gusset.

Folded paper handles, 85 g/m2
E Price per pack of 250 pieces
white
20 x 28 + 10 cm
6803.479.264.00   (=0,24/pc.) 67,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,22/pc.) 59,90
22 x 36 + 10 cm
6803.479.264.01   (=0,24/pc.) 72,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,22/pc.) 65,90
42 x 32 + 14 cm
6803.479.264.02   (=0,38/pc.) 95,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,35/pc.) 86,90
brown
20 x 28 + 10 cm
6803.479.271.00   (=0,24/pc.) 59,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,22/pc.) 55,90
22 x 36 + 10 cm
6803.479.271.01   (=0,27/pc.) 67,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,24/pc.) 59,90
42 x 32 + 14 cm
6803.479.271.02   (=0,33/pc.) 81,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,30/pc.) 75,90

With twist cord handle and
double reinforcement sheet
F white
36 x 22 + 10 cm, 90 g/m²,
price per pack of 250 pieces
6802.701.853.00   (=0,30/pc.) 59,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,27/pc.) 53,90
41 x 32 x 10 cm, 90 g/m²,
price per pack of 250 pieces
6803.701.853.01   (=0,40/pc.) 98,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,36/pc.) 88,90
47 x 45 x 17 cm, 100 g/m²,
price per pack of 150 pieces
6802.701.853.02   (=0,55/pc.) 82,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,49/pc.) 73,90
brown
36 x 22 + 10 cm, 90 g/m²,
price per pack of 200
6802.701.839.00   (=0,29/pc.) 57,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,25/pc.) 49,90
41 x 32 x 10 cm, 90 g/m²,
price per pack of 250
6802.701.839.01   (=0,35/pc.) 86,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,32/pc.) 78,90
47 x 45 x 17 cm, 100 g/m²,
price per pack of 150
6802.701.839.02   (=0,50/pc.) 74,90
% from 3 cardboards  (=0,45/pc.) 66,90

14,95
13,95

20,50
18,50

25,95
23,95

59,90

59,90
55,90

55,90

18 x 24 x 8 cm (W x H x D)
22 x 29 x 10 cm (W x H x D)
36 x 41 x 12 cm (W x H x D)

36 x 22 + 10 cm
41 x 32 x 10 cm
47 x 45 x 17 cm

20 x 28 + 10 cm
22 x 36 + 10 cm
42 x 32 + 14 cm

✓ 110 g/m2

✓ extremely tear-
proof Kraft paper

✓ 8 colours, 3 sizes

A Paper carrying bag „Uni“

from 0,28 /piece

✓ 85 g/m2

✓ folded paper handle

✓ 90 – 100 g/m2

✓ twisted paper 
cord grip

✓ extremely tear-proof

from 0,22 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

Order now at decowoerner.com
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GIFT BAGS

✓ 140 g/m2

✓ tear-proof varnished paper

25 x 16 x 8 cm

18 x 18 x 7,5 cm

27 x 22
x 10 cm

25 x 25 x 10 cm

40 x 32
x 13 cm

20 x 20 x 8 cm

27.5 x 27.5 x 10 cm

30 x 40 x
12 cm

A Gift bag, 200 g/sqm, elegant paper bag for 
stylishly wrapped gifts and accessories. Made of 
tear-resistant lacquer paper with matt lamination, 
cotton cord and matching satin bow. Durable and 
stable thanks to side gussets and bottom inlay. 
Price per pack of 100 pieces
20 x 20 x 8 cm (H x W x D)
6801.722.292.16 grey (=1,19/pc.) 119,—
6801.722.292.20 sand (=1,19/pc.) 119,—
6801.722.292.32 white (=1,19/pc.) 119,—
27.5 x 27.5 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
6801.722.353.16 grey (=1,59/pc.) 159,—
6801.722.353.20 sand (=1,59/pc.) 159,—
6801.722.353.32 white (=1,59/pc.) 159,—

C Paper bag „Coco“

from 0,89 /piece

B Gift bag

from 1,24 /piece

B Gift bag, 140 g/sqm, Elegant paper bag for 
stylishly packaged gifts and accessories. Made
of tear-resistant varnished paper with glossy 
lamination and cotton cord. Durable and stable 
thanks to side folds and bottom inlay. With
twisted cord handle. Price per pack of 125
25 x 16 x 8 cm (H x W x D)
6801.449.861.88 red (=1,24/pc.) 155,—
6801.449.861.97 black (=1,24/pc.) 155,—
27 x 22 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
6801.452.328.88 red (=1,32/pc.) 165,—
6801.452.328.97 black (=1,32/pc.) 165,—
40 x 32 x 13 cm (H x W x D)
6801.452.335.88 red (=1,91/pc.) 239,—
6801.452.335.97 black (=1,91/pc.) 239,—

C Paper bag „Coco“, 155 g/m², elegant paper
bag for stylishly packaged gifts and accessories. 
Made of coated, tear-proof Kraft paper with glossy
lamination and twisted cord handle. Resistant and 
stable thanks to side folds and base insert.
18 x 18 x 7,5 cm (H x W x D)
price per pack of 100
6801.709.842.14 white (=0,89/pc.) 89,—
6801.709.842.18 black (=0,89/pc.) 89,—
25 x 25 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
price per pack of 100
6801.709.859.14 white (=0,95/pc.) 95,—
6801.709.859.18 black (=0,95/pc.) 95,—
30 x 40 x 12 cm (H x W x D)
price per pack of 75
6801.709.866.14 white (=1,53/pc.) 115,—
6801.709.866.18 black (=1,53/pc.) 115,—

✓ 155 g/m2

✓ tear-proof Kraft paper

✓ 200 g/m2

✓ tear-proof varnished paper
A Gift bag

from 1,19 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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PAPER BAGS

24 x 18 cm (H x W)

35 x 35 x 10 cm (H x W x D)

31 x 22 cm (H x W)

42 x 37 x 13 cm (H x W x D)

24 x 18 cm (H x W)

31 x 22 cm (H x W)

C Paper bag „Metallic“, 
with satin ribbon

from 4,50 /piece

Sugar cane paper bag

from 4,20 /piece

D Silk Paper, 50 x 70 cm (L x W), 17 g/m²,
colourful and soft packaging silk for gifts, porcelain,
jewellery, handcrafting or improving bouquets. 
The delicate packaging paper does not stain. 
Price per carton of 480 sheets
6801.674.034.01 red (=0,08/sh.) 37,95
6801.674.034.14 white (=0,08/sh.) 37,95
6801.674.034.18 black (=0,08/sh.) 37,95
6801.674.034.22 dark pink (=0,08/sh.) 37,95
6801.674.034.33 pink (=0,08/sh.) 37,95
6801.674.034.43 silver gray (=0,08/sh.) 37,95

25 g/m², very elegant and luxurious silk paper 
for festive occasions. Ideally suitable for gifts, 
porcelain, jewellery, handcrafting or improving 
bouquets. Price per carton of 200 sheets
6801.674.034.42 gold (=0,31/sh.) 62,90

D Silk Paper

from 0,08 /Sheet

Sugar cane paper bag, 150g/m², twisted paper 
cord, sugar cane paper, Made in Europe,
price per pack of 10 pcs.

A „Flower Garden“
24 x 18 cm (H x W)
6800.800.024.14   (=3,60/pc.) 35,95
31 x 22 cm (H x W)
6800.800.024.15   (=4,20/pc.) 41,95

B „Tropic“
24 x 18 cm (H x W)
6800.800.024.16   (=3,60/pc.) 35,95
31 x 22 cm (H x W)
6800.800.024.17   (=4,20/pc.) 41,95

C Paper bag „Metallic“, with satin ribbon,
the high-quality paper bag is made of 190 gram 
coated paper with reinforced edge cover and with 
bottom insert, fully printed and matt laminated, 
the satin ribbons are chosen to match the bag 
colour, price per pack of 10 pcs.
35 x 35 x 10 cm (H x W x D)
6800.800.024.03 dark bl. (=4,50/pc.) 44,95
6800.800.024.04 old pink (=4,50/pc.) 44,95
6800.800.024.05 steel bl. (=4,50/pc.) 44,95
42 x 37 x 13 cm (H x W x D)
6800.800.024.06 dark bl. (=5,50/pc.) 54,95
6800.800.024.07 old pink (=5,50/pc.) 54,95
6800.800.024.08 steel bl. (=5,50/pc.) 54,95

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

Order now at decowoerner.com
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15 GIFT PACKAGING

Pillow box as a beautiful packaging for gifts 
or other giveaways. the foldable gift carton 
with beautiful structure is delivered in a fl at 
state and can be unfolded with two straps 
on both sides

Pillow box „Luxury“,
structured cardboard, price per pack of 10

A gold
13 x 14,5 x 4 cm (W x L x H)
6803.479.103.02     (=0,69/pc.) 6,90
% from 6 packs     (=0,59/pc.) 5,90
13 x 17 x 4 cm (W x L x H)
6803.479.103.01     (=0,85/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs     (=0,75/pc.) 7,50
15 x 24 x 5 cm (W x L x H)
6802.479.103.00     (=0,99/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs     (=0,89/pc.) 8,90

B red
13 x 17 x 4 cm (W x L x H)
6803.540.094.01     (=0,85/pc.) 8,50
% from 6 packs     (=0,75/pc.) 7,50
15 x 24 x 5 cm (W x L x H)
6802.540.094.00     (=0,99/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs     (=0,89/pc.) 8,90

C blue
13 x 17 x 4 cm (W x L x H)
6803.478.489.01     (=0,89/pc.) 8,90
% from 6 packs     (=0,79/pc.) 7,90
15 x 24 x 5 cm (W x L x H)
6802.478.489.00     (=0,99/pc.) 9,90
% from 6 packs     (=0,89/pc.) 8,90

Ready-to-use ribbons with rubber band,
elastic rubber band with wing ribbon, width 1 mm,
ideally suited as a ready-to-use ribbon for small 
boxes or packages in jewellery or cosmetics 
sector, price per pack of 100

D silver
6803.257.237.00 10 cm l.*   (0,08/pc.) 7,90
% from  5 packs     (0,07/pc.) 7,20
% from 10 packs     (0,06/pc.) 6,40
6803.257.244.00 25 cm l.*   (0,10/pc.) 9,90
% from  5 packs     (0,09/pc.) 8,90
% from 10 packs     (0,09/pc.) 8,50
6802.257.251.00 40 cm l.*   (0,16/pc.) 15,90
% from  5 packs     (0,15/pc.) 14,90
% from 10 packs     (0,14/pc.) 13,90

E gold
6803.257.213.00 25 cm l.*   (0,10/pc.) 9,90
% from  5 packs     (0,09/pc.) 8,90
% from 10 packs     (0,09/pc.) 8,50
6801.257.220.00 40 cm l.*   (0,16/pc.) 15,90
% from  5 packs     (0,15/pc.) 14,90
% from 10 packs     (0,14/pc.) 13,90

Ready-to-use ribbons with rubber band, elastic
decorative rubber band with wing bow Ø 7 cm, 
3 mm wide rubber band, ideally suited for small 
boxes or packages, price per pack of 100

F red/gold
6811.634.755.00 20 cm l.*   (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6811.634.755.01 40 cm l.*   (0,40/pc.) 39,90

G silver
6811.634.762.00 20 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6811.634.762.01 40 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90

H gold
6811.634.779.00 20 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90
6811.634.779.01 40 cm l.*  (0,40/pc.) 39,90

J Ready-to-use ribbons, width 7 cm,
with glue point, ideal for decorating gifts.
Price per pack of 100
6802.713.061.01 red (=0,30/pc.) 29,90
6802.713.061.42 gold (=0,30/pc.) 29,90

Ready-to-use ribbons, beautiful rosette form 
made of high-gloss metallic foil, with the help of 
adhesive points you can quickly and easily create 
highlights on gift packages, price per carton of 25

K Ø 6 cm, 10 mm wide
6803.634.632.00 silver (=0,36/pc.) 11,90
6803.634.632.01 red (=0,36/pc.) 11,90
6803.634.632.42 gold (=0,36/pc.) 11,90

L Ø 10 cm, width 15 mm
6802.634.656.00 silver (=0,72/pc.) 24,50
6802.634.656.42 gold (=0,72/pc.) 24,50

*l. = Strap length

8,90
8,90
8,90

17,90
17,90

13 x 14,5 x 4 cm

13 x 17 x 4 cm

13 x 17 x 4 cm

15 x 24 x 5 cm

13 x 17 x 4 cm

15 x 24 x 5 cm

15 x 24 x 5 cm

Ready-to-use ribbons 
with rubber band

only 0,40 /piece

from 0,06 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

J Ready-to-use 
ribbons

only 0,30 /piece

✓ with adhesive point

Pillow box

from 0,59 /pce

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Organza sachets, semi-transparent bag 
made of slightly shimmering organza, with
colour-matching satin ribbon for tightening,
price per pack of 50 
7.5 x 10 cm (W x H)
6804.663.397._ _   (=0,12/pc.) 8,90
13 x 18 cm (W x H)
6804.663.403._ _   (=0,20/pc.) 15,90

Available colours:
.07 blue   .16 gray     .18 black
.42 gold   .65 apricot    .22 dark pink
.43 silver   .60 cream     .66 bordeaux

B Satin bag, made of shimmering, opaque 
polyester satin with colour-matching ribbon for 
tightening, price per pack of 30
7.5 x 10 cm (W x H)
6804.663.366._ _   (=0,33/pc.) 9,90
13 x 18 cm (W x H)
6804.663.373._ _   (=0,46/pc.) 13,90

Available colours:
.06 ice blue .07 midnight blue .16 gray
.18 black   .22 dark pink  .37 lilac
.43 silver   .60 cream      .66 bordeaux

C Small sequins sachet, glamorous sequins, 
sewn on one side on transparent organza fabric, 
with colour-matching draw ribbon,
price per pack of 10
7.5 x 10 cm (W x H)
6804.710.046._ _   (=0,45/pc.) 5,90
13 x 18 cm (W x H)
6804.710.053._ _   (=0,70/pc.) 10,90

Available colours:
.01 red   .42 gold    .43 silver
.60 champagne

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

B Satin bag

from 0,33 /pce

✓ 9 colours 
2 sizes

✓ 4 colours
2 sizes

✓ 9 colours 
2 sizes

GIFT BAGS

from 0,12 /pce

SUPER
PRICE

A Organza sachets

from 0,12 /piece

C Small sequins sachet

from 0,45 /piece

9,95

6,95

5,95

4,50

✓ 5 colours 
3 sizes

D Jute bag

from 0,94 /pce

✓ 5 colours

E Velvet bag

only 0,33 /piece
D Jute bag, with drawstring and wooden 
pearls, made of robust natural fi bres,
price per pack of 10
10 x 7,5 cm (L x W)
6804.663.380._ _   (=0,94/pc.) 9,40
18 x 13 cm (L x W)
6804.663.410._ _   (=1,06/pc.) 13,90
22 x 15 cm (L x W)
6802.663.441._ _   (=1,54/pc.) 15,35

Available colours:
.08 green .19 brown  .60 cream
.01 red .25 natural fi nish

E Velvet bag, quick and easy packaging with
velvet that have a nice touch and feel, made of
high-quality velvet and with cord for tightening,
ideally suited as jewellery bag or for small gifts at
weddings, baptisms, parties, Christmas and St. Nicholas
or the Advent calendar, price per pack of 30
7.5 x 10 cm (W x H)
6804.663.427._ _   (=0,33/pc.) 17,90

Available colours:
.01 red .05 royal blue .08 dark green
.18 black .66 bordeaux

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

9,90

10,59

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Ribbons

from 0,36 /piece

✓ self-adhesive

STICKER RIBBONS

WITH SATIN EDGE
A Ribbons, decorative and practical ready-to-
use rosettes made of fi ne polyester net with satin 
edge, self-adhesive for quick and easy decoration 
of packages

Ø 5 cm, width 9 mm, price per box of 30
6801.526.357._ _   (=0,38/pc.) 12,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,36/pc.) 10,90

Available colours:
.01 red .06 lightblue .09 light green
.10 dark green .14 white

Ø 8 cm, width 16 mm, price per box of 35
6801.526.364._ _   (=0,50/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,47/pc.) 16,50

Available colours:
.01 red .06 lightblue .09 light green
.14 white

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

B Ready-to-use ribbons, width 7 cm,
with glue point, ideal for decorating gifts.
Price per pack of 100
6812.713.061.01 red (=0,30/pc.) 29,90
6812.713.061.42 gold (=0,30/pc.) 29,90

11,50

17,50

B Ready-to-use ribbons

only 0,30 /piece

✓ with adhesive point

Order now at decowoerner.com
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A Polyamide ribbon, solid, smooth with pretty 
curling effect, suitable for splitting

width 5 mm, price per roll of 500 m
6802.128.117._ _   (=0,005/m) 2,30
% from 3 rolls   (=0,004/m) 2,10
% from 6 rolls   (=0,004/m) 1,90

width 10 mm, price per roll of 250 m
6803.128.100._ _   (=0,011/m) 2,70
% from 3 rolls   (=0,010/m) 2,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,008/m) 1,99

width 19 mm, price per roll of 100 m
6803.199.179._ _   (=0,025/m) 2,95
% from 3 rolls   (=0,019/m) 2,60
% from 6 rolls   (=0,015/m) 1,90

width 31 mm, price per roll of 100 m
6803.199.186._ _   (=0,029/m) 3,80
% from 3 rolls   (=0,025/m) 3,50
% from 6 rolls   (=0,019/m) 2,99

width 50 mm, price per roll of 100 m
6803.199.193._ _   (=0,042/m) 4,70
% from 3 rolls   (=0,037/m) 4,40
% from 6 rolls   (=0,033/m) 3,95

B Drawstring ribbon, width 19 mm, foil, 
Ø 10 cm, length 90 cm, the polyester string can 
be contracted to a ribbon, price per pack of 50
6803.213.059._ _   (=0,22/pc.) 16,20
% from 3 packs   (=0,20/pc.) 15,20
% from 6 packs   (=0,18/pc.) 14,90

Available colours:
.85 yellow .90 orange  .02 red
.33 pink .37 lilac  .23 purple
.07 blue .06 lightblue .77 light green
.08 green .64 white  .42 gold
.43 silver

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

DECORATIVE RIBBONS

.85 yellow .02 red.90 orange

.42 gold

.33 pink .23 purple.37 lilac .07 blue

.06 lightblue .77 light green .08 green .43 silver.64 white

RING BAND

10,90
9,90
8,90

B Drawstring ribbon

from 0,18 /pce

2,50
1,90
1,50

2,90
2,50
1,90

4,20
3,70
3,30

✓ 5 widths 
13 colours

✓ XXL width 
50 mm

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.84 rosé .09 sage green .20 champagne .16 pearl grey.06 stone blue

D Poly ribbon Pastel

from 0,05 /m

POLY RIBBON

D Poly ribbon Pastel, width 10 mm, in trendy
pastel colours, smooth with beautiful silk shimmer,
suitable for splitting and curling, price per 150 m roll
6802.664.493.84 rosé (=0,06/m) 9,50
6802.664.493.06 stone blue (=0,06/m) 9,50
6802.664.493.09 sage green (=0,06/m) 9,50
6802.664.493.20 champagne (=0,06/m) 9,50
6802.664.493.16 pearl grey (=0,06/m) 9,50
% from 3 rolls   (=0,06/m) 8,90
% from 6 rolls   (=0,05/m) 7,90

E Ribbon Splitter, pink, made of plastic,
for splitting curly ribbons, price per piece
6800.107.419.00 9 x 3 cm 4,90

✓ Trendy pastel colours

E Ribbon Splitter,
9 x 3 cm

only 3,90

3,90

C Poly ribbon 
„Iridescent“

from 0,04 /m

Matt metallic
A Metallic ribbon, matt, with beautiful ring 
effect, can be split, price per 100 m roll
width 5 mm
6803.456.470._ _   (=0,04/m) 4,30
% from 3 rolls     (=0,04/m) 3,90
% from 6 rolls     (=0,04/m) 3,50
width 10 mm
6803.456.487._ _   (=0,05/m) 5,10
% from 3 rolls     (=0,05/m) 4,60
% from 6 rolls     (=0,04/m) 4,40
width 31 mm
6802.456.494._ _   (=0,08/m) 7,90
% from 3 rolls     (=0,07/m) 7,20
% from 6 rolls     (=0,07/m) 6,80

Available colours:
.01 red   .05 blue     .09 light green
.42 gold   .43 silver
Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

B Metallic drawstring bows, width 19 mm, 
Ø 10 cm, length 89.5 cm, poly ribbon, 70g/m², 
price per pack of 50
6800.548.045._ _   (=0,20/pc.) 19,90

Available colours:
.12 pink   .05 blue
.42 gold   .43 silver
Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

C Poly ribbon „Iridescent“, width 10 mm, 
iridescent gift ribbon printed on one side, suitable 
for splitting and curling, price per 200 m roll
6802.715.614.00      (=0,05/m) 9,50
% from 3 rolls       (=0,04/m) 8,90
% from 6 rolls       (=0,04/m) 7,90

.01 red .05 blue .09 light green .42 gold .43 silver .42 gold

.12 pink

.43 silver

.05 blue

RING BAND

✓ 5 colours

4,90
4,50
3,90

from 0,04 /m

SUPER
PRICE

9,90
B Met. drawstring bows

only 0,20 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ 3 widths, 7 colours

C Ribbon 
splitter „Duo“

only 6,90

.01 red .06 lightblue

.42 gold.08 apple-green

.33 pink

.14 white

.43 silver

width 31 mm, price per 50 m roll
6802.212.731._ _   (=0,12/m) 5,95
% from  3 rolls   (=0,11/m) 5,60
% from  6 rolls   (=0,11/m) 5,40
% from 12 rolls   (=0,10/m) 4,95

Available colours:
.01 red .33 pink .06 lightblue
.08 apple-green .14 white .42 gold
.43 silver

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

C Ribbon splitter „Duo“, 3,5 x 13,5 cm,
high-quality and stable tape splicer with metal
teeth for frequent or daily use, two different
cutting thicknesses create threads with widths
of 2 mm or 4 mm, price per piece 
6802.715.829.00 red  6,90

D Gift paper roller, 35.5 x 27.3 x 12 cm
(H x W x D), 1.44 kg, made of 6 mm acrylic,
solid quality, with cutting knife and rubber knobs 
on the bottom side, 2 band compartments
26 x 11 x 4.5 cm (L x W x D), price per piece
6811.601.290.00 clear  86,—

A Metallic drawstring bows, 70g/m²,
self-shortening foil ribbon, price per pack of 50
Ø 10 cm, width 19 mm, length 90 cm
6803.338.905._ _   (=0,39/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,37/pc.) 18,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,35/pc.) 17,90
Ø 14 cm, width 31 mm, length 134 cm
6803.338.899._ _   (=0,49/pc.) 27,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,43/pc.) 26,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,41/pc.) 24,90

Available colours:
.01 red .14 white
.42 gold .43 silver

B Metallic ribbon, shiny, with pretty curly 
effect, suitable for splitting
width 5 mm, price per roll of 250 m
6801.128.124._ _   (=0,02/m) 4,95
% from  3 rolls   (=0,02/m) 4,80
% from  6 rolls   (=0,02/m) 4,50
% from 12 rolls   (=0,02/m) 4,20
width 10 mm, price per roll of 250 m
6802.128.155._ _   (=0,03/m) 6,95
% from  3 rolls   (=0,03/m) 6,60
% from  6 rolls   (=0,02/m) 5,95
% from 12 rolls   (=0,02/m) 5,50

A Metallic drawstring bows

from 0,35 /piece

19,90

15,90

17,90

14,50

15,90

13,50

from 0,02 /m

SUPER
PRICE

D Gift paper roller

only 86,–

✓ Cutting 
knives

Order now at decowoerner.com
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✓ with cut edge

✓ razor-thin, transparent chiffon 
ribbon with a delicate sheen

B Chiffon Ribbon

from 0,25 /m

✓ with wire edge

✓ 3 widths, 13 colours

.05 dark blue.11 yellow

.42 gold.06 light blue

.04 orange

.60 pearl white .15 silver

.01 red

.08 green

.33 pink .66 bordeaux

.14 white

.24 lilac

with cut edge
A Chiffon ribbon, uniform and soft-falling
decorative ribbon with cut edge, transparent 
fabric with soft glow, 100 % polyester,
price per 25 m roll
width 25 mm
6803.357.678._ _   (=0,15/m) 4,40
% from  3 rolls    (=0,13/m) 3,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,12/m) 3,60
% from 12 rolls    (=0,10/m) 3,30
width 38 mm
6803.463.959._ _   (=0,25/m) 6,30
% from  3 rolls    (=0,24/m) 5,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,22/m) 5,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,20/m) 4,90
width 70 mm
6803.357.661._ _   (=0,38/m) 9,50
% from  3 rolls    (=0,36/m) 8,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,34/m) 8,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,32/m) 7,90

CHIFFON RIBBONS

3,70
3,30
2,90
2,50

with wire edge
B Chiffon Ribbon, with wire edge, very thin, 
transparent chiffon ribbon with soft glow, 100% 
polyester, price per 20 m roll
width 25 mm
6803.547.673._ _   (=0,33/m) 7,50
% from  3 rolls    (=0,30/m) 5,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,28/m) 5,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,25/m) 4,90
width 40 mm
6803.547.680._ _   (=0,45/m) 10,30
% from  3 rolls    (=0,41/m) 8,10
% from  6 rolls    (=0,38/m) 7,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,35/m) 6,90

Available colours:
.11 yellow   .04 orange .01 red
.33 pink    .66 bordeaux .24 lilac
.05 dark blue  .06 light blue .08 green
.60 pearl white  .14 white .14 gold
.15 silver

6,50

8,90

from 0,10 /m

SUPER
PRICE

with selvedge
C Chiffon ribbon, 100% polyester,
price per 50 m roll
width 6 mm
6800.800.025._ _     (=0,06/m) 3,—
% from 3 pieces      (=0,05/m) 2,70
% from 6 pieces      (=0,05/m) 2,50
Available colours:
.13 yellow .14 red  .15 pink
.16 turquoise .17 green  .18 white
.19 gold .20 silver

width 15 mm
6800.800.025._ _     (=0,07/m) 3,40
% from 3 pieces      (=0,06/m) 3,20
% from 6 pieces      (=0,06/m) 3,—
Available colours:
.21 yellow .22 red  .23 pink
.24 turquoise .25 green  .26 white
.27 gold .28 silver

width 25 mm
6800.800.025._ _     (=0,10/m) 4,80
% from 3 pieces      (=0,09/m) 4,60
% from 6 pieces      (=0,09/m) 4,40
Available colours:
.29 yellow .30 red  .31 pink
.32 turquoise .33 green  .34 white
.35 gold .36 silver

Please complete the order number by 
adding the appropriate colour number.

silvergold

whitegreenturquoise

pinkredyellow

C Chiffon ribbon 
with selvedge

from 0,05 /m

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.37

.29

.21 .22 .24 .23 .25 .27 .26 .20

.30 .32 .31 .33 .35 .34 .28

.38 .40 .39 .41 .43 .42 .36

width 3 mm

width 10 mm

width 25 mm

SATIN RIBBON

A Satin ribbon, washable at 60°C, double-
sided satin, 100% polyester, with selvedge
width 3 mm, price per roll à 50 m
6800.800.024._ _    (=0,10/m) 4,95
% from 3 pieces    (=0,09/m) 4,45
% from 6 pieces    (=0,08/m) 3,95
Available colours:
.21 cream .22 light blue .24 pink
.23 pink .25 red  .27 dark green
.26 light green .20 white

width 10 mm, price per roll à 25 m
6800.800.024._ _    (=0,20/m) 4,95
% from 3 pieces    (=0,18/m) 4,45
% from 6 pieces    (=0,16/m) 3,95
Available colours:
.29 cream .30 light blue .32 pink
.31 pink .33 red  .35 dark green
.34 light green .28 white

width 25 mm, price per roll à 25 m
6800.800.024._ _    (=0,24/m) 5,95
% from 3 pieces    (=0,22/m) 5,45
% from 6 pieces    (=0,20/m) 4,95
Available colours:
.37 cream .38 light blue .40 pink
.39 pink .41 red  .43 dark green
.42 light green .36 white

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

B Satin ribbon „Glitter“, 100 % polyester, 
high-quality ribbon with refi ned lurex shimmer, 
price per 20 m roll
width 15 mm
6802.717.137._ _    (=0,33/m) 6,50
% from 3 rolls     (=0,29/m) 5,80
% from 6 rolls     (=0,26/m) 5,20
width 25 mm
6801.664.516._ _    (=0,45/m) 9,90
% from 3 rolls     (=0,40/m) 8,80
% from 6 rolls     (=0,35/m) 7,90
Available colours:
.01 red .66 bordeaux .22 dark pink
.98 mint green .60 cream

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

B Satin ribbon „Glitter“

from 0,26 /m

.01 red .98 mint green.66 bordeaux .22 dark pink .60 cream✓ double-sided
glitter effect

✓ 2 widths, 5 colours

8,90
7,90
6,90

A Satin ribbon

from 0,08 /m

Order now at decowoerner.com
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15 GIFT PACKAGING

A Tulle ribbon, silky-smooth fabric with
honeycomb structure and open edge, ideally 
suited for simple and elegant decoration, made
of 100% nylon, price per 25 m roll

50 mm
6803.119.894._ _   (=0,10/m) 4,70
% from 3 rolls   (=0,09/m) 4,20
% from 6 rolls   (=0,08/m) 3,70

6801.119.894.42 gold (=0,16/m) 4,70
6801.119.894.43 silver (=0,16/m) 4,70
% from 3 rolls   (=0,15/m) 4,20
% from 6 rolls   (=0,14/m) 3,70

100 mm wide
6803.119.900._ _   (=0,18/m) 7,80
% from 3 rolls   (=0,15/m) 7,20
% from 6 rolls   (=0,14/m) 6,50

6801.119.900.42 gold (=0,28/m) 7,80
6801.119.900.43 silver (=0,28/m) 7,80
% from 3 rolls   (=0,26/m) 7,20
% from 6 rolls   (=0,24/m) 6,50

TULLE RIBBON

2,50

4,50

3,90

6,90

2,20

6,50

3,90

6,90

1,90

3,50

3,70

6,50

3,50

5,90

✓ 11 colours

.11 yellow .06 lightblue.05 dark blue.01 red .33 pink .09 light green .60 cream.10 dark green .14 white .42 gold .43 silver

A Tulle ribbon

from 0,08 /m

Even more choice online

www.decowoerner.com

B Drawstring ribbon, width 19 mm, foil, 
Ø 10 cm, length 90 cm, the polyester string can 
be contracted to a ribbon, price per pack of 50
6813.213.059._ _   (=0,22/pc.) 16,20
% from 3 packs   (=0,20/pc.) 15,20
% from 6 packs   (=0,18/pc.) 14,90

Available colours:
.85 yellow .90 orange  .33 pink
.07 blue .06 lightblue .77 light green
.08 green .42 gold  .43 silver

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

DECORATIVE RIBBONS

10,90
9,90
8,90

C Metallic drawstring bows, 70g/m²,
self-shortening foil ribbon, price per pack of 50
Ø 10 cm, width 19 mm, length 90 cm
6813.338.905._ _   (=0,39/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,37/pc.) 18,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,35/pc.) 17,90
Ø 14 cm, width 31 mm, length 134 cm
6813.338.899._ _   (=0,49/pc.) 27,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,43/pc.) 26,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,41/pc.) 24,90

Available colours:
.01 red .14 white
.42 gold .43 silver

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

19,90

15,90

17,90

14,50

15,90

13,50

B Drawstring ribbon

from 0,18 /piece

C Metallic 
drawstring bows

from 0,35 /piece

Order now at decowoerner.com
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.11 yellow

.05 royal blue

.04 orange

.06 lightblue

.01 red

.09 light green

.66 bordeaux

.10 dark green

.33 pink

.60 cream

.23 lilac

.14 white

A Fabric ribbon with wire edge

from 0,24 /m

with wire edge
A Fabric ribbon with wire edge, 
100% acetate, price per 25 m roll
width 25 mm
6803.443.630._ _   (=0,28/m) 7,50
% from  3 rolls    (=0,26/m) 6,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,25/m) 6,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,24/m) 5,90
width 40 mm
6803.443.661._ _   (=0,32/m) 8,90
% from  3 rolls    (=0,30/m) 8,40
% from  6 rolls    (=0,28/m) 7,90
% from 12 rolls    (=0,26/m) 6,90
width 60 mm
6803.443.685._ _   (=0,56/m) 13,90
% from  3 rolls    (=0,54/m) 13,40
% from  6 rolls    (=0,50/m) 12,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,44/m) 10,90

without wire edge
B Taffeta ribbon, 
100% polyester, price per roll of 50 m
width 25 mm
6803.414.289._ _   (=0,16/m) 8,50
% from  3 rolls    (=0,15/m) 6,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,14/m) 6,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,13/m) 5,90
width 40 mm
6802.414.296._ _   (=0,22/m) 12,70
% from  3 rolls    (=0,21/m) 11,90
% from  6 rolls    (=0,20/m) 11,50
% from 12 rolls    (=0,20/m) 10,90

Available colours:
.11 yellow  .04 orange .01 red
.66 bordeaux .33 pink  .23 lilac
.05 royal blue .06 lightblue .09 light green
.10 dark green .60 cream  .14 white

Please complete the order number by adding 
the appropriate colour number.

FABRIC RIBBONS

6,90

7,90

6,50

7,50

6,20

6,90

5,90

6,60

7,80
7,50
6,90
6,50

10,90
10,50
10,–
9,95

from 0,13 /m

SUPER
PRICE

✓ 12 colours

Order now at decowoerner.com
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C Metallic drawstring bows, 70g/m², self-
shortening foil ribbon, price per pack of 50
Ø 10 cm, width 19 mm, length 90 cm
6823.338.905.01 red (=0,31/pc.) 19,90
6823.338.905.14 white (=0,31/pc.) 19,90
6823.338.905.42 gold (=0,31/pc.) 19,90
6823.338.905.43 silver (=0,31/pc.) 19,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,29/pc.) 18,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,27/pc.) 17,90
Ø 14 cm, width 31 mm, length 134 cm
6823.338.899.01 red (=0,39/pc.) 27,90
6823.338.899.14 white (=0,39/pc.) 27,90
6823.338.899.42 gold (=0,39/pc.) 27,90
6823.338.899.43 silver (=0,39/pc.) 27,90
% from 3 packs   (=0,35/pc.) 26,90
% from 6 packs   (=0,31/pc.) 24,90

DRAWSTRING BOWS

19,90
19,90
19,90

19,90

15,90
15,90
15,90
15,90
14,50
13,50

17,90
15,90

.07 dark blue

.01 red

.08 green

.33 pink

.42 gold

.23 lilac

.43 silver

.06 light blue

matt shiny

Very strong and tearproof metallic foil or also 
wrinkled foil, silver back

A shiny
width 100 cm, 35 my, price per 10 m roll 
6803.549.127._ _   (=1,40/m) 13,95
% from  5 rolls   (=1,30/m) 12,95
% from 10 rolls   (=1,10/m) 10,95

fl ame retardant, 
width 150 cm, 35 my, price per 10 m roll
6802.428.095._ _   (=3,75/m) 37,50
% from  5 rolls   (=3,55/m) 35,50

B matt
width 100 cm, 35 my, price per 10 m roll 
6803.549.110._ _   (=1,39/m) 13,90
% from  5 rolls   (=1,29/m) 12,90
% from 10 rolls   (=1,09/m) 10,90

Please add the appropriated colour number 
to the order number.

LUMIFOL
METALLIC FOIL

✓ strong and tearproof

✓ Back side silver

C Metallic drawstring bows

from 0,27 /pce

✓ 8 colours

from 1,09 /m

SUPER
PRICE

Gift bag, metallic foil, made of polypropylene and 
a thickness of 35μ. They offer an increased level 
of hardness, rigidity and durability compared to 
common PE bags and they are also odourless. 
Interior in silver. Price per pack of 50.

D silky matt
15 x 25 cm
6801.457.033._ _    (=0,10/pc.) 6,90
20 x 35 cm
6801.457.057._ _    (=0,24/pc.) 13,50
Available colours:
.01 red .05 blue   .06 light blue
.09 light green .10 dark green .33 pink
.42 gold .43 silver

E glossy
15 x 25 cm
6801.457.026._ _    (=0,10/pc.) 6,90
20 x 35 cm
6801.457.040._ _    (=0,24/pc.) 13,50
Available colours:
.01 red .05 blue   .09 light green
.10 dark green .42 gold   .43 silver

Please add the appropriated colour number 
to the order number.

FOIL BAG

✓ 8 colours

✓ matt

✓ 6 colours

✓ shiny

.43 silver

.43 silver

.05 blue

.05 blue

.01 red

.01 red

.10 dark green

.10 dark green

.06 light blue

.42 gold

.42 gold

.09 light green

.09 light green

.33 pink

15 x 25 cm

15 x 25 cm

20 x 35 cm

20 x 35 cm

11,90

11,90

4,90

4,90

Gift bag

from 0,10 /piece
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✃ Unique. Capitalised.

#wowfactor?
WE

,
VE GOT YOU!

Just get in touch with us:

+49 (0) 71 31 4064-724 - Ms. Aboud

projects@decowoerner.com

The needs and requirements of all our customers are very different. That’s why we place our focus on your specifications, 
project-related requirements and the most effective presentation of your goods. We offer a professional all-inclusive

service with assembly, dismantling and storage as well as the development of prototypes and samples.
Your wish is our command.

OVER 96 YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE

After more than 100,000 customised
products & projects there is almost 
nothing we have not seen yet! You 
benefi t from our experience and 
almost a century of market and 
product know-how.

IN-HOUSE DESIGN 
DEPARTMENT

Individuality is key! Our creative team
is happy to help with designs and 
suggestions for the development 
of samples/prototypes, custom 
products and suggestions for the 
optimisation of articles.

360°
SERVICE

We have an eye on the big picture 
as well as on the smallest details.
Whether you need in-house
development, storage - before or 
after the purchase -, installation 
service or the procurement of 
certifi cates: we offer a wide variety 
of services.

LOGISTICS &
PRODUCTION

Our effi cient logistics centre is
able to handle large international 
corporate orders and different 
branches with just-in-time delivery. 
We deliver on time thanks to our 
audited, worldwide network of 
suppliers and manufacturers.
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Ja, Yes, Oui,

✗

You can fi nd our general terms and conditions on the web at www.decowoerner.com
Vous pouvez trouver nos conditions générales sur le web à l‘adresse www.decowoerner.com

 Order form / Bon de commande

Sender‘s address / Expéditeur:

Customer no.: 

Firm, Name / Société, nom : ................................................................................................................

Owner, Manager / Propriétaire/Chargé d’affaires : ...........................................................................

Field of business / Branche : ...............................................................................................................

Street / Rue : ..........................................................................................................................................

Postcode, Town / Code postal, localité : .............................................................................................

E-Mail: .................................................................................................................................................

VAT No. / No. Intracomm. (si existant) : ..............................................................................................

............................................................................................................
My email-adress / Mon adresse E-Mail

.....................................................................................................................................................................    

Data / Date  Signature and stamp / Signature et cachet de l’entrepriseI would like to receive special offers and a newsletter by E-Mail /
Je voudrais recevoir par E-Mail les offres spéciales et les nouveautés.

As a loyal customer, you will receive an elegant toiletry bag
as a thank-you gift if the order value is 150,– € or higher.

En tant que client fi dèle, vous recevrez gratuitement nos une élégante 
trousse de toilette d‘une en remerciement dès 150,– € de commande. 

How we value loyalty: La fi délité est récompensée : 

The must-have for every trip: this summery toiletry bag in fresh
blue offers plenty of space for hygiene, body care and beauty
products! The blue watercolour print on white textile material makes 
us dream of the sea. The golden zip with playful tassel looks very 
noble and gives it a simple elegance. We wish you much joy!

L‘indispensable pour chaque voyage : cette trousse de toilette estivale en bleu 
frais offre beaucoup d‘espace pour les produits d‘hygiène, de soins corporels et 
de beauté ! L‘impression aquarelle bleue sur une matière textile blanche nous fait 
rêver de la mer. La fermeture éclair dorée avec son pompon ludique est très noble 
et lui confère une élégance simple. Nous vous souhaitons beaucoup de joie !

 Phone / Téléphone:
Central Office / Centrale + 49 7131 40 64-0
Direct Extension / Ligne Directe  40 64-724
Direct Fax / FAX     40 64-760

B
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ar
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Heinrich Woerner GmbH
Visual Merchandising
Liebigstraße 37

74211 Leingarten

Germany

Description / Article Article number / No. article Quant. Price/Prix Total/Prix total

Toiletry bag, 10 x 19 x 13 cm / Trousse de toilette,
10 x 19 x 13 cm 6 5 0 0 8 0 0 0 2 5 4 0 12,95

 

Total €/
Report €

Country-specifi c shipping fl at rates and conditions online at
www.decowoerner.com (minimum order value see GTCs)

Tarifs forfaitaires et conditions d’expédition spécifi ques à chaque pays
en ligne sur www.decowoerner.com (valeur minimale de commande voir CGV)

............................................................................................................
VAT No. (if available) / No. Intracomm. (si existant)
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§ 1 General - Scope
(1) Heinrich Woerner GmbH (hereinafter referred to as WOERNER) 
offers and renders all services only on the basis of its general 
terms and conditions. These contractual terms and conditions 
shall apply exclusively to entrepreneurs within the meaning of
§14 BGB (German Civil Code). Separate contractual conditions 
apply to consumers. (click here)

(2) All agreements made between WOERNER and the customer 
for the purpose of executing this contract are set out in writing in 
this contract.

(3) The terms and conditions of the contract shall apply exclusively; 
terms and conditions of the customer that conflict with or deviate 
from the terms and conditions of the contract shall not be recognized 
unless WOERNER expressly agrees to their validity. The contractual 
terms and conditions shall also apply if WOERNER carries out the 
delivery to the customer without reservation in the knowledge of 
conflicting or deviating terms and conditions of the customer. The 
contractual conditions shall also apply to future transactions with 
the customer, even if they have not been explicitly included again 
in such transactions.

§ 2 Offer
(1) Advertisements, catalogs and especially the presentation of the 
goods in the online store do not constitute a binding offer for the 
sale of the goods by WOERNER.

(2) The customer may submit the offer by telephone, in writing, by 
fax, by e-mail or via the online order form integrated in the online 
store. In case of an order via the online order form, the customer, 
after entering his personal data and by clicking the button „Buy“
in the final step of the ordering process, submits a legally binding 
contract offer with regard to the goods contained in the shopping cart.

(3) WOERNER can accept the customer‘s offer by a written (letter) 
or electronically transmitted (fax or e-mail) order confirmation or by 
immediate delivery of the goods. Only by this the sales contract is 
concluded. WOERNER is entitled to refuse the acceptance of the 
order. This applies in particular if a product is not available despite 
timely disposition for reasons beyond WOERNER‘s control.

(4) Order processing and contacting usually take place via e-mail 
and automated order processing. The customer has to ensure 
that the e-mail address provided by him for order processing is 
correct, so that e-mails sent by WOERNER can be received under 
this address. In particular, when using SPAM filters, the customer 
must ensure that all e-mails sent by the seller or by third parties 
commissioned by the seller to process the order can be delivered.

(5) For the countries Germany, Austria, Switzerland or France, a 
small quantity surcharge of EUR 10.00 net shall apply for orders with 
a goods order value of less than EUR 30.00 net. For all other countries, 
a minimum quantity surcharge of EUR 15.00 net shall apply for 
orders with a goods order value of less than EUR 100.00 net.

§ 3 Place of performance/transfer of risk
(1) The place of performance for the mutual performance obligations 
shall be the branch office of WOERNER.

(2) The risk of accidental loss of the goods shall pass to the customer 
upon handover to the carrier. WOERNER shall insure the goods at 
the customer‘s expense against the usual transport damages at the 
customer‘s request.

§ 4 Delivery
(1) Unless expressly stated, delivery dates quoted are non-binding.

(2) Compliance with delivery obligations shall be subject to the timely 
and proper fulfillment of the customer‘s obligations. WOERNER 
reserves the right to plead non-performance of the contract.

(3) If the customer is in default of acceptance or culpably violates 
other obligations to cooperate, WOERNER shall be entitled to claim 
compensation for the damage incurred in this respect, including 
any additional expenses. WOERNER reserves the right to assert 
further claims.

(4) If the conditions of paragraph three exist, the risk of accidental 
loss or accidental deterioration of the goods shall pass to the 
customer at the time the customer is in default of acceptance or 
debtor‘s delay.

(5) WOERNER is entitled to make partial deliveries as far as they are 
reasonable for the customer. These are independent services and 
can be invoiced independently.

§ 5 Prices and terms of payment
(1) The stated prices are net prices plus VAT and are valid „ex 
works“. The costs for special packaging requests are to be borne 
by the customer.

(2) Unless otherwise stated in the order confirmation, the purchase 
price (without deduction) is due for payment within 14 days from 
the invoice date.

(3) For new customers and all orders via the online store via the 
Internet and orders from abroad, the customer is obliged to pay in 
advance unless otherwise agreed. In this case WOERNER is obliged 
to ship the ordered goods within 14 days after receipt of payment, 
unless otherwise agreed.

(4) If the customer does not pay due invoices, exceeds a granted 
term of payment or if the financial situation of the customer 
deteriorates after the conclusion of the contract or if WOERNER 
receives unfavorable information about the customer after the 
conclusion of the contract which calls into question the solvency 
or creditworthiness of the customer, WOERNER is entitled to provide 
further services only against advance payment. This applies in 
particular as soon as an application for the opening of insolvency 
proceedings is filed.

(5) The customer shall only be entitled to set-off rights if his counter-
claims are legally established, undisputed or acknowledged by 
WOERNER. Furthermore, he shall only be entitled to exercise a 
right of retention insofar as his counterclaim is based on the same 
contractual relationship.

(6) The customer shall be in default without any further declaration 

by WOERNER 14 days after the due date of payment. In the event 
of the existence of defects, the customer shall not be entitled to a 
right of retention insofar as this is not in reasonable proportion to 
the defects and the anticipated costs of subsequent performance.
(7) Unless otherwise agreed, shipping costs shall also be borne by 
the customer. The shipping costs by delivery countries can be found 
in the webshop under: „Our delivery countries“.

Parcel shipping costs per order
Germany  7,50 €
Austria  9,50 €
France  20,00 €
Spain  25,00 €
Belgium  20,00 €
Netherlands  20,00 €
Denmark  20,00 €
Italy   25,00 €
Sweden  30,00 €
Portugal  30,00 €
Switzerland  30,00 €

Shipping costs for other countries and freight forwarding shipments 
according to the shipping costs table in the webshop.

Bulky goods are charged at a flat rate:
Germany: parcel price + 20,00 €
Abroad: parcel price + 30,00 €

For details, please refer to our table in the webshop at
www.decowoerner.com. Countries not listed are available on request.
Island surcharges are always calculated separately.

In the case of orders from outside the Federal Republic of Germany, 
any additional public costs such as customs duties, import/export 
duties, etc. shall also be borne by the Customer.

(8) The EURO shall be the currency for payment of the purchase 
price. All prices refer to EURO. A change in the currency parity for 
orders from abroad has no influence on the purchase price owed. 
The purchaser shall bear the currency risk in this respect.

(9) Payment by credit card. The credit card will be charged upon 
completion of the order.

§ 6 Retention of title
The goods remain the property of WOERNER until complete fulfill-
ment of all claims WOERNER has against the customer arising from 
the business relationship.

In case of resale of the goods, the customer hereby assigns his 
claim from the resale against his buyer with all ancillary rights to 
WOERNER by way of security, without the need for any further 
separate declarations. However, the assignment shall only apply 
to the amount corresponding to the price of the goods invoiced by 
WOERNER. The part of the claim assigned to WOERNER shall be 
satisfied with priority.

§7 Obligation to give notice of defects
If the customer is a merchant according to § 1 HGB (German 
Commercial Code), claims for defects of the customer presuppose 
that the customer has duly fulfilled his obligations to examine the 
goods and to give notice of defects according to § 377 HGB. Any 
defects discovered must be reported in writing without delay.

A customer who is not a merchant according to § 1 HGB is obliged 
to notify WOERNER of a defect in writing within two months after 
the time at which he has discovered the defect. This provision 
does not constitute a preclusion period for the customer‘s rights 
in respect of defects.

If the shipment is at the risk of WOERNER, the customer is 
obliged to notify the carrier of obvious transport damages upon 
acceptance of the shipment. In the event of transport damage, the 
customer must also retain the original packaging and document any 
packaging defects, insofar as this does not represent an unreasonable 
effort. Insofar as WOERNER cannot assert claims for compensation 
against the carrier due to a breach of these obligations, the customer 
shall be liable for damages in the event of a culpable breach of 
these obligations.

§ 8 Warranty rights
(1) Claims for defects shall not exist in case of only insignificant 
deviations from the agreed quality or only insignificant impairment 
of usability.

(2) WOERNER shall be entitled to remedy the defect or to deliver 
a new item. In the event of rectification of the defect, WOERNER 
shall be obliged to bear all expenses necessary for the purpose 
of rectifying the defect, in particular transport, travel, labor and 
material costs, insofar as these are not increased by the fact that 
the purchased item has been taken to a place other than the place 
of performance.

(2) If the supplementary performance finally fails or if it is not 
reasonable for the customer, the customer shall be entitled, at its 
option, to demand rescission or reduction in accordance with the 
statutory provisions.
(4) If the supplementary performance is carried out by way of a 
replacement delivery, the Customer shall be obliged to return the 
goods first delivered to the Seller within 30 days at the Seller‘s 
expense. The return of the defective goods shall be made in 
accordance with the statutory provisions.

(5) WOERNER may refuse subsequent performance if it would 
involve disproportionately high costs. In particular, the value of the 
item in a defect-free condition, the significance of the defect and 
the question of whether another type of subsequent performance 
would not result in a significant disadvantage for the buyer shall be 
taken into account.

(6) Claims for defects do not exist for:
 - Defects in custom-made products based on the Buyer‘s design

 specifications.
 - Damage resulting from normal wear and tear or improper handling.
 - technologically justified deviations in dimensions, form, material-related

 color deviations that cannot be remedied and for colors that 
 do not match exactly in the case of several items of the same
 type that are customary in the industry.

(7) The customer undertakes to assert his warranty claims in the 
case of mail order purchases via WOERNER‘s claim forms, provided 
they are enclosed with the shipment.

§ 9 Liability for defects
(1) WOERNER is liable for intent and gross negligence of a representative 
or vicarious agent according to the legal regulations. Apart from that 
WOERNER shall only be liable according to the Product Liability Act, 
for injury to life, body or health or for culpable violation of essential 
contractual obligations.

(2) Damages due to gross negligence as well as the violation of 
essential contractual obligations, which have not been committed 
intentionally, are limited to the foreseeable damage typical for the 
contract, if no injury to life, body or health is given.
In the event of liability due to delay in performance, WOERNER‘s liability 
for damages in addition to performance shall be limited to 10% of 
the value of the order and for damages in lieu of performance to 
50% of the value of the order.
In the event of liability due to impossibility of performance, the 
customer‘s claim for damages in addition to or in lieu of performance 
and for reimbursement of futile expenses shall be limited to 50 %
of that part of the delivery which cannot be used due to the 
impossibility.
Damages to other legal assets of the customer shall be excluded 
entirely if they are not based on intent or gross negligence or injury 
to life, body or health.

(3) The provisions of paragraphs one to three shall apply to damages 
in addition to performance and damages in lieu of performance, 
irrespective of the legal grounds, in particular also to claims in tort. 
They also apply to the claim for compensation for futile expenses.

§10 Statute of Limitations
(1) Insofar as a new item is the object of delivery, the limitation 
period for claims for damages due to defects - irrespective of the 
legal grounds - shall be one year.

(2) The limitation periods according to paragraph one shall also 
apply to other claims for damages against WOERNER, irrespective 
of their legal basis. They shall also apply insofar as the claims are 
not related to a defect.

(3) The limitation rules of paragraphs one to two shall only apply 
subject to the following provisions:
(Instead, the statutory provisions shall apply)
a. The limitation periods shall generally not apply in the event of 
intent.

b. The limitation periods shall not apply if WOERNER has fraudulently 
concealed a defect.

c. The limitation periods shall not apply to claims for damages in 
cases of injury to life, limb, health or freedom, in the case of claims 
under the Product Liability Act, in the case of a grossly negligent 
breach of duty or in the case of culpable breach of essential contractual 
obligations.

§ 11 Copyrights/Competition Rights/Trademark Rights
(1) Insofar as the customer provides templates or design elements 
such as texts, photographs, data sets and graphics for the product 
design, or provides corresponding specifications for the product 
design, the customer assures that no copyright, trademark or other 
rights of third parties exist for these or that the necessary approvals 
have been obtained.

(2) In this respect WOERNER shall not be liable to the customer for 
the infringement of third party rights.

(3) The customer agrees to indemnify WOERNER from all claims 
of third parties, which arise against WOERNER due to a customer 
behavior contrary to paragraph 1.

§12 Miscellaneous
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply; the validity 
of the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of 
Goods is excluded.

If the customer is a merchant according to §1 HGB (German 
Commercial Code), the place of jurisdiction is WOERNER‘s place of 
business; however, WOERNER is entitled to sue the customer at the 
court of his place of residence.

Data protection notice - Conversion Tracking
We use the online advertising program „Google AdWords“ and, 
as part of Google AdWords, conversion tracking. The cookie for 
conversion tracking is set when a user clicks on an ad placed by 
Google. These cookies lose their validity after 30 days and are not 
used for personal identification. If the user visits certain pages of the 
AdWords customer‘s website and the cookie has not yet expired, 
Google and the customer can recognize that the user clicked on the 
ad and was redirected to this page. Each customer receives a different 
cookie. Cookies can therefore not be tracked across AdWords 
customers‘ websites.

The information obtained using the conversion cookie is used to 
create conversion statistics for AdWords customers who have 
opted for conversion tracking. Customers learn the total number 
of users who clicked on their ad and were redirected to a page 
tagged with a conversion tracking tag. However, they do not receive 
information that personally identifies users.

If you wish to disable conversion tracking cookies, you can set your 
browser to block cookies from the domain „googleadservices.com“.

Further information on the topic of „data protection“ within the 
framework of the online advertising program Google AdWords can 
be found here.
http://www.google.de/privacy_ads.html.

You can contact our data privacy officer at this e-mail address: 
datenschutz@decowoerner.com

Bank account of the Heinrich Woerner GmbH
Raiffeisenbank Roth-Schwabach eG
Kto. Nr.: 5 0013 74
BLZ: 764 600 15
IBAN : DE53 7646 0015 0005 0013 74
SWIFT Code: GENODEF1SWR

General terms and conditions for commercial customers and freelancers (Last updated 11.11.2021)
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Ja, Yes, Oui,

✗

You can fi nd our general terms and conditions on the web at www.decowoerner.com
Vous pouvez trouver nos conditions générales sur le web à l‘adresse www.decowoerner.com

 Order form / Bon de commande

Sender‘s address / Expéditeur:

Customer no.: 

Firm, Name / Société, nom : ................................................................................................................

Owner, Manager / Propriétaire/Chargé d’affaires : ...........................................................................

Field of business / Branche : ...............................................................................................................

Street / Rue : ..........................................................................................................................................

Postcode, Town / Code postal, localité : .............................................................................................

E-Mail: .................................................................................................................................................

VAT No. / No. Intracomm. (si existant) : ..............................................................................................

............................................................................................................
My email-adress / Mon adresse E-Mail

.....................................................................................................................................................................    

Data / Date  Signature and stamp / Signature et cachet de l’entrepriseI would like to receive special offers and a newsletter by E-Mail /
Je voudrais recevoir par E-Mail les offres spéciales et les nouveautés.

As a loyal customer, you will receive an elegant toiletry bag
as a thank-you gift if the order value is 150,– € or higher.

En tant que client fi dèle, vous recevrez gratuitement nos une élégante 
trousse de toilette d‘une en remerciement dès 150,– € de commande. 

How we value loyalty: La fi délité est récompensée : 

The must-have for every trip: this summery toiletry bag in fresh
blue offers plenty of space for hygiene, body care and beauty
products! The blue watercolour print on white textile material makes 
us dream of the sea. The golden zip with playful tassel looks very 
noble and gives it a simple elegance. We wish you much joy!

L‘indispensable pour chaque voyage : cette trousse de toilette estivale en bleu 
frais offre beaucoup d‘espace pour les produits d‘hygiène, de soins corporels et 
de beauté ! L‘impression aquarelle bleue sur une matière textile blanche nous fait 
rêver de la mer. La fermeture éclair dorée avec son pompon ludique est très noble 
et lui confère une élégance simple. Nous vous souhaitons beaucoup de joie !

 Phone / Téléphone:
Central Office / Centrale + 49 7131 40 64-0
Direct Extension / Ligne Directe  40 64-724
Direct Fax / FAX     40 64-760
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_1

Heinrich Woerner GmbH
Visual Merchandising
Liebigstraße 37

74211 Leingarten

Germany

Description / Article Article number / No. article Quant. Price/Prix Total/Prix total

Toiletry bag, 10 x 19 x 13 cm / Trousse de toilette,
10 x 19 x 13 cm 6 5 0 0 8 0 0 0 2 5 4 0 12,95

 

Total €/
Report €

Country-specifi c shipping fl at rates and conditions online at
www.decowoerner.com (minimum order value see GTCs)

Tarifs forfaitaires et conditions d’expédition spécifi ques à chaque pays
en ligne sur www.decowoerner.com (valeur minimale de commande voir CGV)

............................................................................................................
VAT No. (if available) / No. Intracomm. (si existant)



A B C

You will fi nd more banners
from page 134.

Banner „Magnolias, one-sided printed 
and UV-resistant textile fabric (115 g/m²) in 
fl ame-retardant B1 quality for indoor and 
outdoor use, according to DIN EN 13501-1, 
two hollow seams on the top and bottom 
side, suitable hanging rods can be found in 
our assortment, price per piece

A Banner „Easter eggs gold“,
Pastel gold
6513.800.021.12  75 x 180 cm 24,95

B Hearts & Pink Tulips Banner, pink
6523.800.020.97  75 x 180 cm 24,95

C Banner „Magnolias, pink
6523.800.021.28 100 x 200 cm 29,95

Banner

from 24,95

Spring magic!

LEGAL NOTICE
Heinrich Woerner GmbH, Liebigstr. 37, 74211 Leingarten, Germany

You can contact the data protection offi cer at the e-mail address 
datenschutz@decowoerner.com

ORDER
24h a day 365 days in the year in our 
webshop www.decowoerner.com

• Immediate delivery information for
every item

• Competent customer service
(Monday – Friday 8:00 – 17:00)

Product advice in English
Monday to Friday 8.00 – 15.30 h
Ms. Aboud +49 (0) 7131 4064-724
Consultoría de productos en español
Lunes, miércoles y viernes 8.00 – 12.30 h
Sra. Martinez +49 (0) 7131 4064-749

E-Mail info@decowoerner.com
or comfortably online at
www.decowoerner.com

WOERNER TO FLIP
THROUGH...
• Largest assortment in the line of business
• More than 324 pages, 2 x a year
• Huge selection of over 8.000 items
• The most current trends, original decorating

ideas and the latest innovations in the 
world of visual merchandising.

...AND ONLINE...
www.decowoerner.com
• The entire assortment from the Woerner 

main and supplementary catalogues.
• Practical keyword search
• Many attractive special offers and bargains

CHOOSE YOUR OWN
PAYMENT TERMS
• Cash upon delivery for long term customers
• simply and safely by credit card

(VISA, Mastercard, Diners Club, Amazon Pay)
• Advance Payment

WE SHIP ALL AROUND
THE WORLD.
We offer affordable shipping flat rates for 
many countries. For more details, please 
visit our webshop at
www.decowoerner.com/en/customer-service/. 
All other countries on request.

...AND REAL PERSONAL...
• Our Sales Agents will gladly visit and 

assist you
• We will gladly word out individual 

recommendations
• Project oriented we can offer you just 

about any item, and that to a very
reasonable price, just ask us.

• Schedule appointment under:
Tel. +49 (0) 7131/4064-724

www.decowoerner.com@
Net prices are in Euro (tax not included).
Please deduct approx. 10% for net 
prices in Sterling (tax not included).



75 x 
180 cm

100 x 
200 cm

new

 LABELLING

 SPRING

 EASTER

 SUMMER

 THEME AND SECTOR

 pDECORATIONS

 ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

 SHOP WINDOW MANNEQUINS,
 TAILOR BUSTS

 SHOP INTERIOR

 GOODS PRESENTERS

 SALES EVENTS

 BUILDING TOOLS

 GIFT PACKAGING

 FOOD REPLICA

 MOTIF PRINTS

 FABRICS, FOILS

 Sender:
Heinrich Woerner GmbH
Liebigstraße 37

D-74211 Leingarten

Prices valid until 
30.06.2022

 Net prices are in Euro
(tax not included).
Please deduct 10% for 
net prices in Sterling 
(tax not included).

 Phone:
Central Office +49 7131 40 64-0
Direct Extension 40 64-724
Direct Fax   40 64-760
E-Mail: info@decowoerner.com
Webshop: www.decowoerner.com
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 70-103
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Banner „Cherry blossom tree“

from 24,95

Now
in new sizes!
Banner „Cherry blossom tree“, dark pink, 
one-sided printed and UV-resistant textile
fabric (115 g/m²) in fl ame-retardant B1 quality
for indoor and outdoor use, according to DIN 
EN 13501-1, two hollow seams on the top 
and bottom side, suitable hanging rods can 
be found in our assortment, price per piece
6510.800.023.49  75 x 180 cm 24,95
6510.652.841.04 100 x 200 cm 29,95

You will fi nd more
banners from p. 134.
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